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JOYSTICK APPARATUS HAVING SIX DEGREES FREEDOM OF MOTION

This application is a continuation-in-part of

serial number 010,851 filed February 4, 1987.

5

Background of the Invention

The present invention relates to a user input

device, hereafter referred to as a joystick apparatus,

capable of being moved in all directions so as to have six

10 degrees freedom of motion, namely, translational motion

along x, y, and z axes, and rotational motion about x, y,

and z axes. More particularly, the present invention

provides a joystick apparatus with significant advantages

in manipulating three-dimensional computer generated images

15 on display media as well as manipulation of objects in

three-dimensional space.

Joysticks are typically electrically

interconnected to computer control systems for permitting

manual input of positioning or other information.

20 Joysticks have long been used to control and manipulate,

objects and images on a display medium. For example, in

electronic arcade games, joysticks are typically used to

control two-dimensional movement of images on a display

medium. Such a joystick may be defined as a control device

25 comprising a handle with freedom of motion in all

directions of a plane; i.e., translational movement along x

and y axes of the plane. Joysticks have also been used to

control three-dimensional movement of objects and movement

of images on display media. Such joysticks typically

3 0 comprise a vertically mounted stick or column which can be

moved in all directions of a plane and rotated about an

axis perpendicular to the plane. U.S. Patent Nos.

4,046,005; 4,217,569; and 4,4 68,688 are examples of such

joysticks. When moved backward, forward, or sideways, x

35 and y coordinate values are typically varied, with the z

coordinate value being varied whenever the joystick is

rotated clockwise or counterclockwise. Typically, the x,

y, and z coordinate values are stored in corresponding x, y
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and z registers which are periodically scanned by a host

computer system, since joysticks normally do not generate

interrupts when -they are activated. However, some

joysticks do generate an interrupt which is transmitted to

5 the host computer system whenever the joystick is activated

by moving the joystick handle. The values of the x, y, and

z input registers are used by the host computer system to

control orientation and movement of the three-dimensional

images on the display medium. Numerous efforts have been

10 made at improving joystick performance and interaction with

a user. The following patent references disclose some of

these efforts:

15
PATENT NO. PATENTEE ISSUE DATE

4,046,005 Goroski Sept. 6, 1977
4,161,726 Burson et al. July 17, 1979
4,217,569 Nejedly et al. Aug. 12, 1980
4,382,166 Kim May 3, 1983

20 4,468,688 . Gabriel et al* Aug* 28, 1984
.4,536,746. Gobeli Aug. 20, 1985

The above patent references disclose joysticks having three

25 degrees freedom of motion, namely, translational motion

relative to the x and y axes, and rotational movement about

the z axis. Although some of the references may provide

for three-dimensional control of images on a display

medium, they do not provide a joystick apparatus having six

30 degrees freedom of motion corresponding to the six degrees

freedom of motion possible in three-dimensional space.

Some joysticks utilize force sensing as opposed to movement

sensing. However, these devices often do not have the

desired accuracy and intuitiveness. Although, arguably

35 there is some minute amount of movement present in force
*

sensing, it is insufficient to provide useful intuitive

feedback to the user.

NAA00014749
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The present invention solves these problems and

others associated with existing input devices, providing

for user control and manipulation of objects in three-

dimensional space and three-dimensional computer generated

5 images in a very intuitive and interactive way by

manipulation of the joystick apparatus in a manner which

corresponds to the manipulation of a three-dimensional
,

object in three dimensional space.

Summary of the Invention

10 The present invention relates to a joystick

apparatus having a central body means supported for

translational and rotational movement in any direction

within a limited three-dimensional space The joystick

apparatus includes sensor means spaced apart from the

15 central body means for sensing movement of the central body

means.

In one embodiment, the present invention also

relates to a computer graphics input device used for

controlling movement of an image on a computer graphics

20 display terminal, the input device including body means

supported for translational and rotational movement in any

direction within a limited three-dimensional space and

transducer means for sensing movement of the body means and

converting the sensed movement into output signals

25 representative of the sensed movement.

In one embodiment, the sensor means are slidably

mounted for linear movement generally away and toward the

central body.

In yet other embodiments, the central body is

30 connected to stationary sensor means by telescoping means.

In one embodiment, the present invention relates

to a joystick apparatus having a central body portion with

six degrees freedom of motion, namely, translational motion

along x, y, and z axes and rotational motion about x, y,

35 and z axes. The joystick apparatus includes a support

NAA00014750
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base. The joystick apparatus further includes a central

body portion interconnected to at least three, two-

dimensional joystick apparatus each having a base portion

and control handle means interconnected to the base portion

5 so as to have two degrees of motion. A two-dimensional

joystick apparatus includes linear sensor means, typically

there being two such linear sensors present , for sensing

movement of the control handle means and for providing

corresponding output signals. The control handle means is

10 interconnected to the central body portion by universal

joint means for universal movement and including adjustable

length means for providing the handle means with adjustable

length so as to enable adjustable displacement between the

central body portion and the base portion of the two-

15 dimensional joystick apparatus, whereby the central body

portion is provided with six degrees of motion, namely,

translational motion along the x, y, and z axes and

rotational movement about the x, y, and z axes. The

universal joint means is disposed about the central body

20 portion at predetermined locations. A main control handle

means extends from the central body portion for

facilitating user manipulation of the central body portion.

It will be appreciated that the joystick

apparatus might include force transducer sensors as opposed

25 to motion transducer sensors. Movement from one location
to another in three-dimensional space has both a magnitude
component and a direction component. The direction

component of any such movement in three-dimensional space
can be defined in terms of its x, y, and z components;

30' i.e., movement relative to x, y, and z axes which are

perpendicular to one another and which define a coordinate
system for the three-dimensional space. Movement can

involve translational and/or rotational movement relative

to these axes; herein referred to as translational movement

35 along the x, y, and z axes and rotational movement about .

NAA00014751
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the x, y, and z axes. Accordingly, in three-dimensional

space, there are six possible degrees freedom of motion,

namely, translational motion along the x, y, and z axes,

and rotational motion about the x, y and z axes. Movement

5 in three-dimensional space, other than translational

movement along and rotational about only one axis, involves

simultaneous movement along a plurality of the x, y, and z

axes. The present invention provides a joystick apparatus

which functions as a user input device capable of

10 indicating both movement and the magnitude of that

movement. Moreover, the user input device is capable of

movement simultaneously along a plurality of the axes x, y,

and z.

The present invention provides a joystick

15 apparatus having a control handle which can be moved in all

directions so as to have six degrees freedom of motion

corresponding to the six degrees freedom of motion of a

three-dimensional object in three-dimensional space.

Accordingly, the joystick apparatus of the present

20 invention provides for user control and manipulation of

objects and computer generated images in a very intuitive

and interactive fashion. The joystick apparatus of the

present invention can be readily interconnected to a

computer system such that movement of the joystick

25 apparatus directly corresponds to movement of the object

and/or image being displayed on a display medium. That is,

rotating the joystick will cause a similar rotation of the

object or image and translational, also referred to as

linear, movement of the joystick will cause a similar

30 translational movement of the object or image. A feed-back

loop may be present to provide a lag or lead time between

movement of the joystick and the image or object. For

example, in manipulating a three-dimensional image on a

display medium, any desired view, orientation can be

35 achieved by moving the control handle of the joystick as if

NAA00014752
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it were the image, since movement of the joystick directly *

corresponds to movement of the image. It will be

appreciated that this facilitates and enhances user *

manipulation and orientation of objects and images.

5 One embodiment of the present invention

preferably utilizes a plurality of one-dimensional sensors,

also, referred to as linear sensors, each capable of sensing

one-dimensional translational movement along a straight

line such as along one of the x, y, and z axes.

10 In some embodiments, rotational sensors are also

used.

In yet other embodiments, in addition to sensing

movement (direction and magnitude) , the sensors can also be

used to detect velocity and acceleration.

15 ^ In the preferred embodiment, a plurality of

joystick-type sensors each including sensors so as to be

capable of sensing two-dimensional movement in a plane are

utilized.

The sensors used by the joystick-type sensors

20 might include a wide variety of sensor types such as force

or motion transducers which will convert movement of the

joystick apparatus central body into suitable electrical

signals.

Linear motion sensors might include variable

25 resistor sensors, optical sensors, switches, encoders,

various digital sensors, etc.

In the preferred embodiment,, the joystick

apparatus is used with variable resistors or voltage output

devices which will contain the information for the six

. 30 degrees of movement. However, it will be appreciated that

other types of one-dimensional sensors might be used, such

as a digital sensor. A computer software interface will

utilize the inputs from these variable resistors to control

movement of the three-dimensional graphic images. It will

35 be appreciated that the software interface required to

NAA00014753
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perform this task will be designed based on well known

algorithms for controlling motion of three-dimensional

images. Therefore, once given the benefit of the

applicants 1 disclosure, the software interface algorithms

5 are readily known to those of ordinary skill in the art.

In still other embodiments of the present

invention, the input signals from the sensors will be used

for controlling various types of input parameters such as

calculating lag and/or lead times as well as varying the

10 rate and/or acceleration of movement.

Although the preferred embodiment uses four (4)

spaced apart, two-dimensional joystick apparatus, alternate

embodiments might utilize three or more (e.g. five, six,

etc.) two-dimensional joystick apparatus. The provision of

15 additional two-dimensional joystick apparatus will provide

redundancy of signals which allows for averaging of the

joystick output signals. As few as two, three-axis,

joystick apparatus might also be used. The multiple

joystick configuration might provide increased support for

20 the control handle of the joystick apparatus.

In one embodiment of the present invention, the

control handle might be resiliently biased so as to return

to a neutral position when released by the user. In other

embodiments, the control handle will remain where it is

25 placed.

The control handle of the present invention might

take on any number of configurations such as an elongated

member or a sphere. Indeed, a central body portion of the

joystick might serve as the control handle.

30 In one embodiment of the present invention, a

plurality of sensors radially disposed from a central body,

are interconnected to the central body so as to detect

translational and rotational movement of the central body

in three-dimensional space and provide output signals

35 representative of such movement.

NAAO0014754
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These and various other advantages and features ^

of novelty which characterize the present invention are

pointed out with particularity in the claims annexed hereto *

and forming a part hereof. However, for a better

5 understanding of the invention, its advantages and. objects

attained by its use, reference should be had to the

drawings which form a further part hereof and to the

accompanying descriptive matter and in which there is

illustrated and described an embodiment of the invention.

10

Brief Description of the Drawings

In the drawings, in which like reference numerals

indicate corresponding parts throughout the several views;

Figure 1 is a perspective view of an embodiment

15 of a joystick apparatus in accordance with the principles
of the present invention;

Figure 2 is a view similar to Figure 1

illustrating an embodiment of the present invention where
only two three-dimensional joystick apparatus are present;

20 Figure 3 is a view of the embodiment shown in

Figure 1 enclosed by a housing;

Figure 4 is a block diagram view of a computer
graphics system wherein a joystick apparatus of the present
invention might be utilized;

25 Figure 5 is a schematic top plan view of an

embodiment of a joystick apparatus in accordance with the

principles of the present invention;

Figure 6 is a side elevational view as seen

generally along line 6-6 in Figure 5 of the embodiment
30 illustrated in Figure 1; .

*

Figure 7 is an electrical diagram of a

conventional two-dimensional joystick;

Figure 8 is a mechanical diagram of a

conventional two-dimensional joystick;

NAA00014755
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Figure 9 is a view similar to Figure 1 of yet

another embodiment of the present invention; and

Figure 10 is a cross-sectional diagrammatic view

of the embodiment shown in Figure 9.

5

Detailed Description of a Preferred Embodiment

Referring now to Figure 1, 3 and 5-6, there is

illustrated an embodiment of a user input device, hereafter

referred to as a joystick apparatus, generally referred to

10 by the reference numeral 20, in accordance with the

principles of the present invention. The joystick

apparatus 20 of the present invention provides for

translational and rotational movement in any direction;

i.e., six simultaneous degrees of freedom (motion) or,

15 namely, simultaneous translational movement along x, y and

z axes as generally illustrated by arrows 22, 24, 26,

respectively, and simultaneous rotational movement about

the x, y, and z axes as generally illustrated by the arrows

28, 30, 32, respectively. In the embodiment shown, the

20 joystick apparatus has a range of rotation of roughly ±45°

about the x, y and z axes, and has a range of translational

motion of roughly ±1.5 inches or ±3.8 centimeters. For

purposes of this description, movement is discussed in

terms of x, y, and z axes -perpendicular to one another

25 which define a coordinate grid in three-dimensional space.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the joystick apparatus is

mounted on a support base 40. A central body portion 42 is

interconnected to and supported by four conventional, two-

dimensional joysticks 44 (also referred to as two-axis

30 joysticks) each of which include linear sensors for sensing

two-dimensional movement in a plane. Although, in

alternate embodiments, as illustrated in Figure 2, wherein

corresponding reference numerals are primed, the present

invention might be implemented with only two joysticks 44'.

35 In this embodiment, the joysticks 44 1 (also referred to as

NAA00014756
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three- axis joysticks) are capable of sensing rotational

. motion about a z-axis in addition to planar motion in the

x-y plane. Typically, a twist knob is mounted on the

handle of these joysticks. In yet other . embodiments , three

5 or any number. of joysticks* might be used.

The joysticks 44 include a base portion 45 and

extensible (telescoping) handle members 46 which

interconnect the base portion 45 of the joystick 44 to the

central body portion 42. The handle members 46 are

1Q suitable interconnected to the base portions 45 of the

joysticks 44 by a slider and ball joint arrangement 33 as

illustrated, in Figure 8 so as to provide for two. degrees

freedom of motion in a plane as is common in joysticks. In

the embodiment shown, the joysticks 44 are fixedly

15. supported above a surface of the support base by suitable

"support structure 43. The handle members 46 shown, include

telescoping piston and cylinder portions 46a,b also

referred to as telescoping tubing portions, so as to enable

sliding motion therebetween. The cylinder portions 4 6b are

20 interconnected to the central body portion 42 by a

universal joint such as a ball joint 48. It will be .

appreciated that any number of u-joint arrangements might

be used. For example, the cylinder portions 46b

interconnected to the central body portion 42 by a

25 flexible, resilient member. Also, the cylinder portions

46b might be disposed in an opening in the central body

portion 42 having a greater diameter than the cylindrical

portions 46b so as to allow movement of the central body

portion -42. In the embodiment shown, the inner piece of

3 0 each cylinder or tubing 46b has a ball mounted in a socket

of -the central body portion 42, such that the ball joints

48 are. disposed about the central body portion in a common

plane at ninety degree intervals. It will be appreciated

that in alternate embodiments, the joysticks might not lie

35 • in. the same plane. Indeed, they need not necessarily be

NAA00014757
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mutually orthogonal but must be non-coaxial or not all

lined up <,along a common axis. In a preferred arrangement,

the radius of the central body portion 42 is one-half the

distance between a center of the central body portion 42

5 and the pivotal point of attachment of the handle members

46 to the base portions 45 of the joysticks 44.

As shown in Figure 3, the joystick apparatus 20

will preferably be enclosed by a housing 47 having an

opening for projection therethrough of a control handle

10 portion 60 interconnected to the central body portion 42,

the opening allowing movement of the control handle portion

60 along the x, y, and z axes. In the embodiment shown,

the opening is enclosed by flexible rubber-like layer 49 so

as to allow movement of the handle 60 but enclose the

15 inside of the joystick apparatus. The top of the housing

47 in this embodiment might serve as a place for resting

the user's hand.

The movement of the central body portion 42 is

sensed by variable resistors 50,52 associated with the four

20 two-dimensional joysticks 44. It will be appreciated that

other sensors might be used in keeping with the principles

of the present invention. For example, various types of

digital sensors might be used. Illustrated in Figure 7 is

an electrical diagram 51 of a conventional two-dimensional

25 joystick as might be used in the present invention, and

illustrated in Figure 8 is a mechanical diagram of a

conventional two-dimensional joystick 53 such as might be

used in the present invention. In the embodiment shown,

the variable resistor 52 on each of the two-dimensional

3 0 joysticks 44 is influenced by vertical motion. With the

appropriate electrical connections 56, each of the variable

resistors 52 will output a higher voltage when the central

body portion 42 is raised, and a lower voltage when the

central body portion is lowered. If this is taken to be

35 the z axis as discussed above, then x and y axis rotation

NAA00014758
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is also detected by these four resistors 52. In the case

of rotation, about the x axis, one opposing pair 52a will

not change while the other pair 52b will have one variable

resistor 52b with a higher value and one variable resistor

5 52b with a lower value, depending on whether the rotation

was in the positive or negative direction. When rotation

is about the y-axis, the opposing pair of variable

resistors 52a will change while the opposing pair 52b

remains unchanged. The other four resistors 50 are also

10 wired so that when the central body portion 52 slides along

the y axis, the readings from two resistors 50a increase,

while the other two resistors 50b are unaffected. The two

resistors 50b are influenced by movement along the x axis,

while the other two 50a are unaffected. The z axis

15 rotation is detected by all four of the resistors 50a,b.

In a preferred embodiment, the wiring scheme will be such

that two of the resistors 50 will increase and two will

decrease in voltage for positive rotation and vice versa

for. negative rotation. The resistors 50, 52 may be

20 replaced with other variable impedance devices such as

variable capacitors, etc. It will be appreciated that

sensors other than variable impedance sensors may be

utilized in keeping with the invention.

From these values, relative motion is detected by

25 applying the proper algorithms to interpretation of the

eight input values.

It will be appreciated that numerous alternative

designs of the present invention, in keeping with the

principles of the invention, might be utilized. For

3 0 example, individual linear sensors disposed about the

central body portion 42 might be used as opposed to two-

dimensional joystick devices.

In the embodiment shown, the main handle portion

60 is interconnected to the central body portion for

35 facilitating user manipulation of the central body portion.

NAA00014759
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It will be appreciated that the handle portion 60 might

take on other configurations such as a sphere, etc. As

illustrated in Figure 2, the handle might include a push

button switch 61 for deactivating the joystick apparatus

5 such that movement of the joystick does not affect the

output from the joystick apparatus. For example,

deactivation of the joystick apparatus would allow it to

return to its neutral position without affecting its

output

.

10 As shown in Figure 2, an embodiment of the

present invention might include a mechanism for biasing the

control handle 60 1 back to a neutral position once the user

releases the handle. In the embodiment shown, coiled

springs 62 are so used to bias the control handle back to a

15 neutral position. The central body portion 42 1 in this

embodiment might be supported by a. telescoping member 64.

Illustrated in Figures 9 and 10 is an alternate

embodiment of the present invention (parts corresponding to

those of Figure 1 being indicted by the same reference

20 numerals, only double primed). In this embodiment, the

joysticks 44 11 are slidably mounted for linear movement on

case bearing shafts 70, the shafts 70 being supported by a

bracket 71. A mounting bracket 72 is attached to each of

the joysticks 44' * and in turn mounted on the shafts 70 by

25 use of suitable ball bushing mounts 74. It will be

appreciated that any number of apparatus and methods might

be used to slidably mount the joysticks 44 1
' . In this

embodiment, the central body portion 42 ,f is connected to

the joysticks 44

•

1 by a universal joint 76. In this

30 embodiment, the handle members 46 11 are not telescoping.

The joystick of the present invention has

particular application for manipulation and control of

three-dimensional computer generated images. Illustrated

in Figure 4 is a block diagram of the joystick 20 of the

35 present invention providing user input to a computer system

NAA00014760
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70 for controlling movement of computer generated images on *

a display medium 72. The computer system 70 might .include

controls for ignoring movement of the joystick apparatus *

such that joystick input can be selectively activated and

5 deactivated. The present invention provides a very

intuitive and interactive user input device for controlling

computer generated three-dimensional images on a display

medium. The present invention has numerous other

applications such as robotics and avionics for controlling

10 the movement of objects in three-dimensional space. For

these and other applications, the computer system 70 might

also include controls for achieving a desired amount of

lead or lag of the object or image movement relative to the

joystick. In addition, velocity and/or acceleration of the

15 object or image might also be controlled in accordance with

the joystick movement.

It is to be understood that even though numerous

characteristics and advantages of various embodiments of

the present invention have been set forth in the foregoing

2 0 description, together with details of the structure and

function of various embodiments of the invention, this

disclosure is illustrative only and changes may be made in

detail, especially in matters of shape, size and

arrangement of parts, within the principles of the present

25 invention, to the full extent indicated by the broad

general meaning of the terms in which the appended claims

are expressed.

3
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A joystick apparatus, comprising:

(a) central body means supported for

translational and rotational movement in any direction

5 within a limited three-dimensional space; and

(b) sensor means spaced apart from the central

body means for sensing movement of the central body means.

2. An apparatus in accordance with claim 1/ wherein

10 the joystick apparatus includes a plurality of the sensor

means disposed about and spaced from the central body means

for sensing motion of the central body means in the three-

dimensional space.

15 3, An apparatus in accordance with claim 2, wherein

the sensor means are slidably mounted, the central body

means being interconnected to the sensor means by universal

joint means for enabling universal movement of the central

body means relative to the sensor means

.

20

4. An apparatus in accordance with claim 2, wherein

the sensor means includes at least three, two-dimensional

joystick apparatus.

25 5. An apparatus in accordance with claim 2, wherein

the sensor means include rotational motion sensors, at

least two of the rotational sensors cooperating to sense

translational motion of the central body means.

30 6. An apparatus in accordance with claim 2, wherein

the sensor means include at least three translational

motion sensors.

7. An apparatus in accordance with claim 1,

3 5 including transducer means for converting the sensed
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movement of the central body means into electrical signals

representative of the sensed movement.

8. An apparatus in accordance with claim 2, wherein

5 the sensor means include at least three two-dimensional

force sensors.

9. An apparatus in accordance with claim 2, wherein

the sensor means are disposed in a common plane.

10

10. A computer graphics input device used for

controlling movement of an image on a computer graphics

display terminal, the input device comprising:

(a) body means supported for translational and

15 rotational movement in any direction within a limited

three- dimensional space; and

(b) transducer means for sensing movement of the

body means and converting the sensed movement into output

signals for input to the computer graphics display

2 0 . terminal

.

11. A joystick apparatus, comprising:

(a) a central body portion being supported by

support means for translational and rotational movement in

25 any direction within a predefined limited three-dimensional

spacer and

(b) a plurality of sensor means suitably

interconnected thereto for sensing translational motion,

two or more of the sensor means cooperating to sense

3 0 rotational motion.

12. A joystick apparatus in accordance with claim 11,

wherein the sensor means are radially removed from apd

disposed about the central body portion in a common plane.

35
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13. a joystick apparatus in accordance with claim 12,

wherein the sensor means are disposed about the central

body portion at substantially one hundred twenty degree

intervals.

5

14. a joystick apparatus in accordance with claim 11,

wherein the sensor means include a plurality of linear

sensors each capable of sensing one-dimensional movement.

10 15. A joystick apparatus in accordance with claim 13,

wherein cooperating pairs of the linear sensors form two-

dimensional sensor means disposed about the central body

portion.

15 16. A joystick apparatus, comprising:

(a) a support base;

(b) a central body portion;

(c) at least three, two-dimensional joystick

apparatus each having a base portion and control handle

20 means interconnected to the base portion so as to have two

degrees of motion, the two-dimensional joystick apparatus

including sensor means for sensing movement of the control

handle means relative to the base portion and for providing

output signals representative of such movement, the control

25 handle means of the two-dimensional joystick apparatus

being interconnected to the central body portion by

universal joint means for universal movement relative to

the central body portion, adjustable length means

cooperating with the handle means for providing variable

30 displacement between the central body portion and the base

portions of the two-dimensional joystick apparatus, whereby

the central body portion can be moved in all directions so

as to be provided with six degrees of motion, namely,

translational motion along the x, y and z axes and

35 rotational motion about the x, y and z axes; and

NAA00014764
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(d) main control handle means extending from the

central body portion for facilitating user manipulation of
*

a

the' central body portion.

5 17. An apparatus in accordance with claim 16, wherein

the universal joint means are disposed about the central

body portion at predetermined locations.

18. An apparatus in accordance with claim 16, wherein

10 the universal joint means are disposed about the central

body portion in a common plane at ninety degree intervals.

19. An apparatus in accordance with claim 16, wherein

the u-joint means comprises ball joint means.

15

20. An apparatus in accordance with claim 16, wherein

the adjustable length means includes a plurality of

telescoping members.

20 21. An apparatus in accordance with claim 16, wherein

the adjustable length means comprises first and second

members slidably interconnected.

22. An apparatus in accordance with claim 16, wherein

25 the sensor means of the two-dimensional joystick means

comprises variable impedance devices.

23. An apparatus in accordance with claim 16, wherein

there are four two-dimensional joystick apparatus present.

30
j

24. An apparatus in accordance with claim 16, further

including means for resiliently biasing the central body

portion toward a neutral position.
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25. An apparatus in accordance with claim 16, wherein

each of the two-dimensional joystick means includes first

and second variable impedance means, the first variable

impedance means on each of the two-dimensional joystick

5 means being influenced by z axis motion of their respective

control handle means, whereby z axis translational motion

of the central body portion is detected as well as x and y

axis rotational motion of the central body portion, a first

opposing pair of the second variable impedance means on the

10 two-dimensional joystick means being influenced by x axis

translational movement and a second opposing pair of the

second variable impedance means on the two-dimensional

joystick means being influenced by y axis translational

movement, said second variable impedance means further

15 being influenced by z axis rotational movement, whereby z

axis rotational movement of the central body portion as

well as x and y axis movement of the central body portion

is detected.

<

20 26. A computer graphics system, comprising:

(a) a display medium;

(b) a computer system for generating three-

dimensional computer images on the display medium; and

(c) a joystick apparatus having six degrees of

25 motion, namely, translational motion along x, y and z axes

and rotational motion about x, y and z axes, providing

input to the computer system for user manipulation and

control of the three-dimensional image displayed on the

display medium by the computer system.

30

27. A computer graphics system in accordance with

claim 26, wherein movement of the joystick apparatus

corresponds to movement of the three-dimensional imacje

displayed on the display medium by the computer system.
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28, A computer graphics system in accordance with

claim 27 T wherein the joystick apparatus includes linear

sensor means for providing the input to the computer

system.

5

29 A method for manipulation and orientation of

objects whether they be physical objects or images on a

display media; the method comprising the steps of:

(aj manipulating and orientating control handle

10 means in any direction and orientation desired in three-

dimensional space;

(b) sensing movement of the control handle means

by use of a plurality of sensor means

;

(c) outputting signals representative of the

15 movement of the central handle means as sensed by the

sensor means; and

(d) * manipulating and orientating the object

corresponding to the movement of the control handle means.

NAA00014767
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(54) [Title of the Invention] PRESSURE-SENSING SWITCH

(57) [Abstract]

[Object] To enable an operator to freely control, for

example, the operation of a character of a video game, when

performing a switching operation.

[Construction] In a rubber contact 29 in which a moving

contact 32 is disposed on the bottom surface of a moving

part 30, a conductive portion 33 whose resistance varies

with a pressing force Is attached to the bottom surface of

the moving contact 32,
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[Claim]

[Claim 1] A pressure-sensing switch comprising a rubber

contact in which a moving contact is formed at a bottom

surface of a moving part, wherein a conductive portion whose

resistance changes with a pressing force is attached to a

bottom surface of said moving contact.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a perspective view illustrating a

controller for use in a video game, which embodies the

present invention.

[Fig, 2] Fig. 2 is a longitudinal sectional front view

illustrating the essential portion of the present invention.

[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 is a longitudinal sectional front view .

illustrating a conventional type,

[Reference Numerals]

5 substrate

7 fixed contact

29 rubber contact

30 moving part

31 elastio leg portion

32 moving contact

33 conductive portion whose resistance varies with a

pressing force
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[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Field of the Invention]

The present invention relates to a pressure- sensing

switch and, more particularly, to* a pressure-sensing switch

in which electrical resistance is made variable by changing

the pressure on a moving part of a rubber contact.

[0002]

[Description of the Related Art]

A conventional rubber contact of this type is discussed

below with reference to Fig. 3, Fig. 3 is a sectional view

illustrating the rubber contact. In Fig, 3, an elastic leg

portion 3 obliquely slopes downward from the peripheral

portion of a moving part 2 of a rubber contact 1, and a

horizontal portion 4 which horizontally extends from the

bottom of the elastic leg portion 3 is placed on a substrate

5, At the bottom of the moving- part 2, a moving contact 6,

such as conductive rubber, is formed, When the moving part

2 is not pressed, the bottom surface of the moving contact 6

is positioned above the bottom of the elastic leg portion 3.

v By pressing the top surface of the moving part 2 downward r

? ' the moving part 6 is lowered while being resisted by an

*
| elastic urging force of the elastic leg portion 3 so es to

<^ *
1 ~ '

'

v connect fixed contacts -7 , 7 of a wiring pattern disposed on

the substrate 5.
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[0003]

By stopping tha releasing operation on the moving part

2, the moving part 2 is lifted by an elastic restoring force

of the elastic leg portion 3 so as to disconnect the above-

described contacts,

[0004]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention]

According to the aforementioned conventional rubber

contact l, by pressing the moving part 2, the moving contact

6, which is a. conductive portion, disposed on the bottom

surface of the moving part 2 connects the fixed contacts 7,

7 of the wiring pattern disposed on the substrate 5. Then,

by discontinuing the pressing operation, the above-described

electrical connection is released. Thus, the rubber contact

1 merely effects an electrical on/off operation, and does

not enable the operator to freely control, for example, the

operation of a character in a video game.

[00053

Accordingly, there is a technical problem to be solved,

so that the operator Is able to freely control, for example,

the operation of a character in a video game by operating

the switch. It is an object of the present invention to

solve the above-described problem.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problems]
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In order to achieve the above object, according to the

present invention, there is provided a pressure-sensing

switch comprising a rubber contact in which a moving contact

is formed at a bottom surface of a moving part, wherein a

conductive portion whose resistance changes with a pressing

force is attached to a bottom surface of the moving contact.

[0007]

[Operation]

In the present invention, a conductive portion whose

electrical resistance changes with a pressing force is fixed

on the bottom surface of the moving contact, which is also a

conductive portion, formed on the bottom surface of the

moving part.* Accordingly, when using the switch of the

present Invention as, for example, a controller of a video

game, when the operator presses the moving part of the

switch, the electrical resistance of the conductive portion

fixed on the bottom surface of the moving contact changes

according to the degree of the pressing force, thereby

changing a signal from the controller. This enables the

operator to freely control the operation of the character of

the video game.

[0008]

[Embodiment]

An embodiment of the present invention is described in

detail below with reference to Figs. I and 2. While
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describing the present invention; the construction of the

related art is simultaneously discussed, and counterpart

components are designated with like reference numerals. Fig.

1 illustrates a controller 10, which is connected to a video

game machine (not shown) via a cable 11, A cross key 12

positioned at the upper left portion of the controller 10 is

used for vertically and horizontally moving characters on

the screen* Reference numerals 19 and 20 shown at the right

portion indicate trigger keys.

[0009]

Fig. 2 ie a longitudinal sectional front view

illustrating a rubber contact 29 of the cross key 12 .

provided for the controller 10. Although in this embodiment

the rubber contact of the cross key 12 iB discussed, the

present invention is not restricted to this. As discussed

in the description of the related art, the rubber contact 29

is formed of an elastic rubber material, and a moving part

30 is disposed at the central portion of each section of the

cross' key 12, An elastic leg portion 31 slopes obliquely

downward from the peripheral middle portion of each moving

part 30, and a bottom surface 31a of the elastic leg portion

31 is placed on the top surface of the substrate 5. A

moving contact 32, which is formed of conductive rubber, is

disposed at the bottom end of each moving part 30, and a

conductive portion 33 whose resistance varies with pressure



is attached to the bottom end surface of the moving contact

32 by printing or integral molding. When the moving part 30

is not pressed (when the pressing operation is not

performed), the conductive portion 33 is positioned above

the bottom end surface 31a of the elastic leg portion 31.

By performing the pressing operation, the moving part 30 is

lowered while being resisted by an elastic urging force of

the elastic leg portion 31 so that it is electrically

connected to the fixed contacts 7, 7 of a wiring pattern

disposed on the substrate 5. By discontinuing the pressing

operation, the moving part 30 is lifted by an elastio

restoring force of the elastic leg portion 31, thereby

releasing the above- described electrical connection.

[0010]

The moving part 30 of the rubber contact 2$ is provided

at the bottom of the pressing portion (indicated by A)

provided for each forward end of the cross key 12. By

pressing the pressing portion of the cross key 12 with a

fingertip, the character of the video game is moved in the

direction corresponding to the pressed portion, and the

speed of the character's movement changes according to the

magnitude of the pressing force applied by a fingertip.

That is, the pressing force applied by the fingertip on eaoh

pressing portion of the cross key 12 changes the electrical

resistance through the conductive portion 33, whose
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resistance changes according to the pressing force, fixed on

the bottom surface- of the moving part 30 of the rubber

contact 29. IThus, the operation of the character of the

video game can be freely controlled by the pressing force

applied by the fingertip of the operator.

[0011]

In the foregoing embodiment, the- present invention is

used in the controller 10 of a video game. However, the

switch of the present invention may be used for a resistor

of a multi-vibrator so as to change the frequency by .the

pressing force on the switch. It should be noted that

various modifications may be' made to the present invention

within the spirit of the invention, and the present

invention encompasses such modifications,

[0012]

[Advantages]

As is seen from the detailed description of the above -

described embodiment , the present invention offers the

following enormous advantages. In performing the switching

operation by pressing the moving part of the switch, the

electrical resistance of the switch varies by changing the

pressing force. TMs-m^efl-lt-possible-tO-freeiy-contrfrl.

for-.exajpple.,_the-opexgt'i'bn-of—a-cfa^^t.er^of--a--vidgo~gairte ,

by^he-pres sl-ng-force^Cltl5&Zsw*ftch,_anaZthus~tfte^

opera±o^-fl—intent-iorwcan^&~qUject^ly^^l^t^d^o^-l^e
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opera±±on^f-^,e'~^ Hence, according to the present

invention, the entertaining characteristics of, for example,

the video game can be considerably increased.
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Specification

1 . Title ofthe invention

Variable resistance switch

2. Utility Model Registration Claims

A variable resistance switch comprising two pairs of electrodes provided at the bottom

of a case, a flat plate of pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber provided on one of said

pairs of electrodes within said case, an elastic electro-conductive curved plate supported by

said case at one end and by the end of one of the other pair of electrodes at the other end so

that it is not in contact with the top surface of said pressure-sensitive electro-conductive

rubber and ofwhich the generation line direction passing through the center of curvature is

changed orthogonally in response to pressure, and a push button having a bottom end

abutting or residing near said curved plate and a top end exposed from said case.

3. Detailed explanation of the invention

[Scope of the invention]

The present invention relates to a variable resistance switch of which the on/off

switching can be easily recognized through the feeling of pressure on a fingertip and the

resistance between two terminals can be changed depending on how much the push button

of the switch is pressed.

(i)
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[Prior art technology]

Prior art pressure'sensitive elements, particularly variable resistance switches using

pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber comprise a pair of electrodes at the bottom of a

switch case and a pressure-sensitive electro'conductive rubber on top of it wWrein the

pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber is pressured at the top surface through a push

button to change the resistance of the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber.

In such a variable resistance switch, when the push button is pressed while the switch

is of£ there is no switchover point (click action) to indicate when it is turned on in the

course of operation to activate the variable resistance function from the off"state. The

operator of the push button often experiences difficulty in using such a switch.

[Purpose of the invention]

The purpose of the present invention is to resolve the above problems with the prior art

variable resistance switch and to provide an excellent variable resistance switch in which a

switchover point (click point) is provided in the middle of the stroke of the push button so

that the operator clearly recognizes switching from the off-state to the on-state in the

course of the pressing operation,

(2)
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and the resistance between two terminals is changed when the push button is further

pressed.

[Structure of the invention]

In order to achieve the above purpose, the variable resistance switch of the present

invention is characterized by comprising two pairs of electrodes provided at the bottom of a

case, a flat plate of pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber provided on one of the

pairs of electrodes within the case, an elastic electro-conductive curved plate supported by

the case at one end and by the end of one of the other pair of electrodes at the other end so

that it is not in contact with the top surface of the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive

rubber and ofwhich the generation line direction passing through the center of curvature is

orthogonally changed in response to pressure, and a push button having a bottom end

abutting or residing near the curved plate and a top end exposed from the case*

[Embodiments]

Embodiments of the present invention are described hereafter with reference to the

drawings.

(3)
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Figs. 1 to 4 are a plane cross*sectional view, a bottom view, and cross-sectional views in

directions orthogonal to each other, respectively, showing the structure of a variable

resistance switch 10 according to an embodiment of the present invention.

The variable resistance switch 10 of this embodiment comprises a lower switch case 2B,

an upper switch case 2A covering it, and a push button 1 exposed above the upper switch

case 2A. Two pairs of electrodes 4A, 4B, 5A, and 5B are provided at the bottom ofthe

lower switch case 2B at specific distances. The ends of the electrodes A, 4B, 5A, and 5B

protrude from the bottom ofthe lower switch case 2B as terminals 4C, 4D, 5C, and 5D.

Among these electrodes, on a pair of electrodes 5A, 5B provided is a flat plate of

pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 6 having a uniform thickness to link the

electrodes 6A and 5B together. Abridge electrode 7 is provided on the pressure-sensitive

electro-conductive rubber 6 to cover it. The bridge electrode 7 consists of an

electro-conductive layer 7A and an insulating layer 7B. The electro-conductive layer 7A is

on the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber € side. The pressure-sensitive

electro-conductive rubber 6 is not electro-conductive unless it is pressured.

(4)
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It has a variable resistance depending on the pressure. Therefore, the electrodes 5A and

5B are insulated from each other under no load.

An elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 is provided above the bridge electrode 7.

The elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 is supported by a step 2C within the case at

one end and by one of the pair of electrodes 4A, 4B, for example, the electrode 4A, at the

other end so that it is not in contact with the bridge electrode 7. As shown in Fig.5, with

the longitudinal ends being curved upward, the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3

has a concave surface facing upward, supported by the step 2C formed on a sidewall of the

lower switch case 2B at one end of the generating line 8 passing through the center of

curvature resting thereon and by the electrode 4A at the other end. The electrode 4B,

which is closer to the step 2C and pairs with the electrode 4A, is at a lower level than step

2C. Furthermore, the top surface ofthe bridge electrode 7 is at a lower level than

electrode 4B. Therefore,.the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 is not in contact

. with the electrode 4B and bridge electrode 7.

(5)
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The elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 is, for example, made of a phosphor bronze

of approximately 80 p having spring-like properties. When pressed at the center of the

generating line 8 on the concave surface side with a force indicated by an arrow F, the

concave surface is elastically deformed and changes its orientation in the click action. The

generating line 8 changes its orientation orthogonally to a generating line 9 shown in Fig.6.

The distance between the electrode 4B and the step 2C of the lower switch case 2B is

adjusted bo that, in the above process, the bottom surface 3A of the elastic

electro-conductive curved plate 3 makes contact with the electrode 4B. Further pressed,

the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 is curved downward and makes contact with

and pushes down the bridge electrode 7.

In this embodiment, the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 has the longitudinal

ends curved upward. However, the longitudinal ends curved downward yield the same

click action.

A push button 1 is provided above the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 with the

bottom end abutting or residing near it.

(6)
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The push button 1 has a body IB that is vertically slidably inserted in a through-hole 2D

formed in the upper switch caBe 2A and a head 1A having an extended top and exposed

above the through-hole 2D.

For operating the variable resistance switch 10 of the present invention having the

above structure, the push button 1 is pressed down so that its bottom end presses the

elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 downward. With this pressing, the elastic

electro-conductive curved plate 3 changes its state from the one in which the longitudinal

ends are curved upward to the other in which the transverse ends are curved upward via a

flat state. This is a click action. When the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3

undergoes the click action described above, it makes contact with the electrode 4B below it

and establishes a conductive path between the terminals 4C and 4D, as shown in Fig.7. In

this state, the variable resistance switch 10 of the present invention is at the switch-on

point.

With the push button 1 being further pressed, the elastic electro-conductive curved

plate 3 is curved downward as shown in Fig.8. Then, the bridge electrode 7 is pressed by

the push button 1 via the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 and, subsequently, the

pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 6 below the bridge electrode 7 is pressed.

(7)
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Then, the resistance through the thickness of the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive

rubber 6 is reduced, which allows the electric current to easily flow. In this state, the

variable resistance switch 10 of the present invention is at the variable resistance

operation
6

start point where the electric current flows from one terminal 5C to the

electro-conductive layer 7Aof the bridge electrode 7 via the pressure-sensitive

electro-conductive rubber 6 and further to the other terminal 5D via the pressure-sensitive

electro-conductive rubber 6.

With the push button 1 being further pressed, the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive

rubber 6 is compressed and has reduced resistance, gradually reducing, the resistance

between the terminals 5C and 5D. On the other hand, with the pressure on the push

button 1 being released, the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 6 tends to return

to its original-state due to elasticity and the resistance is increased.

When the pressing is discontinued, first, the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive

rubber 6 returns to its no-load state due to elasticity; then, the resistance through the

thickness reaches an infinite value, nullifying the conductivity between the terminals 5C

and 5D, Then, the restoration of the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 pushes up

the push button 1 and the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 returns to its no-load

state so that it is no longer in contact with the electrode 4B, nullifying the conductivity

between the terminals 4C and 4D.

(8)
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The variable resistance switch 10 of the present invention operates as described above.

The operator pressing the push button 1 can easily recognize the establishment of

conductivity (ON) through the feeling of pressure between the terminals 4C and 4D of the

switch as a result of the change in shape of the elastic electro-conductive curved pate 3.

By further pressing the push button, he/she can control the change in resistance between

the terminals 5C and 5D. Furthermore, two separate pairs of terminals, used for different

purposes, are provided for the on/off operation and for the resistance change. .

When the electric current through the on/off terminals 4C and 4D and the electric

current through the variable resistance terminals' 5C and 5D are not separated, either the

bridge electrode 7 or the variable resistance terminals 5C, 5D are unnecessary.

(9)
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As described above, by adding a switch function to a variable resistor, a single switch

can be used, for example, to disconnect the power to an amplifier for a variable resistor

when it is not in use or to first turn on a switch to short-circuit a regulator circuit and then

change the resistance in controlling the motor speed when the regulator circuit should be

short-circuited, The variable resistance switch of the present invention has extensive

applications.

[Effects of the invention]

As described above, the variable resistance switch of the present invention comprises

two pairs of electrodes provided at the bottom of a case, a flat plate of pressure -sensitive

electro-conductive rubber provided on one of the pairs of electrodes within the case, an

elastic electro-conductive curved plate supported by the case at one end and by the end of

one of the other pair of electrodes at the other end so that it is not in contact with the top

surface ofthe pressure-sensitive electro*conductive rubber and of which the generation line

direction passing through the center of curvature is changed orthogonally in response to

pressure, and a push button having a bottom end abutting or residing near the curved plate

and a top end exposed from the case.

(10)
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The operator can clearly recognize switching from the off-state to the on-state in the course

of the pressing operation. With the push button being further pressed, the resistance

between the two terminals is changed. In this way, the present invention has the efficacy

that the on-off switching function and the variable resistance function are realized in a

single switch and advantageously has extensive application.

4. Brief explanation of the drawings

Figs. 1 to 4 show the structure of an embodiment of the variable resistance switch of the

present invention* Fig.l is a plane cross-sectional view! Fig.2
p
a bottom view! Fig.3, a

vertical cross-sectional view; and Fig.4, a vertical cross-sectional view at the line IV-IV in

Fig.3. Fig.5 is a perspective view of the elastic electro-conductive curved plate used in the

variable resistance switch of the present invention. Fig.6 is a perspective view of the

elastic electro-conductive curved plate when it is deformed by pressing. Fig.7 is a vertical

cross-sectional view of the variable resistance switch of the present invention when it is

gently pressed. Fig.8 is a vertical cross-sectional view of the variable resistance switch of

the present invention when it is further pressed. Fig.9 is a vertical cross-sectional view

showing the structure of another embodiment of the variable resistance switch of the

present invention.

(id
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1 ... push button, 2A ... upper switch case, 2B ... lower switch case, 2C ... step, 3 ...

elastic electro-conductive curved plate, 4A, 4B, 5A, 5B ... electrode, 4C, 4D, 5C, 5D ..

.

terminal, 6 ... pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber, 7 bridge electrode, 7A ...

electro-conductive layer, 7B ... insulating layer, 8,"9 ... generating line, 10 ... variable

resistance switch ofthe present invention.

Representatives Shin-ichi Ogawa, Patent Attorney

Masateru Noguchi, Patent Attorney

Kazuhiko Saishita, Patent Atoorney
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Fig.l Fig.2

Fig.3 Fig.4

Representatives Shiirichi Ogawa, Patent Attorney and two others

6M03836
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Fig.5

Fig.6

Representatives Shurichi Ogawa, Patent Attorney and two others
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Fig.7 Fig.8

Fig.9

Kepresentatives ShuricM Ogawa, Patent Attorney and two others
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION

I Roger P. Lewis, whose address is 42 Bird Street North, MartinsburgWV
25405, declare and state the following:

g

I am well acquainted with the English and Japanese languages and have in

the past translated numerous English/Japanese documents of legal and/or

technical content.

I hereby certify that the Japanese translation of the attached translation of

documents identified as:

is to the best ofmy knowledge and ability true and accurate.

I further declare that all statements contained herein of our own knowledge,

are true, that all statements of information and belief are believed to be true-
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1. Title of the design

Pressure Sensitive Switch Mechanism

2. Claims

(1 ) A pressure sensitive switch mechanism characterized by having a switch main body with a

pressure sensitive resistor as a switching element and a spring inverting at a given pressure and so

constructing it that the above pressure sensitive resistor is pushed via the above spring and at least the

pressure sensitive resistor becomes the conductive state when inverting the spring.

(2) The pressure sensitive switch mechanism according to Claim 1 characterized by having the

above.spring that is exchangeable with a spring having a different pressure at the time ofinversion.

3, Detailed description of the invention

The present design relates to a pressure sensitive switch mechanism using a pressure sensitive

resistor as a switching element Specifically, the present design relates to a pressure sensitive switch

mechanism made such that the pressure sensitive resistor and a spring inverting at a given pressure are

combined and the pressure sensitive resistor is pushed via the spring.

Conventional switch structures have generally been constructed from a combination of metal

contacts and a spring, but when the switch is repeatedly used, often troubles such as poor operation

or malfunction, etc. occur due to aging ofcontacts caused, for example, by a spark discharge between

the contacts or shaking ofthe contacts accompanied by vibration and impact.

In contrast to such a conventional mechanical switch, a switch using a pressure sensitive

resistor has recently come to be increasingly used, eliminating the drawbacks of a conventional

mechanical switch, has no problems of spark discharge and aging of contacts because there are no

metallic contacts, and there is no poor operation or malfunction accompanied by vibration and impact

and fewere secular changes.

However, a general structure ofthe switch using such a pressure sensitive resistor is a

structure in which a pressure sensitive resistor is interposed between two electrode plates,

2



accordingly, for example, when the switch is pushed by hand to conduct the ON-OFF operation,

whether the switch becomes the ON stale to any degree is not clear and it was difficult to reliably

perceive the ON-OFF operation ofthe switch. When the ON-OFF operating pressure is changed, a

pressure sensitive resistor having a desirable pressure-sensing force must be prepared to replace it by

a pressure sensitive resistor.

In view ofthe above circumstance, the purpose ofpresent design is to provide a pressure

sensitive switch mechanism by which a person operating the switch may perceive whether the switch

becomes the ON state or the OFF state, i.e. whether the switch reliably operates or not by a click

feeling, and the operating pressure ofthe switch may be changed without replacing the pressure

sensitive resistor, and it substantially consists of a pressure sensitive switch mechanism characterized

by having a pressure sensitive resistor and a spring inverting at a given pressure, constituting it so that

the above pressure sensitive resistor is pushed via the above spring and at least the pressure sensitive

resistor becomes the conductive state when inverting the spring.

The present design is described in detail hereafter with reference to in the drawings.

The pressure sensitive resistor is achieved by dispersing and mixing about 5 ~ 50% by

volume of conductive particles, such as metallic particles or conductive carbon, etc., in an elastic

insulator like rubber or a synthetic resin, such as silicone rubber, SBR, NBR, EPDM, IR, acrylic

rubber, etc. and has is characterized by elastically deforming due to impressed pressure to change the

electrical resistance or conductivity. As is seen in the same drawings, a pressure sensitive resistor is

used as a switching element, the resistance ofwhich is 1

0

5
£2~cm or greater in the non-pressure state

and 1

0

3 Q-cm or below when applying pressure.

Fig. 2 shows an example of a switch body according to the present design, the structure of

which is the same as that formerly proposed by the present applicant (UM Appl. S51 -1 13897). In the

drawing, 1 is a pressure sensitive resistor, 2 is a pressure plate, 3a, 3b are electrode plates, 4 is a

non-conductive member, 5 is an electrode partition plate, 6 is a support, 6a is a stopper, and 7a, 7b are

lead wires. Namely, the pressure plate 2 is arranged upside of pressure sensitive resistor 1, the two

electrode plates 3a, 3b are arranged downside, and the non-conductive member 4 having elasticity is

arranged around them. Electrode plates 3a, 3b are insulated from each other by the insulative

electrode partition plate 5 arranged between them. A support 6 is arranged downside of electrode



plates 3a5 3b, with a stopper 6a protruding to the upper pressure plate 2 being formed at the rim ofthe

support 6. A prescribed spacing 1 is provided between fee upper end of stopper 6a and the pressure

plate 2. If the pressure plate 2 is pushed down for only a distance 1, it makes contact with the stopper

6a. The lead wires 7a,7b are connected to the above electrode plates 3a, 3b, respectively.

In this switch body, ifpressure is impressed on the pressure plate 2 to compress the pressure

sensitive resistor 1, the electric resistance ofpressure sensitive resistor 1 is reduced, and a lead wire

7a - electrode plate 3a - pressure sensitive resistor 1 - electrode plate 3b - lead wire 7b circuit is

formed to become the conductive state. Then, ifa pressure is impressed, the pressure plate 2 is in

touch with the stopper 6a to control the compressive deformation received by the electrode partition

plate 5 and prevent it from excessive compression.

This switch body may prevent the mechanical aging caused by excessive compression

because it is provided with a stopper 6a, and it almost has no aging ofthe electrode plates

accompanied by repeated use because the distortion of electrode plates 3a, 3b when applying

pressure is reduced by using the mounting positions of the electrode plates 3a, 3b as the bottom

surface ofthe pressure sensitive resistor 1, and also has the features of excellent environment

resistance, etc. because the contacts of pressure sensitive resistor 1 and electrode plates 3a, 3b are

completely sealed.

Fig. 3 is a sectional conceptual drawing showing the pressure sensitive switch mechanism

relating to the present design using the switch body shown in Fig. 2.

In this pressure sensitive switch mechanism, as shown in the drawing, a switch body 8 is

arranged in the lower part in a case 9 via holding members 10a, 10b. Switch body 8 is same as the

switch body shown in Fig. 2S and attached numbers are also same as Fig. 2. This switch body 8 is so

arranged that the pressure plate 2 thereofbecomes the upside, above which is arranged a pressure rod

11 is arranged above it The upper end ofpressure rod 11 is fixed to a spring 12 inverting at a given

pressure. The shape of spring 12 is invertible and convex relative to the above like a plate spring. A

rubber sheet ordiaphragm 13 covering the switch mechanism is arranged immediately on the spring

Accordingly, ifthe rubber sheet or diaphragm 13 is pushed with a finger or another pushing



means, a pressure force is applied to the spring 12 to invert the spring 12, the pressure rod 11 fixed to

the spring 12 by this inversion pushes the pressure plate 2 of switch body 8 arranged below the

pressure rod 11, the pressure sensitive resistor 1 becomes the conductive state and the lead wires 7a,

7b become the conductive state. Namely, this pressure sensitive switch mechanism operates at a

given pressure needed for the inversion ofthe spring.

On the other hand, when pressure is applied to the spring 12 to invert the spring 12, a click

feeling is generated by the repulsive force, and the person operating the switch may perceive that the

switch is reliably operating. The pressure needed for the inversion may be set to a prescribed pressure

by using the rubber sheet or diaphragm 13 and selecting the material and shape of spring 12, therefore

the ON-OFF operating pressure of switch may be arbitrarily selected without changing the pressure

sensitive resistor 1.

Fig. 4 shows the pressure-distortion characteristic ofspring used in the pressure sensitive

switch mechanism and the operating state of a switch based on this characteristic. Namely, the

distortion of the spring increases with a rise of pressure, the inversion is caused when reaching a

prescribed pressure P2, and the switch goes from the OFF state to the ON state at this point in time.

Subsequently, the distortion starts to lower with the reduction ofpressure, the spring inverts again at

some pressure Pi and the switch returns to the OFF state.

The pressure sensitive switch mechanism relating to the present design is not restricted to the

illustrated example. For example, it may be a switch for performing the ON-OFF operation by

applying pressure using a pressure sensitive resistor as the switch body, and the switch may also be a

shape made invertible at a given pressure using metal, resin or rubber, etc. as the material. Other

various modifications of structure are also possible so long as they do not exceed the essence of the

present design.

As described above, the pressure sensitive switch mechanism relating to the present design

pushes the pressure sensitive resistor via the spring inverting at a given pressure, therefore the spring

operates at a prescribed pressure needed for the inversion of spring, and a person operating the switch

may reliably perceive the operation ofthe switch by a click feeling at the time of inverting the spring.

...The function of pressure detection termination may be discerned from the fact that the pressure

required for the inversion may be set to a prescribed pressure by selecting the material and shape of



spring. Accordingly, this pressure sensitive switch mechanism may be applied to a pressure switch,

a pressure safety device, etc.

4. Brief description of the drawings

Fig. 1 is a graph showing the relationship between the volume inherent resistance value and

the compressiveness of a corresponding pressure sensitive resistor used in a pressure sensitive switch

mechanism according to the present design versus the impressed pressure ofthe pressure sensitive

resistor;

Fig. 2 is a sectional conceptual drawing showing an example of a switch body using the

pressure sensitive resistor as the switching element;

Fig. 3 is a sectional conceptual drawing showing an example of a pressure sensitive switch'

mechanism according to the present design, and

Fig. 4 shows the pressure-distortion characteristic ofthe spring and the operating state of the

switch based on this characteristic. -

1 pressure sensitive resistor

I pressure plate

3a, 3b electrode plates

4 non-conductive member

5 electrode partition plate -

6 support

6a stopper

7a, 7b lead wires

8 switch body

9 case

10a, 10b holding members

II pressure rod

12 spring

13 rubber sheet or diaphragm
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(54) [Title of the invention] Pressure-sensitive variable resistor

(57) [Abstract]

[Objective] lb provide a variable resistor that can easily be applied to keyboards and the

like.

[Construction] A pressure-sensitive variable resistor 1 is formed by mixing carbon powder

such as carbon black and graphite with a silicon rubber material and integrally molding it.

For applying it, for example, to a switch 5, a pressure-sensitive variable resistor 1 is

: provided on the bottom surface of a key top 6 via an electro-conductive layer 7. When the

key top 6 is pressed down, the pressure-sensitive variable resistor 1 abuts secure contact

points 9 and 10. The contact pressure between carbon powder particles is increased by

the applied pressure and anisotropic conductivity is established between the secure

contact points 9 and 10 and the electro-conductive layer 7. The resistance of the

pressure-sensitive variable resistor 1 is changed according to the applied pressure so that

the voltage between the secure contact points 9 and 10 can be manually and arbitrarily

. controlled.

[Claim]

[Claim l] A pressure-sensitive variable resistor formed by mixing an electro-conductive

material with an elastic rubber material and integrally molding it for anisotropic

conductivity.
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[Detailed explanation of the invention]

[0001]

[Scope of the invention]

The present invention relates to a variable resistor, and in particular to a variable resistor

having a solid structure.

.
[0002]

[Prior art technology]

Traditionally variable resistors comprising a resistor and sliding contact points are used

for circuit voltage adjustment. On the other hand, sensors such as straight gauges using

the properties of semiconductor pressure -sensitive elements having stress related variable

electric resistance are well known.

[0003]

[Problems overcome by the invention]

For example, cursor motion keys and scroll keys in computers and power window switches

in automobiles are switches that simply switch between ON and OFF. If these keys and

switches are provided with a function to adjust the analogue operation rate according to

the intention of the operator* improvement in terms of so-called man-machine performance

is anticipated.

[0004]

In order to realize this analogue operation, a variable resistor as an electric rate operating

means should be installed in keys or switches while, needless to say, hardware and

software must be modified. However, there are problems with volume, weight, durability,

and cost in applying the prior art variable resistors to these keys and switches. For
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example, when prior art mechanical variable resistors are used in the keys of.a keyboard,

problems occur with space, durability; and operability,

[0005]

Therefore, the purpose of the present invention is to provide a variable resistor having a

simple structure and high durability, yielding changes in resistance corresponding to

operational feeling, and requiring low cost for improved functions of electronic devices.

. [0006]

[Problem resolution means]

In order to achieve the above purpose, the present invention proposes a pressure-sensitive

variable resistor formed by mixing an electro-conductive material such as carbon powder

with an elastic rubber material and integrally molding it for anisotropic conductivity.

[0007]

[Efficacy]

An electnrconductive substance such as carbon powder mixed in the elastic rubber .

material normally exhibits low contact pressure between the electro-conductive substances,

yielding high electric resistance. When the elastic rubber is pressured on both sides, the

- elastic rubber is deformed by the stress and has increased contact pressure between the

electro-conductive substances in the stress direction, decreasing the resistance and

establishing anisotropic conductivity in the stress direction. The resistance is changed in

proportion to the stress. The change in load stress is easily translated to the change in

resistance.

[0008]
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[Embodiment]

An embodiment of the present invention is described in detail hereafter with reference to

the drawings. Fig.l shows a pressure-sensitive variable resistor 1 formed by mixing an

elastic rubber material such as silicon rubber with carbon powder such as carbon black

and graphite and molding it into a rubber plate having appropriate thickness. As shown

in Fig.2, electrodes 3 and 4 of a power source 2 are connected to the pressure-sensitive

variable resistor 1 on either side. Then, stress is applied to either side of the

pressure-sensitive variable resistor 1. Consequently, the contact mode of the carbon

powder in the stress direction is changed and anisotropic conductivity in the arrowed

direction is established.

[0009]

Fig.3 shows the relationship between stress F and resistance R. The resistance is high in

the absence of stress. As the pressure is increased, the carbon powder becomes a denser

contact mode in the stress direction, resulting in decreased resistance. Therefore,

measurements of the voltage between the electrodes 3 and 4 provide the stress expressed

in electrical quantity, which can be used, for example, in load meters. Resistors having

different ranges of resistance and load power can be provided depending on the volume,

cross-sectional aspect ratio, hardness, and carbon powder mixing rate of the

pressure- sensitive variable resistor 1.

[0010]

Fig. 4 shows an embodiment in which the pressure-sensitive variable resistor 1 is applied

to a switch 5. Here, the pressure-sensitive variable resistor 1 is used as the movable

contact point of a rubber key top 6. An electro-conductive layer 7 is provided between the

pressure-sensitive variable resistor 1 and the rubber key top 6. The electro-conductive

layer 7 is formed on one surface of the pressure-sensitive variable resistor 1 by printing or

integral molding. When the rubber key top 6 is pressed down, the pressure-sensitive

variable resistor 1 makes contact with two secure contact points 9 and 10 on a circuit

board 8 as shown in Fig.5, establishing a circuit between the two secure contact points 9

and 10 via anisotropic electro-conductive paths a and b of the pressure-sensitive variable

resistor 1 and the electro-conductive layer 7 above it. When the contact pressure is low.
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the pressure-sensitive variable resistor 1 has high resistance. The resistance is reduced

as the rubber key top 6 is further pressed down and the contact pressure is increased..

[0011]

For example, when the switch 5 is used as a component in an oscillation circuit, the

oscillation frequency can be controlled depending on the pressing force. When the switch

5 is used in the scroll keys and cursor motion keys of a computer keyboard and the

hardware and software is modified to change the scroll rate and cursor moving speed

according to the resistance, the scroll rate, cursor moving speed, and character reaction

speed in computer games can be fully controlled according the intention of the user.

[0012]

The present invention is not restricted to the above embodiment and various modifications

can be made without departing from the scope of the invention. Needless to say, the

present invention contains all such modifications.

[0013]

[Efficacy of the invention]

The pressure-sensitive variable resistor of the present invention is, as described in detail

with regard to the above embodiment, a solid resistor that has a variable resistance

according to the pressing force, which is subject to very little failures such as breaking, is

excellent in productivity, and suitable for mass-production with low cost. It is a solid -type

without a sliding element. Therefore, the pressure-sensitive variable resistor of the

present invention can be easily applied to keyboards and controllers and contributes to

extended use of variable resistors and, subsequently, improved functions ofvarious

electronic devices.
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(Brief explanation ofthe drawings]

[Fig.l] A plane view of the pressure-sensitive variable resistor of the present invention.

[Fig.2] An illustration to explain the behavior of the pressure-sensitive variable resistor.

[Fig.3] A graphical representation showing the relationship between stress and resistance

of the pressure-sensitive variable resistor of the present invention.

[Fig,4] A cross-sectional view of a switch using the pressure-sensitive variable resistor.

[Fig.5] An illustration showing the electric path within the switch in Fig.4 when it is on.

[Legend]

1 pressure-sensitive variable resistor

2 power source

3,4 electrode

5 switch

6 rubber key top

7 electro-conductive layer

8 circuit board

9, 10 secure contact point
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/

157) Scope of Registered Utility Mode! Claims

A game control device for a personal computer equipped witb a presiure

sensitive- conductive rubber switch, wherein a pressure sensitive rubber is used

whose resistance value changes with the pressing force on the switch of the

above game control device and an output circuit is provided which, along with

connecting a variable frequency oscillation circuit Id this pressure sensitive

conductive rubber, is controlled by this oscillation circuit.

Detailed Description of the Device

[Industrial Field ofApplication}

This device pertains to a game control deviceequipped with a pressure

sensitive conductive rubber switch whose resistance vnhie changes with pressing

force, and more particularly, relates to game control device that enables a switch

in a device for game control in persona) computers or game computers to freely

control the opening and closing cycle of signals sent to the computer by that

pressing force,

[Prior Art]

In the past, for example, a computer game controller would constat ofone

or two On/Off switches and two groups of variable resistors, with the output of

the variable resistors being used for cursor movements and the signals of the

On/Off switch being used in the firing of miwiles or pistols in a TV* game,

The functions of this On/OfTswitch were simplistic because it would mm

on only once if pressed once, and it was a drawback when someone wanted to

launch s missile.

[Purpose of the Device]

Because u was conceived with a focus on such existing problems, an

object ofmis device ts to provide a game control device equipped with a

pressure sensitive conductive rubber switch that b able to elevate the appeal of

the game by designing a switch for a computer game controller so that It is

capable ofopening and closing an output circuit with a given frequency by

utilizing a variable frequency oscillation circuit with pressure sensitive

conductive robber.

(Consittution of the Device]

This device, in a gamo control device used in a personal conmuler for

achieving (he nfoTetncmicmed object, is one whose essential clement consists of

using pressure sensitive rubber whoso resistance value changes witb the pressing

force on the switch ofthe above game control device and equipping it with en

output circuit which, along with connecting a variable frequency oscillation

circuit to this pressure sensitive conductive rubber, is cantrolled by this

oscillation circuit.

[Embodiment of the Device)

We will explain on embodiment of this device on the basis of the attached

drawings below.
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J

Tig. I shows an example of the circuit diagram for this device, in which ! is

a resistor, 2 is a capacitor, J n a switch using pressure sensitive conductive

rubber (as in, for example. Published Examined Application No. S5WM87

or Published Examined Application No. S56-54019) whose reaismocc

changes with pressing force, 4 is an IC such as sNAND circuit, and variable

frequency oscillation circuit 10 is constituted by each ofthese elements. In

addition, 5 is a relay drive transistor and 6 is a relay (in the output circuit)

controlled by the above variable frequency oscillation circuit 10 (output

circuit).

The oscillation frequency of the above variable frequency oscillation

circuit 10 b then determined by the resistance value of the pressure sensitive

conductive rubber switch 3 and the rapacity of capacitor 2.

As described above, the output from die above oscillation circuit 10 it

switched by transistor 5, and relay 6 is driven.

Accordingly, if the resistance of the pressure sensitive conductive

rubber switch 3 is changed by the pressing force, the oscillation frequency of

oscillation circuit 10 changes and the opening and closing cycle of the relay

can be adjusted at will.

Next, Fig. 2 is a block figure of this device in which A Is tn

oscillation circuit, B U die drive circuit for controlling the signal output, and

C is en output circuit such as a relay that is operated by the drive circuit B

and signals from here are transmitted to the computer.

Thus, ifthe opening and closing of this rday 6 is used for the game

controller switch, the user will be able to control the cycle of opening and

closing signals via the computer at will.

In Fig. 3, we illustrate an example of a structural diagram

4

when the embodiment of this device is used as as actual gome controller

switch. Here, pressure sensitive conductive rubber switch 3, oscillation

circuit 10, and n relay 6 are incorporated into the casing 12 of gome

controller 1 and are connected to computer 13 to perform the above

operations,

fEffect ofthe Device]

Because this device utilizes a pressure sensitive conductive rubber

whose resistance value changes with pressing force in a gome control device

for a personal computer and is provided with an output circuit which* along

with connecting a variable frequency oscillation circuit to this pressure

sensitive conductive rubber, is controlled by this oscillation circuit in the

manner described above, the opening and closing cycle of the switch signal

ofa game controller can be freely controlled by pressing force from the

finger of the user, so it will allow the use ofnew techniques in playing

computer games and elevate the appeal of the games. Additi onally, with the

development of i new controller, the development ofnew software will also

became possible.

Brief Explanation of Drawings

Fig. 1 b a control circuit diagram hi which this device has been

implemented, Fig. 2 is a block diagram of this device, and Fig. 3 is an

outline configuration diagram ra which this device is implemented in tbe

casing on a game control device.

3 pressure sensitive conductive rubber twitch; 6 .relay

(output circuit); 10 oscillation circuit; 11 .game controller.

Fig. 1
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Fig. 2

« 13

u n

A B .

[Callouts:]

[top middle] Game controller

A - Oscillation circuit

B - Drive circuit

C - Output circuit

[right] To computers

Fig. 3

[Callouts:]

[top] Pressing force
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(57)Abstract:

PURPOSE: To provide the video game machine having

satisfactory operability, which can miniaturize an

operating part and can reduce the number of parts, and

an operating variation also can be imparted to a

character by a desired amount.

CONSTITUTION: This game machine is provided with a

pressing member 431 operated by a player, a

piezoelectric element 433 for converting strength of

pressing force to a level voltage, a detecting means 71

for detecting a voltage level, etc., from this level voltage,

a converting part 72 for outputting an INT signal allowed

to correspond in accordance with a level of this voltage,

a control part 73 for allowing a character to respectively

execute an operating variation of the amount allowed to

correspond to this INT signal, and a monitor 5 for displaying a game screen by an image

signal of the control part 73.
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(54) OPERATION BUTTON OF GAME DEVICE

(57)Abstract:

PURPOSE: To provide an operation button of a game device by

which mixing and combining operation of plural operation

buttons is facilitated an occupied space on an operation board

is reduced to provide good appearance in view of design and fc *

reduction of cost is made possible.

CONSTITUTION: Key tops 8a, 10a, 12a for operating at least

three kinds of piezoelectric switches 30 of a game device are

collected in one portion of an operation board 2, and the key

tops 8a, 10a, 12a are formed in split-form to make a circle in the

collecting state and disposed adjacent to one another. Thus, the

mixing and combining operation of the two or three kinds of key

tops as well as the individual operation for the respective key

tops 8a, 10a, 12a can be carried out.
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(54) [Title of the Invention] Pressure Sensitive Device

(57) [Abstract]

[Purpose] The purpose ofthe present invention is to provide a pressure sensitive device

having high durability and which provides resistance change with good operability.

[Structure] A pressure sensitive device 10 which includes two fixed contacts 12 and 13

formed opposite each other at prescribed spacing on a board 11 and a movable contact 14b supported

above the board 11 in a vertically movable way and is so structured that themovable contact is formed

ofan elastic rubber mixed with a conductive substance and a part in contact with the fixed contacts is'

formed convexly downward.

[Claims]

[Claim 1] A pressure sensitive device which includes two fixed contacts formed so as to

oppose each other at prescribed spacing on a board and a movable contact supported above the board



in a vertically movable way and is characterized by the fact that the movable contact is formed of an

elastic rubber mixed with a conductive substance and the part in contact with the fixed contacts is

formed convexly downward. c

[Brief description of the drawings]

[Fig. 1] Schematic sectional view showing an example of a pressure sensitive device based on

the present invention.

[Fig. 2] Partial sectional view showing a state in which a rubber key top of the pressure

sensitive device of Fig, 1 is pushed by a pushing force Fa.

[Fig. 3] Partial sectional view showing a state in which a rubber key top of the pressure

sensitive device ofFig. 1 is pushed by a larger pushing force Fb.

[Fig. 4J Graph showing the relationship between the pushing force F and the electric

resistance value R between fixed contacts in the pressure sensitive device ofFig. 1.

[Fig. 5] Partial oblique view showing a modification example of a movable contact in the

pressure sensitive device of Fig. 1.

[Description of the symbols]

10 pressure sensitive device

11 board

12, 13 fixed contacts

14 rubber key top

14a main body

14b, 20 movable contacts

14c foot

[Fig- 1]
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[Fig- 2]

[Fig. 3]
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[Fig. 4]

Fa Fb F

[Fig. 5]
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[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of Industrial Application]

The present invention relates to a pressure sensitive device, and particularly to a pressure

sensitive device in which the electric resistance changes relative to stress.

[0002]

[Prior art]

Variable resistors constructed by a resistor and a slide contact have been used heretofore to

regulate circuit voltage. Sensors using the characteristics of a semiconductor pressure sensitive

device in which the electric resistance changes relative to stress, such as a torque gauge, etc. have

been widely known.

[0003]

For example, the cursor movement keys and scroll keys of a computer, power window

switches of an automobile, etc. are switches for simply switching ON and OFF. However, if a

function capable of analogically adjusting the control input in accordance with the will ofan operator

is added, performance improvement as a so-called man-machine interface may be anticipated for

these keys or switches.

[0004]

To realize such analog operation, it is evident that software and hardware must be changed and

keys, switches provided with a variable resistor as a regulating means of electric quantity must be

employed.

[0005]

[Problem overcome by the invention]

However, for such keys and switches, the application of conventional variable resistors has

several problems from the standpoint of volume, weight, durability and cost, etc. For example, the

use of a conventional mechanical variable resistor in the keys of a keyboard also causes problems

from the standpoint of space, durability and operability.

[0006]



In view of the above, the purpose of the present invention is to provide a pressure sensitive

device that has a high durability and provides resistance change with good operability by a simple

structure.

[0007]

[Problem resolution means]

The above purpose is achieved by a pressure sensitive device which includes two fixed

contacts formed so as to oppose each other at prescribed spacing on a board and a movable contact

supported above the board in a vertically movable way and is characterized by the fact that the

movable contact is formed of an elastic rubber mixed with a conductive substance, and the part in

contact with the fixed contacts is formed convexly downward.

[0008]

According to the above structure, when the movable contact is pushed from the above, the

movable contact comes into contact with the two fixed contacts on the board like a bridge by moving

downward, the part in contact with the fixed contacts below the movable contact being formed

convexly downward, therefore the greater the pushing force of the movable contact, the more the

movable contact deforms in a flattened collapsed-like shape and the more the contact area with the

fixed contacts will become.

[0009]

Accordingly, the electric resistance value between the two fixed contacts is slowly reduced

and change of the electric resistance value corresponding to the pushing force is obtained by slowly

increasing the contact area of the movable contact with the fixed contacts.

[0010]

The pressure sensitive device has a simple structure and can be manufactured at low cost

because it can be structured by only the movable contact and the fixed contacts in the above structure,

and the pressure sensitive device can be easily incorporated into the keys of a key-board because it

has excellent durability and can be structured in a small size, widely expanding its range of

application.

[0011]



[Example]

The present invention is described in detail hereafter, based on the example shown in the

drawings. *

Fig. 1 shows an example of a pressure sensitive device based on the present invention.

[0012]

In Fig. 1, a pressure sensitive device 10 is structured from two fixed contacts 12 and 13

formed according to a conductive pattern so as to oppose each other at prescribed spacing with a

so-called rubber key top 14 arranged above the board 11.

[0013]

The rubber key top 14 is constructed from a movable contact 14b mounted to the lower end

of the main body 14a and a foot 14c vertically and movably supporting the main body 14a and

mounted to the surface ofboard 11, being integrally formed of an elastic rubber material, such as a

silicone rubber mixed with a carbon powder like carbon black or graphite, etc.

[0014]

As an illustration, the movable contact 14b of the rubber key top 14 is formed in the shape of

a hollow cylinder, and its lower end is shaped convexly downward.

[0015]

The pressure sensitive device based on the present invention is structured as above, and ifthe

rubber key top 14 is pushed from above, the rubber key top 14 can be moved down.

[0016]

As shown in Fig. 2, when the lower end ofmovable contact 14b ofthe rubber key top 14

comes into contact with the two fixed contacts 12 and 13 on the board 11, the fixed contacts 12 and

13 can be electrically connected to each other via the movable contact 14b, at which time the electric

resistance value R becomes the maximum value because the pushing force is Fa and the contact area

of the movable contact 14b with the fixed contacts 12 and 13 is small.

[0017]

Ifthe rubber key top 14 is further pushed down from this state and the pushing force is Fb> as

shown in Fig. 3, the movable contact 14b of the rubber key top 14 is elastically deformed and

8



collapsed in a flattened shape, increasing the contact area of the movable contact 14b with the fixed

contacts 12 and 13, reducing the electric resistance value R between the fixed contacts 12 and 13.

[0018]*

In this manner, as shown in a graph ofFig. 4, the electric resistance valueR between the fixed

contacts 12 and 13 changes considerably on the basis ofthe pushing force F of the rubberkey top 14.

[0019]

Fig. 5 shows a modification example ofthe movable contact 14b in the example of Fig. 1

,

Namely, in Fig. 4, the movable contact 20 is formed in a hollow shape by its cross-section so that the

upper end 20a is formed flat and the lower end 20b becomes convex downward.

[0020]

In the case ofmovable contact 20 thus constructed, as with the case ofthe hollow cylindrical

contact 14b, the movable contact 20 is collapsed in a flattened shape corresponding to the pushing

force, increasing the contact area with the fixed contacts 12 and 13. Accordingly, the electric

resistance value changes little in proportion to the pushing force.

[0021]

The shape of above-mentioned movable contacts is not limited to the shape of 14b, 20 and

may be at least a downward convex shape so that the contact area with the fixed contacts 12 and 13

increases in accordance with the pushing force F.

[0022]

[Efficacy of the invention]

As described above, the present invention can provide an extremely excellent pressure

sensitive device that has high durability and provides resistance change with good operability by

means of a simple structure.

9
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Specification

1. Title of the invention: Variable Resistance rubber switch

2. Scope Of Utility Model Registered Claims

A variable resistance rubber switch, wherein, in a switch in which the electrode

and contact are arranged so as to relatively face one another, the contact is

formed of elastic electro-conductive rubber, and the surface facing the electrode

is not flat.



3. Detailed Explanation of the Invention

Industrial applications

The present invention relates to an improvement in the contact used in

switches for each type of electronic component.

A so-called ruhber switch arranged so that the electrode and contact in which

conventional electro-conductive rubber is used are arranged so as to face

another, is an ONOFF switch.

In a conventional switch, there is no function for changing the state of the

operation of a device corresponding to the size of the pressure force on the

switch.

Structure of the invention

Therefore, with present invention, the surface facing the contact elastic electro-

conductive rubber electrode is not a flat surface, and, for example, by providing

a spherical or circumferential shape, or a groove across the diameter, the

contact surface area between the electro-conductive elastic body and the

electrode is changed corresponding to the pressure force of the switch, thereby

changing the resistance value.

Since the electro-conductive contact rubber is elastic, it bends with the

application of pressure, increasing the contact area between the electro-

conductive contact and the electrode. Since the electrode resistance is

inversely proportional to the contact area with the electro-conductive contact,

there is a reduction in the resistance value with the application of pressure.

Embodiment 1

An explanation is provided next of the embodiment shown in Figure l(l).

The electro-conductive contact rubber 2 formed from an electro-conductive

elastic body on the inner surface ceiling of the centrally hollow conical spring 1

formed of insulating elastic rubber is formed with a hemispherical protrusion,

which is either simultaneously formed or adhered with an adhesive. No. 3

represents a print board.

Figure 1(2) shows a slightly pressured state. Figure 1(3) shows a completely

pressured state.



Also, Figure 2 shows changes in the contact surface area of the electrode 4

corresponding to the position of the electro-conductive contact rubber 2 of

Figure 1, in which the contact area changes with bending of the electro-

conductive contact rubber, corresponding to the pressure applied.

The state in Figure 1 (l) in which no pressure is applied is shown in Figure 2

(1), and in the state of half pressure shown in Figure 1 (2), as shown in Figure

2 (2), there is no more than a slight area in which contact occurs between the

electro-conductive point rubber 2 and the electrode 4, and in the state of

complete pressure shown in Figure 1 (3), contact is made across a great area

such as is shown in Figure 2 (3).

Embodiment 2

Figure 3 shows another embodiment of Figure 1.

In this embodiment, electro-conductive contact rubber 6 formed on the inner

surface ceiling of the spring 5 of the centrally hollow conical insulating rubber

with annular unevenness. Also, changes in the contact area between the

electrode 7 of the print substrate and the electro-conductive contact rubber 6

corresponding to the pressure force in the switch are shown in Figure 4. Figure

4 (2) shows a half pressure application, and Figure 4 (3) shows the application

of complete pressure.

Efficacy ofthe invention

With such a structure, the electro-conductive contact rubber bends

corresponding to the pressure force of the switch, and the contact surface area

with the electrode changes. Through changes in the resistance value, not only

is there simple ON-OFF switching, but a function is also possible which

changes the operational state of a device.

Figure 5 is a graph which shows the difference in the relationship between the

pressure force and the resistance value of a conventional switch and the switch

of the present invention.

4. Brief explanation of drawings

Figure 1 is a construction summary diagram showing the state of change

corresponding to the pressure force of the switch.



Figure 2 is a diagram which shows the state ofchange of the contact area

'between the electrode and the electro-conductive contact corresponding to the

pressure force of the switch.

Figure 3 is a construction abbreviated drawing of a switch which shows a

separate embodiment.

Figure 4 is a diagram which shows the state of change between the contact

area between the electro-conductive rubber and an electrode, corresponding to

the pressure force of the switch shown in Figure 3.

Figure 5 is a diagram showing the relationship between pressure force and

resistance value.

1* spring.

2' electro-conductive contact rubber

3: print board
4* electrode

5' spring

6' electro-conductive contact rubber

Applicant; Utility Model Registration^ Fuji Rubber Co., Ltd.

Agent Attorney: Matsuda, S.
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(57) [Abstract]

[Objective]

lb improve durability and yield stable resistance.

[Construction]

A plate ofpressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 7 placed on electrodes 4 of a
•

substrate 1 and a presser 10 having a spherical pressing part 10A for pressing the

pressure- sensitive electro-conductive rubber 7 are provided.

[Claim]

[Claim 1]

A pressure-sensitive switch comprising a plate of electro-conductive rubber placed on the

electrodes of a substrate and a presser having a spherical pressing part for pressing said

electro-conductive rubber.
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[Detailed explanation ofthe invention]

[0001]

[Scope of the invention]

The present invention relates to a pressure-sensitive switch.

[0002]

[Prior art technology]

A switch shown in Fig.5 is among known switches.

[0003]

Here, a first substrate 1 supports a second substrate 2 in a cantilever manner via a spacer

3. Electrodes 4 on the substrate 1 are connected by a resistor 5. An electro-conductive .

rubber contact 6 of a triangular cross-section is attached to the tip of the second substrate

2 (Japanese Laid-Open Patent Application No. H02-275603).

[0004] With this switch, when a force F is applied to the tip of the second substrate 2, the

second substrate 2 is bent and the contact 6 collapses on the resistor 5. As the force F is

increased, the contact 6 collapses more and makes contact with the resistor 5 in a larger

area. Therefore, the substantial length of the resistor 5 is reduced, decreasing its

resistance.

[0005]

[Problems overcome by the invention]

However, in the prior art pressure-sensitive switch described above, the contact 6 has a

triangular cross-section at the tip, subjecting the contact 6 to fatigue or deformation after

prolonged use.

[0006]

On the other hand, in another proposed structure, as shown in Fig.4, a plate of

electro-conductive rubber 7 is placed on electrodes 4 of a substrate 1 and pressed from
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above by a presser 8. Here, the presser 8 has a flat pressing surface, with the problem .

that the pressing surface may be released unevenly upon removal of the pressure,

therefore providing unstable resistance,

[0007]

Hence, the present invention provides a pressure-sensitive switch having durability and

yielding stable resistance.

[00083-

[Problem resolution means]

A plate of electro-conductive rubber 7 placed on electrodes 4 of a substrate 1 and a presser

10 having a spherical pressing part lOAfor pressing the electro-conductive rubber 7 are

provided.

[0009]

[Efficacy]

The presBer has a spherical pressing surface so as to concentrate the applied pressure

stress and to prevent the stress from escaping' to around the presser, yielding stable

changes in resistance.

[0010]

[Embodiment]

An embodiment of the present invention is described hereafter with reference to the

drawings.

[0011]

As shown in Fig.l, a pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 7 made of a plate of

electro-conductive rubber is placed on electrodes 4 of a substrate 1.
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[0012]

The pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 7 is in the form of a plate made from 100
G

parts by weight of silicon rubber and 50 parts by weight ofFET carbon with the addition of

2 parts by weight of a vulcanizing agent and having a thickness of approximately 1 mm.

When pressured, the pressure- sensitive electro-conductive rubber 7 has increased internal

carbon density and makes secure contact with the electrodes 4, exhibiting decreased

resistance.

[0013]

Facing the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 7, a resin presser 10 is supported

by a rubber spring 9 such that it is allowed to recover its posture.

[0014]

The presser 10 has a spherical pressing part 10A for pressing the pressure-sensitive

electro-conductive rubber 7.

[0015]

Here, the presser 10 has a rubber key top 11 at the top.

[0016]

In the above embodiment, when the key top 11 is pressed, the presser 10 is lowered

against the spring 9 and the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 7 is pressured by

the pressing part lOAofthe presser 10.

[0017]

Consequently, the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 7 has an increased internal

carbon distribution density and makes secure contact with the electrodes 4, decreasing the

resistance as the load is increased.

[0018]
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The pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 10 is in the form of a plate and, therefore,

undergoes less fatigue, having significantly increased durability. The pressing part 10A

of the presser 10 is spherical so as to concentrate the applied pressure stress and to

prevent the stress from escaping around the presser 10, yielding stable changes in

resistance for the applied pressure.

[0019]

Fig.2 shows the experimental results.

[0020]

The relationship between resistance (Q) and load (g) was examined when the pressing part

10A of the presser 10 is spherical as shown in Fig.3 and when the pressing part 8Aof the

presser 8 is flat as shown in Fig.4. The spherical pressing part 10A obviously yielded

minor hysteresis in applying and removing pressure and has stable properties. Here,

three different spherical pressing parts 10A (radius = 2.5, 5, and 10) and two different flat

pressing partsM (diameter
<J>

= 5 and 10) were used. The electrodes 4 of the substrate 1

used had an electro-conductive body width of 0.3 mm and a pitch of 0.6 mm.

[0021]

The above experiment showed that a presser having a spherical pressing part yields stable

properties.

[0022]

[Efficacy of the invention]

As described above, in the present invention, a plate of electro-conductive rubber is used to

improve durability. A presser having a spherical pressing part serves to concentrate the

applied pressure stress in applying and removing pressure and prevents stress from

escaping around the presser, yielding stable changes in resistance.
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[Brief explanation of the drawings]

[Fig.l] A cross-sectional view of an embodiment of the present invention.

[Fig.2] A graphical representation of the same.

[Fig.3] A cross-sectional view ofa test piece.

[Fig.4] A cross-sectional view of a test piece according to the prior art.

[Fig. 5] A cross*sectional view of a prior art.

[Legend]

1 substrate
>
4 electrode, 7 ... pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber

(electro-conductive rubber), 10 ... presser, 10A ... pressing part

lFig.1)

1 ... substrate

4 ... electrode

7 ... pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber (electro-conductive rubber)

10 ...presser

1OA ... pressing part

[Fig.2]

ordinate' resistance (Q)l

abscissa: load (g)

depressuring

pressuring

[Fig.3]

[Fig.4]

[Fig.5]
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(54) SWITCH DEVICE

(57)Abstract:

PURPOSE: To provide the switch device from which lots

of information is provided without selection of

commands.

CONSTITUTION: The switch device 1 outputs an electric

signal depending on a switch manipulated variable of a

switch and its operation time and the electric signal is

given to an information processing unit 7. The switch

device 1 is made up of a switch 3 generating a signal

related to a manipulated variable when in operation and

a signal output means 5 for converting the signal of the

manipulated variable of the switch 3 into a signal related

to its operation time. A button 14 is fixed movably

vertically to a cover 13 of the switch 3 a movable contact

15 is fixed to a lower end of the button 14 and always

energized to an upper position by a coil spring or the like,

arranged at a gap 19 opposite the movable contact 15 made of a conductive rubber G having

a prescribed resistance and they form a disk as a whole. Then a change in the resistance

between both the semicircular conductors 18 is outputted from the switch 3 as a signal related

to the manipulated variable and the signal output means 5 outputs a signal relating its

operation time.

Semi-circular conductors 18 are
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(54) [Title of the. invention] Pressure-sensitive switch

(57) [Abstract]

[Objective]

To provide pressure force detection with good sensitivity in a pressure-sensitive switch

used in the input operation of a sound device, video device, or gaming device or the like.

[Structure]

Common secure connection points 27a, 27b, 27c, and 27d are attached to a lower film 29

facing four independent secure connection points 19*22 arranged in four directions, and a

pressure-sensitive electroconductive elastic body 30 having an electroconductive coating 33

on the pressure operating surface side opposite to the side that is in contact with the

secure connection points 19-22 is placed on the secure connection points 19-22.

Furthermore, a pressure plate 31 having protrusions for pressing the pressure-sensitive

electroconductive elastic body 30 and an operating lever 32 placed on the pressure plate 31

for pressing it in the direction of applied force are provided so that a superior pressure-

sensitive switch is obtained capable of changing the resistance value of the pressure-

sensitive electroconductive elastic body 30.
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[Claims]

[Claim l]

A pressure-sensitive switch comprising at least two secure contact points and a pressure-

sensitive electroconductive elastic body that is placed on said secure contact points and

coated with an electroconductive material to form an electroconductive coating on the

pressure operating surface side opposite to the side that is in contact with said secure

connection points.

[Claim 2]

The pressure -sensitive switch according to Claim 1, wherein a dome-shaped elastic body

having a press button at the top center, a pressuring part at the bottom center, and a

peripheral supporting part is placed on said pressure -sensitive electroconductive elastic

body.

[Claim 3]

The pressure-sensitive switch according to Claim 2, wherein said pressing part of said

dome-shaped elastic body is placed on two secure contact points via said the pressure-

sensitive electroconductive elastic body.

[Claim 4]

The pressure-sensitive switch according to Claim 2, wherein said pressing part of said

dome-shaped elastic body is placed on the center secure contact point via said pressure-

sensitive electroconductive elastic body, said peripheral supporting part of said dome-

shaped elastic body is placed on the peripheral secure contact points via said pressure-

sensitive electroconductive elastic body, and said pressure-sensitive electroconductive

elastic body is clamped by a cover having an opening through which said press button of

said dome-shaped elastic body protrudes via said peripheral supporting part of said dome-

shaped elastic body.
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[Detailed explanation of the invention]

[0001]

[Scope of the invention]

The present invention relates to a pressure -sensitive switch in which a pressxire-sensitive

electroconductive elastic body is placed on secure contact points and coated with an

electroconductive material to form an electroconductive coating on the pressure operating

surface side opposite to the side that is in contact with the secure contact points.

[0002]

[Prior art technology]

In recent years, there has been heightened desire for pressure-sensitive switch used in the

input operation of a sound device, video device, or gaming device or the like to have

improved pointing device sensitivity.

[0003]

An explanation is provided hereafter concerning conventional pressure -sensitive switches.

Figure 6 (aKe) shows the structure of conventional pressure-sensitive switches. In the

drawing, 1*4 indicate four independent secure contact points arranged in four directions;

5-8 represent leads drawn from the secure contact points; 9a, 9b, 9c, and 9d represent

common secure contact points respectively facing the four independent contact points 1-4,

no. 10 represents a lead, drawn from the common secure contact points, and which are

attached to a lower film 11. No. 12 represents an upper film, to which movable contact

points 14 are attached. No. 13 is a pressure-sensitive electroconductive rubber having

variable resistance in accordance with the pressure between the secure and movable

contact points in the thickness direction. No. 15 is a pressure plate having protrusions in

four directions for pressing the points in four directions on the pressure-sensitive

electroconductive rubber 13, and no.16 represents an operating lever that is arranged on

the pressure plate and pushes it in the direction of applied force.
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[0004]

Changes in resistance between individual contact points are measured by measuring

respective resistances between the lead line 10 and the lead lines 5-8. In other words,

measurements of resistances between the top and bottom at each position of the pressure-

sensitive rubber provide information on in which direction and of what magnitude the

force is applied, namely the "direction" and "magnitude" of the force.

[0005]

[Problems overcome by the invention]

However, the above structure requires the upper film 12 having the movable contact

points 14 on the pressure-sensitive electroconductive rubber 13. Therefore, when the

switch is operated, the protrusions of the pressure plate 15 push the pressure-sensitive

electroconductive rubber 13 via the upper film 12. This raises a problem that the

pressure-sensitive electroconductive rubber 13 is less sensitive under influence of the

thickness and rigidity of the upper film 12.

[0006]

The present invention resolves the prior art problem described above and the purpose of

the present invention is to provide a pressure-sensitive switch having an excellent

pressure detection sensitivity.

[0007]

[Problem resolution means]

In OTder to achieve the above purpose, the pressure-sensitive switch of the present

invention comprises one or at least two secure contact points and a pressure-sensitive

electroconductive elastic body that is placed on the Becure contact points and coated with

an electroconductive material to form an electroconductive coating on the pressure

operating surface side opposite to the side that is in contact with the secure connection

points.
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[0008]

[Efficacy]

With the above structure comprising four pairs ofindependent secure contact points

arranged in four directions, a fil™ on which leads drawn from these secure contact points

are wired, a pressure-sensitive electroconductive elastic body that is placed on the secure

contact points and coated with an. electroconductive material on the pressure operating

surface side opposite to the side that is in contact with the secure contact points, a

pressure plate having protrusions in four directions for pressing the pressure-sensitive

electroconductive elastic body on the secure contact points, and an operating lever that is

placed on the pressure plate 31 for pressing the pressure plate in the direction of applied

force, the force applied to the operating lever is further applied to the pressure-sensitive

electroconductive elastic body in the four directions through the protrusions of the

pressure plate so that changes in the resistance of the pressure-sensitive electroconductive

elastic body can be read from the leads.

[0009]

[Embodiments]

(Embodiment 1)

Embodiment 1 of the present invention is described hereafter with reference to the

drawings.

[0010]

In Figure 1 (a)-(d), 19-22 indicate four independent secure contact points arranged in four

directions; 23-26 represent leadB drawn from the secure contact points 19-22; 27a, 27b, 27c,

and 27d represent common secure contact points respectively facing the four independent

secure contact points 19-22; no. 28 represents a lead drawn from the common secure

contact points, and which are attached to a lower film 29, Above the four independent

secure contact points 19-22 provided are the tips 31a, 30b, 30c, and 30d of a pressure-

sensitive electroconductive elastic body 30 made of a pressure-sensitive electroconductive

rubber that is coated with an electroconductive material to form an electroconductive
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coating 33 on the pressure operating side opposite to the side that is in contact with the

secure contact points 19-22.

[0011]

Furthermore, a pressure plate 31 having protrusions in four directions for pressing the

pressure-sensitive electroconductive elastic body 30 on the secure contact points 19-22 and

an operating lever 32 placed on the pressure plate 31 for pressing the pressure plate 31 in

the direction of applied force are provided. As shown in the equivalent circuit,

measurements of resistances between the lead 28 and the leads 23-26 provide changes in

resistance between the individual contact points.

[0012]

The operation of the pressure-sensitive switch having the above structure is described

hereafter with reference to Figure 2.

[0013]

When the operating lever 32 is pressed by a force in the arrowed direction A, forces B are

applied to four protrusions of the pressure plate in accordance with the pressed position

and in the arrowed direction B. Particularly, the pressure-sensitive electroconductive

elastic body 30 receives the downward forces Bi and B2. Therefore, measurements of the

resistance between the top and bottom, of the tips 30a, 30b t 30c, and 30d of the pressure-

sensitive electroconductive elastic body provide information on in which direction and of

what magnitude the forces is applied, namely the "direction" and "magnitude" ofthe force.

The resistance is decreased as shown in the equivalent circuit output property of Fig.5.

Measurements of the resistance of the pressure-sensitive electroconductive elastic body 30

provide the pressure; for example, the pressure is 200 g when the pressure-sensitive

electroconductive elastic body 30 has a resistance of 6 Kn through the thickness.

[0014]

As described above, in this embodiment, a thin electroconductive coating 33 is formed on

the top surface of the pressure-sensitive electroconductive elastic body 30, for example, by

printing. The prior art upper film is eliminated and the pressure-sensitive
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electroconductive elastic body 30 is directly pressed, improving the pointing device

sensitivity.

[0015]

(Embodiment 2)

Embodiment 2 of the present invention is described hereafter with reference to the

drawings.

[0016]

In Figure 3, 41a and 42a represent a pair of facing secure contact points that are insert

molded in a switch case 43 and conductive to output terminals 41b and 42b, respectively.

Above the secure contact points 41a and 42a provided is a pressure-sensitive

electroconductive elastic body 44 coated with an electroconductive material to form an

electroconductive coating 44a on the pressure operating side opposite to the side that is in

contact with the secure contact points 41a and 42a. Above it, a dome-shaped elastic body

45 having a push button part 45a, a pressing part 45b, and a peripheral supporting part

45c is provided. The dome-shaped elastic body 45 is held and covered with a cover 46.

[0017]

The operation of the pressure-sensitive switch having the above structure is described

hereafter with reference to Figure 3.

[0018]

When the push button part 45a of the dome-shaped elastic body 45 is pressed down, the

pressing part 45b makes contact with the pressure-sensitive electroconductive elastic body

44 around the center. Upon further pressing, the pressure-Bensitive electroconductive

elastic body 44 is clamped and pressed by the secure contact points 41a and 42a and the

push button part 45a through the thickness. Consequently, the resistance through the

thickness of the pressure-sensitive electroconductive elastic body 44 is gradually decreased

in accordance with the pressure as shown in the equivalent circuit output property of
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Figure 6 and, finally, the output terminals 41a and 42b become conductive. Then, an

electric current path 42b-42a-44-44a-44-4ia-41b is established.

[0019]

As described above, in this embodiment, the output resistance is changed in accordance

with the pressure applied by pressing the push button part 45a while the prior art push-

switch is provided with metal contact points capable of detecting only the state ON/OFF

in place of the pressure-sensitive electroconductive elastic body 44, Then, the present

invention can be used as a multistage switch when connected to a voltage comparator or

an A/D converter.

[0020]

(Embodiment 3)

Embodiment 3 of the present invention is described hereafter with reference to the

drawings.

[0021]

In Figure 4, 51a and 52a represent a pair of secure contact points that are insert molded in

a switch case 53 and conductive to output terminals 51b and 52b, respectively. Above the

secure contact points 51a and 52a provided is a pressure-sensitive electroconductive elastic

body 54 coated with an electroconductive material to form an electroconductive coating 54a

on the pressure operating side opposite to the side is in contact with the secure contact

points 51a and 52a. Above it, a dome-shaped elastic body 55 having a push button part

55a, a pressing part 55b, and a peripheral supporting part 55c is provided. The dome-

shaped elastic body 55 is clamped by a cover 56. Therefore, the peripheral supporting part

55c receives a large load and has a small resistance through the thickness, then making it

conductive through the thickness.

[0022]

The operation of the pressure-sensitive switch having the above structure is described

hereafter with reference to Figure 4. When the push button part 55a of the dome-shaped
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elastic body 55 is pressed down, the pressing part 55b makes contact with the pressure-

sensitive electroconductive elastic body 54 around the center. Upon further pressing, the

pressure-sensitive electroconductive elastic body 54 is clamped and pressed by the secure

contact points 51a and the pressing part 55b through the thickness. Consequently, the

resistance through the thickness of the pressure-sensitive electroconductive elastic body

54 is gradually decreased in accordance with the applied pressure as shown in the

equivalent circuit output property of Figure 6 and, finally, the output terminals 51b and

52b become conductive. Then, an electric current path 51b-51a-54-54a~54-52a-52b is

established.

[0023]

As described above, in this embodiment, the pressure -sensitive electroconductive elastic

body 54 above the secure contact points 52a is clamped by the cover 56 via the peripheral

supporting part 55c of the dome-shaped elastic body 55 and the resistance of the pressure-

sensitive electroconductive elastic body 54 at this part is substantially decreased.

Therefore, the change in resistance of the pressure-sensitive electroconductive elastic body

54 only at one area above the secure contact points 51a is supplied between the output

terminals 51b and 52b. This allows more stable detection of the applied pressure. Then,

the present invention can be used as a multistage switch when connected to a voltage

comparator or an A/D converter.

[0024]

The pressure-sensitive electroconductive elastic body can be a rubber, resin, or insulating

film that is coated with a pressure-sensitive electroconductive material to form an

electroconductive coating thereon.

[0025]

[Efficacy of the invention]

As described above, the present invention uses a pressure-sensitive electroconductive

elastic body that is coated with an electroconductive material to form an electroconductive

coating on the pressure operating side opposite to the side that is in contact with the

secure contact points. Therefore, because a pressure is directly applied to the pressure-
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sensitive electroconductive elastic body by the pressing part, higher pressure detection

sensitivity can be obtained compared to the prior art structure using an upper film.

[0026]

Furthermore, a push switch using as a movable contact point the pressure-sensitive

electroconductive elastic body that is coated with an electroconductive material to form an

electroconductive coating thereon can serve as a multistage switch, which is not available

from the prior art structure. In addition, with the pressure-sensitive electroconductive

elastic body being used in place of movable contact points of the prior art push switch, an

excellent pressure-sensitive switch that can be assembled in an automated prior art push

switch assembly machine and allows a significantly reduced number of production steps

can be realized.
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[Brief explanation of the drawings]

[Figure l]

(a) A side view of the pressure-sensitive switch according to Embodiment 1 of the present

invention.

(b) A plane view of the pressure-sensitive electroconductive elastic body ofEmbodiment 1.

(c) A plane view of the lower film ofEmbodiment 1.

(d) An illustration showing an equivalent circuit of the pressure-sensitive switch of

Embodiment 1,

[Figure 2]

A perspective view to explain the operation of the pressure-sensitive switch of

Embodiment 1.

[Figure 3]

A cross-sectional view of the pressure-sensitive switch ofEmbodiment 2 of the present

invention.

[Figure 4]

A cross- sectional view of the pressure-sensitive switch ofEmbodiment 3 of the present

invention.

[Figure 5]

A graphical representation showing the equivalent circuit output property of the pressure-

sensitive switches of Embodiments 1, 2, and 3 of the present invention.

[Figure 6]

(a) A side view of a prior art pressure-sensitive switch.

(b) A plane view of the upper film of the same.
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(c) A bottom view of the pressure-sensitive electroconductive rubber, which is a core part,

of the same.

(d) A plane view of the lower film of the same.

(e) An illustration showing an equivalent circuit of the same.

[Legend]

19, 20, 21, 22, 41a, 42a, 51a, 52a secure contact point

30, 44, 54 pressure-sensitive electroconductive elastic body

'33, 44a, 54a electroconductive coating

45, 55 dome-shaped elastic body

45a, 55a push button

45b, 55b * pressing part

45c, 55c peripheral supporting part

46, 56 cover

[Figure l]

19, 20, 21, 22 secure contact point

30 pressure-sensitive electroconductive elastic body

33 electroconductive coating

[Figure 2]

[Figure 3]

41a, 42a secure contact point

pressure'sensitive electroconductive elastic body

electroconductive coating

dome-shaped elastic body

push button

pressing part

peripheral supporting part

44

44a

45

45a

45b

45c

46 cover

[Figure 4]

5 la, 52a

54

secure contact point

pressure-sensitive electroconductive elastic body
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54a electroconductive coating

55 dome-shaped elastic body

55a push button

55b pressing part

55c peripheral supporting part

56 cover

[Figure 5]

ordinate', (voltage) resistance / approx. 5 V (l MQ) / 3 V (6 K) / 2.7 V (4.7 K> / approx, 0 V

(is a);

abscissa: (force)

[Figure 6]
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Specification

1 . Title of the invention
c

Variable resistance switch

2. Utility Model Registration Claims

A variable resistance switch comprising a pair of electrodes provided at the bottom of a

case, a flat plate of pressure-sensitive electnrconductive rubber provided on Baid electrodes,

and an elastic electro-conductive curved plate supported by said case so that it is not in

contact with the top surface of said pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber and of

which the generation line direction passing through the center of curvature is changed

orthogonally in response to pressure, characterized by further comprising a push button

having a bottom end abutting or residing near said curved plate and a top end exposed from

said case.

3. Detailed explanation of the invention

[Scope of the invention]

The present invention relates to a variable resistance switch in which on/off switching

can be easily recognized through the feeling of pressure on a fingertip and the resistance

between two terminals can be. changed depending on how far the push button of the switch

is pressed.

(1)
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[Prior art technology]

Prior art pressure-sensitive elements, particularly variable resistance switches using

pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber comprise a pair ofelectrodes at the bottom ofa

-switch case and a pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber on top of it wherein the

pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber is pressured at the top surface through a push

button to change the resistance of the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber.

In such a variable resistance switch, when the push button is pressed while the switch

is off, there is no switchover point (click action) to indicate when it is turned on in the

course of operation to activate the variable resistance function from the offstate. Hence,

the operator of the push button often experiences difficulty in using such a switch.

[Purpose of the invention]

The purpose of the present invention is to resolve the above problems with the prior art

variable resistance switch and to provide an excellent variable resistance switch in which a

switchover point (click point) is provided in the middle of the stroke ofthe push button so

that the operator clearly recognizee the switching from the off-state to the on-state in the

course of the pressing operation^

(2)
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[Structure of the invention]

In order to achieve the above purpose, the variable resistance switch of the present

invention comprises a pair of electrodes provided at the bottom of a case, a flat plate of

pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber provided on the electrodes, and an elastic

electro-conductive curved plate supported by the case so that it is not in contact with the

top surface of the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber and of which the generation

line direction through the center of curvature is orthogonally changed in response to

pressure, characterized by further comprising a push button having a bottom end abutting

or residing near the curved plate and a top end exposed from the case.

[Embodiments]

An embodiment of the present invention is described hereafter with reference to the

drawings.

Figs. 1 and 2 are cross-sectional views in directions orthogonal to each other showing

the structure of a variable resistance switch 10 according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

(3)
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The variable resistance switch 10 of this embodiment comprises a lower switch case 5,

an upper switch case 2 covering it, and a push button 1 exposed above the upper switch

case 2. A pair of electrodes 4A and 4B is provided at the bottom of the lower switch case 5

at a specific distance. The ends of the electrodes 4Aand 4B protrude from the bottom of

the lower switch case 5 as terminals 7Aand 7B.

On the electrodes 4A and 4B provided is a flat plate of pressure-sensitive

electro-conductive rubber 6 having a uniform thickness to link the electrodes 4A and 4B

together An elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 is provided above the.

pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 6 with no contact. The pressure-sensitive

electro-conductive rubber 6 has variable resistance according to the pressure. The

electrodes 4A and 4B are insulated from each other under no load.

With the longitudinal ends being curved upward, the elastic electro-conductive curved

plate 3 has a concave surface facing upward as shown in Fig.3.

(4)
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It is supported by steps 5A formed on the sidewalk of the lower switch case 5 at either end

of the generating line 8 passing through the center of curvature resting thereon. The

steps BAare at a higher level than the top surface of the elastic electro-conductive curved
0

plate 3. Therefore, the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 is not in contact with the

pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 6.

The elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 is, for example, made of a phosphor bronze

of approximately 80 \x having spring-like properties. When pressed at the center of the

generating line 8 on the concave surface side with the force indicated by an arrow F, the

concave surface is elastically deformed and changes its orientation with a click action.

The generating line 8 changes its orientation orthogonally to the generating line 9 shown in

Fig.4.

The elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 is spaced from the pressure-sensitive

electro-conductive rubber 6 by the steps 5A so that the bottom surface 3Aof the

electro-conductive curved plate 3 makes contact with the pressure-sensitive

electro*conductive rubber 6 in the above process.

In this embodiment, the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 has the longitudinal

ends curved upward. However, the longitudinal ends curved downward yield the same

click action.

(5)
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A push button 1 is provided above the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 with the

bottom end abutting or residing near it. The push button 1 has a body IB that is vertically

slidably inserted in a guide 2A formed in the upper switch case 2 and head 1A having an

extended top and exposed above the guide 2A. The number 1C represents an engaging

step for preventing the push button 1 from coming out of the guide 2A.

For operating the variable resistance switch 10 of the present invention having the

above structure, the push button 1 is pressed down so that its bottom end presses the

elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 downward. With this pressing, the elastic

electro-conductive curved plate 3 changes its state from one in which the longitudinal ends

are curved upward to the other in which the transverse ends are curved upward via a flat

state. This is a click action. When the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3

undergoes the click action described above, it makes contact with the pressure-sensitive

electro-conductive rubber 6 below it.

(6)
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Then, an electric current flows from one terminal 7A to the elastic electro-conductive

curved plate 3 via the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 6 and further to the

other terminal 7B via the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 6. In this state, the

variable resistance switch 10 of the present invention is at the switch-on start point.

With the push button 1 being further pressed, the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive

rubber 6 is compressed and has reduced resistance, which gradually reduces the resistance

between the terminals 7A and 7B, When pressing is discontinued, the restoration ofthe

elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 pushes up the push button 1 and the elastic

electro-conductive curved plate 3 returns to the no-load state so that it is no longer in

contact with the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 6, with the resistance

between the terminals 7A and 7B reaching an infinite value.

The variable resistance switch 10 of the present invention operates as described above.

The operator pressing the push button 1 can easily recognize through the feeling of

pressure the switching operation as a result of the change in shape of the elastic

electro-conductive curved pate 3. Furthermore, the characteristic change in pressure and

resistance can be controlled by changing the shape of the elastic electro-conductive curved

plate 3.

(7)
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Furthermore, the elastic electro-conductive curved plate 3 is used to change the direction of

the current flow through the pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber 6 from the

horizontal direction in which an electric current is sluggish to the thickness direction. The

terminals 7A and 7B of the electrodes 4A and 4B can be removed from the bottom of the

lower case 5. Hence, an easily assembled and compact variable resistance switch can be

obtained.

[Effects of the invention]

As described, the variable resistance switch of the present invention comprises a pair of

electrodes provided at the bottom of a case, a flat plate ofpressure'sensitive

electro-conductive rubber provided on the electrodes, and an elastic electro-conductive

curved plate supported by the case so that it is not in contact with the top surface of the

pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber and ofwhich the generation line direction

passing through the center of curvature is changed orthogonally in response to pressure,

and further comprises a push button having a bottom end abutting or residing near the

curved plate and a top end exposed from the case.

(8)
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The present invention has the efficacy that the operator can clearly recognize switching

from the off-state to the on-state in the course of the pressing operation. Furthermore,

using an elastic electro-conductive curved plate having a click function, the characteristic

change in resistance according to the pressure can be adjusted.

4. Brief explanation of the drawings

Fig. 1 is a vertical cross-sectional view of an embodiment of the variable resistance

switch of the present invention. Fig.2 is a vertical cross-sectional view at the line II-H in

Fig. 1. Fig.3 is a perspective view of the elastic electro-conductive curved plate used in the

variable resistance switch of the present invention. Fig.4 is a perspective view of the

elastic electro-conductive curved plate of Fig.3 when it is deformed by pressing.

1 ... push button, 2 ... upper switch case, 3 ... elastic electro-conductive curved plate, 4A,

4B ... electrode, 5 ... lower switch case, 6 ... pressure-sensitive electro-conductive rubber,

7A, 7B ... terminal, 8, 9 ... generating line, 10 ... variable resistance switch ofthe present

invention.

Representatives Shin-ichi Ogawa, Patent Attorney

Masateru Noguchi, Patent Attorney

Kazuhiko Saishita, Patent Atoorney

(9)
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Fig.1

Fig.2
e

Representatives Shin-ichi Ogawa, Patent Attorney and two otherB

100844
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Fig.3

Fig.4

Eepresentatives Shiirichi Ogawa, Patent Attorney and two others
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Specification

1. Title of the design

Variable Resistor

2. Claims

A variable resistor comprising a resistor main body for changing the conductive resistance of

electrode parts with the press deformation of covered pressed parts ofan acting body made ofan

elastic material and an operating body having pressing parts capable ofpressing the pressed parts

is characterized by vertically providing shake prevention projections made ofan elastic material

adj acent to the pressed parts ofthe acting body, have a larger height dimension than the pressed parts

and their upper ends contacting the pressing parts ofthe operating body.

3* Detailed description of the design

(Field of industrial application)

The present design relates to a modification ofa variable resistorfor changing the conductive

resistance of electrode parts with the press deformation ofpressed parts via an operating body, and

relates particularly to a variable resistor that may prevent shaking ofthe operating body.

(Prior art) - .. .

A variable resistor shown in Fig. 4 has been known as this kind of variable resistor before.

This variable resistor is a seesaw type resistor having two electrodes and is constituted from

a resistor main body 20 and an operating body 30 for the press operation.

The resistor main body 20 comprises an acting body 21 receiving the press operation, a

pressure plate 22 and a base board 23

.

The acting body 21 is formed ofan elastic material such as synthetic rubber, etc. in the shape

ofa rectangular plate and has two hill-like pressed parts 21a on its upside. The upper ends ofthe two

hill-like pressed parts 21a are flat and have projections 21al for preventing shaking of the operating

body 30 at the center of its upside. Disc-like conductive parts 21b made of a con-.

2



ductive rubber, etc. are coaxially attached downside of acting body 21 corresponding to the

projections 21al.

The pressure plate 22 covers the upside of acting body 21, has holes 22a for inserting the

pressed parts 21a on it and has pressing surface 22b in contact with the rim upside ofacting body 21

on the inner side. Multiple stop pins 22c longer than the thickness ofbaseboard 23 are formed

downside ofpressure plate 22.

The base board 23 comprises a printedwiring board, etc. and has electrode parts 23a capable

ofmaking contact with the conductive parts 21b of acting body 21 at two locations. Electrode parts

attached to pressure-sensing conductive material, such as pressure-sensing conductive rubber, etc.

upsideofapair ofelectrodes are used as these electrode parts 23 a. Stop holes 23b capable ofinserting

stop pins 22c of pressure plate 22 are formed on the base board 23.

The resistor body 20 is assembled by mounting the acting body 21 on the base board 23,

inserting the stop pins 22c ofpressure plate 22 into the stop holes 23b ofbase board 23 so as to' cover

the acting body 21, melting or collapsing the projections ofthe stop pins 22c protruding downside of

base board 23 to secure the pressure plate 22 to the base board 23. In this assembled state, the acting

body 21 is fixedly held between the pressure plate 22 and the base board 23, bringing the conductive

parts 21b of acting body 21 and the electrode parts 23a ofbase board 23 into contact

On the other hand, the operating body 30 is rotatably pivoted on a shaft 31 provided in the

central lower part above the resistor main body 20 by a bracket omitted in the graphical presentation

The operatingbody 30 has pressing parts 32 corresponding totoe downside pressed parts 21a of

acting body 21 , and the projections 21 al for shake prevention upside of pressed parts 21a are in

contact with the pressing parts 32 in the non-pressed state, respectively.

In the variable resistor thus constituted, when the pressed parts 21a of acting body 21 are

pressed downward and deformed by tilting with the shaft 31 ofoperating body 30 as the center, the

conductive resistance of electrode parts 23a changes with the pressure force.

(Problem overcome by the design)

In the prior variable resistor, gaps formed between the pressing parts 32 and the pressed parts

21a of acting body 21 are absorbed by the projections 21al for shake prevention in the state of

mounting the operating body 30, but the projections 21 al are formed on the upside (pressed side) of



pressed parts 21a, therefore, if a plus-side error in height dimension ofthe projection themselves

exists, there the problem that the pressed parts 21a receive an improper press force in the non-pressed

state, and an anticipated resistance change is not obtained in the variable resistor. Similarly, if a

minus-side error in the height dimension ofthe projection exists, there is the problem that gaps are

formed and shaking is generated in the operating body 30.

The present design was made in view of the above problem, and its purpose is to provide a

variable resistor that can reliably prevent shaking in the operating body 30 without causing a

hindrance in the characteristic resistance value of the variable resistor.

(Problem resolution means)

To achieve the above purpose, the present design is a variable resistor which comprises a

resistor main body for changing the conductive resistance of electrode parts with the press

deformation of the pressed parts ofan acting body made of an elastic material and an operating body

having pressing parts capable ofpressing the pressed parts and is characterized by vertically

providing projections for shake prevention made ofan elastic material adjacent to the pressed parts of

the acting body, have a larger height dimension than the pressed parts and have their upper ends in

contact with the pressing parts ofthe operating body.

(Functions)

According to the present design, the projections for shake prevention which have a larger

height dimension than the pressed parts and their upper ends are in contact with the pressing part of

the operating body are vertically provided in positions different from the pressed parts, therefore an

improper pressure force is not applied to the extruded parts even if a large height dimension of the

projections is formed by considering the minus-side error portion.

(Example)

Fig. 1 to Fig. 3 show an example in which the present design is applied to a seesaw type

variable resistor, Fig. 1 is the sectional view ofthe variable resistor, Fig. 2 is the top view of a resistor

main body, and Fig. 3 is the illustrative drawing of operations.

The variable resistor of this example shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 is constructed from a resistor

main body 1 and an operating body 10 for press operations.



The resistor main body 1 comprises an actingbody 2 receiving the press operation ,
a pressure

plate 3 and a base board 4.

5 The acting body 2 is formed of an elastic material such as synthetic rubber, etc. in the shape

of a rectangular plate and has two hill-like pressed parts 2a with flat upper ends on its upside. Conical

conductive parts 2b made ofa conductive rubber, etc. are coaxially attached downside of actingbody

corresponding to the projections 2c (wrong number "2a"?, translator). Rod-like projections 2c for

shake prevention which are adjacent to the pressed parts 2a and have a larger height dimension than

the pressed parts 2a are provided vertically and integrally with the acting body 2, respectively.

The pressure plate 3 covers the upside ofactingbody 2, has rougjily circular holts 3a, through

which the pressed parts 2a and the rod-like projections 2c are inserted on the upside and have the

pressing surface 3b in contact with the upside of acting body 2 on the inner side. Engagement pieces

3c which are longer than the thickness ofbase board 4 and have a hooklike engagement at the lower

end are vertically provided at each side ofthe pressure plate 3.

The base board comprises a printed wiring board, etc. and has electrode parts 4a for which the

conductive parts 2b of acting body 2 is contactable at two locations on its upside, Electrode parts in

which two semi-circular resistance films are arranged in the non-contact state and electrodes are

connected to the resistance films are used as the electrode parts 4a. Engagement holes 4b through

which the engagement pieces 3c ofpressure plate 3 can be inserted and engaged are formed

corresponding to the engagement pieces.

This resistor main body 1 is simply assembled by mounting the acting body 2 on the base

board 4, inserting the engagement pieces 3c ofpressure plate 3 into the engagement holes 4b ofbase

board 4 and stopping them so as to cover the acting body 2. In the assembled state, the acting body 2

is fixedly held between the pressure plate 3 and the base board 4, and the conductive parts 2b of

acting body 2 and the electrode parts 4a of base board 4 are opposite at a prescribed spacing.

On the other hand, in the operating body 10 is rotatably pivoted above the resistor main body

1 on a shaft 11 provided in the central lower part by a bracket omitted in the graphical presentation.

The operating body 10 has rectangular pressing parts 12 corresponding to the pressed parts 2a of

acting body 2, respectively, the upper ends ofthe rod-like projections 2c for shake prevention are in

contact with the pressing parts 32 in the non-extruded state, respectively.



Operations ofthe above-mentioned variable resistor are described next with reference

to Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3, if the top left side of the operating body 10 is pressed with a finger tip, etcM the

operating body 10 is tilted in the counterclockwise direction with the shaft 11 as center, first the

rod-like projections 2c for shake prevention in contact with the left-side pressing part 12 flex, shortly

the pressing part 12 makes contact upside ofthe pressed part 2a, the pressed part 2a is pressed down

and deformed, and the conductive parts 2b on the downside ofpressed parts 2a makes contact with

the electrode parts 4a. The contact area of the conductive parts 2b increases with the pressure force,

changing the conducting resistance of electrode parts 23 a.

If the pressing onto the operating body 10 is released, the pressed parts 2a of acting body 2

and the rod-like projections 2c for shake prevention are restored to the original state by their own

elasticity, respectively, and the downside ofoperating body 10 is supported by the rod-like

projections 2c again to prevent shaking.

Thus, in the above-mentioned variable resistor, the rod-like projections 2c for shake

prevention adjacent to the pressed parts 2a and have a larger height dimension than the pressed parts

2a are vertically provided upside of acting body 2 and their upper ends make contact with the

pressing parts 12 of operating body 10, Therefore, even when a plus-side error in height dimension

of the rod-like projections 2c for shake prevention is generated, the rod-like projections 2c flex more

or less, and improper press force is not applied to the pressing parts 12 in the non-pressed state,

thereby obtaining anticipated resistance change in the variable resistor, making it possible to form a

large height dimension of the rod-like projections 2c for shaking prevention beforehand by

considering a minus-side error portion, accurately bringing the upper ends ofthe rod-like projections

2c into contact with the pressing parts 12 of operating body 1 0 to reliably prevent shaking of

operating body 10.

The case of applying the present design to the seesaw type variable resistor was shown in the

above example. However, the present design may also be applied in other types ofvariable resistors

with one, three or more pressed parts. Moreover, electrode parts using a resistance film were shown

as the electrode parts 4a, but electrode parts using a pressure-sensing conductive material the same as



in the prior example may also be used Furthermore, the case offorming the projections for shake

prevention in the shape ofrod was shown, but various shapes ofprojections may be adopted if the

projections are in contact with the pressing parts andmay prevent the shaking.

(Efficacy of the design)

As described in detail above, according to the present design, the projections for shake

prevention flex more or less and an improper press force is not applied to the pressing parts ofthe

acting body in the non-pressed state, thereby obtaining anticipated resistance change in the variable

resistor even if a plus-side error in the height dimension ofprojections is generated. Moreover, it

becomes possible to form a large height dimension ofprojections beforehandby considering a

minus-side error, therefore the upper ends of the projections may be accurately brought into contact

with the pressing parts ofoperating body to reliably prevent shaking of the operating body.

4. Brief description of the drawings

Fig. 1 to Fig. 3 show an example of applying the present design to a seesaw type variable

resistor Fig. 1 is the sectional view ofthe variable resistor, Fig. 2 is a top view of a resistor main body,

Fig. 3 is the illustrative drawing of operations, and Fig. 4 is the sectional view ofthe prior variable

resistor.

In the drawings,

1 resistor main body

2 acting body

2a pressedbody

2c rod-like projection for shake prevention

4a electrode part

10 operating body

12 pressing part



1 resistor main body

2 acting body

2a pressed body

2c rod-like projection for shake prevention

4a electrode part

10 operating body

12 pressing part

Sectional view ofvariable resistor

[Flg.l]

Top view of resistor main body

[Fig. 2]

1 resistor main body

2 acting body

2a pressed body

2c rod-like projection for shake prevention
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4a electrode part

10 operating body

12 pressing part

Illustrative drawing of operations

[Fig. 3]

20 resistor main body

21 acting body

21a pressed body

21 al projection

23a electrode part

30 operating body

32 pressing part

Sectional view ofprior variable resistor

[Fig. 41
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ABSTRACT
A novel input device called the Rockin'Mouse is described

and evaluated. The Rockin'Mouse is a four dcgree-of-frec-

dom input device that has the same shape as a regular

mouse except that the bottom of the Rockin 'Mouse is

rounded so that it can be tilted. This tilting can be used to

control two extra degrees of freedom, thus making it suit-

able for manipulation in 3D environments. Like the regular

mouse, the Rockin'Mouse can sense planar position and

perform all the usual functions. However, in a 3D scene a

regular mouse can only operate on 2 dimensions at a time

and therefore manipulation in 3D requires a way to switch

between dimensions. With the Rockin'Mouse, however, all

the dimensions can be simultaneously controlled. In this

paper we describe our design rationale behind the

Rockin'Mouse, and present an experiment which compares

the Rockin'Mouse to the standard mouse in a typical 3D
interaction task. Our results indicate that the Rockin'Mouse
is 30% faster and is a promising device for both 2D and 3D
interaction.

Keywords

3D interaction, input devices, integral motion, mouse. 3D
graphical manipulators.

INTRODUCTION

The ever increasing speed of computers in recent years has

led to the proliferation of tools for creating and manipulat-

ing 3D graphics. While the visuals produced by state-of-the-

art 3D graphics systems are of very high quality, interaction

techniques for manipulation within these systems often suf-

fer from the limitations of currently available input devices.

These interaction techniques can be broadly classified into

two categories: those based on three or more degree- of- free-

dom input devices [7, II, 12, 16, 19, 21, 22], and those

which rely on the ubiquitous mouse coupled with a variety

of schemes for mapping 2D input to 3D control [3, 5, 6, 8,

15, 18]. At first glance, it would seem that the increased

sense of directness usually afforded by the techniques in the

first category would make multiple degrec-of-frecdom input

Permission \0 make digilnl/h.ird copies of all or part ol'lhis material fur
personal or classroom use h granted without Ice provided thai Ifw capiat
are not made or distributed lor profit or commercial advantage, the enpy-
riglu notice, ihe tille of the fnihlicnlion and as date appear, and notice is

given thai copyright is by permission of the ACM. inc. To copy otherwise,
to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lisn. requires .specific

permission ;uid/or fee

CH) 97, Atlanta OA USA
Copyright 1997 ACM 0-3979 ) -802-9/97/0?

devices the obvious choice for 3D applications. In reality,

however, the mouse continues to be the dominant input

device in the world of 3D graphics.

A key contributing factor to the mouse's preeminence is that

most users of 3D graphics applications do not work exclu-

sively in 3D; rather, in a typical scenario a user is likely to

frequently switch between 2D and 3D applications. In addi-

tion, even 3D applications usually require a substantial

amount of 2D interaction - manipulating 3D objects in 2D
views as well as the usual 2D tasks of selecting items from
menus, typing text, etc. While the mouse is indisputably a
good device for 2D interaction, it performs only adequately

in 3D tasks. Practically all existing 3D devices, however,
perform poorly in 2D tasks when compared to the mouse.
Therefore, it comes as no surprise that users pick the mouse
as their all-purpose input device. They are clearly prepared

to sacrifice peak 3D performance to avoid having to con-

stantly switch between the mouse and a device better suited

to 3D interaction. This leads us to the obvious conclusion

that what is needed is an input device that performs reason-

ably well for both 2D and 3D tasks.

In this paper, we first explore the properties of the mouse
that make it so successful. We then describe a new device,

the Rockin'Mouse (Figure 1), which incorporates these

properties while providing simultaneous control over four

degrees of freedom. Finally, we present the results of an
experiment to investigate the performance of the

Rockin'Mouse vs. the mouse in a typical 3D interaction

task.

Figure L The Rockin'Mouse.
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DESIGNING AN EFFECTIVE INPUT DEVICE
Designers of new input devices often evaluate them based
on criteria such as task completion limes for pointing to or

manipulating on-screen widgets. While this style of evalua-

tion is certainly valid, it is incomplete. There are a host of

other properties and issues at play that determine whether or

not a device will be successful and widely adopted.

What's So Great About the Mouse?
In trying to understand why the mouse has enjoyed quite a

bit of success over the past two decades or so, we found that

- apart from the convenience factor discussed in the intro-

duction - it has many subtle redeeming properties that

should be taken into account when designing a new input

device:

Form Factor

The physical form of the mouse, coupled with the fact that it

operates on a flat horizontal surface, ensures that the user is

not restricted to any particular grip. The mouse can be used
in a variety of ways - ranging from a precision grip for

accurate movements, to "lazy" or "relaxed" grips when sim-
ply moving the cursor from one window to another. Also,
the user's arm is generally resting on a table while moving
the mouse. This is less fatiguing when compared to using

3D devices like the Bat [21J t Poihemus 3Ball [16], and Log-
itech 3D/6D [12] mouse, all of which require the user's arm
to be suspended in 3D space.

Stability

Since the mouse is fairly heavy and has a large area in con-
tact with the surface it moves on, tremor in a user's hand is

dampened, allowing for precision operation. In contrast,

free-floating 3D devices [12, 16, 21] and stylus* on digitiz-

ing tablets [20] tend to transmit, and in some cases amplify,

human hand tremor.

Also, the mouse is usually in a stable state where it is ready
to be used and does not have to be "disturbed" to acquire or

release the device. The position of stylus and 3D devices,

however, will be disturbed when a user picks up the device
up or puts it down.

Relative vs. Absolute Mode
Input devices can either report their absolute measured posi-

tion or their current position relative to some key point (usu-

ally the point when the device was engaged). Because the

mouse is a relative device with implicit clutching, the

amount of arm movement required to effectively use it can
be very small. Thus, the user need not expend much effort

when working with the mouse. Further, relative devices do
not suffer from the "nulling problem'* [1] associated with

absolute ones.

The implicit clutching mechanism - lifting the mouse off

and replacing it on the work-surface to engage and disen-

gage it - is easily understood and executed. It is also flexi-

ble and comfortable when compared to using an explicit

clutch button like that found on other devices [12, 16, 21],

Order of Control

Zhai [23] has shown that for common 3D tasks such as

object manipulation, position control input devices are

superior to rate control devices. In the 2D world, position
control is critical for pointing tasks. It also allows for

reversible actions: for example, a designer using a position

control device to manipulate the camera view in a 3D mod-
eling application can

u
spin the world around" to get a quick

look of the model from a different viewpoint and then return
to the original view and continue working, all within a split

second. This type of action, performed many times a day by
users of such applications, is practically impossible with
force sensing rate control devices like the Magellan [11].

We note that some tasks such as navigation in large scenes
arc more suited to rate control. However, the mouse can eas-

ily be used as a rate control device by employing a first

order transfer function. The converse is not true: force sens-
ing devices cannot operate in position control mode.

Device to Cursor Mapping

The default mapping of mouse motion to cursor motion is

"natural" (i.e., moving the mouse forward moves the cursor
up, moving the mouse left moves the cursor left, etc.). This
reduces the cognitive load imposed on the user since the
mapping is simple. Most position control 3D devices [12,
16, 21] have this feature, while force sensing devices [H]
often use more complicated device to cursor mappings.

Button Position

The direction of movement of the mouse buttons are orthog-
onal to the sensing dimensions of the mouse. Thus, it is easy
to operate the buttons without inadvertently moving the cur-
sor. This is one reason why "3D mice" which use a thumb-
wheel to control the third degree of freedom [19] have not
been very successful

Familiarity

Our final point has to do with the nature of human beings.
Wc humans like to deal with things we're familiar with, and
we arc extremely familiar with the form and function of the
mouse. Indeed, an entire generation has grown up using it

Wc believe that a device that radically differs from the
mouse will have to deliver correspondingly high perfor-

mance improvements in order to gain widespread accep-
tance. Unfortunately, given our high level of skill with the
mouse, it is unlikely that any new device could facilitate

performance improvements of the required magnitude.
Instead, an incremental change in design leading to an evo-
lution in the quality of interaction will likely result in a
more successful input device.

Where the Mouse Falls

The factors described above make the mouse an almost per-
fect 2D input device. While these factors are equally critical

in 3D interaction, the mouse does not inherently support 3D
operations. Over the years, several mechanisms have been
developed to enable 3D manipulation using only the two
degrees of freedom provided by the mouse.

The simplest method, from a systems standpoint, is to use
modifier keys (sometimes called hot-keys) or the mouse
buttons to switch between movement in the three axes. This
scheme, while adequate, is rather unnatural. First, the user
has to remember which key selects a particular axis of
movement, and second, in what direction to move the

Of o
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mouse to accomplish the desired movement.

More effective schemes which exploit the visual channel

have been proposed by researchers [3, 5, 6, 8> 15, 18] and

are currently implemented in several commercially avail-

able applications. The key idea here is that the 2D mouse
cursor, is used to select a virtual "manipulator** (also called

"handle", "controller*', or "3D widget") associated with a

particular transformation. For example, to effect transla-

tional motion along the x-axis
l

, one would select the x-axis

translational manipulator for the desired object and drag it

to the required location. Obviously, since the mouse pro-

vides only two degrees of freedom, the manipulators gener-

ally allow only transformations along two dimensions at a

time (there are exceptions to this rule: uniform scaling along

three dimensions is an example).

The problem with these schemes is that they often reduce a

task that would ideally be performed in a single integral

movement into two or more sub-tasks. For instance, using

virtual translational manipulators to move an object in 3D
space requires at least two motions: one motion along the x-

y plane followed by another motion along the x-z plane.

While the user can still perform the task, the interaction

technique differs from the user's experience with the physi-

cal world, thus incurring an additional cognitive cost. This

problem is even more acute when the task absolutely

requires simultaneous manipulation of all three dimensions:

for example, specifying a 3D motion path of an object in

real time - a task commonly performed in 3D animation

software.

Buxton [11, Card et al. [4], and Jacob et al, [9, 10] have all

emphasized the need for input devices to match the user's

high-level conceptual model of the task. Indeed, Jacob et al.

[9, 10} have shown that tasks in which the conceptual model

of manipulation integrates all dimensions benefit from input

devices which also support this integration. They also point

out the opposite: that multiple degree- of-freedom tasks

where the dimensions are conceptually independent (e.g.,

1 . We use the following convention for labelling 3D axes

in this document: 'V is the left-riglil axis, *y is the

up-down axis, andV is the near-far axis.

adjusting object position and color) do not benefit from
input devices which integrate all dimensions.

THE ROCKJN'MOUSE
The Rockin'Mouse (Figure 1) is a new input device

designed to retain the characteristics of the mouse which
make it so successful while overcoming it's main shortfall

by providing a seamless shift into integral 3D manipulation
when desired, *

Like a regular mouse, the Rockin'Mouse senses it's position

on the surface of operation. In addition, a novel curved base

design allows the mouse to be tilted about the x and z axes
(Figure 2). The amount of tilt is sensed and can control two
extra degrees of freedom.

While the base can be curved in a variety of ways, our pre-

ferred implementation uses an asymmetric curvature about
the two axes. The curvature about the z-axis is greater than

that about the x-axis, resulting in a similar footprint to the

regular mouse. The Rockin'Mouse has a flat spot at the cen-

tre of the curved base to make it self-righting and improve
stability. An interesting artifact of this flat spot is that it

allows the device to be physically constrained to control

only two degrees of freedom even while sensing four. This
is often desirable when manipulating 3D objects.

The Rockin'Mouse, like the mouse, is a relative device

where clutching is accomplished by lifting the mouse off

and replacing it on the work-surface.

Prototype Implementation

Our prototype implementation (Figures 1 & 2) operates on a

Wacom digitizing tablet [20], This tablet is able to sense the

position of a cordless sensor on the x-z plane of tablet and
also the degree of tilt of the sensor about the x and z axes.

One of these cordless sensors is mounted in the center of the

Rockin'Mouse, enabling the device's planar and angular

position to be sensed when placed on the tablet- The current

resolution of the tilt sensor is approximately one unit per

degree. While this is insufficient for regular use, it suffices

for evaluating our design. The tablet can also sense the state

of Rockin'Mouse buttons connected to the sensor.

The mechanism that enables implicit clutching consists of a

Figure 2. Tilting action ofthe Rockin'Mouse
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Figured Visual Stimuli

contact switch between the curved base and the upper body

of the mouse. The curved base is not tighlly screwed to the

upper body, instead 1 mm of vertical "play" enables die

contact switch to open and close.

Application

It is our belief that although the tilting action of the

Rockin'Mouse is not symmetric to the planar movements,

simultaneous control of multiple degrees of freedom is pos-

sible if appropriate interaction techniques are used. This is

what distinguishes the Rockin'Mouse from other mice vari-

ants [13, 19] which do not enable integral action of all

sensed degrees of freedom. The ability to simultaneously

control all dimensions of an integral task should result in

performance improvements over the traditional mouse and

manipulators. This advantage could be utilized in numerous

applications.

In order to investigate these beliefs, wc conducted an exper-

iment:

EXPERIMENT

Method

Goal

The primary goal of the experiment was to evaluate the

effectiveness of the Rockin'Mouse compared to the mouse

in the context of a 3D object positioning task. We were par-

ticularly interested in whether or not subjects would be able

to control movement in all three dimensions simultaneously

using the Rockin'Mouse and if this translated to an

improvement in task performance lime. We were also inter-

ested in determining the learning effects associated with the

Rockin'Mouse.

Apparatus

The experiment was conducted on a Silicon Graphics

lndigo2 Extreme workstation with a 19 inch colour display

and standard mechanical mouse. The Rockin'Mouse oper-

ated on a 12x12 inch Wacom digitizing tablet [20] attached

to the workstation via a 19200 bp?) serial connection. The

workstation ran in single-user mode, disconnected from all

network traffic. A graphics update rate of 30 hz was main-

tained. Subjects were seated approximately 60 cm in front

of the display with their right hand manipulating the mouse

or Rockin'Mouse on the digitizing tablet placed to the right

of the display (Figure 3),

Taskand Stimuli

The 3D object positioning task required subjects to move an

object from one comer of the virtual 3D scene and place it

inside another object located at the diagonally opposite cor-

ner.

As illustrated in Figure 4, the lit scene consisted of two light

grey wireframe grids drawn in the horizontal plane at the

top and bottom of the screen. The purpose of these grids

was to enhance the perception of depth in our perspective

display. The object to be manipulated was a gold coloured

sphere surrounded by a wireframe bounding box. The target

object was a purple cube with translucent faces. Colours and

transparency effects were chosen to ensure that subjects

were not hindered in their task by insufficient visual cues.

The manipulated object was two thirds the size of the target.

In the mouse conditions, subjects used the left mouse button

to select one of three translational manipulators. Clicking on

the front face of the object's bounding box selected the x-y

manipulator while the y-z and x-z manipulators were

selected by clicking on the left/right and top/bottom faces

respectively. Holding the left button down and moving the

mouse effected 2D movement of the object in the active

manipulator's plane. Therefore, a single 3D movement
required subjects to switch between at least two manipula-

tors.

In the Rockin'Mouse condition, pressing the left button

selected the entire object. Moving the Rockin'Mouse left-

right and forward-backward on the tablet caused the object

to move in the x-direction and z-direcGon respectively. Tilt-

ing the Rockin'Mouse ciockwise-anticlockwise moved the

object up-down in the y-direction. Linear control-display

mappings were used for both devices.

In both conditions, the target turned bright green when the

object was within its boundaries. Subjects released the left

button while the object was within the target to indicate

completion of a triaL
Figure 3. Experimental set-up
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Subjects

Fourteen volunteers (13 male, 1 female) served as subjects

in this experiment. All were right handed. Three regularly

used the mouse with graphical manipulators in 3D scenes,

while the remaining eleven were Familiar with 2D use of the

mouse but had limited experience with 3D environments.

Design and Procedure

A balanced within-subjects repeated measures design was
used. Each subject was tested with both devices on the same
day. For each of the devices, subjects were given six blocks

of trials. Each block consisted of eight conditions: wc tested

subject's ability to move an object from each of the eight

comers of the viewing volume to a target located at the

diagonally opposite corner. For reasons that will be elabo-

rated on shortly, subjects performed four trials in a row for

each condition. All eight "direction of movement" condi-

tions were presented in random order during the block. The
experiment consisted of 5376 trials in total, computed as

follows:

14 subjects x

2 devices per subject x

6 blocks per device x

8 conditions per block x

4 trials per condition

= 5376 total trials.

Prior to performing the experiment with each device, sub-

jects were shown how to operate the device and were given

practice (rials for each condition. Practice lasted about fif-

teen minutes. For each device, subjects took between thirty

and forty-five minutes to perform all the trials. They were
allowed to take short breaks between each condition, but

were required to complete all four trials within a condition

without breaks. Timing began when the object appeared on

screen and ended when it had successfully been placed

inside the target. There was a 800 ms pause before the next

trial began. Subjects were alternately assigned to one of two

experimental orders: Rockin'Mouse first (R/M) or mouse
first {M/R).

A short questionnaire designed to elicit subjective opinions

of the two devices and associated interaction technique was
administered at the end of the experiment.

Pilot Results

An analysis of data from pilot tests showed that the task was
divided into two phases: an initial open-loop or ballistic

phase which gets the object in the vicinity of the target fol-

lowed by one or more closed-loop movements which pre-

cisely positions the object within the target. With the mouse,

the ballistic phase is usually performed with two 2D move-
ments. With the Rockin'Mouse, the ballistic phase can be
accomplished with a single 3D movement However, wc
believe that the cognitive load imposed on the subject when
planning the more complex 3D gesture is higher than for the

mouse's simpler 2D movement In other words, the "chunk"

[2] of the problem being solved is larger. Our hypothesis is

that subjects will eventually be able to perform this plan-

ning automatically, however, much learning through repeti-

tion is likely required [14],

Although we were interested in determining subjects* per-

formance before and after this learning occurred, the experi-

ment was too short to allow subjects to reach expert levels

of performance. Therefore, we designed a compromise solu-

tion: for each of the eight conditions, subjects performed
four trials in a row. For each trial, the target appeared at a
slightly different position in the vicinity of the pertinent cor*

ner for that condition. This essentially prevented subjects

from memorizing the exact location of the target from trial

to trial, ensuring that the non-ballistic portion of the task

always required closed-loop control. For the initial ballistic

phase, however, most of the planning would likely occur
during the first trial. Since the last three trials require the

same ballistic movement, subjects would not have to plan

the movement again. Thus, performance in the last three tri-

als would closely approximate how subjects would perform
after substantial learning.

Results and Discussion

Task Completion Time

Figure 5 compares subjects* mean trial completion times

with both devices for each of the six blocks. A repeated

measures analysis of variance with trial completion time as

the dependent variable showed the Rockin'Mouse perform-
ing significantly better than the mouse (Fil2 - 21.08,

p < .001). Overall, despite the limited tilt resolution, sub-
jects were able to complete the task 30% faster with the

Rockin'Mouse.

Block 1 Block 2 Block! Block 4 Blocks Block 6

Figure 5. Mean task completion timefor both devices

over the course ofsix experimental blocks. Datafrom
all 14 subjects. With 95% confidence error bars.

The order of presentation (R/M or M/R) had no significant

effect (F
lfl2<0.1, p>-5) on the performance differences

between the two devices. This, coupled with the absence of
any Device X Order interaction (Fin < 0.5, p > .5), effec-

tively ruled out the possibility of asymmetrical skill transfer

- an oft overlooked artifact of within-subjects designs (17].

Direction of movement also had no effect on the perfor-

mance differences between the devices (F7(84=K75,
p > .1), Apart from the learning effects discussed below, no
other significant interactions were observed.

01c
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Learning

As apparent from Figure 5, subjects* performance with both

devices improved over the course of the experimental

blocks (F
5^ = 23.01, /x.0001). Also, the performance

differences between the two devices were independent of

block, as shown by the lack of a significant Device x Block

interaction (F5 < 1 , p > .5).

In addition to learning across blocks, there was also signifi-

cant learning occurring over the four repeated trials within

each condition {F3j$ - 52.28, /?<.0O01). A significant

Device X Trial interaction (F3 36 - 13.69, /? < .0001) was

also apparent. As anticipated during the design of the exper-

iment, the task completion time for the Rockin
1Mouse in the

first trial ofeach condition, while still faster than the mouse,

is much slower when compared to the subsequent three tri-

als (Figure 6). Hie performance of the mouse, however,

does not significantly change over the four trials - evidence

that the cognitive requirements of the ballistic phase of the

task are spread throughout the several required 2D sub-

movements.

10

o
U

o mouse

Rockin'Mouse

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 Block 5 Block 6

Figure 7. Mean task completion timefor both devices

for trial 1 within all conditions. Datafrom all 14 sub-

jects. With 95%, confidence error bars.

H Rockin*Mouse

T„ . T Omousc

Trial! Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4

Figure 6r Mean task completion time for both

devices over the four trials within each condition.

Data from all conditions, blocks and subjects. With

95% confidence error bars.

The results show that when faced with a completely new
movement condition, subjects required an average of about

1.5 seconds to plan the ballistic gesture for the

Rockin
1

Mouse. If this planning is preprocessed, as in the

last three trials per condition, subjects were 40% faster with

the Rockin'Mouse. Of obvious interest, therefore, is the

validity of our hypothesis that the cognitive cost of planning

is reduced with practice.

In order to further explore this premise, we examined the

performance difference between the two devices for only

the first trial of each condition over the course of the six

experimental blocks (Figure 7). As expected, the difference

between the two devices increases as subjects get more
skilled at the task, reaching statistical significance {p < .05)

after block five. While more data is clearly needed to con-

clusively verify our hypothesis, this trend is a good indica-

tion that wc are on the right track.

We also note that three ofour subjects had substantial previ-

ous experience using the mouse with manipulators. Data
collected from these subjects are probably skewing our
results in favour of the mouse. However, since the

Rockin'Mouse outperforms the mouse despite this bias, wc
decided not to present separate analyses for the expert and
novice subjects.

Integration

As mentioned earlier, one aim of this experiment was to see

if subjects could perform tilting and planar movements of

the Rockin'Mouse concurrently, thus enabling integral 3D
manipulation. We adopted a technique described by Jacob et

ah [10] to quantify the level of integration achieved with the

Rockin'Mouse. Essentially, the trajectory of the object dur-

ing each trial was divided into small segments, each repre-

senting a 10 ms time interval. For each segment we
determined if the object had moved during that time interval

(a 0.1 mm position change in any axis was considered

movement). The segment was then classified as Euclidean
2

if movement occurred in all three dimensions, or city-block

if movement was only in one or two dimensions.

For the selected movement threshold of 0.1 mm within each

10 ms time interval, across all subjects, 49% of all move-
ments with the Rockin'Mouse were classified as Euclidean.

Also, approximately 70% of the Euclidean movements
occurred during the first half of the trial - that is, primarily

during the ballistic phase of the task. This is not surprising

since during the final closed-loop phase of the task, subjects

are fine-tuning the position of the object, usually one dimen-
sion at a time.

2. Temunoiogy adopted from Jacob etal. [10]. £ucli&an
means movement cuts diagonally across the dimen-

sions. City-block means movement resembles a stair-

case pattern akin to finding your way around buildings

in a city.
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Figure 8. Design variations. The Rockin 'Mouse (b) is shownfor comparison.

These results clearly indicate that, where appropriate, sub-

jects were able to control three dimensions simultaneously

with the Rockin'Mouse. It is noteworthy that this level of

integration was achieved despite limited practice.

Subjective Evaluation

Upon completion of the experimental trials, subjects filled

out a questionnaire. Eleven of the fourteen subjects pre-

ferred the Rockin*Mouse to the mouse for the given task.

Interestingly, two of the subjects who preferred the

Rockin*Mouse were expert manipulator users. Finally, all

the subjects said they felt they were able to control all three

dimensions simultaneously with the Rockin"Mouse.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The results of our experiment indicate that the

Rockin'Mouse is a promising device for integral 3D inter-

action. However, more work is clearly required to gain a

better understanding of the capabilities > and limitations, of

the device. In particular, we are interested in the long term

learning effects; will users be able to significantly reduce

the cognitive cost of planning the Rockin'Mousc's gesture?

We also intend to explore different control -display map-

pings; for instance, first or second order control-display

mappings may be appropriate for tasks such as navigating in

3D scenes.

In our experiment, left-right and forward-backward move-

ments of the Rockin'Mouse controlled the object's move-

ment in the x and z directions respectively, while clockwisc-

anticlockwise lilt controlled object movement in the y-

direction. We felt that this was an intuitive mapping since it

exploits the 1-1 mapping of device movement to object

movement in two (x, z) of the three axes; however, alterna-

tive mappings clearly merit further investigation.

Aside from the new interaction techniques that will inevita-

bly need to be developed for the Rockin'Mouse to be used

in other interaction tasks using the dominant hand, use of
the device in the non-dominant hand also merits investiga-

tion. For example, virtual camera control [22] could be per-

formed using the non-dominant hand while the user

interacts with objects in the scene with the dominant hand.

Despite our belief that close compatibility with the mouse is

requisite for any device hoping to attain widespread use, we
are nonetheless exploring alternative designs - two of
which are shown in Figure 8, The base of the device in Fig-

ure 8(a) is curved about only one axis, allowing just a single

dimension of lilt to be sensed. Since the area in contact with

the working surface is larger than in the Rockin 'Mouse, this

device may afford greater stability. The device in Figure

8(c) has a base that is curved symmetrically about two axes,

with a joystick-style grip. This device allows for a greater

range of tilt and its form- factor may be ideal for entertain-

ment applications. By investigating these variations we
hope to gain deeper insights into the perceptual issues

involved in interacting with this class of input devices.

CONCLUSIONS

Our experiment has shown that the Rockin 'Mouse has the

potential of providing at least a 30% performance gain over

the regular mouse for 3D positioning tasks. We believe that

for intensive 3D users, like professional 3D modelers and
animators, this is a significant gain. It is also very encourag-

ing that the Rockin'Mouse was preferred by the majority of
our subjects (especially the expert mouse/manipulator
users).

The results also indicate that subjects were able to simulta-

neously control all three dimensions. While this is clearly an
acquired skill, the learning curve is acceptable. Finally,

these positive results coupled with the fact that the

Rockin'Mouse is backwardly compatible with the mouse
make it potentially a very practical 3D input device.

317
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WARNING: READ BEFORE USING YOUR PlayStation* GAME CONSOLE:

A very small percentage of individuals may experience epileptic seizures

when exposed to certain light patterns or flashing lights. Exposure to cer-

tain patterns or backgrounds on a television screen or while playing video

games, including games played on the PlayStation
0 game console, may

induce an epileptic seizure in these individuals. Certain conditions may
induce previously undetected epileptic symptoms even in persons who have
no history of prior seizures or epilepsy. If you, or anyone in your family, has

an epileptic condition, consult your physician prior to playing. If you experi-

ence any of the following symptoms while playing a video game - dizziness,

altered vision, eye or muscle twitches, loss of awareness, disorientation,

any involuntary movement, or convulsions - IMMEDIATELY discontinue use
and consult your physician before resuming play.

WARNING TO OWNERS OF PROJECTION TELEVISIONS:

Do not connect your PlayStation game console to a projection TV without

first consulting the user manual for your projection TV, unless it is of the

LCD type. Otherwise, it may permanently damage your TV screen.

HANDLING YOUR PlayStation* DISC:

• This compact disc is for use only with the PlayStation game console.
• Do not bend it, crush it, or submerge it in liquids.

• Do not leave It in direct sunlight or near a radiator or other source of heat.

• Be sure to take an occasional rest break during extended play.

• Keep this compact disc clean. Always hold the disc by the edges and keep
it in its protective case when not in use. Clean the disc with a lint-free,

soft, dry cloth, wiping in straight lines from center to outer edge. Never
use solvents or abrasive cleaners.





Setup
To load and run R4 RIDGE RACER TWE'^n^your PlayStation0 game
console, follow these simple instnjctionst •

.

Set up your PlayStation ganie^^^^^^cprding to trie, insihictions in its

Instruction Manual. Make $uj||t^^ or removing
a compact disc. Insert ^3^^0^^^^^^^^fM^c ancf cjbsethd disc;

cover Insert game conj^oj|r^ garnerconsole.
Follow on-screen insfrS&tra *V "'

OPEN BUTTON.* ,

DtS(>p0VEH

'

-i^MORY-CABOSLOTl'

IV MEMORY CARO'SLOT 2
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Controls

Controller

FrontView

DIREGtlONAL BUTTONS —

^

SELECT BUTTON

START BUTTON

A BUTTON^

^ O BUTTON J.!

X-
:
: BUTTQM

SUTTON

n

Top View

UBOTpjON

R1 BUttOM

-..V r.. .-. ; jf
-v ^nTA?^ ,.-^ -.
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Basic Operation

IP'
- ;"

START BUTTON

i- _ -START / PAUSE GAME

itfk S*dP.M6SSAGES

A button
CHANGE RACE VIEW

O BUTTON V
SELECT (MENU OPTIONS. ETC.)

X BUTTON ,

-

ACCELERATE / CANCEL (MENl|_QPt»O>^i0C.),;

BUTTOH J'*;, V'^'-
"

l'

BRAKE y t; *

LTBUTTON

R1 BOTTOM

\r^\M^W^^W'"^''-' '-'4





Jogcom QefmtltSetiings
The Jogcort provides an enhanced simulation of a steering wheel with a Dial

located at the center of the controller. A motor attached to the Dial creates

a force-feedback effect to imitate the feel of a steering wheel under actual

driving conditions.
JOGCON MODE SWITCH

PRESS THE JOGCON MODE SWT1CH

(LED ON) TO USE THE DIAL FOR

STEERING CONTROL .

R1.R2 BUTTONS
ACCELERATE

A BUTTON
CHANGE RACE VIEW

O BUTTON
SELECT (MENU OPTIONS, ETC.)

X BUTTON
CANCEL
(MENU OPTIONS, ETC.)

L1.L2 BUTTONS ?

BRAKE

DIRECTIONAL BUTTONS
"VeHOOSE MENU OPTIONS /

;.SHip^EARS INMT

UP BlfFTON SHIFTS

DOWN, DOWN BUTTON
SHIP'S UP

dial ; /'l :^:J\
; STEERiNfei;--;?#^£> :

;>/V*

* WHEN THE JOGCON feoDE^ TURNED C^F
(LEO OFF), THE JOGCON OPERATES LIKE A"

STANDARD CONTROLLER. SEE PAGE 4 FOR

MORE INFORMATION.

START BUTTON

START / ftAUSE GAME
SK4P.MESSAGES •

NAAnnnnstr?



SafetyMode

J. £

For safety purposes, the ferce; feedback system will shut off after 60 seconds
if no button presses are niade or if a button is held down for 60 seconds
(this excludes the Diat^rict^ODE Switch), When this happens, it does not
mean the Jogcon is Jhe force-feedback system wiH switch
on again when a button pfessW^ (When the controller switches in
to Safety Mode, the words^^fi^jfY. MdOE* will lieTdisplayed pif the screen.)'

Operating the Di&l
The basic technique is to"hold the controller

as shown to the right and move the Dial

using your left and right thumbs (place each
hand on the Jogcon's handles and wrap your
othepfingers around the handle for

' —i;- • ' v.'* *

"

^for&^ ^ace starts, the Dial may rotate

^utoma|i^lly4in order to center itself. When
this hapFi&nSj fift your thumbs off the Dial

and waituhui tt has stopped moving.

Jogcon Screen Display
When ybu ar^sT^
gauge will tie;Jclisplayed on. the stifep^WoyJ
can tun^:ti>i^display on and off duririg-'a race
by prem^jfi^^ELE^^utton.

:

*

Centering Gauge

KB r
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Game Modes
From the Title Screen, press the START Button to proceed to the Mode'Menu
screen. Use the Directional Buttons to choose the mode you want, and then .

press the® Button or START Button to select.

Grand Prix (Details Page 10)

, Grand Prix is the main game mode where you assume
the role of a professional driver in a racing team. You
imust work together with the team manager to advance
through the 1st and 2nd qualifying heats to compete in

the final Grano^Brjx. Through a total.0^8 races, you
must complete ine required laps for%ach course and
finish in a qualifying position to go on to the next race in

the competition. You achieve victory when you finish 1st

i the final race



1

VSBattte (Details Page 19)

$\-.i{i; You arid a friend ego com^^iw'l^^a
V Head competition, yjrith the screen splilpj

f|^;,.y^jWtp sections (top and bottom),, .te tp TiH

Garage (Dettail£

You can use the Garage to register cars that you've earned in the Grand
Once a car is in th#Garage t you can use them in the Time Attack ,

X
%y-M'B

Battle modes. Registered cars can be customized with new P^*jife.|^fe
: .-^vm

<tpteset decals. You can also create your own original deca\f4^^$MM^-: \Nil!

^^ourcareverv^noVe!

le, ybit can view trophies ybVve earned in Grand Prix mode as

to:sWe^!^W PbcketSta^bn Garage applet cart^tsi* be v :
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Grand Prix

f

You're a professional race driver. It's your job to sign up with a rape team and

try to win 8 Grand Prix races. As your driving skills improve (based on your

finishing position), your team owner and mana0l|^i^ it^yest'in newer, faster

cars for you. Once you've won the final race, y^^;be^abfe to keep these cars

as your own and place them in the Garage. (Nore^ ;T^
Grand Prix mode, press the START Button^)

Screen Display ....... '^$k&$\<%#r-.- .«•.•„...

'

^available during: eadft race: Driver's View., (showing the road

$yeVs position} .and Overhead Cam (located slightly above and

('^^^^^N^^^^'V.?^CH-' Dur"»n9 a race/ use tjre@ Button to switch between
tifi^fe the.car will not be affected, but Driver'stfJ^W^W^^^' vib^sV YouV operation of the.car will not be- affected, but Driver's

i^^fc^^iejif is recommended for achieving maximum realism..

j^a^^^,^.^ - Driver's View
"Allows yQU tc^ s^ behind

ybir,- This feature is not

available in Overhead Cam
view.

'

Position

Current .position;in tace.

.

- Record
Fastest lap time for this

course.

p Lap Time
Displays your lap times.

Time remaining in race. If you

. cannot finish the race before

^J^tiv^to,Tjero, you



Basse Rules
n. .f \7be Grand Prix is divided into;^ stages: The ' t§| and 2nd qualifying heats

. .(2 races each) and the Rna I Grand Prix (4 rajgesk ^py^niust complete the

r. required laps for each race'aiJd finish In--d-'^u^^ro^Q^tion in order to

to q^fif^i^ are not

0;^e^6
:

complete^ the^^^ei1|n^|^S^^P^e from the -

3 After dropping out of a race; you are present^&jth trie
*

Retry You have 4 chances to qualify in-ft^9. sSwWB
i:

raS|r^l3if«^

-over- when you faif to quahfy, aadyou halve n^^re^f
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Course Data Menu Screen

. choose Start and then press the @ Sutton to select. Ea6h of the eight races

; in the tjst gnd, 2nd qualifying rbiinrte ^nd :
the final;found are run on a

course, see pages

.
liei^tftarqund one lap

Aeeord lap time for this

TOTAL RECORD
Record total race time for this

course.

Car Data
Return to car data screen. Exit from Grand Prbc and

return to Mode Menu.

-Ove/aff Course M^P
— Course Symbol

I- Course Name .. ;

Course Direction

H Normal

R Reverse
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.New Car investment
Your team: wilt invest in a new car prior to Heat 2^ Final GP/and the.rjnal .

;

race: oif the GranrfjPrix. Your race performance will, directly affect the kind of

car:your teanrpur^ases for you; .The better yoy^ pfeifd^ance, the better

the'car you'll get* If your driving skill^ are deemed;too low, you may have to

s^l^fbrjust ;a <une*up on yo&^l^ cai^S' :
'

" *

Saythg Data
You" can save a Grand Prix rab^h.pro^^ irnmediately

after, completing Heat 1 or 2. You also have a chance to

save your race after the 3rd race of the F^akjGrarid Prix.

However, newly acquired cars cannot be registered in

, the. Garage until you win the^^fttire Grand Prix, After ...

selecting the Save option^^^ig^^ s^ve file^i.tivljthe

up/down Directional But^nl^rjiy^press the

tot save. You can saveJjlT^^^^^/Pr"''"ub;fa^&ahd Prix raejes^

.

* Warning: Ypu wflliqsj^
oye^rite

:
^tj^^^^^w;^^ ffiffief

J

.$/fr\<. «.
"•

:'"
. ,,^

; fp.

:
.

Saves ^*n'd ,Prix game-data. Note that Grand Prix, Time. Attack,;

Gai^ are air saved in asingle.r 4 ;
;

•

saved game file. &nly one saved game can exist on a single v.

Il^^ft^^v ;Me^^&d. A^lo^o^ yyiil'.be erased:^&n^^^^

#R3
^Bffiv. RetS^o: tKei:ga>te screen.:

§S^v3W^^^ and you have used ; .
;\»

up alfyour. cti&ft^^

C;';.;-; sele&thefft^^ '

:>.-.;
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|rtit}^ on a racecourse by yourself.

ff\V' Tb^:0^i4n:^ws ^iack is;to defeat the record time for that course. In

> • ; addition to the preset cars, you can also use cars that you've earned in a

Grand Prix race. (However, only cars registered in the Garage can be used.)

; Basic Rules . .
- •

" At the beginning only four courses are available for Time Attack, but the final

four courses become avaifabf^after.the player makes it past the qualifying

heats into the final round ofBGrahoPi^'^^ -
. ....... ,: ; £ ,

:^ <f~'-

Note: In Time Attack, a player must retire from the race if he or she <fdyes

backwards before the timer starts or drives backwards for a full lap- around

displays Section:"^^i^f(|a^>i>f -Ct^er Position displayed in

tar-vtSw
:
mirror is not

j;
means that the player^ tirte is^fefe^Jtt^ ;,

;.

: the record time, andV means that it is slower'

I;
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Cwrs&Seteci Menu Screen -
-

.
--

=

':!•.* •'

Choo^^fiji^h'^uEs^a usjtig the Jeft/right Directional Buttons. Chopse '*f.
,

between menu options wit!) the u£/down Directional Buttons, and press the

® Button to select
.

"

i
;

- '-i 1-
•

- 'A""

OJC Proceed to theCqr^fect Menu! ';-afe.

:

Save Saves game data'.
k

.\-:'.
:

Note that Gra*pfit ... . ^..^ ..^^.^ „
* jdata are alf sayetf in a single saved game rile; .Qtt^on^say^d, V; v^^f^.

"^anie^ean exist on a single Memory Card. All old daWft^Wc^^
erased when new data is recorded. * : *><JWS^S

Exit Return to the Course Select Menu.

Cafeffetecf Menu Screen
- ' new y°u ve registered in the Garage are available in

^|tl?j||^^^^^§fter choosing the car you want with the left/right Directional

^^^W$^SB^wfy the cursor on Start and press the © Button to select.

>. \^^'\' !;^^^v^^^-^^o^^Krr' .
- — —

transmissioa type (AT or MT) and proceed to the Race

{tW ' * Garage^SSfch between the preset care ^nd the cars you^e.rqgistered

"*s V or Garage with t££|3l**^^^ -.- - ^^^^^
Preset : pitff the left/right Dire^tjE^j/6 ? : ~ 7

i.to the Course S^i^^i^^^^^ '-
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End of Time Attack ,
- •

'

'

After completing the race, your lap times and total race time will be dis-

played first, followed by your overall ranking. Use the up/jdown Directional

Buttons to choose from the menu items and press the ©\Button to select If

your time ranking is within the top 5t you can enter your name into the

records. Use the left/right Directional Buttons to move the cursor and the .. .

up/down Directional Buttons to choose letters. Qnce your nar^e ,13 entered
'".

in correctly, press the© Button to select.

Retry Retry lime Attack race on the same' course.

Car*
Course
Change

Change car or course and play Time Attack again.

Exit Return to the Mode Menu.



VS Battle

:t J*

I

You and a friend can compete in head-to-head competition, with the screen

split into two sections (top ah bottom}. As in Time Attack, you and your

competitor can race new cars earned m (Jrand Prix mode. (However, only

cars registered in the Garage qan be useif#v

Baste Rules 'V
r
.- > 1p|

1 The player to complete the required numt^ic of laps first wins.

2 The race is over when the first player ctiosjsles the finish line.

Screen Display
In VS Battle mode, the-screen is split into top

Aand bottom sections. Player 1 's car is displayed on
:^op>,and player 2 T

s car on the bottom. 2Pm

C^!^tecf Afenu Screen
'

BoJr^^Bset and new cars r/e^is|6red in the Garage are

oisrrig the ca.r.yp^'v^t.^hv^^^left/rtgh^ Directional ButtoiV^plac^
tffe^cO^br on Start and press the® fc^ttoln to select. Player 1 s<

available in 8ii^n^^^|jpi^
ctional B^S^&^i-li^^kM

Menu;

toad Load car data from the Garage. Placer;t to&is ^ifed^t

Memory Card Slot 1 and player 2 Joatls from
~'
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Course Select Menu Screen ^
Choose a course by using the left/right Directional Buttons. You can also .

set the number of laps as well as the number an^ sW^ level of cars driven by

the computer. You can change these settings by selectjrtg the appropriate

menu item and using the left/right Directional Buttons within each menu.
When you have changed the settings to your liking; use the Directional

Buttons to choose Starr and then press the O^utton to select

ill

^p^/;Gho6i^fflm 2 to 9 laps. - .

E^iA^^^^^^^ggj^,^^^^
ntimj?erof cars driven by the computer

'

i\\ ^mW-^^--^sSkB™' car- fvw/noerdetermines tne number*

^^^m^;^^--^:^P to 2), and tafe/s«s Weir skill level (1 [Weak! to 4

Bettim to the Car Select Menu.

EsKlotVSBaWe
"i sgm* When the' race is complete. results,will be displayed showing the winner and
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You can use the Garage to register cars that

you've.earned in the Grand Prix^Once a car .is^irfo

.vjftfiai Garage, you can use them^i£the Tifc$'A^^: :
-:

'VS Battle modes; Registered car^^^||^;"
;
i; , v

T

,^ ,

^^tornfeed with new paint jobs i&nd ^i^^S^fc
: ':5rou barv;a!sp create;your owi^ .original d|pals t3|;

^^c^torriize your car even morel
{ %

" •
. .

_

- *

.
Garage Register cars acquired[p;S.^

deca! on a car. See page 23^

few
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New Car Registration •
'

,,

v
'•

•

-

;
-

•

There are 8 preset cars initially registered in the Garage. When you finish

an entire Grand Prix race, these : preset' cars are replaced automatically with

any newly acquired cars. HoMi^^^^- you have accumulated 9 or more
new cars, additional cars w$|^ Garage without being
reaistered. You MUST rAifii^'^ff^ hca th^m Th *':

3V¥ uiirsi, duuniuficii c<ire vyi^^nip^ vaanag&witnoui peii

registered. You MUST f^j^^^^^^m^^^^f^^o use them, to,*

register them, or to cysi»rn§^ jiress the®
Button to select ^W^^^^^A "|f
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Design

Ljv? .

* You can customize a car by choosing it

\-
}0ft/nght Directional. Buttons

P Zvi '^y«l;s>fc^iog the Des/pn menu, item by

^'^S^9sing.-:dfe ©Button.

Change Car Coior
W'^^^is^^en}!t

x̂

Design.Menu is displayed, use the. Jeft/right Directional. Buttons *.-: ,••

.

% " ;,^it^^^^^W^f^k^*^P^%$& 0:

feuttoiryjo s^fect it. Color

•-..1

^^^S^*^'^^A•5^'?c*

M

enu will appear and sample decals will be displayed ;V

.:; iTv'wi*."'- i..- • *v._ •

—
' =^,v^:, ~. . :> ...... V. r.^c---.^*- -
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Savo
inter a fiarrie Ifor your Garage,

ers antjL press the © Button

fc®Button to erase a.*

bjur Garage cap- bfcAip
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Decal Edit
.

" R4. comes with several sample decals for yo^lpjjse right away, but you can

ateo create your own custom cf^frind*fn^
own decal;

icons

y
r

/fuiieq(feJdf§^ perfblfi

. c^ifedr 6yaar the desired icon a^
Button. Each icon functions as/

ism

Pen
Draws at the cursg
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lip

I;--Gftiaj^fes th$sfae of the Pen.

With the cursor over the Size

Icon, press the© Button to

cycle through 1x1. 2x2. 4x4,

and 8x8 sizes.

Undo '
.

Undo the last function and

return the edit window to its

previous state (pressing the

@ Button one more time wilt

return the edit window to its

original state before editing).

> Rotate
v Rotates the contents, of the-

5"
" edit window 90 degrees

•V: clockwise.

few

IB

$ contpntaof the .ed>tf>c\*

&-^#dow borfzontally^' ? • \
" L

lfertfcafRfe

Flips the contents of the edit

window vertically.

' f Place :the cursor Over the ;
-

move icon and* press the

© Button to switch to

Move mode. The cursor-
.

will automatically be
relocated to the center of

the screen.

2 Holding the@ Button
down while you are in

Move mode will change
the cursor to the Move
Mode Cursor (releasing

the© Button will change .

the cursor back to

normal).

. > . 3 Move the Move Mode
;\ - Cursor in-the direction

'

" you-want to move the edit

window contents.

Erase Screen
^Erases the contend of

. ^
" "the edit window;' •
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Memory Card.

Save/load decal to Of from a

Memory Card

) Button Amotion../
Allows you to assign a furtc- :•

tion to the ®BcittoiW <You
can cycle through the

assigned function from

Dropper, Eraser, and Undo.

Dropper
See next page.

Magnffymg Class
Cycles the magnification

level of the edit window from

IX 2X,4X,and8X.

load Sample
Loads any of the

preset sample

docats to the edit

.window.- Choose
;thc( decal you Want

.

Ifef^rfght Direttk>nflt Bu^ons, and press the

©Button to select tt

* Warning: Loading a sample decal will

erase the design that is currently in

your edit window.

Scroll 0ar
Scrolls the area displayed in

the edit window up/down or

left/right. Place the cursor on

the arrow icon at either ends

of the scroll bar or the bar

itself to scroll the image.

Swfrch Layer icon
*-
lm
StYHche,^ the top layer to .the

RGB Bar
Mows you tq adjust the paint color

accurately. , JRI^c«:thi^ cursor iover a color
. ff|6§§§iil: Layer icon

Jprandpw^OSfi^'l^lfe , SfS*
the image from the

&H>u^Tr^ ,

• on^a^row ic^eit^ • . rf*<* ,

arid pressing the® Button.). ^^V^1 '* ^••! •



fell
it

Layer Edit Function
In Oecal Edrt, it's possible to edit two

separate images and -then overlap them to

create the final decs), as shown on the left

These two images are referred to as layers.

J
>i

""

It;--*

0ecal Edit Shortcuts -,.

The following shortcuts are available using the Lt, R1 , and (X) Buttons in

Decal Edit:

1

If Button Pressing the LI Button makes the cursorjump baejj^^
the last function you used. If you hold down the Ll^ :

Button,,you can select each function individually,

R1 Button Holding the R1 Button down makes the cursor

move faster.



¥VhB> you are finished creating ^uir^cal, move
i

cursor *° ^-^* and press theO Biiftan. The
^C>.^\ : decal will be registered as your own or?tn|

a™* saved irt decal l$cati<iri flfc. Yof|

=V^\iCV^SS^r-
more s^clcer atitiime.

' S &^^&3Bt© Button to re^mto,thBSq^^

I

* Warning: You will lose* any image in your edit

|
window when you exit.

e/Load Decaf
,

cursor on the Memory Card icon and

P) Button. This will display the Save
^Menu screen. After choosing Save or
;^he up/down DirectionaK^&n^ and
,@r,&utton, you! can .c1&i|b$^

for

£ Yoii' can save up to'3 deeaisVbut you
iay(j9vJ Memory CafdHBIo^^dr^afeV > V1 '

save.
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Records / Save and Load
Records
This mode allows you to review the Grand Prix trophies you've won as well

as your time records in Time Attack.
.

'

Trophies Prix mode.Shows the trophies youVe^j^'fF

Shows the top 5 lap times. ^TitvView car data, place the

cursor over Car data, pre^^a^fimpn. and use the

up/down Dire<rtiona! Buttons to you
view, and then press the © Button again. This

yviW show information about the car us.ed to get the

Use the lefVnght Directional buttons to select

* records fromi ano^ex-cd'urse. ..
^-*

^^\^j^^^!^-^^^^
m̂

5 fotalTace times. Use the same
.M^r-y^^^r -controls as in Lap records above to view information

about the record.

Returns you back to the Main Menu.

is data. Chopsea menu item with the

Wuft^M spl^cti'..xot&can also save;
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Options
Ifi Options, you can change your settings for controllers,

screea display, and sound volumes. You can alsoaccess
tyusic Player feature here to- listen to game music. .

jhtov^e1^cl.it;?n
'

,

'
**?.- ' -:f

'y- ,^rr . — *.~^vto^ Use
\f•

:
/•A^^ef^fiSht Directional Buttons: to choose from^^set con^fejfgv.^

configurations and press the© Button toLS^fe^W^.yo^;.^:'^^^^Dual
rt on or offShock Controller, you can tunT Wtof^
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Adjust Audio / \^"v'- *

"Vl
> • '„.,

'4.
.

This feature enables you to adjust the vphjme balancl^t^een the back-

ground music (B.G.MJand sound^ffocls CS.EJ during .the |ame. First,

choose either B.G.M. or S.E w|j:J^^ and
press the© Button to sete^^fr;^ .

. [\.

to adjust the volume for tpl^e;^ >
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Manufacturer Information



Team Descriptions
Racing Team Sotvatou (RTS)

Profile

BP Micro Mouse Mappy (MMM)

tpo^^J^ A French teaiA French team with cars
\

renowned for ease df

.

new pWhctw. this

mm*

IP . CIu*> frttCJ

Tuning Normal _
Profile A new Japanese team

competing for the first time

this season. Theircars are

tuned for balanced

rrriah.ce.

Tuning Expert

Profile A winning team in j^V^as^-.

this American t^a^^in. ai -

slump. Their ;lii^i^ :Bi$dget

will make a winning season

difficult to achieve. - v*t.-

111-
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m
r'

There are a total of 8 different courses. The tayput of each course differs

greatly, so.familiarize yourself with each one to
m

''&vfe\0pyjofara&

Although the race order for the courses are preset in the. Grand Prix, you cart:',

choose courses freely in the other race modes.

HelterSkelter Ed^e of the Earth

Skelter fi*seffna futiip

under developmerjfcalled'

Narndb Mirai 22. Freewayjoverpass-

es bl$ck your view, so memorization

.of th| course is a must

away&arig aeVijuSWro^^
v' that rdWfVekcM^^^

- -DbnlM too dfeMtittm
beautiniiHEug^sx^a§£^ • .:*sS^Z v!

; withfm^^km^n.
pgp^^O0^§fnery^s^ throiigh a.pbrV^^^^ - ^^ :

-v^v-. :. war^ou^e^?^^
Bewafe. pfthe'iig^ "

:
i

|pM '• .war^ous^^nd^a"^
^^^^^^S^u^^^Sp^fee^x. ycSMi^eyes on ihe Bewafcb0i&'rjgft&a

MA/innnnmpi
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This technique employs redw

with the accelerator.
^

before a comet wiJM and enable you^
quickly slip'-ttmi^^ ra''^>u clear the corner, increase

accelerator input to increase your speed onto the

straightaway.

When you attack corners, stay outside of the course at

;:^î
Vs&rt.of the curve, and then come close as possible

^5"^^p^i^e of the course at the apex,of-the curve- As
% ^^u^J|feSat,of the curve, move to the outside of the

I. works well with Age Solo and



m

1:1

ft

iff go

P/7fr Cornering Method
In the Drift Cornering Method, you must intentionally

put your car into a controlled tail slide to negotiate a

sharp corner. This method is well suited for cars by
Assoluto and Lizard.

To use this method, turn steering sharply to the insjde

of the curve as you near the turn and ease up on the
accelerator. By pressing the accelerator again,-the tail

of the car will slide, causing your car to^drift." the
longer you release the accelerator and steering is

• turned into the curve, the stronger the tail slide will be
when you reapply the accelerator.

After the tail slides, turn steering back towards

the outside of .the curve..As you exjtthe curve, let

steering go neutral and press the accelerator to regain

your speed.



PocketStation
You can use the PocketStation with R4 to exchange cars earned in a Grand
Prix with another PocketStatkm tef^ data transfer. To save the R4
Garage Applet onto a PocketStation, got^the Save and Load menu and
select the PocketStation menu item. Seethe following pages for more

. information on setting up. dat$ transfers between two PocketStation.

' * Important Note: Using the.Sav^ ^p^oad feature here only
-. „"-;.

:sives:'Uie R4 Ga^^^pp^t^^-^^^^ actual R4 game data!

* If you keep the PocKelS|^o^ held down for a few
seconds, it will show st^enu screen. You will then be given the option to

Exit the PocketStation applet or Continue to use the applet.



i;S!

Send Mode
This mode allows you to send data for cars you've

earned in a Grand Prix to another PocketStation^ ..

CYour car data will not be erased when you do^S^. ;'.

f When the Title Screen is shown, press the SffiHjjf^

Button to go to the Send/Receive menu. Chopse
Send using the up/down Directional Buttons^gpd

press the SELECT Button. xt -

^fdaMP^S'labte, the Team Se/ect menu is

^ll^^-?'--' '''^.''^rec^aLButto^

.
key to T0am Abbreviations:

•

'
* DRT D'9 .fecmg Team, MMM Micro Mouse Mappy
PRC PacFtacing Club RTS Racing Team Solvalou

3 If there is data available for the team you selected,
" th^ Maker Select menu will be displayed next (If

Send /fIteceiyfrMenu~
w

TEBm A
225/3ED

<PRC>
IE/BD
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4 If data is available for the manufacturer you
selected, the Car Number Select m&nu will|wa:jv^

,

displayed next (If there is no tj^ta a^jla tpr i>e

manufacturer you selected; ?y4'u w^ra^^
the Maker Select menu.). ^§^se'^ ;'

;
;

using the left/right W . S ^*
•

the SELECT Button. Ybu;cariV£eta^

Sefeet menu by pressing up oh the DSfl^i^a^yf5
'

Button. - .w ':'.->. '- ^"^V-

5 Once you have completed tte/^^^;jQ-^umb6^tv
. ^;thrdu^>4abwie;

:% SendQopfi^
1i shown. If you want to £ehd:'^^^^^^g^^f^

the/other PocketStation) is disjifeyirtg^^^^^v'^ '

to make changes before send^^

on the^DirectionafBu^^

the Car Number9^mj^mMS^II^^i^
Key to A^imjttiri&F *'|£§#K§$

Car No. Select Menu

Tm=mmm

CHRNd 12

6

KB*
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Receive Mode
This mode is used to receive car data sent in Send
Mode. •'".'*

'i?

11

f Choose the Receive menu^\\^iii^mi0^J
Send/Receive menu an<J?^n^|^r^

^

Button. This will shov^^ i^i

Press the SEl£CJ^^^jbu^
v The screen will snbW-^iife^s^U^-fvri^^

5EYID

KECEIUE
EKIT

Send / Receive Menu

PRESS*-1

5ET1D

TRRflSFER

ReceiVe Start Menu

TRflfl5FER

[OmPLfTf

Tm:inmni
fTlHflST
CHRHa 1

PRESS-*-
1

Ifenu-v
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KEYBOARDS?
WE'VE MADE THEM FOR 20 YEARS.
From Key Switches to complete Keyboard

Just as Rome was not built in a day, electro-mechanical

products requiring such parts and components as

computer keyboards and vacuum fluorescent displays

were developed only after heavy investment in R&D
projects and the accumulation of technology over a long

period of time. Throughout this costly process,

manufacturers such as SeJin electron Inc., have played a

vital role, developing and producing electronic

components for industrial, infomation and office

automation equipment and keeping in step with the

increasing demands for ever-more advanced electronic

parts. SeJin was established in 1973 as a joint-venture

with Futaba of Japan.InitialIy,our task was to supply

keyboards, switches and vacuum fluorescent displays to

the rapidly-modernizing Korean high-tech industries.

Over the years, we at SeJin have accumulated the

necessary technical know-how, and have invested heavily

in the construction, of updated production facilities and

in vital R&D projects. We now face the future, confident

in our ability to meet, and even exceed, customer

expectations in terms of quality, price and the timely

development of the latest products. With our current

standards of quality, and backed by a staff of highly

dedicated employees, we fully expect to establish a

strong presence in the keyboard manufacturing industry,

both at home and around the world. To that end, and in

keeping with our responsibility as a backbone industry to

the high-tech field ofelectronics, we at SeJin are

committed to the constant updating and improvement of

our products and our manufacturing procedures. In this

quest, we look forward to your continued support and

encouragement. Thank You.
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SMB-24~9Famity

SNR-8020 Family

NOTEBOOKKEYBOARDS ELECTRONICCASHRESISTORKEYBOARDS&
IncludingJul! ihrve-mtMmeier trove!and an optumfor J-mottse. TELEPHONEKEYPADSamiCUSTOMKEYBOARDS
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•One of the five largest worldwide manufacturers of Keyboards and

Keyswitches

•Customers include 70% of the Korean computer manufacturers and

40% of the major U.S. computer manufacturers, as well as major

customers in the Far East and Europe.

•Over 20 Years of keyboard design and manufacturing experience with

complete in-house vertical integration.

•Industry leading quality of less than a 0.4% field rejection rate and less

than 1,000 DPPM (Defective Parts Per Million) based on strong

quality and SPC programs.

•Very competitive prices for quality keyboards based on company

focus and continuous cost reduction.

S SEJIN ELECTRON INC.

u™,w
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SEJIN ELECTRON INC.
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152-020

TELEX:KOTUBE K28259

TEL (02) 866-3333-4

FAX: (02) 864-3375

DPlMTED >N KOREA 920720E$

USA OFFICE

SEJtN AMERICA, INC.

1228 HAMMERWOOD AVE SUNNYVALE, CA 94089

TEL* 408) 752-8447, 408) 752-8454-5. FAX: 408) 752-8470

EUROPE OFFICE JAPAN DISTRIBUTOR

VORSTADT 38. 6370, OBERURSEL/ TS. GERMANY NtHON VALUE CO.. LTD,

TEL 49-06 1 71-580451 . FAX: 49*061 71 -58049 1 TEL 03) 3833-685 1 . FAX: 03)3834-2739
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7
Introduction

Purpose

This document is a supplement to the Logitech Pointing Device Toolkit (or earlier Logitech

Mouse Technical Reference <& Programming Guide), covering those programming issues

specific to tbe Logitech CyberMan™ 3D Controller. Used in conjunction with that toolkit,

it should provide software developers all the information they need to effittively support tbe

CyberMan 3D Controller.

Scope

This document focuses on the specific feature set and application programming interface

(API) of the CyberMan product. It describes all iKjn^lcctrical aspects of the programming

interface as they appear to an application program* This document does not describe in

detail standard mouse API functions that are supported by CyberMan.

Document Organization

This document is composed of the foUowing sections:

Section I: Introduction

Section 2: Theory of Operation

Section 3: Function Reference

Section 4: Technical Notes

Appendix A: Logitech Developer Support

Section \ is this Introduction. Section 2 describes the operation and programming model of

the CyberMan peripheral, while section 3 is a complete reference to the relevant API

functions. Section 4 covers the odd technical detail and some common questions.

Appendix A outlines Logitech's developer support plan.

8/23/93 Logitech CyberMan Programming Guide Revision: LO
Page 1
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Section I

Contents of Toolkit

The CyberMan Programmes Toolkit consists of this document, and a diskette containing

the following files:

MOUSE.COM CyberWaw driverversion 63

1

CYBERMANJI V include file; CyberMan functions

" CYBERMARC 'C code for CybcrMan functions

TESTDRV.EXE CyberMan test program

Revision: 1.0 Logitech CyberMan Programming Guide 8/23/93

Pace 2
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2
Theory of Operation

This section describes the CyberMan peripheral as it appears to a programmer.

CyberMan is ao interactive 3-D cootroUcr for IBM PC compatible compute/*. It provides:

• Position information in three dimensions

• Orientation information on three axes

• Three buttons

• Tactile feedback to the user's hand, controlled by the application.

As seen through the driverAPL CyberMan is a Logitech 3-button mouse, with additional

features and functions. The additional functions are called SWIFT functions, and CyberMan is

Logitech's first SWIFT device.

Whath SWIFT?

SWIFT; Senscware Interface Technology.

SWIFT devices are devices that give senses to the computer or output sensory feedback to

the user via computer control. Currently the only SWIFT device is the Logitech CyberMan.

In the future, other SWIFT devices may include different input devices (joysticks. 2D mice,

3D mice), tactile feedback units, visual display systems, temperature sensing devices,

external robots, eta

SWIFT Functions are functions provided by Logitech's software mouse driver, starting with

CyberWare 6.3 1. These are additional functions beyond the standard mouse functions that

are supported ifand only if a Senscware Interface Technology (SWIFT) device, such as

CyberMan, is connected to the host computer upon initial loading of the mouse driver.

Since these are additional functions, all standard mouse driver functions are also

supported in CyberWare Ol.

Note: SWIFT is a growing specification. If any individual or company would like to add

additional devices or commands to the SWIFT specification, please contact Logitech

Developer Relations - contact information is in Appendix A.

Logitech CyberMan Progranuning Guide Revision: 1.0

Page 3
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Section 2

Device Model

Front

•819*
T^- ...

Left

CyberMan

Revision: LO
Page 4

Logitech CyberMan Programming Guide a/23/93
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Theory ofOperation

The following cable summarizes the applicatioivvisiblc attributes or properties ofthe

CyberMan controller. Each attribute is discussed in more detail below.

CyberMan ProgrammingAttributes

Attribute Type or Range Access Function*

y position -8192..+819) (notes 0, 1) read OlkCOh
z position -$192.>8191(w*e2) read 01h,C0h

pitch, roll yaw angle -8I92..+8J91(no»3) read 01h,C0h

L,MR button state boolean (0, 1) read OlruCOh

Cursor jc y position -3276$..32767<note4) read/set (note 5) COh

external power connected boolean (0, 1) read aiucoh
external power overvoltagc boolean (0. 1) read C2h. COh
tactile burst duration 0„ 10200 ms set 30h

tactile burst on and off limes 5.. 1275 ms set 30b

event handler event mask 32-bit mask read/set COh

event handler subroutine 32-bit subroutine address read/set COh

event handler data buffer 32-bit buffer address read/set COb

device type 0..255(note6) read Clh

device version - major 0..255 read Clh
device version - minor 0..99 read Clh

relative/absolute flags 1 bit per coordinate read Clh

return-to-centcr flags 1 bit per coordinate read Clh

coordinate resolution 4 bits per coordinate read Clh

notcO: The data ranges for CyberMan position and orientation values are -8192 to +8191. This

does not imply that CyberMan will generate allpossible values in this range. Any version

of CyberMan, and any other SWIFT device, will map the Ml range of physical device

motion into approximately this range, with varying resolution. The following notes give

specific mappings for CyberMan.

note 1 : There arc 254 distinct X and Y values, from -8 12S to +8064, in increments of 64.

note 2: 2 position has 3 values: -S 192, 0, and +8 19

1

note 3: Pilch, Roll and Yaw have 3 values; -8192, 0, and +819L

note 4: This is the same as the normal mouse cursor position i.e. reading this attribute through the

standard mouse driver function 3 will give the same value. The x and y values are integers

with (0, 0) being the upper-left pixel of the screen.

note 5: There is no SWIFT function to set the cursor position, but the standard mouse driver

function 4 can be used.

note 6: 0 =* No SWIFT device attached. 1 =» CyberMan attached. 2..25S are reserved for future

devices.

8/23/93 Logitech CyberMan Programming Guide Revision: 1 .0

Page 5
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Section 2

CyberMan SWIFTFunctions

The following table shows the SWIFT functions thai apply to CyberMan. M functions can

be invoked by placing the function number in register AL, the value 53h fS*) in AH. and

executing an INT 33h. Alternatively, the CyberMan Programmer's Toolkit contains a small

linkable module, CYBERMAN.C. that defines (^callable routines for each ofthe SWIFT
functions. By compiling and linking this module into your program, and including the

CYBERMAN.H header file into your calling modules, you can employ this more convenient

interface to the CyberMan controller.

CyberMan SWIFT Functions

C Function Description

SWIFT GetfDStarusO get absolute 3D position, orientation, and button status

SWIFT TactileFeedbackO program tactile feedback feature

SWIFT ExchangeEventHandlerO set event handler, get previous event handier

SWIFT GetStaticDcviczlnfoO get SWIFT Static Device Data and Driver Support Status

SWIFT CfctDvnamicDeviceDaiaO get SWIFT Dynamic Device Data

SWIFT IsCyberManPresemO test specifically for CyberMan attached

If an application attempts to call a SWIFT Function in a Logitech mouse driver prior to

version 6.31, or a Microsoft or other mouse driver, the driver will ignore the call and return

to the application without ahering the contents of the AX. BX, CX, or DX registers.

Revision: t.O

Page 6
Logitech CyberMan Programming Guide 8/23/93
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Function Reference

Function OCh - InstallEvent Handler

Note; This is a standard mouse driver function, available in all Microsaft-compalihle DOS
mouse driven -but the standard behavior of this function is extended for SWIFT devices.

The following description applies only //the CybcrWare driver is loaded, has detected a

CyberMan or equivalent SWIFT device, and the applicationhas invokedSWIFTFunction

53CJk These restrictions ensure that existing applications that use Function OCh and

Function 14h are not affected.

This function sets the address of a user subroutine, called an 'event handler
1

, that the mouse

driver calls when specified events occur. When one of the specified events occurs, the

driver temporarily stops execution of the main program (as with any interrupt) and calls the

event handler.

See also Function 14h below - we recommend that you use Function 14h instead ofFunction

OCh, if possible, because it can be used to restore a prior event handler when your

application terminates.

Input:

AX
CX
ES.DX

OOOCh
event mask (see below) .

address of event handler subroutine

Output

none.

Setting the event mask to 0 disables the event handler.

8/23/93 Logitech CyberMan Programming Guide Revision: 1.0

Page 7
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Section S

Event Mask

Mask Bit Condition

0 mouse cursor position changed

1 kit button pressed

2 left button released

3 right button pressed

4 right button released

5 middle button pressed

6 middle button released

7 other button pressed

S other button released

9 X coordinate changed

10 Y coordinate changed

U Z coordinate changed

12 Pitch value changed

13 Roll value changed

14 Yaw value changed

15 'other* condition - including device status changed

The event handler is called from the mouse driver during the handling ofa mouse hardware

interrupt This means the event handler must work under the same assumptions as any

other interrupt handling code. For example, it is usually not possible or advisable to call

DOS from the event handler. Is is also strongly recommended to spend as little time as

possible in the event handler.

The recommend procedure for an event handler is to record the event in a queue to be read

by the main program. In this way, mouse events can be treated at the same level as

keyboard input.

When the event handler is called (via a far call), the following information is available in

these registers;

AX 1=1 event bits (same format as event mask above)

BX - button status (bit 0: left, bit I: right, bit 2: middle)

CX = horizontal (X) cursor position (not device X coordinate!)

DX = vertical (Y) cursor position (not device Y coordinate)

SI 53 paragraph address of extended information block (see below)

DI = undefined.

SS:SP = the stack of the mouse driver, or of another application - do not expect

to use significant amounts of stack space.

DS = data segment of the mouse driver - your event handler should save and

load it appropriately* and restore it before returning.

Revision: 1.0
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Function Reference

Event Handler ExtendedInformation

WordO X coordinate value

Word I Y coordinate value

Word 2 Z coordinate value

Word 3 Fitch value

Word 4 Roll value

Word 5 Yaw value

Word 6 Button Status Word

Word 7 device-specific Dynamic Device Data Word

See Function 5301b for a description of the coordinates and button status word, and see

Function 53C2b for a description ofthe dynamic device data word. Note that the

interpretation of the dynamic device data -word is dwee-spedfic: It has the meaning

described in this document only ifa CyberMan or CyberMan-coropatible device is active.

If you use this function via the C-language interface SWIFTJxchtmgtEventHandler,

provided in the CyberMan Programming Toolkit, you need not worry about the low-level

details ofthe event handler. Read the CYBERMAN.H file to see how information is

conveyed to the event handling routine.

3/23/93 Logitech CyberMan Programming Guide Revision: 1.0
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Sections

Function 14h - Exchange Event Handlers

Note: This is a standard mouse driver function, available in all Microsoft<ompaiiblc DOS

mouse drivers - but the standard behavior of this function is extended for SWIFT devices.

The following description applies only //the CyberWare driver is loaded, has detected a

CyberMan or equivalent SWIFT device, and the application has invoked SiVTFTFunction

53C1K These restrictions ensure that existing appUcauons that use Function OCh and

Function 14h are not affected.

This function temporarily substitutes a new event handler for the currently active one. if

any. See Function OCh above for a description ofevent handlers.

Recommended practice is to use Function 14h during initialization ofyour program, saving

the previous event mask and handler. Al tennination ofyour program, use Function Uh or

Function OCh to restore the previous event mask and handler.

Input:

AX = 0014b

CX = new event mask (same as Function OCh)

ES:DX » address ofnew event handler

Output

CX = previous event mask (set by previous Function OCh or Function Hh)

ES:DX =* address of previous event handler

Setting the event mask to 0 disables the event handler.

Revision: 1,0
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Function Reference

Function 5301h - Get Position, Orientation, andButton Data

This function returns the SWIFT device's correal 3D position data, orientation data, and

button status.

Input:

AX -530 In

£S:DX » Address ofstatus buffer

Output

ES:DX is unchanged.

Position, Orientation, and Button Data Structure Format

WordO X position

Word 1 Y position

Word 2 2 position

Word 3 Pitch value

Word 4 Roll value

Word 5 Yaw value

Word 6 Button Status Word

Button Status Word

BitO Right button (1 = Pressed)

Bit I Middle button (1 = Pressed)

Bit 2 Left button (1 -Pressed)

Bit 3 Button 4

Bit 4 Buttons

Bit5 Burton 6

Bit 6 Button 7

Bit 7- J 5 Reserved

8/23/93 Logitech CyberMan Programming Guide Revision: t .O
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Section 3

Function S330h - Program Tactile Feedback

This function activates the tactile feedback feature of the SWIFT device.

Input

AX - 5330h

BH * motor on time, in units of 5 ms
BL *» motor offtimc; in units of 5 ms
CL - tactile burst duration, in units of40 ms

Output

None

This function begins or ends a "burst* of tactile feedback. Any tactile burst in progress from

a previous call to this function is cancelled. If duration (CL) > 0, the new burst begins

immediately and lasts for CL*40 milliseconds. IfCL is 0. any prior tactile burst is

terminated, and no new burst is started

A tactile burst consists ofrepeated On/Off cycles - the tactile feedback motor is turned on

for BH*5 ms, then turned off for BL*5 ms, repeating for the duration of the burst

A value of 0 in BL or BH is interpreted to mean *5 ms\

Maximum tactile burst duration: 10.2 s (255 * 40 ms)

Maximum 'on* time per cycle: 1.275 s (255 5 ms)

MaximumW time per cycle: 1.275 s (255 * 5 ms)

Minimum on or off lime per cycle; 5 ms

NOTES:

Use tactile sparingly - if it is used too much, users may become desensitized (or annoyed).

We suggest that you allow tactile feedback to be disabled, for those users who find it

objectionable.

The tactile motor is the only reason the CyberMan controller needs external power or

batteries. The unit is functional in every other respect without them. This means that

tactile feedback is the sole cause of battery drain* when batteries arc the active power source.
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Function Reference

Function S3C0h - InstallSWIfTEvent Handler

This function sets the address ofa user subroutine to be called by the CybcrWare 6.31 driver

whenever any ofa set ofevents occms. The subroutine is called an Event Handler. The

events of interest are represented by aT in the Call Mask. When one or more of the events

defined by the cat) mask occur, the driver temporarily stop$ execution ofyour mam program

(as with any interrupt) and calls the event handler.

This function is a superset of the standard mouse driver fanctions Install Event Handler

(Function OCh) and Exchange Event Handlers (Function Hh). Calling any of these

functions will supercede any previous call to any of them. In other words, there is only one

current Event Handler.

Note: The standard mouse Function OCh and Function I4h services can be used with

CyberMan - developers with existing code that uses these services, and developers working

in protected mode, may find it preferable to use Mouse Function OCh or Function 14h for

event handling - sec the preceding section on these functions as they apply to CyberMan.

Input

AX - 53C0h

ES:DX = Address ofEvent Handler Setup Data

Output

ES:DX = Address ofPrevious Event Handler's Setup Data

The event handler is called from the CyberWare 6.3 1 software driver during the handling of

a mouse hardware interrupt. This means the event handler must work under the same

assumptions as any other interrupt handling code. For example, it is usually not possible or

advisable to call DOS from the event handier. It is also strongly recommended to spend as

little time as possible in the event handler. The recommended procedure for an event

handler is to record the event in a queue monitored by the main program. Then SWIFT
events can be treated at the same level as keyboard input

Setting both call mask words to 0 disables the SWIFT event handler.

Mask words of previous event handler being both O's indicate that no previous event handler

routine is installed.

8/23/93 Logitech CyberMan Programming Guide Revision: 1.0
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Section 3

EventHandlerSetup Data

WordO Call Mask Word 1

wordi Call Mask Word 2

Word 1 Address Oflsct ofEvent Handler subroutine

Word 3 Address Segment ofEvent Handler subroutine

Word 4 Address Offset ofEvent Data Structure

Word 5 Address Segment ofEvent Data Structure

Event Handler CoilMask

Word Identifier Word Mask Bit Event

Call Mask Word t BitO cursor position changed

Bit 1 left button pressed

Bit 2 left button released

Bit 3 right button pressed

Bit 4 right button released

Bit 5 middle button pressed

Bit 6 middle button released

Bit 7 button #4 pressed

Bit8 button #4 released

Bit 9 button #5 pressed

Bit 10 button #5 released

Bit 11 button #6 pressed

Bit 12 button #6 released

Bit 13 button #7 pressed

Bit 14 button #7 released

Bit 15 Reserved

Call Mask Word 2 BitO X Position changed

Bitl Y Position changed

Bit 2 Z Position Changed

Bit 3 Pitch changed

Bit 4 Roll changed

Bit 5 Yaw changed

Bit 6 Dynamic Data changed

Bits 7 -15 Reserved

Revision: 1.0
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Function Reference

When the event handler is called (via a Car call), the Event Data Structure is filled in as

follows;

SWIFTEvent Data Structure

WordO X position

Word I Y position

Word 2 Z position

Word 3 Pitch value

Word 4 Roll value

WordS Yaw value

Word 6 Button Status Word {see Function 1)

Word 7 Dynamic Device Data (see Function C2h)

WordS Event bits (same format as Call Mask Word 1)

Word 9 Event bits (same format as Call Mask Word 2)

Word 10 Horizontal (X) cursor position

Word 1

1

Vertical (Y) cursor position

See Function S30lh(above) for position, orientation, and button status data explanation.

See Function 53C2h (below) for interpretation of the Dynamic Device Data word.

Because the event handler is called from the driver interrupt codeT special care must be

taken with the stack and data segments. The current stack segment may not be that ofyour

application upon entry to the event handler, so it is important to keep stack usage (eg.

procedure calls) to a minimum inside the handier. Also, the data segment is that of the

mouse driver upon entry to the event handler. This is not generally a problem in high level

languages, where the compiler adjusts the segment registers. But assembly language

programmers should cither reference variables using CS (if CS^DS) or set DS to the correct

value and restore DS on leaving the handler.

8/23/95 Logitech CyberMan Programming Guide Revision: 1.0
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Section 3

Function S3C1h * Get Static Device Data andDriver Support Status

This function returns the device type and version number of the connected SWIFT device

and also informs the application ifthe intrallrri mouse driver supports SWIFT Function

calls.

Input

AX =53Clh
ES:DX = Address of Static Device Data buffer

Output

AX =* Return Status,

1 - Driver supports SWIFT functions

Any other value » SWIFT functions not supported

£S:DX =* Buffer address, same as Input

Static Device Data

ByteO Device Type

Byte 1 Major Version Number

Byte 2 Minor Version Number
Byte 3 X Coordinate Descriptor

Byre 4 Y Coordinate Descriptor

Byte 5 Z Coordinate Descriptor

Byte 6 Pitch Coordinate Descriptor

Byte 7 Roll Coordinate Descriptor

Byte 8 Yaw Coordinate Descriptor

Byte 9 Reserved

Device Type Encoding:

0 « No SWIFT device connected

1 =* Logitech CyberMan connected

2-255 Reserved for Logitech SWIFT devices

Major version number (e.g. 1 for version 1.50)

Minor version number (e.g. 50 for version 1.50 or 3 for version 1.03)

(version Dumber ofwhat?)

Revision: 1.0
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Function Reference

Coordinate Descriptor

Bit 0-3 Bits ofresolution (0..15)

Bit 4 Reserved

Bit 5 Return to Center (I ** return to center)

Bit 6 Absolute/Relative (1 *» absolute; 0 » relative)

Bit 7 Reserved

Bits of resolution tells you the number ofvalues or positions that the SWIFT device will

distinguish in this coordinate.

Return to Center means that the SWIFT device returns to the 0 position in this coordinate when
the user releases the device or stops applying force La this coordinate.
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Sections

Function 53C2h - Get SWIFTDynamic Device Data

This function returns the dynamic device data ofthe connected SWIFT device.

Input

AX = 53C2h

Oaipui

AX = Dynamic Device Data Word

Format ofDynamic Device Data Word

Bit 0 Externa) Power Connected (1 » yes)

Bit I External Power Level (1 = Too High. 0 = OK)
Biis2-15 Reserved (0)

For CyberMan. if the External Power Level is too high the tactile motor wilJ not be allowed

to function in order to prevent possible damage to the motor.

Revision: 1.0
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4
TechnicalNotes

This section contains miscellaneous technical notes that don't fit into the preceding sections,

as well as answers to common questions about programming and supporting the CyberMan

controller.

loading the driverHIGH

Logitech CyberWare drivers can in general be loaded HIGH under DOS 5.0 and later but

there is one complication.

CyberWare 6.3 1 needs a contiguous block ofat least 44KB to load, even though it only

occupies about 2 1KB ofmemory after loading. This is a fairly large UMB, so it is not

uncommon to see the mouse driver failing to load high because there is not a large enough

free block. Usually, the order of loading can be changed so that the mouse driver is loaded

earlier, and this resolves the problem.

ProtectedMode

The CyberWare 6.3 1 driver is a 'real mode' driver. Ifyour program is executing in

protected mode, you must ensure that any buffers passed into the driver are allocated

entirely in DOS memory. This restriction applies to the following pointers in the SWIFT
API:

The status buffer passed to Function 530 lh (SWHTJjet3DStatus)
• The Event Handler Setup Data buffer passed to Function 53C0h <SWIFTJExchangeEventHandler)
* The Event Data Structure* passed in the Event Handler Setup Data block

- The Static Device Data structure passed to Function 53Clh (SWDTr^GetStancDevicelnfo)

Sample code is included in the CyberMan Programming Toolkit, showing programming

techniques for use with the Watcom C/3S6 and MetaWare High C compilers, and the

Rational Systems DOS/4G and DOS/4GW and PharLap 386JDOS DOS Extenders.

Using the Rational Systems DOS/4GW DOS Extender provided with Watcom C/3S6, it is

not possible to use the function 53C0h Event Handler service - use the standard Mouse
Function 1 2/Functioo 20 services.

8/23/93 Logitech CvbcrMan Prograrnrning Guide Revision: 1.0
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AppendixA
Logitech Developer Support

Logitech aids its developers with an automated fax service, electronic bulletin board

services, and developer support

Ifyou need supportfiryour Logitech toolkit, we recommend thatyou read this appendix

first* soyou V know how and vhere to get it

The following sections describe the available Logitech developer support services.

Customer Service, Technical Support or Developer Relations?

This section tells von who to contact for appropriate support

Customer Service. Logitech Customer Service provides nontechnical product support,

such as product pricing, product replacement, upgrade and update information, product

warranty, and order status.

Technical Support. Logitech Technical Support provides technical product support, such

as software or hardware questions.

Developer Support Logitech Developer Relations provides developer support, such as

toolkit questions or how to register as a developer.

Sending a Fax to Logitech Developer Relations

Trie fax number for Logitech Developer Relations is

(510) 713-5038

Pleas* atMrwg Ml ccntmaakatiptt to: Attn, Developer Bghtioas.

Internet Email to Logitech Developer Relations

The Internet address for Logitech Developer Relations is

developer,supportf^loptech.com

8/23/9.1 Logitech CyberMan Programming Guide Revision: LO
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AppendixA

Logitech FaxBack Service

FaxBack" is a toll-free, automated fax response service. Using your touch-tone telephone

aitti to nfcKfrine»yott can request rai^ mostconunonly-asked

questions, available toolkits, technical notes, and developer services. FaxBack sends the

documents to your lax machine in minutes.

First call FaxBack and order the Logitech Developer FaxBack catalog that lists the latest

available developer support documents. For the catalog, request document number 4700. To

reach FaxBack, call:

(800) 245-O000 (id the US)
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Logitech Developer Support

Support Phone Numbers andAddresses Worldwide

This section includes support addresses and telephone numbers. The Logitech Developer

Support phone line connects you to an automated attendant, which is monitored throughout

the day in order to provide timely response from Logitech.

You can also write for support Address your letter to the appropriate Logitech address and

to the attention of Developer Relations and your toolkit (Le, Attn; Developer Relations,

CybcrMan Programmers Toolkit). Please include your daytime phone number and the best

time to reach you.

tf.$JL**dC9n*ia

Product Support: (StO) 795-8100

Developer Support: (510) 713-5DEV
Logitech Inc.

Attn: Developer Relations

6505 Kaiser Drive

Fremont, CA 94555

SwiuerfaMt, Europe, Africa. & MhSdfc Bast

Product Support and Developer Support

(Switzerland): ++41 (0) 21-869-98-51

For the rest of Europe: +441 (0) 21-869-98-55

Logitech SA
CH-l 122 ROMANEL/MORGES

Logitech FarEastLtd.

Product and Developer Support ++886 (0) 2 746-6601

No. 2 Creation Road 4, Science • Based Industrial Park

Hsinchi Taiwan R.O.C.

Logitech On line

ifyou have a modem, you can communicate with Logitech on the following electronic

bulletin boards.

LBBS {Logrttcb Buffetta Board Service)

With a 300, 1200 or 2400 baud modem, call LBBS 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Set the

communication parameters on your modem to either 7 bits. 1 stop bit, and even parity: or 8

bits. I stop bit, and no parity.
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AppendixA

In the United States, call:

In Europe, call:

(510) 795-0408

+441(0)

C&npuServc

Ifyou are a member of CompuServe Information Service, you can get the latest Logitech

Product Support information.

From the CompuServe system prompt, type:

GO LOGITECH
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LOOiTEGH

The most
advanced way to

master 3D games
For IBM Compatibles

CyberMan is 0 revolutionary input device

Aafs built specifically for hardcore gamers.

It allows you to move quickly end freely

in 3D space, instead of enduring the

limitations of 2 dimensional motion.

CyberMan mokes you the master of spoce

with 0 comfortable shape and high precision

that quickly puis you where you wont to be.

The pew pulsating tactile feedback feature

even lets you fee/ 3D. Now you'll feel the

import of your enemy's weapons as they

bounce off your armor. Nothing eke mokes

you 3D gomes so red.

Extro diretioftd control enhances the game

by giving you more freedom to move through

the environment. It provides true proportionoi

control h X and X and discrete control for Z,

pitch, yaw and roll Because CyberMcn pro-

videsy 30 motion and includes support for

virtual realty gomes and applications, it's an

investment in hightjuoliiy entertainment that

you won't outgrow.

A whole new way to play gomes

With cftinone control CyberMan signSctmtly

reduces the nurri>er of times yotTB stop m the

middle of 3D adventure to give 0 keyboard

comrrcmd. Absolute mapping to your screen

ond high resolution give you more motion and

more precision with less movement

CyberMan is easy to use, rod ifs designed

to be comfortable, no motter how many

passages you navigate, galaxies you conquer,

or vJfains you destroy.
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Feel the action with pulsating tactile

feedback CyfeMcn istkfotentertOHV

men! device that lets you fed the action as

well 05 see rod hear '1 When you turn on the

pulsating tactile feedback, you'll get a reac-

tion horn as simple 0 thing as bumping into 0

wal. This exclusive CyberMon feature makes

the latest games more realistic because youll

feel everything that happens to your character.

Depending on the gome, you'll know when

you've run into a locked door in a blind tun-

net, feel bruised os the Amazon you're

wrestling throws you to the pund, and feel

the full impact of taking a shot in the bad.

Works with the gomes you pfay

CyberMon works with oO the gomes you play

with a mouse - now ond in the future. To get

the full benefit of CyberMon's 3D motion ond

pulsating feedback, use it with gomes thot

fully support it. CyberMon is compatible with

ordinary mke, ensuring compatibility with

existing gomes thot rely on conventional 2D

mouse control. And, it oka provides all the 3D

control you'll need for the virtual reality

gomes and oppBcations that lie in your htute.

Take advantage of full 30 motion The

three-button head of CyberMon sits on a post

set into the base. To change X ond Y motion,

slide the post from side to side or forward and

backward. For up and down motion, simply

pull up or push down on the CyberMon head.

Pivot the heed forward or backward to change

pitch. Twist the heod left or right to manipu-

late yaw. Tilt the head from side to side for

roil. CyberMon mokes it easy to get the power

and freedom of true 30 control.

,aifcf3a**

Compatibility Guaranteed CyberMon is

gucrorrteed to be compatible with all Logitech

ond Mfcrosrft nice.

Includes extra vofw 3D games Try

out the latest in 3D gomes, the CyberMon

package includes fast action interactive games

so you con immediately experience the excite

ment of 3D motion ond tactile feedback.

Built with Logitech quality

CyberMon is biit to last. It is rugged and

hard driving gomes. CyberMon comes with a

limited lifetime warranty and is backed fry

Logitech's product support hottine 7 days 0

week. Logitech is the world's pointing device

leader, combining value and quality with

advanced technology.

Specifications

Height: 3.5in mm)
length: 7.5in o*Cnm>

Width: 6.75m

Coble length: 6 ft asm)

Connector 9-pin serial (^»2S^a5^wWcO

System Requirements

IBM PC 9 compatible spton with 386 piocasu or h3ghei

PCofMSOOS3.3orl.5hcf

CyierMon worts without butteries, butfapufeotfog tactic

feedback fectuie requires 2M bgfaries <x cn AC

O&ptDr (nat inducted).

Product Support

Cofl Logitech 7 days 0 week for tecfauai support,

«

use our 24-how efatraw: bulletin board Ide

odvtmtocje of the FaxSodc line to receive product

ipfonnotion by return fox. flteie is also 0 Logitech

town on CompuServe.

Product Support Mne; (510) 79*8100

EJectwnk BuMn Bead (510) 79S0408

FwcSadlm: (800)24*0000

Satisfaction Guaranteed

looted) wonts you to be perfectly hoppy wi& yow

investment, return (yherMon to yo« resefei mtfwi 60

cloys with complete contents of the poctogeond

pK»dof}»d«isefooMrefuni (Mdeftft inside

mepodcogeJ

Sales Information and Support

during normof business hours.

IntfieUlundCmk (800) 231-7717

B* 1 x

LQ&iTEGH
the ScQScwDfc^CcffipiKiy

togitech Inc.

6505Koher0r.

frematfCA?455S

(510)795*500

bprdt k. Si c*e fcwSemwb« Jt» pn**^ rf Act «{*£**«««-

ttttoi 00 iBcydetf pop*

TOTAL P. 31
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Micro-Motion Rat Membrane Keyboard

1.1 Micro-Motion Rat Membrane Keyboard
The micro-motion fiat membrane keyboard is the Standard

non-tactile keyboard and consists of the following

components:

• A flexible upper circuit layer

• A flexible or rigid {PCS) lower circuit layer

• An insulating spacer layer

• A graphic overlay

The upper circuit layer is flexible polyester film and the lower

circuit can either be flexible or rigid (PCB). The two circuit

layers are separated by an instating spacer layer with

openings cut at key locations. Pressure applied to a key
location flexes the upper circuit through the spacer opening

bringing rt in contact with a bwer circuit, producing a
momentary switch closure.

The following illustrations show the positioning of the various

components and highlight the differences between flexible

and rigid construction:

Micro-Motion/Flat Membrane
Single Key Cross-Section

Flexible Construction

— Fie Upper Ocurt

— Intulitng Spacar

— Fleubta Lowat Crcult

Rigid Construction ConduC«v« SnonmQ Pad

— F irvtote Upper HM Switch

C<v»dwctnr* P*rt8cn

1.1.1 Materials and Bonding
The standard circuit and spacer substrate consists of polyester

material. The circuit is typically a screen-printed silver ink

composition. A printed circuit board with plated contacts can

be used as the tower circuit layer to form a rigid backer and
facilitate electronic component assembly. Alternate contact

materials include carbon or a silver/carbon blend when a

flexible membrane is used and tin/lead, nickel, or nickel/gold

plate in the case of a rigid lower PCB circuit. a

A graphic overlay mounted to the top of the upper circuit

designates key locations. The overlay usually is either

polyester or polycarbonate material.

Micro-Motion Flat Membrane

L
CD CD CD
CD CD CD

f)^— GrtONC Ov*rt»j

L - InsuWng Spacer U>r

<&> <£>

/ oo
tot*.*

1— Re* Mb**** Uvt*

It is strongly recommended that all keyboards be

environmentally sealed with laminate acrylic adhesives.

However, manufacturing costs can be lowered by using

ultrasonic welding or heat staking to secure the switch layers

1.1.2 Contact Materials

Contact materials include silver, carbon, or a silver/carbon

blend when a flexible membrane is used and tin/lead, nickel,

or nickel/gold plate in the case of a rigid lower PCB circuit.

1.1.3 Standard Switch Travel

Standard switch travel is .008" . However, travel varies

according to spacer thickness. Minimum switch travel is ,005*.

Note

Switch travel is defined as the distance travelled by the upper

circuit from its resting position to the point of contact with the

lower circuit.

1 .1 .4 Standard Thickness

Typical thickness for a flexible switch with a graphic overlay is

.044". If a .062" rigid PCB tower circuit is used, then standard

thickness is .093".

The following considerations affect the total thickness of the

keyboard:

• The type of tower circuit and the rear adhesive mounting

system.

• The thickness of the spacer layer which determines switch

travel.

• Adhesive-sealed keyboards with a graphic overlay are

typically .005" thicker. This additional thickness is due to the

adhesive itself.

Actual keyboard thickness varies depending on customer

specifications and requirements.

1.1.5 Actuation Force

Actuation force of a micro-motion flat membrane keyboard is

typically specified between 4 and 8 ounces, allowing for a

tolerance of ± 2 ounces. Keep in mind that tight tolerance

and/or tow actuation forces can be achieved, but require hard

tooling and design modifications.

The actuation force required to operate a switch is a function

of the diameter of the switch opening cut in the spacer

between the upper and lower circuits and the spacer layer

thickness.

2
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1.1.6 Standard Tooling end Toleranca

The ^oo-TOton flat membrane keyboard is typically tooled

using stee* 'ute dies This method results in dimensional

to»e'ar*ces o« ±010* To achieve dimensional tolerances of

• 005" ^cxe expensive male/female hard tooling must be
emooyeo "

1.1.7 Operating and Storage Temperature

ODera:^g and storage temperature ranges from

-40cCto 85°C.

1.1.8 Contact Bounca
Corac: bounce for a ftexfote membrane is typically 5
~* .seco^os or less. A rigid lower PCB improves contact

Do^ce In addition, contact materials such as gold plate

hj^er -educe contact bounce.

1.1.9 Encoding
|p ~>ost cases, the following circuit layouts can be used:

• *•>

• Common buSS
• 2 DO»e

• 3 pote

• 4 oo*e

1.1.10 BactrtcaJ

The maximum circuit rating is 30V DC. 100 milliamps, 1 watt.

1.1.11 Ufe Expectancy
Mcro-moion flat membrane keyboards will meet or exceed

ten million closures.

Tactile/Membrane/Piastic

Single Key Cross-Section

Conducts Shorting Pad <

nr t
Conduct** Storing P*d

,

PCB Conduct*** Cacurt

1.2.1 Materiata and Bonding

The standard circuit and spacer substrate consists of polyester

material. The circuit is typically a screen-printed silver ink

composition. A printed circuit board with plated contacts can

be used as the tower circuit layer to form a rigid backer and

facilitate electronic component assembly. Alternate contact

materials include carbon or a silver/carbon blend when a

flexible membrane is used and tin/lead, nickel, or nickel/gold

plate in the case of a rigid lower PCB circuit.

A graphic overlay mounted to the top of the upper circuit is

embossed at key locations. The overlay usually is either

polyester or polycarbonate material.

Tactile Membrane Keyboard/Plastic
Tactile- Membrane Keyboard Assembly

1.2 Tactile Membrane Keyboard
The tactile membrane keyboard resembles the micro-motion

flat membrane construction except that the upper circuit is

domed. The tactile membrane keyboard consists of the

foBowing components:

• A domed upper circuit layer

• A flexible or rigid (PCB) bwer circuit layer

• An insulating spacer layer

• A graphic overlay

Pressure applied to the raised key location causes the

protrusion in the upper circuit to flex through the spacer

opening. This action results in a momentary switch closure

and simultaneous tactile feedback.

The following figures show the positioning of the various

components of the tactile membrane keyboard and highlight

the differences between flexible and rigid construction:

L
E*«ou*4
R*MO

/ <5> <5>

I <s> o <s>

L*ve*

DoffMOC'Curi

C*CU4

Lav**

L

It rs strongly recommended that tactile membrane keyboards

be environmentally sealed with laminate acrylic adhesives.

However, manufacturing costs can be lowered by using

ultrasonic welding or heat staking to secure the switch layers.

1.2.2 Contact Materials

Contact materials include silver, carbon, or a silver/carbon

blend when a flexible membrane is used and tin/lead, nickel,

or nickel/gotd plate m the case of a rigid tower PCB circuit.

3
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1 .2.3 Standard Switch Travel

Maximum switch travel is .032" and minimum travel is .020"
(

dome height ranges from .01 7" to .033* depending on the

actuation force and travel requirements. Typical dome height

is ,025".

1.2.4 Standard Thickness
Typical thickness for a flexible switch with a graphic overlay is

.056". If a rigid PCB lower circuit is used, then standard

thickness is .105".

1.2.5 Actuation Force

Actuation force of this switch is typically 8 to 12 ounces,

allowing for a tolerance of ± 2 ounces.

Actuation forces significantly under 8 ounces sacrifice the

snap action. Travel remains unaffected, however, producing a

softer feel.

1.2.6 Standard Tooling and Tolerance

The tactile membrane keyboard is typically tooled using steel

rule dies. This method results in dimensional tolerances of

± .010" . To achieve dimensional tolerances of ± .005" , a

more expensive male/female hard tooling must be employed.

In addition, upper circuit doming requires match mold sets

which increase tooling costs. Moreover, when a graphic

overlay is included, an embossing tool must be used to raise

the keypad on the graphics. This procedure ensures that no

preload is placed on the dome.

1.2.7 Operating and Storage Temperature
Operating and storage temperature ranges from

-40°Cto85°C.

1.2.8 Contact Bounce
Contact bounce is typically 5 milliseconds or less. A rigid bwer

PCB with optional gold contacts reduces contact bounce time.

1.2.9 Encorfng
In most cases, the following circuit layouts can be used:

• x/y

• Common buss
• 2 pole

• 3 pole

• 4 pole

Afofe

Three and four pole switches have limitations with respect to

contact bounce and density of layout. They typically require a

specially shaped, injection-molded actuator.

1.2.10 Electrical

The maximum circuit rating is 30V DC, 1 00 milliamps, 1 watt.

1.2.11 Ufe Expectancy

Tactile membrane keyboards meet or exceed three million

closures.

Metal Dome Membrane Keyboard

1.3 Metal Dome Membrane Keyboard

in a metal dome membrane keyboard the domes are

placed on a dielectric insulating layer which has been

applied to the outer perimeter of the contact on the

lower membrane circuit. The dome is secured in

position by the dome spacer layer. The upper

membrane circuit is positioned over the dome with

the conductive material of the upper circuit making

contact to the dome. Pressure applied to the dome
allows it travel through the dome spacer layer and

make contact to the lower circuit creating a

momentary switch closure. This action also produces

a tactile response. (Refer to Section 6.8 for

information on metal dome specifics)

The following figure shows the positioning of the various

components of the metal dome membrane keyboard:

Tactile Metal Dome Flexible Membrane Switch

Single Key Cross-Section

Sui*tcs> Sutl Mml Dabm C«a4»<liv« CirctiL Fid*

Dwo« Spacer L»y«r*

iMiUtio* Liytr""

S^Ficxibfcf Upper Mtnbrtit Circuit

I

Fltiibtt Lewct Mtmtratt Ciretil

1.3.1 Materials and Bonding

The standard upper and bwer circuits and spacer substrate

consist of polyester material while the metal domes are made

of stainless steel. The circuit is typically a screen-printed silver

ink composition. A printed circuit board with plated contacts

can be used as the tower circuit layer to form a rigid backer

and facilitate electronic component assembly. Alternate

contact materials include carbon or a silver/carbon blend

4 when a flexible membrane is used and tin/lead, nickel, or

nickel/gold plate in the case of a rigid lower PCB circuit.
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A graphic overlay mounted to the top ot the upper circuit may be
embossed at key locations. The overlay usually consists of

either pofyesier or polycarbonate.

T
3C!*e Metal Dome Over Flexible Membrane Switch

Grtpfcic OvrrUy Liycr

~— Grtplir A4k«iiv« Layer

"""FI«iiM« U^w MtiBtnir
Circvii

Dook Sptttt L*yrr

0»mc lamlftii** Layer

FWiiM* Lowtr McnbrtM
Circvii

Rt*r Adhesive Layer

It rs strongly recommended that all keyboards be
environmentally sealed with laminate acrylic adhesives. Lower
cost unsealed assemblies use ultrasonic welding or heat

staking.

1.3.2 Contact Materials

Contact materials include silver, carbon, or a silver/carbon

blend when a flexible membrane is used and tin/lead, nickel,

or nckei/gold plate in the case of a rigid tower PCB circuit.

1.3.3 Standard Switch Travel

Switch travel is typically .020".

1.3.4 Standard Ttitefcneea

Thickness varies between .053" and .081". depending on

customer requirements.

1.3.5 Actuation Force

Actuation force ol this switch is typically 10 to 14 ounces,

allowing tor a variation rate of ± 2 ounces.

Actuation forces significantly under 8 ounces lose their snap

action. Travel remains unaffected, however, producing a softer

feel.

A/ore:

Extreme temperatures result in variation in the feel of the

keyboard.

1.3.6 Standard Tooling and Tolerance
The metal dome membrane keyboard is tooled using steel

rule dies. This method results in dimensional tolerances of

± .01 Or . To achieve dimensional tolerances of ± .005" . a

more expensive male/female hard tooling must be employed.

Moreover, when a graphic overlay "b included, an embossing

tool must be used to raise the keypad on the graphics.

1.3.9 Encoding
In most cases, the following circuit layouts can be used:

• x/y

• Common buss

• 2pole
„

1.3.10 Electrical

The maximum circuit rating is 30V DC. 100 mifliamps, 1 watt.

1.3.11 Ufa Expectancy

Metal dome membrane keyboards meet or exceed three million

closures.

Tactile Metal Dome/PCB Keyboard

1.4 Tactile Metal Dome/PCB Keyboard

A tactile metal dome/PCB keyboard uses snap-action metal

domes over contacts on a printed circuit board. When
pressure is applied to a key location, the dome flexes and

shorts the outer and inner PCB contacts. This action

simultaneously produces a momentary switch closure and

tactile feedback.

The following figure shows the positioning of the various

components of the tactile metal dome/PCB keyboard:

Tactile Metal Dome/P.C.B.

Single Key Cross-Section

OvfftaT

Do«* Location

Bu*M>L*y«r

1.4.1 Materials and Bonding
A printed circuit board with plated contacts serves as the

lower circuit layer. The standard PCB thickness is .062". but

032" and .092" can also be used.

The printed circuit board's contact material is typically tin/lead

reflow over copper. Nickel and nickel/gold are available as

options- The upper contact consists of the snappabte stainless

steel dome, which can be gold plated if desired.

1.3.7 Operating and Storage Temperature
Operating and storage temperature ranges from

-40°C to 85°C.

1.3.8 Contact Bounce
Metal dome keyboards have a contact bounce of less than 5

milliseconds. Optimum results are achieved by using gold

contacts, which in turn reduce contact bounce time. Minimum

contact bounce is 1 millisecond.
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The domes are held in position in one of two ways:

1 Placed within die<»Jt openings in a locator layer that is

adhesive-bonded to the PCB.

2 Overlaminated with adhesive-backed polyester.

A graphic overlay mounted to the top of the upper circuit

designates key locations. When a graphic overlay is either not

used or removable, a thin film is laminated over the dome
locator layer to prevent movement of the domes.

Tactile Metal Dome/P.C.B. Assembly

L
O O O i"*

0—

"

T— Qtac+ik. OvMtoy

/ Q & &
/ & e q

1.4.8 Contact Bounce
Metal dome keyboards have a typical contact bounce o* i

than 5 milliseconds.

1.4.9 EncocHng
In most cases, the following circuit layouts can be used

• x/y

• Common buss

• Two pole

1.4.10 Electrical

The maximum circuit rating is 30V DC. 100 miiliamps, 1 wac

1.4.11 Ufe Expectancy

Metal Dome/PCB keyboards meet or exceed three million

closures.

Tactile Metal Dome/PCB/Actuator
Assembly

/

1.4.2 Contact Materials

Contact materials include silver, carbon, or a silver/carbon

blend when a flexible membrane is used and tin/lead, nickel,

or nickel/gold plate in the case of a rigid lower PCB circuit with

metal domes.

1.4.3 Standard Switch Travel

Switch travel is typically .025*. Minimum travel is .020".

1.4.4 Standard Thickness
Standard thickness is typically .085".

1.4.5 Actuation Force
Actuation force of this switch is typically 1 2 to 1 6 ounces,

allowing for a tolerance of 2 ounces.

Actuation forces significantly under 8 ounces lose their snap

action. Travel remains unaffected, however, producing a softer

feel.

1.4.6 Standard Tooling and Tolerance

The flexible layers of the metal dome/PCB keyboard are

tooled using steel rule dies. This method results in dimensional

tolerances of ± .010".

1.4.7 Operating and Storage Temperature
Operating and storage temperature ranges from

-40°Cto85°C.

1.5 Tactile Metal Dome/PCB/Actuator Assembly
A tactile metal dome/PCB/actuator assembly adds an actuator

layer to the keyboard described in Section 1.4. The actuator

improves tactile feedback by centralizing pressure above a

central depression on the metal dome.

The actuator layer has formed downward protrusions at key

locations above the metal domes and is typically .010" thick.

These protrusions make contact with the depressions on the

metal domes and result in improved feedback.

The following figure shows the positioning ol the various

components of the assembly:

Tactile Metal Dome -P C B. with Actuator

Single Key Cross- Section

1.5.1 Materials and Bonding
The construction of this assembly resembles the metal

dome/PCB keyboard.

In addition, a deflector layer is required below the formed

polycarbonate actuator layer. This deflection layer provides the

additional space required by the formed protrusion on the

actuation layer. A dome location/buildup layer is placed

beneath the deflector layer which correctly positions each

metal dome on the PCB lower circuit.

6
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Tne Df °:ec c-'cui! board's contact material is typically tin/lead

refo* over copoer Nickel and nickel/gold are available as

options The upper contact consists of the snappable stainless

stee' aor^e when can be gold plated if desired.

e Ve:a De^e P C B with Actuator Assembly

2
!— Graphic 0*wtiy

T"e 3'acc overlay need not be embossed in this type of

1.5.2 Contact Materials

Contact materials include silver, carbon, or a silver/carbon

bieno when a flexible membrane is used and tin/lead, nickel,

or nckei-'goid plate in the case of a rigid lower PCB circuit with

metal oomes

1.5.3 Standard Switch Travel

Switch tr3vet s typically .025". Minimum travel is .020".

1.5.4 Standard Thickness

Standard thickness is typically .1 16". However, thickness can

be varied according to customer requirements.

1.5.5 Actuation Force

Actuation force of this switch is typically 10 to 14 ounces,

allowing for a variation rate of ± 2 ounces.

Actuation forces significantly under 8 ounces lose their snap

acton. Travel remains unaffected, however, producing a softer

feel.

Note:

Extreme temperatures result m variation in the feel of the

keyboard.

1.5.6 Standard Tooling and Tolerance

The metal dome PCB'actuator assembly is tooled using steel

rule dies. Thts ^etnoo results tn dimensional tolerances of

i .010"

.

More coaly male/female hard tooling can be used to achieve

tolerances of ± .005" . However. .005" is unusual for thts

assembly.

1.5.7 Operating and Storage Temperature

Operating and storage temperature ranges from

-40°C to 85°C.

1.5.8 Contact Bounce
Metal dome keyboards have a contact bounce of less than 5

milliseconds.

1.5.9 Encoding
In most cases, the following circuit layouts can be used:

• x/y

• Common buss
• Two pole

1.5.10 Electrical

The maximum circuit rating is 30V DC, 100 mitliamps. 1 watt.

1.5.11 Ufa Expectancy

Metal dome/PCB/actuator keyboards meet or exceed three

million closures.

Tactile Floating Key Assembly

1 .6 Tactile Floating Key Assembly

The tactile floating key assembly uses plastic keys in

combination with either tactile membrane or metal dome

switches. The keys are contained m a bezel or frame that is

positioned over the switches.

The type of dome selected depends upon cost, life

expectancy, and touch requirements.

The following figure shows one design of the tactile floating

key assembly using a metal dome switch.

Tactile Floating Keytop

S*ngte Key Cross-Section

PUMO Contact B

1.6.1 Actuator

In either a tactile membrane or metal dome design, the

actuator must be integral to the key itself. The polyester dome

switch requires a round, flat actuator. In contrast, a metal

dome must have a pointed actuator positioned over the

depression in the dome's center.
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1.6.2 Contact Materials

Contact materials include silver, carbon, or a silver/carbon

blend when a flexible membrane is used and ttn/)ead t nickel,

or nickel/gold plate in the case of a rigid tower PCB circuit with

metal domes.

1.6.3 Standard Switch Travel

Switch travel is typically .028" tor a tactile membrane design

and .025" for a metal dome design.

1 .6.4 Standard Thickness

The thickness of the housing that holds the keys in position

greatly influences the overall thickness of the assembly. In

addition, thickness of a tactile membrane or metal dome
switch assembly also depends on the type of tower circuit

selected (flexible polyester or PCB), as well as the backer

layer.

The standard thickness of a metal dome switch assembly

without the the plastic frame is .087".

The standard thickness of a flexible polyester dome switch

assembly without a backer is .053". (A typical backer

thickness is .125".)

The standard thickness of a polyester dome switch assembly

with a rigid PCB lower circuit is .105".

1.6.5 Actuation Force

Actuation force conforms to the standard tor a polyester and

metal dome switch assembly discussed in Sections 1 .2 and

1 .5. The characteristics of the floating keyboard make it much
easier to vary the tactile feedback of the unit.

1.6.6 Standard Tooling and Tolerance
The tactile membrane and metal dome switch assemblies are

tooled using steel rule dies. This method results in dimensional

tolerances of ±.010".

More costly male/female hard tooling must be used to achieve

dimensional tolerance of ± .005". In addition, the snap-action

protrusions on polyester dome assemblies require match mold
sets, increasing tooling costs.

1.6.7 Operating and Storage Temperature
Operating and storage temperature ranges from

-40°C to 85°C.

Note

Extreme temperatures vary the actuation force and feel of the

keyboard.

1.6.8 Contact Bounce
Contact bounce conforms to the standard tor tactile

membrane and metal dome switches as discussed in Sector*

1.2 and 1.5.

1.6.9 Encoding

In most cases, the following circuit layouts can be used wr
tactile membrane dome switches:

• x/y

• Common buss

• 2 pole

• 3 pole

• 4 pole

Note

Three and four pole circuits often require a specially shapec

actuator. In addition, they have limitations placed upon contac:

bounce and density of layout.

Metal dome switches can use the following circuit layouts:

• x/y

• Common buss
• 2 pole

1.6.10 Electrical

The maximum circuit rating is 30V DC, 100 miHiamps, 1 wan

1.6.11 Life Expectancy

A tactile floating key assembly conforms to the standard for

tactile membrane (3 million closures) and tactile metal dome

(3 million closures).

Tactile Floating Actuator

1.7 Tactile Floating Actuator with Graphics Assembly

This assembly ts either a metal dome or tactile membrane

switch that has electronic components mounted between the

graphic and circuit layers. A floating actuator transmits key

actuation from the graphic overlay directly to the contact, thus

bypassing the need tor a second PCB to mount components.

An injection-molded plastic frame provides a surface for the

graphic overlay. The actuators are positioned within this frame

and over each switch.

The thickness of the frame depends on the electronic

components being used.

The following figure shows the design with display

components mounted between the graphic and switch layers:

Tactile Floating Key Actuator/with Graphics

Components Top Surft

I

^
1 r En

=T7

Single Key Cross-Section with LED Components Top Surface

Mounted On P C 8

-Overtoy
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1.7.1 Actuator Design
Thts assembly is usually used with metal dome, rather than

polyester dome switches tor cost consideration. High volume
applications are better accommodated by using polyester

domes m conjunction with a living hinge actuator. (See Section

1 .9 for more detail.)

1.7.2 Contact Materials

Contact materials include silver, carbon, or a silver/carbon

blend when a flexible membrane is used and tin/lead, nickel,

or nickel/gold plate m the case of a rigid lower PCB circuit with

metal domes

1.7.3 Standard Switch Travel

Switch travel is typically .025" with metal domes and .028*

when a tactile membrane design is used.

1.7.4 Standard Thickness
Keyboard thickness depends largely on the type of the

actuators required and whether the keyboard is a tactile

membrane or metal dome.

PCB thickness is usually .062" in these products.

Standard thickness for a metal dome keyboard without a
plastc frame is .087".

Standard thickness for a polyester dome keyboard with a rigid

PCB is .095".

1.7.5 Actuation Force

Actuation force is 12 ounces ± 2 ounces for tactile membrane
switches and 16 ounces ±2 ounces for metal dome switches.

The characteristics of the floating keyboard make it much
easier to vary the feel of the unit.

1.7.6 Standard Tooling and Tolerance
Metal dome and tactile membrane switch assemblies are

tooled using steel rule dies. This method results in dimensional

tolerances of ± .010V

More costly male/female hard tooling must be used to achieve

dimensional tolerances of ± .005"

.

The domes on the tactile membrane switch require match
mold sets, increasing tooling costs somewhat. Injection

molding tooting is also necessary.

1 .7.7 Operating and Storage Temperature

Operating and storage temperature ranges from

-40°C to 85°C.

Note

Extreme temperatures cause the actuation forehand feel of

the keyboard to vary.

1.7.8 Contact Bounce
Contact bounce conforms to the standard for tactile

membrane and metal dome keyboards. Refer to Sections 1.2

and 1.5.

1.7.9 Encoding
In most cases, the following circuit layouts can be used with

polyester dome switches:

• xfy

• Common buss
• 2 pole

• 3 pole

• 4 pole

Note

Three and four pole circuits often require a specially shaped

actuator. In addition, they have limitations placed upon contact

bounce and density of layout.

Metal dome switches can use the following circuit layouts:

• x/y

• Common buss
• Two pole

1.7.10 Electrical

The maximum circuit rating is 30V DC, 100 milliamps. 1 watt.

1.7.11 Ufa Expectancy

A tactile floating key assembly conforms to the standard for

tactile membrane (3 million closures) and tactile metal dome

(3 million closures)
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Tactile Living Hinge Key Assembly

1.6 Tactile Living Hinge Key Assembly
This assembly resembles the floating key assembly described

in Section 1 .6. Either a tactile membrane or a metal dome
switch may be used in conjunction with a frame to mount keys

and actuators over the switches.

However, the key assembly is a single piece of plastic with

tabs attaching the key to the frame. The tab is thinner at one
point to act as a hinge, thus allowing the key to flex.

The primary advantage of a Sving hinge key design is that it

reduces the number of pans and, consequently, assembly

time.

The following figures illustrate the actuator design of a living

hinge keytop tor use with either a tactile membrane or metal

dome switch:

Tactile/Living Hinge Keytop

StartvuSto* Dome

Keytop Actuator Over Tactile/Membrane
Single Key Cross-Section

|J"j
Note Actu*tor«n«i «MlDSrwo*d

SeacttJ tUhnwi I— Heal Stake

— ****** low* M-nbww C*Cw4

Note

In certain applications the keyboard supplier may provide only

the basic keyboard or the keyboard with the frame of keys.

1*8.1 Actuator Design
The actuator of the key used over a tactile membrane swer e
O-shaped to ensure proper action. The actuator used over a

metal dome, however, is pointed for proper positioning over

the depression in the domVs center.

1.8.2 Contact Materials

Contact materials include silver, carbon, or a silver/carbon

blend when a flexible membrane is used and tin/lead, niefce*

or nickel/gold plate in the case of a rigid lower PCB circuit.

1.8.3 Standard Thickness

Naturally, the height of the keys and the thickness of the beza
influences the overall keyboard thickness. Typical thickness s
.250*.

1.8.4 Standard Switch Travel

Switch travel is typically .025" with a metal dome design and

.028* with a tactile membrane design.

1.8.5 Actuation Force
Actuation force is 1 2 ounces ± 2 ounces for tactile membrane
switches and 16 ounces ± 2 ounces for metal dome switches

The characteristics of the floating keyboard make it much
easier to vary the feel of the unit.

1.8.8 Standard Tooling and Tolerance

The metal dome and tactile membrane switch assemblies are

tooled using steel rule dies. This method results in dimensional

tolerances of .010"

.

More costly male/female hard tooling must be used to achieve

dimensional tolerance of ± .005* . The snappabte protrusions

on polyester dome assemblies require match mold sets,

increasing tooling costs. In addition, injection molding is

required for key assembly.

1.8.7 Operating and Storage Temperature

Operating and storage temperature ranges from

-40°Cto85°C.

Note
Extreme temperatures result in variation in the feel of the

keyboard.

1 .8.8 Contact Bounce
Contact bounce conforms to the standard for tactile

membrane (Section 1 .2) and metal dome keyboards (Section

1.5).

1.8.9 Encoding
In most cases, the following circuit layouts can be used with

tactile membrane switches:

• x/y

• Common buss

• 2 pole

• 3 pole

• 4 pole

Nofe
Three and four pole circuits often require a specially shaped

actuator. In addition, they have limitations placed upon contact

bounce and density of layout.

The following circuit layouts can be used with metal dome
switches;

• x/y

• Common buss
• 2 pole

10



Keyboard Types

1.6.10 Electrical

The max'mum circuit rating s 30V DC. 100 milliamps, 1 watt.

1.8.11 Life Expectancy

A tactile floating key assembly conforms to the standard for

tactile membrane (3 million closures) and tactile metal dome
(3 million closures)

Living Hinge Actuator with Graphic
Assembly

1.9 Living Hinge Actuator with Graphic Assembly
t*.$ asse^bv combines a tactile membrane switch assembly

wt a completely flat graphic overlay. Like the living hinge key

asse^o y described in the previous section, this approach

maxes jse of a.frame assembly. However, this frame serves

oo y as an actuator layer and does not have keytops. Instead

Pe *fa^e orovides a mounting surface for a flat graphic

over ay

Tie mooed actuator layer is typically heat staked to either a

PCB ower circuit or a plastic backer (m the case of a flexible

iowef crcud).

to is not recommended that the living hinge with actuator and
graphics be used with metal dome construction.

The <o !lowiog figure shows the design with a tactile membrane
swic^

Tactile Living Hinge Actuator with Graphics

CtfCurt

If desired, the actuator layer can be manufactured to allow

electronic components to be mounted between the graphic

and circuit layers. The advantages of this approach are

discussed in Section 1 7.

1.9.1 Actuator Design
The actuator of the key used over a tactile membrane switch is

D-shaped to ensure proper action.

1.9.2 Contact Materials

Contact materials include silver, carbon, or a silver/carbon

blend when a flexible membrane is used and tin/lead, nickel,

or nickel/gold plate in the case of a rigid lower PCB circuit.

1.9.3 Standard Thickness
Naturally, the thickness of the frame assembly influences the

overall keyboard thickness. In addition, the type of lower

circuit selected and the backer affect thickness.

A flexible polyester dome switch assembly without a backer is

typically .053" thick. (Backer thickness is typically .125"
.)

A polyester dome switch assembly with a PCB lower circuit is

typically .105" thick.

1.9.4 Standard Switch Travel

Switch travel is typically .028" for a tactile membrane.

1.9.5 Actuation Force
Actuation force is 1 2 ounces ± 2 ounces for tactile membrane
switches. The characteristics of the floating keyboard make it

much easier to vary the feel of the unit.

1.9.6 Standard Tooling and Tolerance

The keyboard is tooled using steel rule dies. This method

results in dimensional tolerances of ± .010"

.

More costly male/female hard tooling must be used to achieve

dimensional tolerance of ± .005*. The snappable protrusions

on polyester dome assemblies require match mold sets,

increasing tooling costs. In addition, injection molding is

required for the living hinge frame assembly.

1.9.7 Operating and Storage Temperature

Operating and storage temperature ranges from

-40°Cto85°C.

Note

Extreme temperatures result in variation in the feel of the

keyboard.

1.9.6 Contact Bounce
Contact bounce conforms to the standard tor tactile

membrane (Section 1 .2) and metal dome keyboards (Section

1.5).

1.9.9 Encoding
In most cases, the following circuit layouts can be used with

tactile membrane switches:

• x/y

• Common buss
• 2 pole

• 3 pole

• 4 pole

Note

Three and four pole circuits often require a speciafly shaped

actuator. In addition, they have limitations placed upon contact

bounce and density of layout.

The following circuit layouts can be used with metal dome
switches:

• x/y

• Common buss
• 2 pole

1.9.10 Electrical

The maximum circuit rating is 30V DC, 100 milfiamps, 1 watt

1.9.11 Ufe Expectancy
A tactile floating key assembly conforms to the standard for

tactile membrane (3 million closures).

11



Chapter 2

Circuit Construction

Although circuit construction need not be specified to the

manufacturer, you should consider the following areas when
preparing an application feasibility study or cost estimate:

• Circuit encoding
• Circuit interfaceAermination

• Touch sensation (flat or tactile)

• Environmental requirements

• Price objectives

This chapter describes four different types of circuit

construction;

1 Single fold circuit

2 No fold circuit

3 Rigid lower circuit

2.1 Single Fold Circuit

The single fold circuit has the advantage of low cost due to

the relative simplicity of the construction technique.

2.1.1 Construction

The substrate consists of a single sheet of thin, non-conductive

polyester or polycarbonate material. The upper and lower

circuit routings are deposited on one side of the substrate.

This entire process is done in a single screen-printing

operation.

After the conductive ink has been properly cured* the entire

circuit is then die cut to the specific keyboard configuration, as

illustrated in the following figure:

Single Fold Circuit

Switch Configuration Prior To Diecutting

Die Cut Swilch Configuration

Once die cut into the proper configuration, an insulating

spacer layer is placed on the lower circuit and then the upper

circuit is folded on top of the spacer. The three individual

layers are secured by either laminate adhesives or, sonic

welding or heat staking.

2.1.2 Closure

When pressure is applied to a switch location, the upper

circuit flexes through cutouts in the spacer layer. This action

results in momentary contact with the tower circuit, closing the

switch.

The force required for switch closure depends on the diameter

of the openings cut in the spacer layer.

The total distance travelled by the upper circuit during switch

closure is determined by the thickness of the spacer layer and

adhesives (il used). Upper circuit dome height of tactile

membrane switches will also determine total swhch.travel.

Typically, internal venting channels are used to ensure air

pressure equalization during switch closure. The venting

channels cut into the spacer layer connect switch locations,

allowing air to be shunted between groups of switch locations

as necessary. (Refer to Chapter 4 for more detail.)

2.1.3 Sealing

It is highly recommended that the assembly be

environmentally sealed m order to protect it against humidity,

dirt, and Rquid spills. Environmental sealing is achieved by

applying an acrylic adhesive to both sides of the spacer layer.

Should sealed integrity be unnecessary, then heat staking or

ultrasonic welding can be used to bond the three keyboard

layers.

(Chapter 5 describes the process of switch bonding in detail.)

2.1.4 Electro-static Discharge

Because both the upper and lower circuits are printed on a

single sheet of non-conductive material, some of the

conductive routing must run across the circuit fold. This folded

area is more susceptible to electro-static discharge than other

areas of the keyboard.

(Chapter 8 discusses E.S.D. in detail and presents shielding

alternatives.)

12



Circuit Construction

2.2 No Fold Circuit

The no fold circuit has two distinct advantages over the

circuits already mentioned:

1 Its construction allows for less complicated circuit routing

with increased circuit functions.

2 It offers better protection against environmental

contaminants and electro-static discharge.

However, because of its added manufacturing time, the no
fold circuit is somewhat more costly than single circuits.

2.2.1 Construction

The no fold circuit consists of three sheets of thin, non-

conductive polyester or polycarbonate material. Two of the

sheets are screen-printed with conductive ink, which defines

the circuit routing. These sheets serve as the upper and tower

circuits.

The unprinted sheet makes up the spacer layer. Openings are

cut tnlo the spacer layer at each switch location. These spacer

holes provide a point at which the upper and lower circuits

can make contact.

After the conductive ink has been properly cured, the upper
and tower circuits are die cut to the specific keyboard

configuration. The spacer layer is then positioned over the

lower circuit and the upper circuit is placed over the spacer

layer. The assembly is secured either by adhesives or by
sonic welding or heat staking.

No Fold Circuit

2.2.2 Closure

When pressure is applied to a switch location, the upper

circuit flexes through cutouts in the spacer layer. This action

results in momentary contact with the lower circuit, closing the

switch. o

The force required for switch closure depends on the diameter

of the openings cut in the spacer layer.

The total distance travelled by the upper circuit during switch

closure is determined by the thickness of the spacer layer and

adhesives (if used). Upper circuit dome height of tactile

membrane switches wilt also determine total switch travel.

Typically, internal venting channels are used to ensure air

pressure equalization during switch closure. The venting

channels cut into the spacer layer connect switch locations,

allowing air to be shunted between groups of switch locations

as necessary. (Refer to Chapter 4 for more detail.)

2.2.3 Sealing

It is highly recommended that the assembly be
environmentally sealed in order to protect it against humidity,

dirt, and liquid spills. Environmental sealing is achieved by

applying an acrylic adhesive to both sides of the spacer layer.

Should sealed integrity be unnecessary, then heat staking or

ultrasonic welding can be used to position the three keyboard

(Chapter 5 describes the process of switch bonding in detail.)

2.2.4 Electro-static Discharge

The lack of circuit folds and the use of recommended

laminated acrylic adhesive bonding means that this assembly

offers greater protection from electro-static discharge than

folded units. Moreover, each additional layer of the

construction increases the dielectric hardness of the keyboard.

(Chapter 8 discusses E.S.D. in detail.)

The no fold construction technique typically results in a circuit

design with two separate flextails: one from the upper and
lower circuit. These flextails are brought out to create one total

tail width. Since the circuit traces on these tails face in

opposite layers, it is recommended that a crimp through

connector is used, such as a Berg single row series #65801

.

(Refer to Chapter 9 tor more detail.)



Circuit Construction

2.3 Rigid Lower Circuit

Rigid tower circuit construction permits more complex circuit

functions and the additional space on the PCB simplifies the

actual circuit routing. This lower circuit typteatty consists of

either a single or double sided printed circuit board, which
enables the keyboard to incorporate metal domes and/or

electronic components.

2*3.1 Construction

In this construction, a glass epoxy printed circuit board (PCB)

is used as the lower circuit. For membrane keyboards, the

upper circuit consists of either a polyester or polycarbonate

material with construction and operation the same as

previously discussed.

For metal dome keyboards, snap-action metal domes bridge

the contact points on the tower PCB layer. The metal dome
construction requires additional location and retainer layers to

hold the domes in place. An optional actuation layer placed

over the metal domes improves their snap-action.

Internal venting is also recommended, but not required for

metal dome construction. Venting is achieved by cutting air

channels in the location layer so that air pressure wilt be
equalized when pressure is applied to the switch location,

flexing the metal dome.

The keyboard can be enhanced by affixing electronic

components to the front or rear of the PCB. These

components can include integrated circuits, timers, axial light*

emitting diodes, and seven segment displays.

2.3.2 Closure

For membrane keyboards, the upper circuit flexes through

cutouts m the spacer layer when pressure is applied to a

switch location. This action results in momentary contact with

the PCB tower circuit, closing the switch.

The force required lor switch closure depends on the diameter

of the openings cut m the spacer layer.

The total distance travelled by the upper circuit during switch

closure ts determined by the thickness of the spacer layer and

adhesives (if used). Upper circuit dome height of tactile

membrane switches wilt also determine total switch travel.

Typically, internal venting channels are used to ensure air

pressure equalization during switch closure. The venting

channels cut into the spacer layer connect switch locations,

allowing air to be shunted between groups of switch locations

as necessary. (Refer to Chapter 4 for more detail.)

An alternative to a membrane upper circuit is snap-action

metal domes. These domes are placed over plated contact

perimeters on the PCB Contact results when pressure is

applied to the dome and it flexes to a plated contact center on

the PCB.

In addition, the dome provtfes tactile feedback as pressure is

applied and released, proaucng a distinct snap-action feel.

2.3.3 Sealing

It is highly recommendeo !hat the assembly be

environmentally seated »n oroer to protect it against humidity,

dirt, and liquid spills Environmental seating is achieved by

applying an acrylic adhesive to both sides of the spacer layer,

the PCB. and all assocatea retainer and actuator layers.

2.3.4 Electro-static Discharge

Protection against etecfo-statc discharge can be greatly

enhanced by adding laminated layers to the construction.

Additional components, such as window displays or

electronics, create E S 0 points of entry. An E.S.D. shield can

be incorporated into the keyboard to alleviate the danger to

internal electronics (Refer to Chapter 8 on E.S.D. protection.)

2.4 Half Switch

If the customer intends to Drovide a rigid PCB as the lower

circuit layer, membrane manufactures will generally supply a

unit consisting of only the upper circuit, spacer layer, and/or a

graphic overlay for assembly to the customer's PCB. This

package is referred to as a half switch.

Rat membrane and tactile membrane keyboards can be

produced in half switch configurations. When assembled with

the independently-supplied lower circuit, this unit functions like

those described in earlier sections of this chapter.

Additional cost savings can be obtained by printing the

graphics on the outer surface of a single sheet of non-

conductive mater al. The upper circuit (shorting pad) is then

printed on the inner surface of the same sheet. Although less

costly, this method may prove to be less durable because the

printed graphics are exposed to operational and

environmental wear. A low cost polyester/polycarbonate over

laminate may be applied over the exposed graphics to protect

against wear.
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Chapter 3
Encoding Techniques

Encoding is the assignment of electrical impulses to specific

key locations on a membrane keyboard.

This chapter discusses the following encoding techniques:

• X/Y matrix

• Common buss
• Two pole/common
• Three pole/common
• Analog output

More information about circuit design and routing

specifications can be found in Chapter 7.

3.1 X/Y Matrix

An x/y encoding matrix consists of high/low impulse leads that

are arranged m rows and columns on opposite circuit layers.

Each x and y intersection designates a discrete switch

location.

This matnx design can be used in conjunction with four

constructions

1 Single told

2 Two fold

3 No fold

4 Metat dome

Typical X/Y Coordinance Grid

Xu X/ X.l

Y • *t ART MOM l-Hlf R W-Sf t

V- 1 2 3 4

Y 5 © 7 8

Y • 9 0 *

X/Y Matrix

:x~X-X-L
- 4 X-X- 'X-

-X-l X- X.

:x~ X-1X-

The x/y matrix provides a maximum number of switch

locations with a minimum number ol termination leads.

3.2 Common Buss
Common buss encoding consists of one common (or ground)

lead for aH switch locations or groups of switches. Added to

this is a single discrete lead or impulse line for each switch

location.

When using common buss encoding, you must consider the

total circuit routing area available. Densely populated switch

configurations may not provide adequate area for

interlace/termination exit.

The common buss design can be used in conjunction with

four constructions;

1 Single fold

2 Two fold

3 No fold

4 Metal dome

Typical Common Buss Coordinance Grid

Location

1 START
2 STOP

"

3 Enter
"

4 RESET
5 1

6 2

7 3
8 4

9 5
"

10 6
11 7

12 ' 8

13 9
14 0
15 0

16

Common Buss

12 -

O

Nol* i ? Functofllmws '6 Output*

Chapter 7 contains additional design data.

3.3 Two Polo/Common
Two pole/common encoding consists of two discrete impulses.

The common may be a singular impulse for all switch

locations or consist of several common groups.

When specifying two pole/common encoding, you must

consider the total circuit routing area available. Densely

populated switch configurations may not provide an adequate

area for interface/termination exit.
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Encoding Techniques

Two Pole Function Lines

Plus Common

Typical Two Pole Coordinance Grid
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o o

o
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STOP

|

o
u>
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% 3 i

I

1

REVERSE

j
tu ,

SI
i

t

Coonknanc* loctton (Gsapftc*)

The two pole/common design can be used in conjunction with

three constructions:

1 Single fold

2 Twofold

3 No fold

Chapter 7 contains additional design data

3.4 Three Pole/Common
Three pole/common encoding consists of three discrete

impulses for each switch location. The common may be a
singular impulse for all switch locations or consist of several

common groups.
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When specifying three pole/common encoding, you must

consider the total circuit routing area available. Densely

populated switch configurations may not provide an adequate

area for interfaceAermination exit.

The three pole/common design can be used in conjunction

with three types of construction:

1 Single fold

2 Twofold

3 No fold

Typical Three Pole Coordinance Grid
OutputU*s Cannon
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0

— j—„_ 3:
6

1
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i
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o
0
o
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—

O o

-If—r »- 6
o

5* « it
a

s5
X

i 8

Note that mechanical switch actuators may be required in

three pole encodings to reduce contact bounce and/or total

run time of switch closures. (See Sections 1 .6, 1 .7, 1 .8, and

1 .9 for additional information about mechanical actuators.)

As with two pole/common encoding, neither metal dome nor

transparent technology can be used with three pole/common

encoding.

3.5 Analog Output

Anabg output consists of constant resistive values of various

levels at discrete locations on a keyboard. By determining the

resistance level at specific points on the keyboard, the

electronic interface processor can identify a particular location.

Analog encodings are frequently used in transparent

membrane technologies, which are often placed over display

devices such as CRTs, plasma-gas displays, and electro-

tumtnesenl displays.

A major characteristic of an analog switch is its high resolution

or switch location definition. An important factor in the

resolution is also the electronic interface used. Resolution as

low as .040* is possible in many cases.

Another benefit of analog is the minimum number of output

lines: typically two or four. This figure depends somewhat on

size and resolution requirements.

The analog output design can be used in conjunction with twc

constructions:

1 Single Ibid

2 No fold

In addition, analog outputs can be used with non-transparent

switches to produce slide-activated switches or

potentiometers, scratch pads, and cursor controls.



Chapter 4
Venting

When a keypad is depressed, air pressure within the switch

cavity increases, tn order for the switch to close properly, air

within a switch cavity must be displaced, equalizing the

internal pressure.

With an environmentally sealed keyboard, a laminate acrylic

adhesive is used on each side of the spacer layer. However,

environmental sealing traps the air in the switch cutouts of the

spacer layer, meaning that the problem of equalizing this

trapped air must be addressed.

Keyboards that are not environmentally sealed do not typically

require venting because their open design allows air within a

switch cavity to be displaced between the keyboard layers*

This chapter discusses two standard methods of venting

environmentally sealed keyboards: internal and external.

4,1 Internal Venting

Environmental sealing of membrane keyboards represents en

advantage over traditional mechanical switches and is strongly

recommended. A sealed membrane keyboard offers

increased protection from environmental contaminants such

as dirt, moisture, and electro-static discharge. This seat

provides for greater reliability at a relatively low cost.

Venting

Vented Internally

Metal dome keyboards do not always require arr channels, but

may be necessary tor some designs. In such cases, air

channels that connect several metal dome locations are cut in

the dome location layer and perform the same function as

8
mentioned above.

4*1.1 Construction

When the keyboard has been sealed with a laminate

adhesive, internal venting is required for both flat and tactile

membrane constructions. Narrow channels between key

location cutouts are cut in the spacer layer, permitting air from

one key location to move elsewhere when that key is pressed.

Note, however, that these air channels never exit to the

outside of the keyboard, preventing the risk of contamination

since the keyboard remains sealed.

17



Venting

4.2 ExUrntl Venting

Because external venting increases the risk of contamination, it

ts only recommended when the keyboard wiU be exposed to

rapid or extreme atmospheric pressure fluctuations and win

not generally come into contact with a hostile environment. AH

types of keyboard constructions can accommodate external

venting.

Venting Vented £xlernatty

4.2.1 Construction

As in internal venting, narrow channels that have been cut into

the spacer layer connect each key location. These channels

then exit through the sides or rear of the keyboard. This

design allows pressure within the switch cavities to be

equalized with the surrounding atmosphere, thus allowing

switch closure at any atmospheric pressure.

Non-adhesive bonded assemblies are externally vented by the

nature of their construction

4.2.2 Contamination

External venting increases the chances of environmental

contamination by dust, oils, chemicals, and moisture. In

particular, an electro static discharge llashover charge of 15K

volts or less may enter the external venting channel, follow the

conductive circuitry, and damage sensitive internal

components.

Methods of shielding against electro-static discharge are

discussed tn Chapter 8
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Chapter 5

Switch Bonding

Switch bonding refers to the method selected for securing all

independent layers of a keyboard, including the upper and

lower circuits. When choosing a bonding technique, environ-

mental considerations are important since the performance of

a switch depends largely on the integrity of its bonding.

5.1 Adhettves
The acrylic adhesive group is widely accepted in membrane
switch construction because of its high bond strength,

performance range, and ease of application.

In a typical flat membrane construction, the pressure-sensitive

acrylic adhesive is applied to both sides of the insulating

spacer. This spacer is then positioned between the upper end

lower circuits to provide total switch bonding.

Support Adhesive Layer
Cross-Section

-tan Conduct*!

Bond strength increases in relation to time and temperature.

Seventy-six percent of total bond is achieved within 72 hours

after the final assembly of the layers. However, the remaining

or ultimate adhesion takes place during the next nine months.

Unique performance or environmental requirements may
demand that special bondings be used, such as heat or

chemically activated adhesives.

Note

When applying the adhesive, it is critical that proper surface

wetting and bonding occurs. The adhesive should bbw or

level out to reduce the number of air bubbles. This procedure

excludes contaminants and increases the protection against

E.S.D. through the spacer layer.

Wetting is defined by a compatibility between the surface

tension of the substrate and the adhesive.

Information about proper bonding adhesives can be analyzed

by referring to the following charts:

Adhesives

Envtronmentai Performance

Vary Good

I III

I

8t**nor

vwyOood

Oood

fc a c d

Humidity

|7 0»yt- tOO*FM100%ftK|

BCD
UV. Light

Adhesives

360 -

ttO -

too

180

Supwwr -

111
Willi
WilliIII

Vary Good

Oood

A 0 C D
Temperature Resistance

A B C 0

Chemical Resistance
(O4.04K**. OrwN.
UMAcM and

Adhesives

Peel Strength

Metal

El*

Acryfic.

ABS. Lexan

Polystyrene.

Polyethylene

li li

Legend
A = High Temperature

B - High Performance

C - High Strength

0 - High Tack



Switch Bonding

5.2 Heat Staking

A non-adhesive bonded switch assembly can be produced by

the use of heat stakes. This method can reduce the cost of the

switch, but this advantage must be weighed against the loss

of environmental sealing. The probfems of electro-static

discharge and contaminants found in the proposed operating

environment should be considered before a final decision is

reached.

The heat staking process involves the following steps:

1 The bwer circuit, spacer layer, and upper circuit are

mounted on a plastic substrate which is typically the backer or

mounting surface for the switch assembly.

2 These layers are mounted over pins which have been
fabricated into the rigid backer.

Holes in the upper circuit, spacer layer, and lower circuit

accommodate the pins located on me plastic backer. The size

of the part determines the number of pins required.

3 Heat and pressure are then applied to the pins which

protrude through the switch layers. This causes the pins to

melt over the upper layer, resulting in a point bonding of the

switch assembly to the plastic backer.

Note that this method allows potential electro-static discharge

flashover to enter between the laminates at the switch

assembly perimeters, Overall switch performance and E.S.D.

protection are significantly improved by concealing perimeter

edges with a bezel or gasket sea!.

5.3 Ultrasonic Welding

Ultrasonic welding utilizes high-frequency sound waves to

bond the layers of the assembly. Consequently, no pins or

plastic backer are required for this method of bonding.

The insulating spacer is positioned between the upper and
lower circuits and is welded at several points. The high-

frequency sound waves produce heat that causes the material

to bond at selected points. However, all the switch layers must

be chemically compatible and have melting temperatures

within 35°F of each other.

Bond strength of a weld point is typically as high as 95% of

the original materials bonded.

Like heat staking, ultrasonic welding allows potential electro-

static discharge flashover to enter between the laminates at

the switch assembly perimeters. Overall switch performance

and E.S.D. protection are significantly improved by concealing

perimeter edges with a bezel or gasket seal.
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Chapter 6
Conductive Materials

This chapter discusses the characteristics of several electrical

carriers used in membrane switch construction. They include:

• Silver conductives

• Carbon conductives

• Gold conductives

• Indium tin oxide conductives

• Copper conductives

• Nickel conductives

• Tin/lead conductives

• Palladium conductives

• Metal dome conductives

6.1 Sliver Conductive Ink

Silver conductive ink is the preferred electrical carrier for poly-

ester and polycarbonate membrane construction. Silver inks

have many inherent advantages:

• Favorable conductivity to cost ratio

• Ease of application

• Ductility

• Resistance to flaking

• Long term reliability

6.1.1 Manufacture

Silver conductive inks are manufactured by blending fine silver

particles in an epoxy binder to form a homogeneous polymer.

The standard concentration of silver particles is 63%, but can

be altered as cost requirements dictate. Keep in mind,

however, that resistivity is inversely proportional to the silver

concentration.

Inks with a 63% silver concentration have a typical sheet

resistivity of .010 to .012 ohms per square mil..

6.1.2 Curing

Once deposited on the polyester or polycarbonate substrate,

proper curing of the ink is critical. The process of curing the

freshly deposited epoxy-base polymer involves exposing the

conductive inks to dry heat at 1 00°C for an extended period

of time.

Proper curing results in consistent resistivity, substrate

adhesion, and lack of flaking even when folded. On the other

hand, improperly cured inks are subject to flaking, poor

ductility, and increased resistivity.

6.1.3 RetlttWIty

A fold endurance test developed by MIT. demonstrates the

ductility of properly cured conductive inks. This test measures
ductility as a function of circuit resistivity. A conductive circuit

at 50 ohms/sqVmi resistivity increases to only 90
ohms/sq./mil. after 200 270° folds.

Silver Conductive Material Product Characteristics

Test Method Unrti Results

Sheet Resistivity OHM meter OHMS/SoyMil .010-.012

Resistivity after

flex crease

(180° one cycle)

OHM meter

15 sec. after test

OHMS/Sq/Ma .050

Fold (270°

200 cycles)

MIT (old endur-

ance test 15 sec.

after test

OHMS/Sq/Ma .090

Resistivity After ThermalShock

ury neat

5 cycles 1/2 hour

each. 3M oven

OHMS/So/MS .090

Humidity Mil Standard 202E
Method 103.

Condition A—
40°C/95% RH,

1U Qay5, O CyCJoo

1/2 hour each

OHMS/Sq/Ma .09-100

Tape Adhesion

(after both tests)

3M tape No. 810 Visual Excellent

Fingernail

Scratch

Resistance

Moderate

pressure

Visual Excellent

Abrasion

Resistance

(pencil borders)

ASTMD 3363*74 2H

Adhesion*

tape pull

3M Scotch tape

No. 810

Visual Excellent

Silver Migration Mil Std. 202,

1060. 2 cycles/

day22°C(68°F).
65°C(150°F),

90-95% RH. 50C
volts after 10 days

25 Mil lines

equal spacing

& 6 Mil lines

equal spacing

No change
from arcing

or shorting

out.

Sulphur 38 milligrams

sulphur in one

cubic ft. chamber

50°C, 80% RH tor

10 days to create

sulphur dioxide

environment

OHMS/Sq/Mil No loss in

resistance:

noted dis-

coloration

Saft Spray ASTMB117
95°F,5%sart

solution. 10 dyas

OHMS/Sq/Mi! Initial:

.0118

After salt

test: .08

Initial after

crease: .050

After crease

and salt

test: .011
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6.1.4 Cost Extending Silver

Shoutd unit cost be an overriding concern, carbon or epoxy

fillers may be added to silver conductive inks. This process

towers the silver concentration and thus towers the materials

cost. However, circuit performance is also towered due to

increased resistivity.

6.1.5 Silver Migration

Silver migration can be thought of as a form of leaching which

causes the silver particles to separate from the epoxy polymer.

Areas that have experienced, migration become points of

increased resistivity and potential shorting.

Silver migration is of concern when dealing with non-sealed

keyboards, or keyboards with external venting.

Silver migration may occur under high humidity. The migration

can be inhibited by depositing a carbon layer over the silver

conductive routing. This carbon layer forms a barrier that

decreases the chance of migration.

External switch components, such as termination/interface
.

flextails, are particularly prone to silver migration due to their

exposure to environmental moisture. Consequently, additional

protection is strongly recommended.

Carbon overcoating of the entire circuit routing is advised for

non-adhesively sealed keyboards because they are subject to

environmental moisture. However, this additional

manufacturing step increases unit cost. The carbon

overcoating process is described in Section 6.2.3.

6.2 Carbon Conductive*
Carbon conductive ink serves as an alternate electrical carrier

for polyester and polycarbonate membrane construction.

These inks have the advantage of reduced cost when

compared to silver inks.

However, carbon conductive inks also have higher resistivity.

For that reason, their use is limited to applications that can

accommodate high resistance values.

6.2.1 Manufacture

Carbon conductive inks are manufactured by blending fine

carbon partctes in an epoxy binder to form a homogeneous

polymer. Desired circuit resistivity dictates the concentration of

carbon particles

Carbon ink resistivity is inversely proportional to carbon

particle concentration.
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6.2.2 Curing

Once deposited on the polyester or polycarbonate substrate,

proper curing of the ink is critical. The process of curing the

freshty deposited epoxy base polymer involves exposing the

conductive inks to dry heat at 100°C for an extended period

of time.

Proper curing results in consistent resistivity, substrate

adhesion, and lack of flaking even when folded. On the other

hand, improperly cured inks are subject to flaking, poor

ductility, and increased resistivity.

6.2.3 Overcoating

Carbon inks often serve as a protective coat for exposed silver

conductive ink circuitry. This carbon coating restrains silver

particles from migrating out of the silver epoxy polymer, and

forming an area lor potential short. Silver migration prevention

should be considered if the keyboard may be exposed to

environmental moisture and high humidity.

Vulnerable areas that may require a carbon coating are norv

adhesivety sealed keyboards, circuit routing exposed through

external venting, and termination/interface flexiails.

Note

If migration is of concern in your application, you should

strongly consider a protective carbon coating.

(Refer to Section 6.1.5 for more information about migration.)

6.2.4 Resistor Usage
In addition to other applications, carbon conductive inks are

sometimes used as low cost circuit resistors. Voltage step

down, or the towering of line voltage through increased

resistance, is achieved when a specific amount of carbon ink

is deposited at a point m the circuit. Light Emitting Diodes

(LE.D.s) require low voltage and may now be driven directly

by circuits without a separate resistor.

6.3 Gold Conductive

Gold as a conductor is the most efficient electrical carrier. Due

to gold's substantially higher cost, it is primarily used when

stringent environmental factors are present or high

performance is desired.

Gold contact points or gold plating over silver conductrves

may be used in flexible membrane keyboards and nicket/gotd

plating in rigid PCB-backed keyboards.

Gold contact points improve switch performance by reducing

contact bounce. Values as low as 1 millisecond may be

achieved.

6.3.1 Gold and Silver Interface

Both gold and silver are low-resistance current carriers.

However, they are not compatible, and a carbon polymer or

other conductive material is recommended to chemically

separate when they are used together.

The carbon polymer or other conductive material prevents

silver from migrating into the gold layer which could cause the

production of a non-conductive alloy at the interface of the two

metals.

Although gold can be plated over silver, it is not

recommended due to the added cost and questionable

performance improvements. Gold/sdver migration greatly

accelerates after 10.000 switch closures.
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6.4 Copper
Copper conductive inks serve as an alternative to sflver

conductive inks.

Although a good conductor, copper suffers from two serious

weaknesses:

1 Copper's cost/performance ratio is not as attractive as

silver. (This ratio is defined as the cost of metal versus its ability

to act as an electrical carrier.)

2 Copper conductive inks are subject to continued oxidation

when exposed to the environment. This factor limits their

effectiveness.

Risk of oxidation can be eliminated by applying a carbon
polymer coating over the copper circuitry. However, this

additional manufacturing step erodes copper's initial cost

advantage over silver.

/vote

Etched copper printed circuit boards or flexfole circuitry are

manufactured using an entirely different process. They are

widely accepted as conductive carriers.

6.5 Nickel

Nickel conductive ink is a tow cost alternative to silver

conductive inks. However, nickel has an inherently high

resistance value.

Nickel has proven to be an effective electrical carrier in

applications such as tow cost electro-static; discharge shielding

where exposure to high temperature operating environments

is not a factor.

In addition, nickel is less vulnerable to oxidation than copper,

making it more effective when used in non-sealed keyboards.

Nickel conductive inks are epoxy polymer-based and are

manufactured using the same process as silver inks. (Refer to

Section 6.1 .1 for more detail.)

6.6 Tin/Lead

Tin/lead plating is typically used as contact points on PCBs.

Tin/lead's conductivity and resistance value are generally

acceptable for most PCB applications. In addition, oxidation is

not a factor.

Contact bounce averages five milliseconds or less. Should

lower contact bounce time be required, gold is the

recommended plating on contact points. Refer to Section 6.3..

6.7 Palladium

Palladium, suspended in an epoxy polymer applied over silver

conductives, was originally developed to prevent silver

migration of conductive circuits on ceramic substrates.

However, palladium applied over silver conductives on flexible

membrane circuits has proven to be unsuccessful. The high

baking temperatures required to cure palladium properly are

above the melting points of the polyester or polycarbonate

plastic films used in membrane keyboard substrates.

Section 6.2.3 provides more information about methods for

combatting silver migration.

6.8 Metal Domes
Metal dome contacts usually consist of stamped stainless steel

domes.

Stainless Steel Metal Domes are typically classified

as either:

Contact Type

Non-Contact Type

Within these two categories a wide variety of

materials, actuation forces and sizes exist Although

the selection ol the dome type is application specific

and should be left to the keyboard manufacturer, It is

important to note that the proper dome type, le.

contact type or non-contact type, is used with the

appropriate construction technique.
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Chapter 7
Circuit Design

When designing keyboard circuitry the following factors

should be considered:

• Circuit encoding
• Circuit interfaceAerminafon

• Touch sensation (flat or tactile)

• Price objectives

• Material selection

By determining factors such as lead routing, key spacing, and
dome height, a more precise keyboard specification can be

developed. Keep in mind that the final circuit design is

normally the responsibility of the manufacturer.

This chapter discusses four circuit types:

1 Flat membrane
2 Tactile membrane
3 Printed circuit board (metal domes)

7.1 Rat Membrane
Flat membrane circuits can be constructed using the following

fabrication techniques:

• Single fold

• No fold

This decision depends largely on the density of the internal

circuit routing. If common buss, two pole, or three pole

encoding is used, the routing win be relatively dense.

You can formulate the capacity of a particular design by
establishing a minimum edge to trace distance, keypad

diameter, keypad spacings, openings for displays, LE.D.s, or

other keyboard electronics and tnterfaceAermination exit.

The total resistance value of a conductor may be determined

by multiplying the total cross-sectional area of the conductive

traces by the conductor's length. The cross-sectional area is

inversely proportional to its total resistance value. In contrast,

the conductor length is proportional to its resistance value.

To further estimate this figure, refer to Chapter 6, which

discusses conductive materials. Choose the appropriate

conductive materia) for the application and determine its ohms
per sq. resistive value. (Note that these values are typically

given for a thickness of 1 mil.) Since most membrane circuit

routings are 1/2 mil., double the given resistive value.

Next determine the length of the run or lead and calculate its

average width. Divide the average width into the length and

multiply by the resistance value. The result is the resistivity for

that particular lead. Be sure to include the flextail length when
making the calculation.

Conductive lead spacings on flextail tnterfaceAermination

routing are typically 0.100" wrth standard routing widths of

0.50* to 0.62".

Note: The minimum bend radius on a flex-tail is .100*.

Should the application require sharp folds and/or bends,

the keyboard manufacturer should be alerted to this during

the design cycle to allow tor the compression or expansion

of the conductive materials.

Circuit Design

-m4 100" I 010"

'100-1.013*-

oej-* oba"

-.400" Type*P*

-.628"* 760-

DO
Rex Tail Internal Conductive?

Not* Uu ol conduct** trace to «i>oeof0^b«CI«tro Sti»cO«»i^Prottclion

Note

The length of the ftextaH and the type of connector

substantially affect the cost of the switch. (Further information

about termination hardware can be found in Chapter 9.)

Contact pad configurations include solid, grid, and two or

three finger interdigitated types. Solid contact pads are

commonly used in x/y and common buss designs. Grid

contact pads are designed to be used in place of soW pads;

this technique conserves material and thus lowers cost.

Interdigitated pads allow for two or three inputs to appear on

the same surface at specific switch locations. Interdigitated

pads are used in conjunction with the following encoding

techniques:

• Common buss

• Two pole

• Three pole

Pad Configurations

SoMPao
(Motl Conduct**)

Old Pad
(Lm» Conductive!

Coirib of Inttf^orioftod Finos' Pvtf

TypaaPotaM&c

Protection against electro-static discharge can be increased

by maintaining the maximum amount of distance between the

circuit and the edge of the keyboard.
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7.2 Tactile Membrane
Tactile membrane circuits can be constructed using the

following fabrication techniques:

• Single fold

• No fold

This decision depends largely on the density of the internal

circuit routing. If common buss, two pole* or three pole

encoding is used, then the routing wM be relatively dense.

As described in Section 1.2, the tactile membrane consists of

a basic flat membrane with a dome<J upper circuit This

domed circuit provides tactile feedback and keypad location.

Tactile/Membrane
Cross-Section

__L_ -H

023 tOWTyp
OomHwQht 01 7" I 003" Mm

003" i 003~Ma>

l c

500" Mm

Note: The minimum bend radius on a flex-tail Is . 100".

Should the application require sharp folds and/or bends,

the keyboard manufacturer should be alerted to this during

the design cycle to allow for the compression or expansion

of the conductive materials.

Dome height and method of actuation determine the intensity

of the tactile feedback. Although actuation force is typically 8

to 12 ounces, this value can be altered to meet specific switch

requirements.

Tactile membrane construction can be used with the following
.

types of contact pads;

• Solid

• Grid

• Two or three finger mterdigitated

Solid pads are often used in x/y and common buss designs.

Grid contact pads are designed to be used in place of solid

pads; this technique conserves material and thus towers cost

Interdigitated pads permit two or three inputs per switch to

appear on the same surface at specific switch locations.

Should run time (the time required to close multiple switches

as measured by a microprocessor) or contact bounce

increase unacceptably when using interdigitated pads,

mechanical actuators can be used to produce a more positive

depression of the membrane and switch contacts. (See

Sections 1.6 - 1.9.)

Laminate acrylic adhesive bonding is recommended in all

tactile membrane designs since heat staking and ultrasonic

welding do not generally provide sufficient stability for the

circuit.

Heat staking and uttrasonc welding both bond the keyboard

layers in four to eight individual locations whfe laminate

adhesK/es secure the entire surface. The bonding of the entire

surface accounts tor the added durability achieved with

laminate acrylics.

Spacing and resistive values are outlined in Section 7.1

.

7.3 Printed Circuit Board (PCB)

Printed circuit boards are typically used as the rigid lower

circuit in metal dome, flat membrane, and tactile membrane

keyboards. By using a rigid PCB. tower contact bounce can

be achieved, in addition, the PCB provides a rigid mounting

structure for the keyboard that can accommodate electronic

components.

When choosing between a single or double-sided plated PCB

you should consider the circuit routing density and encoding

requirements
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Interdigttated finger pads are recommended for use on the

PCB when a membrane keyboard is used. Shorting pads are

typically used for the upper circuit of both flat and tactile

membrane keyboards.

In metal dome/PCB construction, the printed circuit board's

contact points consist of a plated perimeter conductor pad on

which the "feet" of the dome sit. This perimeter pad acts as

one half of the input conductor. A second plated conductive

point on the PCB *s located at the center of the perimeter

conductor.

. Contact results when pressure is applied to the dome and it

flexes to a plated contact center on the PCB.

The following plating options are available for use with a

copper-clad PCB:

• Tin/lead plate

• Nickel plate

• Nickel/gold plate

The choice depends upon required electrical performance, as

well as cost and environmental factors.

When using a double-sided plated board, insulating solder

masks can be used to protect exposed contact points.



Chapter 8
Electro-static Discharge/Radio

Frequency Interference/Electro-

magnetic Interference

8.1 Electrostatic Discharge

Etectro-static discharge or E.S.D. refers to the accumulation of

static electricity on the surface of the human body. Friction

between dissimilar insulating materials produces this electrical

charge. For instance, walking on a rug and then touching a
grounded object produces and transmits such a charge.

The usual voltage accumulation averages 10-15 KV, although

it may reach as high as 50KV under ideal conditions. Low
relative humidity, dissimilar materials with high friction, and
large dry body surface area all result in voltage accumulation.

Effective E.S.D. protection must be built into keyboards that

contain electrical impulse sensitive CMOS, MOS, and Bipolar

LC. switch components. Such components are used

extensively in miniaturized intelligent and dumb controls. The
need for electro-static discharge protection increases as

keyboard applications move into the general marketplace

where little attention is paid to discharge factors.

Protection of electronic components and keyboard assemblies

against electro-static discharge can be achieved through

either passive or active intervention.

Passive E.S.D. intervention consists of the successive buildup

of the non-conductrve layers of the upper keyboard without

using independent grounding. By contrast, active E.S.D.

intervention is produced by incorporating a separately

grounded printed circuit between the graphic overlay and the

upper circuit layer.

8.1.1 Passive E.S.O. Intervention

Passive E.S.D. intervention is recommended under two

conditions:

1 The keyboard contains few sensitive electronic

components.

2 Cost is a major factor.

The extent of the protection depends on several factors:

• Use of acrylic adhesive to seal the keyboard

• Type of keyboard termination

• Size and shape of the internal circuit routing

• Thickness and choice of construction material

• Presence of electronic display windows

A typical 0.015" to 0.020" thick sealed membrane keyboard

provides 13-20KV ' punch out" E.S.D. protection. Punch out

E.S.D. is defined as. the change which passes directly through

the plastc construction film and enters the internal circuit.

Each membrane layer added to the keyboard construction

improves punch out resistance of the keyboard against E.S.D.

entry. For these reasons, laminated acrylic adhesivies of a

sealed keyboard increase E.S.D. protection by a factor of 2 to

4 over heat staking or uiUasonc welding.

Electrical Dielectric Strength—
Non-Conductive insulating Materials

Materials Test Method Votts/Mil

Polycarbonate

Polyester

High Density Po»yer.ye-e

Low Density Poye!- F e"e

Polypropylene

ASTM D149
ASTM DH9
ASTM D149
ASTM D1 49
ASTM D149

1.400

3.330

450-500
450-1.000

3.000-4.000

E.S.D. flashover is of greater concern than punch out.

Flashover is defmec as :«e charge that enters between the

membrane layers at :^e oer.meter of the keyboard or other

points These oomts :nc*uoe external venting ports, air gaps

left in the lammate aa^es ves ounng manufacturing , and

electronic diso>ay atogas

E.S.D. flashover ote" 'c *o*s surface carbon tracks leading to

perimeter entry do n:s Trkese carbon tracks are formed during

previous electro-state ascarges Consequently, each E.S.D.

flashover lowers :^e *e>Dca'c s overall E.S.D. hardness. Once
an E.S D fiascovc c^a'ge --as penetrated the keyboard

perimeter, t w =• er.c re z rd;<i routing generally at the closest

circuit to the eoge

8.1.2 Active E.S.D. Intervention

Active E.S D orc:ec<5° consists of printing a separate electro-

static shield o' $» ve' of ^CKei conductive inks on a non-

conductive su^ace Tr s o rtnted surface is located between

the graphic o>er a, a"C jpDer circuit and is independently

grounaeo so rat a- E S D charge bypasses the vulnerable

circuit cortpo^e^'.s T~e g
found should be at earth potential

or connectec x e:-er
t**e product casing or the common side

of a battery E S D ejection tn excess of 25KVis generally

obtamab« us*^ r- s method

Electro-Static Discharge Shield

pf.niecC:-r-:* O' z PaiiemOn Folded Circuit
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Electro-static Discharge/Radio

Frequency Interference/Electro-

magnetic Interference

The grounded electro-state shield significantly hardens the

keyboard against either punch out or flashover damage.
However, a particularly strong flashover may bypass the shield

and enter the circuit routing at the perimeter. This risk can be
eliminated by adding a non-conductive perimeter bezel or a
conductive perimeter bezel that has been independently

grounded in the same manner as the shield, (See Section

13.2.1.)

Electro-Static Discharge Shield
Printed Conductive Grid Pattern On A No Fofd Circuit

8.1.3 E.S.D. Protection

E.S.D. protection should also be designed into a keyboard
without the use of additional components by following these

rules:

• Use acrylic laminate adhesives that add non-conductive

layers and seal perimeter edges.

• Avoid air bubbles between laminates during construction.

• Locate individual switch pads prior to the circuit routing

design.
,

• Place all circuit routing as far away Irom the keyboard edge
as possible.

• Check the circuit routing design before finalizing the

keyboard's visual design.

All of the above design considerations can be incorporated

into the keyboard's construction by the manufacturer without

compromising the appearance of the keyboard.

8.2 Radio Frequency Interference and Electro-Magnetic

Interference

Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) and Electro-Magnetic

Interference (EMt) consist of high and low frequency radio

waves. Many computing devices emit such waves or are

susceptible to interference from such waves including

computer terminals and peripherals, as well as digital

telephones, RFl emissions must be below levels prescribed by
the FCC. These levels were established as of October 1983.

The following table shows the acceptable levels for Class A
devices (intended for commercial, industrial, or business

environments) and Class B devices (intended for general

market or home use):

Specifications:

Radiated RFI is limited as follows:
9

Clsss A Computing Devices

Frequency (f) Maximum Field

(MHz) Dittonee (Meters) Strength (uV/m)

30-86 30 30

68-216 30 50
216-100 30 70

Class B Computing Devices

Frequency (t) Maximum Ftetd

(MHz) Distance (Meters) Strength (uV/m)

30-88 3 100

88-216 3 150
216-1000 3 200

Conducted RFI is limited as follows:

Maxlmum RF Line Voltage (db above 1 uV)

Frequsncy (MHz) Clsss A Clsss B

0 45-1.6 60 48
1 6-30 69 5 46

Note Conducted tontts tn the frequency range of TO fo 450 KhZ are

under consideration

Equipment operating in excess of 10,000 cycles per second

emits a high frequency interference that can affect nearby

television, rado, and communications receivers. The FCC
standards of October 1983 were designed to counteract this

problem.

RFI and EMI shielding of membrane keyboards is

accomplished using techniques similar to those employed in

combatting E.S.D. Additional layers of polycarbonate or

polyester material sealed with laminate acrylic adhesives may
provide sufficient RFI or EMI protection depending on the

partcuiar equipment the keyboard is connected to.

Care should be taken to provide additional protection to

ftexiote termination/interface cables, which are a major source

of RFI or EMI contamination. For low RFI or EMI emission

sources, polycarbonate and polyester material extended over

tne flextari may be suffcient. When RFI or EMI emissions are

strong, a variety of copper, thtn metal, or steel mesh shielded

flexible cables are available.

Adononal internal RFI or EMI shielding of the keyboard itself is

accomplished by incorporating a silver or nickel screen*

prnted conductive layer between the graphic overlay and the

upper circuit. This conductive grid is manufactured by the

same process as an E.S.D. shield and is independently

grounded-

External shielding rs accomplished by completely surrounding

the keyboard and accompanying electronics with copper,

aluminum, or stainless steel plates to ensure complete RFI or

EMI containment.



Chapter 9
Interface and
Termination

When selecting a method of connecting the keyboard to

electronic components, the following factors should be

considered:

• Cost >

• Reliability

• Performance
• Design

• Environment
• Anticipated insertions and extractions

Mechanical specifications for most interface terminations are

standard. Consequently, circuit construction techniques can

be designed for compatibility with specific types of interface

termination methods. The no fold circuit, for instance, consists

of two flextails facing in opposite directions. As a result, only

certain types of interface terminations are possible.

9. 1 Exposed Conductors

In this method the keyboard is supplied with a flextaH of

specific length, which has exposed traces on its surface. The
flextails can be either insulated or non»insulated up to the point

.

of termination, depending on the requirements of the

application.

Four connector types are commonly employed in this method:

1 AMP-Tnomate
2 AMP connector clip

3 Molex flat connectors

4 Precision Concepts flat connectors

These interface products serve as the receptacle portion of the

termination and are mounted to a printed circuit board.

9.1.1 AMP-Trio Mate
The AMP-Trio mate is a low insertion, high extraction

connector that can be used in either parallel or perpendicular

PCB mounting, ft accommodates up to 22 positions on a

single connector.

The contacts are tin-plated phosphor bronze and are housed

in a self-extinguishing terminal.

The contact design of the AMP-Trto mate permits it to

accommodate all types of circuit flextails (i.e., exposed

conductive material on separate flextails in opposing

directions).

This connector system allows for opposing exposed

conductors on a flex tail to make a gas tight connection of

moderate costs.

AMP Trio-Mate Connector Specifications

Environmental Characteristics

Thermal Shock— - 55°C and + 85°C for conductive ink

Temperature/Humidify Cycling— 10 temperature humidity cycles

between 25° and 65°C at 95% RH

Industrial Gas—96 hours ot 200 ppb each of nitrogen dioxide, sulfure

dioxide and hydrogen sulfide

Electrical Characteristics

Dielectric Withstanding Voltage— 1.5 kvac dielectric withstanding

vottage, one mmuie hold

Insulation Resistance—5000 megohms rnin., initial

Capaarance— 1 0 otcofarads max.

Mechanical Characteristics

Vibration- 10-55- 10 H2 :*aversed >n 1 min, at .06 (1 .52] total

excursion

Physical Shock— 100 G s sawioom m 6 milliseconds

9.1.2 AMP Connector Clip

The AMP connector clip noids the exposed conductors of a

flextatl m contact with the piated contacts on a printed circuit

board. As such, rt performs no electrical function.

Amp Connector Clip

The AMP connector c';o can accommodate up to 13

positions. However. t*e oesign of this interlace requires that all

the exposed contacts ot tne ftextail be on one side, generally

limiting its use to s.ng»e and two fold circuit designs. (Refer to

Chapter 2

)

This connector system »s the lowest cost type available.

AMP Connector dtp

Environmental Specmcatkma

7*ef77w/Sftc<*-MiL-STD.i344. Method 1003.1; ten cycles between

the extremes o? - 20*C ano i05°C

Thermal Ag/ng- MlL-STD-1344. Method 1005.1; 96 hrs. of continuous

exposure at • 85 CC

Industrial Gas- ^0>c SO, atmosphere for 24 hrs.

Hu/rwtty-MiL-STD-1344. Method 1002.2; 240 hrs. of temperature

Cychng ano f^f- njm<jiry

Vibration—MtL-STD-1344. Method 2005.1; 12 hrs. of sinusoidal

vibraton oetwee^ tne frequency limits of 10 to 2000 hz at 20G

acceteraton

9.1.3 Motex 7583-CN

The Molex 7583-CN connector series is a non-gas-tight, low or

high pressure contact system. It is available for either right

angle or perpendicular PCB mounting.

The Molex 7583-CN can accommodate from 5 to 21 positions

on a single connector. The contacts are tin-plated phosphor

bronze and are housed in a self-extinguishing terminal.

The design of this interface requires that all the exposed

contacts of the ftextail be on one side, generally limiting its use

to single and two fold circuit designs. (Refer to Chapter 2.)

This connector system provides a locking method to hold the

flextatl in place is the connector at moderate costs.



Interface and
Termination

Polarizing Key
A polarizing key is an option commonly used to plug an
unused contact on a female terminal connector. This partially

plugged terminal can now be connected in only one way.

Polarizing Key
Fits in Contact

Q'3

r* 7f

! i iTjiI t i

» *'
> ->

. 3 489 .

135

ft/

9.2 Single Row/Crimp Type
Single row/crimp connectors provide a gas-tight termination

interlace between a flextaH and connector. In this method the

keyboard is supplied with a flextaB of specific length. Crimped
to the flextaiKs) is a male or female shrouded connector.

Single Row Berg

This connector is attached by inserting the flextail into a

V-shaped opening that consists of a complex beryllium copper
crimping contact. Once inserted, the opening is mechanically

crimped to the flextail, forming an electrical contact and a gas-

tight connection.

Crimping pierces through both sides of the flextail, allowing

any of the circuit designs discussed in Chapter 2 to be used.

The cost of this interlace depends on its contact plating

material (tin/lead or gold) and the number of pins required.

The Berg Clincher 65801 is the most commonly used

connector of this type and is available in either receptacle or

pin type construction.
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Both designs require that a separate interlace device be

soldered in place on the PCB. This interlace device receives

the clincher.

Berg Single Row Connector

S*9* Row &cgFmM
CiWfrtnr

I

-| |— 100 Or****

Berg Single Row Connector

This connector system allows for a gas tight, shrouded

connector attached directly to the flextail at moderate costs.

9.2.1 Berg Single Row

Physics! Characteristics

Housing:
Material

Polypropylene, flame retardant per UL 94 V*0

Co/or Blue

Contact
Body Material:

1/2 Hd. Cupro-Nickel Alloy, UNSC 72500

Body Plating:

2.54Mm (lOO/i") min. thick 60/40 Tin-Lead

or

076/im (30m*) Gold plating in contact area

Spring Material:

1/2 Hd. heat-treated Beryllium Copper Alloy. UNSC 17200

Spring Ptating:

0.25Mm (10m") min. thick 60/40 Tin-Lead

or

0.5Vm (20m") min. thick Gold

Number
of Part Numbers

Positions Tin-Lead Gold

2 65801 -002 6580*4*9"

3 65801-003 658C*-3s?

4 65801-004www v wv^ 65*14*1
5 65801-005 6580' -3*
6 65801-006 658114ft
7 65801-007 VJOv **JV

0
0 ffiROI-flDROuOU 1 UIKJ &sum-as?

Q Vvvv IlklV

10 65801-010 65601-tM

11 65801-011 65601-M
19 Q«#OU 1 U Is.

11\0 UdvU |*U III

H Oilvvruit

OwOU 1 U 1*1

16 65801-016 65801-04$

17 65801-017 65801-0**

18 65801-018 65801-04?

19 65801-019 65801-04*

20 65801-020 65801-041

21 65801-021 65801-05C

22 65801-022 65801-05'

23 65801-023 65801-052

24 65801-024 65801-053

25 65801-025 65801-054

26 65801-026 65801-055

27 65801-027 65801-056

28 65801-028 65801-057

29 65801-029 65801-058

30 65801-030 65801-059

31 65801-031 65801-060

32 65801-032 65801-061

Standard parts in boldface.

Performance Dots

BsctricsJ

Insulation resistance:

>, 5x 10* megohms mm. between contacts

Dteiectrc withstanding voltage:

500 vofts AC, rms. 60 Hz at sea level

Current rating

2 amps max. terminated to 610 grams/meter* 1.57mm (2 oz./!?,

0.062") wide copper cabte laminated between 0.08mm (0.003") thick

polyester msuiatton material

Mechanical

Insertion force.

500 grams per contact when mated to 0.64mm (0.025*) square tin-

lead plated pms

/Average insertion force:

400 grams per contact when mated to 0.64mm (0.025") square tin-

lead plated pms

Minimum withdrawal force:

30 grams per contact when unmated from 0.64mm (0.025") square

tin-lead plated ptns

Average withdrawal force:

50 grams per contact when unmated from 0.64mm (0.025") square

tin-lead plated pins
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9.3 Pin Contacts and Solder Tab*
Pin contacts and solder tabs offer a gas-tight termination

between ftextail and contacts.

In this method the keyboard is supplied with a flextail of

specific length. Crimped to the flextail(s) is a non-shrouded

connector of either individual pins or solder tabs.

Pin Contact

Berg Solder Tab

e 10

"j
4 own.

Solder Tab

After the pin contacts are crimped, they are inserted into

receptacle sockets that have been soldered to the contact

points of the printed circuit board.

Solder Tabs

The cost of this interface depends on the contact plating

material (tin/lead or gold) and number of positions required.

9.4 Doubte Row Connector*

Double row connectors are mainly used when the number of

ftextail leads exceeds the space required for a single straight

row connector type.

When used with a membrane keyboard, double row

connectors require that the keyboard have two separate

flextails, one above the other. These ttextails must crimp a

single straight row connector on each tail. The Berg Clincher

65801 is the most commonly used connector for this

application. These two connectors then fit into a single doubte

row header that has been soldered to the printed circuit board.

Berg Double Row Connector

Keyboards that use a printed circuit board as the tower circuit

can accommodate a double row pin connector soldered

drectty into the keyboard.

The cost of this interface depends on the contact plating

material and number of positions required.

Many companies manjfacture doubte connectors and most of

them work to standard specifications.

Crimping pierces through both sides of the ftextail. allowing

any of the circuit designs discussed in Chapter 2 to be used.



Chapter 10

Non-Conductive
Substrate Materials

Non-conductive material can be used either as the electrical

circuit substrate or as a separate dielectric layer. This chapter

discusses several types of non-conductive insulating carriers:

• Polycarbonate

• Polyester

• Glass epoxy
• Polypropylene

• High-temperature plastic

Each of these materials has its advantages and the selection

should be based on the requirements of the intended

application.

10.1 Polycarbonate as a Substrate Material

Polycarbonate film serves as an effective non-conductive

substrate, particularly as manufacturers identify and correct

some of its previous shortcomings.

A non-conductive substrate must remain dtmensionally stable

during manufacturing and actual use to ensure uninterrupted

circuit routing. Under both dry and humid conditions,

shrinkage rates of polycarbonate at 75°C to 175°C are less

than one percent. Moreover, exposure to dry heat at 125°C
for six months indicated no increase in brittteness or cracking.

In addition, it remains malleable (i.e., does not crack) when
folded, minimizing the risk of damage to the printed conductor

inside a 1 80° folded membrane circuit. (Refer to the fold test

described in Section 1 1 .1 .7.) Polycarbonate film in association

with recommended conductive inks has excellent adhesion

qualities.

Tests were conducted with 5 mil polycarbonate film where the

circuit routing had been printed with DuPont 5007 silver ink.

The film was then folded and pressed with a 15 pound bar.

Circuit resistivity increased only 12% at room temperature and
an additional 3% when the folded circuit was heat sealed for

four or five seconds at 350°F. (Refer to Section 1 1 .1 for

further discussion of polycarbonate dimensional stability.)

An important consideration of a material's dielectric strength is

its ability to withstand electro-static discharge that could

otherwise damage internal electronic components. Building up
successive layers of polycarbonate material in membrane
keyboard construction can result in passive E.S.D. protection

of 20KV or more. (Refer to Section 8.1 .)

The dielectric strength of four ml polycarbonate film is 1400

volts/mil. at 25°C and volume resistivity cf 1 x 10 1*

ohms/centimeters at 25°C. The dietectric constant of

polycarbonate film does not change from - 25°C to 142°C.

Polycarbonate film is easily processed and die cut, yet its

tensile yield strength is 8,400-8,800 psi (ASTM D882 with

4 mil.) and its tear strength is 1.150 to 1,570 psi (ASTM-49T

with 4 mil.).

Polycarbonate's overall tensile modulus averages 290,000 psi

at 25°C.

Note

Tensile modulus is an expression of the ratio between a

deforming force and the corresponding fractional deformation

caused by the force.

No outgassing of polycarbonate film has been reported

folbwing tests conducted at 1 x 107 mm Hg at 100°C.

Polycarbonate has a recommended 1st of conductive inks that

have been approved for material compatibility.
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10.2 Polyester as a Substrate Material

Polyester possesses many characteristics which make H an
ideal non-conductive substrate:

• Resistance to abrasion and chemicals

• Reasonable dimensional stability

• High tensile modulus

Because ot these qualities, polyester has gained a broad

acceptance among membrane keyboard manufacturers as a

conductive routing substrate.

As described in Section 1 .1 and 1.2, the upper circuit ol a

membrane keyboard flexes through openings cut in the

spacer layer in order to make contact with the tower circuit.

The total travel of the upper circuit is typically 0.008" for non-

tactile and .028" for tactile. With a tensile modulus of 500,000
psi at 25°C, polyester ensures in excess of ten minion

operations.

The dimensional stability of polyester depends on
temperature. Thermal shrinkage of a five mil. polyester film at

100°C is approximately 0.5%, which is acceptable for most
applications. Thermal shrinkage increases to approximately

2% at 175°C.

Although generally acceptable, this additional shrinkage can

become critical if the graphic overlay is polycarbonate while

the underlying circuit layers are polyester. Under certain

conditions, the polyester layer can shrink out of register,

impeding switch actuation with the polycarbonate touch panel.

This potential problem may be dealt with when initially

designing the keyboard by providing a sufficient margin in

keypad location on the graphic overlay.

The resistance of polyester to abrasion and chemical damage
is excellent. (Refer to Section 1 1 .1 for more information.)

The dielectric properties of polyester are also outstanding. The
breakdown voltage from an electro-static discharge of five mil.

is 18.500 volts at 60 Hz or 2.700 volts/m'rt. at 23°C.

Building up successive layers of polyester material in

membrane keyboard construction can result in passive E.S.D.

protection of 20KV or more.

No outgassing of polyester film has been reported

following tests conducted at 1 x 101 mm Hg at 100°C.

Like polycarbonate, polyester has a recommended list of

conductive inks that have been approved for material

compatibility.

10.3 Glass Epoxy
Glass epoxy non-conductive substrates are used as the base

for the construction of printed circuit boards. The PCB is used
as a rigid lower circuit for membrane and metal dome
keyboard construction. The thickness is typically 0.032*.

0.062V or 0.093*.

PCBs conductive routing is generally copper deposited

through electrolysis and then tin/lead reftow plated. The circuit

routing is typically on both sides of the PCB, simplifying the

layout and concentration of the routing. Additional daughter

boards and PCBs may be stacked together for more complex

circuitry and electronics. Gold through hole plating of contact

points is an optional conductor for keyboards that require high

performance or operate in a harsh environment.

The standard glass epoxy material is F.R.4 rated (fire retardent

#4 specification).

Should any additional electronics require assembly to the PCB
during keyboard manufacture, a solder mask may be

specified that coats and protects the exposed circuitry from

damage during assembly.

10.4 Polypropylene

Polypropylene is primarily used in switch technology as a

dielectric insulator. Common applications involve the

placement ol two to three mil. films over the top circuit layer of

a flexible membrane switch as a conductive dielectric

mutator.

Polypropylene has the following properties:

Volt resetivtty ohms/cm: 1 x 10"

Tensile modulus rating: 240,000 psi

Leading strength: 3,000-4.000 volts/mil.
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As the outermost layer of a membrane keyboard, the

appearance of a graphic overlay is primarily responsible for

the operator's overall impression of the keyboard.

Functionally, the graphic overlay identifies keypad location,

accommodates a logo, and provides window display zones
for status information about the equipment.

Currently, polyester and polycarbonate plastic films are the

preferred graphic overlay materials. Film selection depends on
the specific requirements of the application.

11.1 Polycarbonate as a Graphic Material

A variety of companies manufacture polycarbonate plastic

films. The largest supplier te currently General Electric

Company, which markets their product under the tradename
Lexan. These films have several advantages:

• Optical clarity

• Dimensional stability when heated
• Malleability

In addition, they may be used with a wide variety of

recommended printing inks.

These advantages are offset by the fact that polycarbonate

film offers only moderate resistance to abrasion and
chemicals. Although this weakness can be minimized by

adding surface hardcoats. this step often equals the cost of

the polycarbonate material itself. (Refer to Hardcoat
Characteristics Chart.)

Polycarbonate Rim

Product
Avsltabtttty:

Type Thtekn—

a

Gloss .003* -.030"

Matte .005"-.030*

Fine Velvet Texture .005
tf

-.02Cy

Medium Coarse Suede Texture .010*-.020rt

Hardcoat One Side .010*-.030'r

Benefit*:

Haze Free Clarity

Allow true colors.

Heat Resistance

Permits high temperature applications up to 270°F in close proximity

to iltuminattng sources

Cold Resistance

Ductile below -40°F

Chemical Resistance

Good only to non-aromatc chemicals

Dimensional Stability

Maintained at elevated temperatures

Toughness

High tear strength

Surfaces

Different textures are available

Scratch Resistance:

Suede Excellent

Velvet Very Good
Gtoss Far to Poor

Mafte Fair to Poor

Hardcoat Excellent

11.1.1 Surface Textures

Lexan can be manufactured with several surface textures:

• Gloss

• Matte

• Fine velvet

• Med»um suede
• Coarse suede

The fine vetvet and suedes offer superior abrasion resistance

and may not require added hardcoating.

11.1.2 Embossing
Polycarbonate material reacts well to embossing due to its

deformation stability at the elevated temperatures required to

emboss. Polycarbonate also demonstrates exceptional ability

to hold a formed shape {Refer to Section 13.1.)

11.1.3 Chemical Resistance

Polycarbonate resists a variety of dilute acid solutions, most

foods (e.g.. fruit juce. tea. coffee), as well as normal cleaning

agents.

However, polycarbonate films without a hardcoat are

moderately attacked by chlorinated and aromatic

hydrocarbons, such as benzene, toluene, ketones, and esters.

If the anticipated environment contains such chemicals, either

additional surface hardcoating or a polyester graphic overlay

is recommended. The following tables contain specific

information about polycarbonate chemical resistance.
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Chemical Resistance Chart

Polycarbonate (Mon-Mardcoat)

Exposure: Immersed 6 days

N~ No Effect S~ Soluble A -Chemically Attacked

Chamlcal Raaiatanea

Chamlcal Effect Chamlcal Effect

Bacon Fat N(80°C) Methyl Salicylate S

Beer N Milk N
Catsup N Mustard N
Citric Acid N Oleic Acid N(80°C)

Cocoa N (80°C) Orange Juice N
Cod Liver Otf H Permanent Ink N
Cotlee N Pine 01 N
Grape Juice N Sardine Oil N(80°Q
Iodine N Shortening N(80°C)

tsopropanol 70% N Tea N (80°C)

Kerosene N Tomato Juice N
Lemon Juice N Vteks' Vaporub N
Mayonnaise N Wine N
Merthiolate N Wine Vinegar N

Whiskey N

Exposure, /mme/sed one month

Chemical Effect Chamlcal Effect

Light Lube Oil

Soap Solution, 5%
Oteo

Ozone, 1%
Soya Oil

N(80°C)
N
N(80°C)
A
N(80°C)

Acetic Acid. 5% N
Detergent

Soiuton. ZVo N
Freon 22 (Bomb) S

Hydrogen
Peroxide. 30% N

Note:

Amines, aikahes and ammonia wiB attach polycarbonate film as well

as chlorinated hydrocarbons, aromatic hydrocarbons and ketones.

Potycarbonate offers very good solvent resistance to o8, alcohol and

aliphatic hydrocarbons. Chemical resistant coating is available.

Hanfcoat Characteristics Chart

ChemJcal and abrasion resistant surface

Optical

Property Test Method Units Typical Value

Light Transmission

Haze
Gloss

60° Backpainted. Flat Black

60° Unpamted. Clear

85° Backpainted. Rat Black

85° Unpainted. Clear

ASTM D1003
ASTM D1003
ASTMD523

%
>.90
<07

95
160

80

90

Solvents Test Method Effect on Coating

Heptane
Ethyl. Isopropyl alcohol

Dichloromethane

Carbon tetrachloride

Acetone. Methyl ethyl ketone

Butyl CeOosolve

rvButyl acetate

Toluene

40% Sodium hydroxide

Cone. Hydrochloric acid

Amoco diesei fuel

Amoco unleaded premium

Gunk S-C degreaser

Turpentine

VM & P naphtha

1 hour None
continuous None
"wet" contact Partially dissolved

#72°F None
None
None
Slightly pitied

Slightly pitted

None
None
None
None
None
None
None

11.1.4 Optical Oartty

The optical clarity of polycarbonate surpasses that of

polyester.

Lexan 1.2 mil. dear film has light transmission values of 91%
with 0% haze at wavelengths from 400 mu to 1 .000 mu. Due

to its norvcrystaline molecular structure, as polycarbonate film

thickness Increases to 10 mil., its tight transmission decreases

to 90% while haze, or image blurring, increases to just 0.5%.

This distortion-free quality allows for use of subsurface color

printing onto the graphic overlay without risk of color or image

distortion.

Polycarbonate transparent membranes have an anti-glare

hardcoat which is also mar and chemical resistant. (Refer to

Section 11.1.8.)

11.1.5 TanaUa Strength

Polycarbonate film is easily processed and die cut, yet its

tensile yield strength is 8,4004,800 pst (ASTM D882 with 4

mil.) and its tear strength i? 1 .150 to 1 ,520 psi (ASTM-49T

with 4 ml). (Refer to Polycarbonate Film Properties Chart)

Polycarbonate's overall tensile modulus averages 290,000 psi

at 25°C.

Note

Tensile modulus is an expression of the ratio between a

deforming force per unit area and the corresponding fractional

deformation caused by the force.

Property Test Method Unit Typical Value

Taber Abrasion ASTM D1044 Change

500 gram toad in %
CS-10F wheel haze

lOcyctes +1.2

25 cycles +1.3

50 cycles + 20
100 cycles +6.3

300 cycles +14.3
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Polycarbonate Rim Properties

Ptiyeteal Propertlee

Electrical Properttat

ASTM Method Property Units Value

D1505 Specific Gravity

D774-46 Bursting strength

D643-43 Folding Endurance

0570
D882.638

D882. 638

0682.638

D882.638

0100^49T
D1922
(Bmendorf)

Water absorption

Tensile yield strength

F(°C)

77(25)

167 (75)

257 (125)

Tensile Modulus

77(25)

167 (75)

257 (125)

Ultimate tensile strength

77(25)

MuBenPts.

%

PS*

Elongation

77(25)
257 (125)

Tear, strength initiation to/in

Tear strength propogaton lb/in

Thermal Properties

ASTM Method Property Units

1.20

25-35

Survives

250-400

Folds

.35

8400-6800

7000

4500

290,000-

300.000

270,000

215,000

8,600-

9,300

85-105

120
1150-1520
44-55

Value

Ff>C) 302(150)

D646 Rexural deflection at

264 psi °F(°C) 275(135)

66psi 285(140)

D1637 Tensile heat distortion at

50 psi

D696 Coefficient of linear

expansion between:

-30°C and 30°C inTm/°C 6.75x 10-5

-22°Fand86°F tn/in1/2°F 3.75x10*5

D759 Resistance to cold °F(°C) -150(-101)

C351 Specific heat Btu/lb°F .30

0746 Brittleness temperature °F(°Q -211(-135)

Flammability (UL Bulletin 94) V-2

20 MIL

ASTM Method Property Units Value

D150 Dieiectic constant (4mi0

(-130 to288°F)

60Hz
10s

10*

Power Factor (4 mU)

2.99'

2.99

a93

60H % 0.10-0.23

10s 0.13

10* 1.10

D149 Dieiectic strength (4 mil)

77°F (water)

122*F (od)

212°F (od)

Volts/mil

1400

1830

1835

0257 Volume Resetrvity Ohm-cm 10*

11.1*6 Thermal Shrinkage

Unlike polyester, polycarbonate is malleable and yet

demonstrates little functional deformation due to temperature.

Thermal shrinkage at 175°C is less than 1%. In addition,

exposure to dry heat at 1 25°C for six months indicated no

increase in brittleness or cracking.

This lack of shrinkage is noteworthy since many
manufacturing techniques require elevated temperatures.

Once the material returns to room temperature, irregularities

and shrinkage must be kept to a minimum. Flame retardant

polycarbonate is also available. (Refer to Section 1 1 .1 .9)

11.1.7 Fold Tatting

Polycarbonate film exceeds a 180° fold test of 400 cycles

(ASTM D643-43), an important consideration in membrane

folded circuits. Most keyboard designs are specified for a

minimum of one millon to a maximum of ten million

operations. (An operation consists of one switch closing and

then opening.) Both polycarbonate and polyester meet this

requirement.
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Abrasion Resistance (Reported as a percent of transmitted tight

scattered, i.e. haze.)

Taber Abrasion Tmi
ASTMO1044 % %
500 Gram Weight

Start 2.0 2.0

10 cycles 2.2 7.5

25 cycles 2.5 16.3

50 cycles 2.63 18.5

75 cycles 4.75 18.7

100 cycles 4.96 21.5

Electrical

Property Test Method Units Typical Value

Dielectric Strength ASTM 0149 votts/mrf 1520(.015" «m)

Dielectric Constant ASTM 01 50

60 Hz 29
10* Hz 2 8

10» Hz 28
Dissipation Factor ASTM 01 50 %
60 Hz 0.26

10* Hz 0.28

10* Hz -1-17

Volume Resistivity ASTMD257 ohm-cm 10"

Chemical Resistance ASTM 0-1308 (Time until visual attack)

10% Sodium Hydroxide >36hrs. > 16 hrs.

40% Sulfuric Acid . >36hrs. < 8 hrs.

Gasoline >36hrs. > 16 hrs.

Benzene >36 hrs. < 60 sec.

Acetone >36 hrs. < 60 sec.

Methylene Chloride >36 hrs. < 8 hrs.

Ethylene Otchlonde > 36 hrs. > 16 hrs.

Carbon Tetrachloride >36 hrs. > 16 hrs.

Methyl Alcohol > 36 hrs. > 16 hrs.

Flammabfflty

Property

UL Bammabitily

Oxygen Index

Horizontal Burn

AEB
ATB

FAA flammability

Smoke Density

(Flaming)

Test Method Units Typical Value

Bulletin 94

ASTM D2863
ASTMD635

FAR 25.853

ASTM E662/

NFPA258

%

in

D(4 min)

0(max)

V-0 0.015*
33

1.4

5
pass

6
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11 .1.9 Flame Retardant Polycarbonate

In an application where fire prevention is of great concern or

in an extremely hostile environment, a flame retardant

polycarbonate may be specified which is UL listed for

flammability. The following chart illustrates the properties of this

film.

Description:

Flame-retardant polycarbonate film, available from ,015" to

.030" thick. UL rated 94V-0. -

nopwnws ~

Optical

Property Test Method Units Typical Value

Light transmission ASTM D1003 85

% Haze ASTM D1003 % 1

Mechanical

Property Test Method Units Typical Value

Specific gravity ASTM D792 1.32

Water absorption ASTM D570 % 0.28

Tensile strength

Yield ASTM D882 pst 10 OOO

Break ASTM D882 ps» 8.800

Elongation ASTMD882 a* 25-50

Tensile Modulus ASTM D682 PS) 320.000

Tear Strength

Initiation ASTM D1O04 lb /tn t 700-2000

Propagation ASTM 01922 lb />n 73-82(015' **t>)

Impact Strength Gardner m—lb 60(030- Mm)

Chamtcat Aealetance

Household Liquids Test Method Effect on Coating

Strong Tea 24 hours None

Black Coffee ® 80°F, None

Catsup 80% R.H. None

Mustard None

Vegetable dye None

Vinegar None

Lemon juice None

Tomato juice None

Grape juice None

Milk None

CLOROX™ None

WISK™ None

FANTASTIC™ None

Other Properttea

Property Test Method Units Typical Value

Tensile Strength ASTM 0882 psi

Yield

Break 10.200

Etongaton ASTM 0882 % 85-105

Tear Strength ASTM D1 922 lb/in 44-55

Resistance to humidity GE Test —
(720 hrs. 0 100°F. ^ No blistering

100% RH) I No visual

Heat Aging GE Test — | change

(168 hrs. © 160°F) 9

Thermal

Property Test Method Unas Typcai Value

Tensile Heat Distortion

®50pst ASTM 01637 °F (°C) 302(150)

Rexural Deflection

©264 psi ASTMD648 °F(°q 275(135)
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11.2 Polyester as a Graphic Material

A variety of companies manufacture polyester plastic films.

The largest supplier is currently E.I. DuPont DeNemours &
Company, which markets their product under the tradename
Mylar. These films have several advantages:

• Cost
• Durability

• Resistance to abrasion

However, polyester lacks the optical clarity at thicknesses fre-

quently required in graphic overlays.

11.2.1 Surface Textures
Mylar can be manufactured in either gloss or matte light-

reflective textures. Unlike polycarbonate, standard textures are

not available except by photo-active U.V. texturing. This

process requires pretreatment of the polyester material and

adds an additional cost to the final product.

11.2.2 Embossing
Polyester does not react well to embossing or thermoforming

because significant dimensional instability begins to appear at

the high temperatures required lo emboss. (At temperatures

above 160°C. polyester is subject to shrinkage and warping

and melts at 250°C.) Polyester may be embossed using

male/female hard tooting. This additional tooling does add to

the cost of the product.

11.2.3 Optical Clarity

Unlike polycarbonate, polyester has a crystalline molecular

structure. This structure ensures durability, but interferes with

optical clarity by diffusing tight as it passes through the

material.

A typical graphic overlay thickness of 7.5 mil. demonstrates

transmission levels of 85% and a 1.5% haze. These values

indicate a somewhat weak image definition and color

rendition. Ten mil. polyester proves unacceptable as a graphic

overlay due to increased haze and poor light transmission.

11.2.4 Tensile Strength

Polyester's overall tensHe modulus averages 500,000 psi at

25°C.

Note

Tensile modulus is an expression of the ratio between a

deforming force per unit area and the corresponding fractional

deformation caused by the force.

A 1 mil. film exceeds the ASTM-MIT fold endurance test by

compiling over 100,000 180° cycles. However, polyester does
demonstrate increased current resistivity in a folded circuit.

The dimensional stability of polyester depends on

temperature. Thermal shrinkage of a five mil. polyester film at

100°C is approximately 0.5%. which is acceptable for most

applications. Thermal shrinkage increases to approximately

2% at 175°C.

11.2.5 Chemical Resistance

As notea by .ts exceptional tensile modulus, polyester shows

unusual durably Its major advantage over polycarbonate is

ds superior resistance to chemicals, particularly hydrocarbon-

based cremcais (Refer to Polyester Chemical Resistance

Chart

)

Polyester Chemical Resistance

Chemical Effect

Aicono.

Cookea Bee's

liquid Bieac-

CooKeo Ca'-cts

Catsuo

Chernes v.-o^-o ~j'3&:- ~c

China Ma^e'
Cocoa
CoHee
Coia

Cranberry Sa^e
Crayon
Detergent (50°* sc

DlShwaSAing L Q.j C

Ethyl Acetate

Ferrne Cniorce

Grape Juce
Hand Lotion

Iodine

Lemon Ju»ce

Lighter Fluid

Machine O
Maple Syruo

Mayonnaise

Merchu'oc^'o^e
Merthoiaie

Milk

Mustard

Nail Polrsr

Nail Poiisn Rer*x;.e'

Oleomarga' ^e
Orange J~-ce

Pencil

Ruboe* Ce~*e°:

Coofceo So "ac~

Tea

Tomato J«ce
Food Co<y
Vegetable 0
Vinegar

Worcesttresr^e Sa^ce

16 hours a! 'oo*~ te^oerature. then washed with water.

N-No Effect

S- Stain

- No sta>- afte? cashed with alcohol

- No sta«r- a*tc washed with nail polish remover
• * * - SHgM Tiar* a*ter wasned with soap and water

• •
" S*g*^t *"-ar* after washed with nail polish femover

11.2.6 DumbMty
Polyester's crystalme structure gives the material superior

abrasion resistance when compared to polycarbonate. Most

keyboard designs are specified for a minimum of one million

to a maximum of ten million operations. (An operation consists

of one switcn closing and then opening.) Both polycarbonate

and polyester meet this requirement.

N
N
N
N
N
N
S*

N
N
N
N
$*'

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
S"
N
N
N

N
N
N
N

N
N
N
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Graphic

Overlay Materials

Polyester Rim
Phytcal and Thermal Propftlet

Physical Properties at 23°C and 50% RH

Property

Ultimate Tensile Strength

(MD)

Stress to produce

5% Elongation

Ultimate Elongation

(MD)

Tensile Modulus (MD)

Impact Strength

Folding Endurance

Tear Strength—propagat-

ing (Elmendorf)

Tear Strength— initial

(Graves)

Tear Strength— initial

(Graves)

Bursting Strength

Density

Coefficient of Friction—

Kinetic (film-to-film)

Deformation Under Load

Typical Value Unrt

1 mil film * Measure
Test

Method

25.000 PSi ASTM D882-64T

15.000

120

psi Method A
(100% elongation

per minute)

550,000

6.0

100.000

20

PSi

kg-crn/mfl

cycles

grams/mil

DuPont Pneumatic

Impact Tester

ASTM D2176-63T

(1 kg loading)

ASTM 01922-61T

800 grams/mil ASTM D1004-66

1.800 Ibs./inch ASTM D1 004-66

66
1.395

.45

P»
grams/cc

ASTM D774-63T
ASTM D1505-63T
ASTM D1 894-63

0.11 ASTMD621-64
Method A
500 lb. load

Thermal

Melting Point

Zero Strength Temp.
"Penetration Temp.
Coefficient of Thermal

Expansion (30°C-50°C)

Coefficient of Thermal

Conductivity

(1000 "Mylar" A at

25 to 75°C)

Specific Heat (25°C)

Heat Scalability

Rammabitity

250°C
248°C
230°C;270°C
17x10" 5

1.05

3.7 x10~ 4

.28

No
Slow to self

extinguishing

Rsher-Johns

DuPont Test*

ASTM D876-65
inch/inch/ Modified

°C ASTM D696-44
(BTUXinch)

(ft
7)(hr)(°F)

(calXcm)

(cn^Xsec)

(°C)

cal/gm/°C

•The temperature at which a single sheet of film over a Vt° diameter

heated rod supports a tensile load of 20 psi for 5 seconds.
* •1000gm. weight on y,," da. ball. 0.5°C/min. nse rate; second value

at 35°C/min. rise rate.

11,3 Selective Texturing

The surface coating or texturing of selected areas of a

polyester or polycarbonate graphic overlay is rapidly gaining

popularity. Surface texturing can enhance a graphic overlay in

several respects:

• Prefect the overlay from a variety of chemicals

• Harden the overlay against abrasion

• Reduce glare from window and display zones

• Define functional areas on the overlay

These considerations are of particular importance when

selecting a polycarbonate material for a keyboard that may be

subjected to a harsh environment Chemical resistance to

solutions of 5% hydrochloric acid and aromatic hydrocarbons

may be obtained with selected photo-active U.V. surface

coating.

Polyester and polycarbonate can be textured in four general

degrees of coarseness: gloss, matte, velvet and suede.

Polyester is normally resistant to abrasion and chemicals

without U.V. surface texturing. It requires pretreatment if it is to

be surface textured. For these reasons, it is less often surface

textured.

Selective texturing involves screen printing a photosensitive

compound over the surface of the graphic overlay where

texturing is desired. Areas such as window display zones

which are to remain untextured should not be coated. The

coated overlay is then passed through a curing chamber of

nitrogen gas and high intensity ultra-violet light. The final

qualities of the coating depend on the concentration of

nitrogen gas. the intensity of the ultra-violet light, and the

length of exposure to the ultra-viotet light.

Selective texturing can also be used for individual key

identifications by applying a texture to either the keypads or

the backgrounds.
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Chapter 12

Color Matching Systems

The colored inks that are printed on the graphic overlay must
be carefully selected and manufactured. In particular, you
should note the ambient light source when specifying color to

t
the keyboard manufacturer.

Basically, there are three types of light sources:

1 Daylight

2 Incandescent light

3 Bourescent light

Since all the graphic printing takes place on the sub-surface or
rear side of the exposed surface of the graphic overlay, you
must also consider the gloss level desired on the front of the
overlay. You can specify this level as a quantitative value, or in

terms of matte, low luster, or high gloss.

This chapter briefly discusses four color matching systems:

1 Pantone Matching System

2 Federal Standard Series 595
3 Munsel

4 Customer-supplied cofor chips

12.1 Pantone Matching System
The Pantone Matching System, sometimes abbreviated to

P.M.S., is the most commonly used means of color matching.

This system evolved from the offset printing trade and,

consequently, the color swatches represent the appearance of

the colors on paper, not sub-surface printing on plastic.

When specifying a high-gloss level refer to the C section of the

color wheel; for matte or tow-luster gloss, use the U section.

Note

Due to their production process, the color wheels sometimes
vary from book to book.

12.2 Federal Standard Series 595
This series represents an improvement in consistency, opacity,

and gloss levels over P. M.S.

An enamel-baked process is used to produce the color chips

in this series, lending them their high consistency and opacity.

In contrast to the two levels of P.M.S., the Federal Standard

Series consists of three levels of gloss rating:

1 Gloss

2 Low luster

3 Lustertess

This color matching system was designed for use by the spray

paint finishing industry. For thts reason, the Federal Standard

Series should be selected when matching graphic keyboard

colors to sprayed housing finishes.

12.3 Munsel
Unlike other color systems, the Munsel system does not

equate color to any fixed formula of paint or ink pigmentation.

Rather, it plots color on a three-dimensional scale.

The coordinance scale which the colors are based on is

known as the Hunter LAB. Scale. It has become the

standard for high-quality color definition,

A coordinance plot is calculated for specific colors by

assigning a numeric value tor the chroma, hue, and intensity.

Because these values are quantifiable, the system can utilize

computers to aid m analysts.

12.4 Customer-Supplied Color Chips

Occasionally, a keyboard manufacturer is requested to match

the overlay colors to a set of customer-supplied chips. These

chips are typically either standard corporate color chips or a
color that appears on equipment which will be in proximity to

the keyboard.

As mentioned at the opening of this chapter, you should

supply the manufacturer with the ambient light source, surface

textures, and gloss levels

12.5 Spectromstsr Measurement
Computer-aided analysis orovides the best method of

ensuring consistent color matching.

A customer first selects a cole from one of the color matching

systems or provides a color chip. A computer-aided

photospectrometer then determines a quantitative value of the

customer-selected color That selected color now becomes the

"standard" against wheh the keyboard manufacturer

prepares the graphc ink pigments.

These ink pigments are then combined and the resultant ink is

test printed and analyzed by the photospectrometer. The

determined values of the test run printing and the customer-

specified color are compared on a three-dimensional graph

for accuracy. This comparison also considers ambient light,

graphic overlay materal and gloss levels. Using the Hunter

LA.B. scale as a constant, a value of 0.4 (±0.2) at all

coordinance pomts s considered a match. Any color

difference of 0.4 or less compared to the customer standard Is

undetectable to the naked eye.
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Chapter 13

Key Identification

In addition to the use of graphics and color, there are three

methods for identifying keypad location on a graphic overlay:

1 Embossing

2 Bezels

3 Selective texture

13.1 Embossing
Embossing proves to be a versatile technique since a variety

of configurations can be created, including raised circles,

squares, or rectangles. In addition, no danger of dirt buildup

exists since the embossing is formed from the graphic overlay

and not by adding separate layers with cut outs at keypads

over the graphic.

For flat non-tactile membrane keyboards, an embossed raised

perimeter or ring key-pad boarder can be added to provide

positive keypad location.

Embossed Rarsed Perimeter Rectangular Key

pKtyL0C**0 TOP VIEW

OSO to**.

SIDE VIEW

| Q2h~ Type* * 003
005' tonmum

For tactile membrane and tactile metal dome/PCB keyboards

without an acutator layer, each keypad on the graphic overlay

is embossed in a raised configuration to protect the upper

circuit from surface tension caused by the graphic overlay

which may preload and partially close the underlying switch,,

Embossed Raised Square Key

TOP VIEW

SIDE VIEW

scene** aa t o?s rrpcn t oox
\m DOS M*wnum
• 400 Type* OM MMfftum

The embossing process itself involves using a heated match

mold tool to raise a keypad or border on a graphic overlay.

The maximum height is 0.035" above the overlay surface.

Note

A matched maleflemate die increases the tooling cost.

When using embossing to accent a key location, it is important

to specify the detail of the embossing design. Although both

polycarbonate and polyester can be embossed,

polycarbonate forms more readily and requires less expensive

tooling than polyester. These advantages are due to its lower

thermal forming temperature.

Embossed Raised Perimeter Ring Keypad

TOPVIEW

SOO Ty»c*
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Key Identification

13.2 Bezels

Keyboard bezels typically take one of two forms:

1 Surface Bezel

2 Perimeter bezel

13.2.1 Surface Bezels

A surface bezel consists typically of a 10 mil. polyester or

polycarbonate film with die cut openings at each keypad

location. In this way, the surface bezel provides a means of

tactile location for the keypads. Additional^ the feel of the

surface bezel can be enhanced by texturing.

Bezel Types

Die Cut Bezel
MaWn* Ty(K-»»v UfrtwfW

Injection

Molded or

Routed
Bezel

1hc«n*M Typ 010
ua* UI&

/OCDCDC3r"-^r--v

13.2.2 Perimeter Bezels

Although perimeter bezels do not typically define key location

they may be used to secure and define functional areas on a

keyboard. The perimeter bezel consists of an injection-molded

plastic frame which mounts around the outer edge of the

keyboard. The bezel seals the otherwise exposed edges of the

keyboard's laminated layers from peeling, dust, and chemical

spifis. In addition, it allows for easy one piece surface

mounting of the entire keyboard assembly.

Enhanced protection from electro-static discharge is also

provided by a perimeter bezel in two ways:

1 Passive E.S.D. protection by use of a non-conductive

injection-molded bezel whch mechanically seals the exposed

edges of the keyboard to points of entry from E.S.D. flashover.

2 Active E.S.D. protection by the use of a conductive,

independently grounded perimeter bezel which effectively

bypasses the internal circuitry. (Refer to Section 8.2.)

A perimeter bezel is usually heat staked to the keyboard.

13.3 Surface Texturing

Surface texturing of the graphic overlay material can be used

to identify a keypad or group of keys which perform similar

functions. This texturing involves the use of a photosensitive

coating and ultra-violet light. (The process is described in

Section 11.3.)

A surface bezel can also be an injection-molded or routed

frame with openings at keypad locations. An injection-molded

surface bezel would require more expensive tooling than a

die-cut film surface bezel.

Note

A surface bezel increases the risk of dirt becoming trapped at

the edges of the keypads.

Selective Texture Keys
1»«t\xr<i Svrttce -

TOPVIEW

S-?Ot*K*yC>*d

SO" t*<twr«dK«YMdWl
! •!urea fm Surtaci— Civ SuO*n«t«

S-e*or*acf 0»«ot*c Prrtno

SIDEVIEW

Note

Surface texturing of a graphic overlay does not interrupt the

overlay surface. Din does not become trapped at the keypad

edges.
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Chapter 14

Keytops and Actuators

14.1 Keytops end Actuator*

Floating or hinge keytops can be assembled over a tactile

membrane switch or over a metal dome switch. Choice of

dome type depends on cost, lite expectancy, and touch

requirements. An actuator tip must be designed as an integral

part of the key. The actuator is always applied to the center of

the dome.

14.1.1 Metal Dome Actuators

All metal dome constructions require a pointed actuator with a

rounded bottom thai corresponds to a depression on the

center of the metal dome itself. This actuator would be

designed on both a separate or hinged key. Refer to Section

1.5.

14.1.2 Tactile Membrane Actuators

For tactile membrane switches, the actuator can have two

distinct shapes. For living hinge keytop designs, the actuator is

D-shaped with a fiat bottom. For separate floating keytops, the

actuator is round with a flat bottom. Refer to Section 1 .8.

14.1.3 Keytop Design

Keytops can be standard or custom low profile designs with

texture or sculpture. Height of the keytop depends upon

customer requirements.

For full travel membrane keyboards, the keytop is commonly

specified to meet DIN standards for ergonomic design.

14.1.4 Floating Keytops

Floating plastic keys are assembled over membrane or metal

dome switches. The keys are stationed in place by means of a

bezel or frame positioned over the switch layer. In the keytop

design, the actuator must be integral to the key itself. Refer to

Section 1 .6.

14.1.5 Uvtng Hinge Keytop

Living hinge keytops consist of a single frame of keys with

actuators that mount over a switch layer. The keytops are

attached to the frame by a thin plastic tab that acts as a hinge,

allowing the key to flex.

The shape of the actuator, which is an integral part of the

keytop, depends upon whether a tactile membrane or metal

dome switch is specified. Dome choice depends on tooling

cost, travel, force, feel, and life expectancy requirements.

Refer to Section 1.8
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Chapter 15

Display Zones

This chapter discusses three construction techniques used
when incorporating a window display zone on the keyboard:

• Dyed-inset window fitters

• Screen-printed window fitters

• Dyed-underlaminate window filters

15.1 Dyed-lnsat Window Fitter

A dyed-inset window filter enhances the apparent brightness

of electronic displays such as seven-segment displays.

The dyed-inset window fitter allows the majority of those light

wavelengths emitted by the display to pass through the fitter

while filtering out ambient light wavelengths, thus increasing

the display's apparent brightness and contrast.

15.1.1 Manufacturing Proceaa

The fitter is produced by dying a clear plastic film (typically

polycarbonate) to within cbse values of the

spectrophotometric and transmission curve of the electronic

display.

Afore

This process tends to hold closer tolerances than screen-

printed filters.

15.1.2 Material*

The fitter window typically consists of a precision-dyed 0.030"

to 0.060" rigid plastic that is mounted beneath a cutout in the

graphic overlay.

Inset Window Fitter

OMphcO»««fv-| |— Cut Out
1

«

0»c" c Ati*es>*a

UpfwC'CtH

lorn* C*C*H 3K o> 050 (

Butfduo

Rc«r AdheVv*

The electronic display is located on the inner surface or

behind a cutout on a rigid PCB. Corresponding cutouts in the

switch and build-up layers allow the electronic display to be

viewed from the front of the keyboard. Use of laminated

acrylic adhesives throughout the keyboard construction is

recommended to ensure an environmentally sealed design. In

addition, a non-glare, chemical and abrasion resistant coating

can be applied over the entire exposed window surface for

added protection.

Non-Glare Inset Window Filter

»— Cui Out

— Stick
*

" " vr Gi**r Co»fcf«5

SMC*

Lowe* Otu-'
.1: -s r*c .

BuriduO

J

Afofe

A proper inset window fitter design can withstand a high-

pressure water test without compromising switch performance.

High-strength adhesives must be used in these cases.

15.1.3 Specification Conaktoratlona

The total available circuit routing area of the keyboard affects

the window filter specification. Early in the design process, you

must ensure that circuitry and window f*er locations will not

interfere with each other Although ele* ironic displays are

frequently located at the corners of a keyboard, the

accompanying window filter cutouts must not force circuit

routing too close to the perimeter. (Sections 3.1 , 3.2, and 8.1

discuss this topic.)
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Display Zones

For product specifications refer to the following chart

Insst Display Window Fitter

Product Sp•ctflcstkMts

Properly Test Test Method Results

Resolution Viewing backlighted

U.S.A.F. resolving

Will resolve

not less than

power test target with

distance of 15*
28 line

pairs/mm.

(38mm)

Specular Measurement of front Reflectometer 1.0%
Reflection surface specular

reflection

Spectrophotometer

Gloss Degree of matte

surface finish

measured with

Gardner Laboratory

60° gtossmetef

ASTM-0523 54+ 6 gloss

units

standard

Scratch tOO gm weight Princeton Scratch No evidence

Resistant applied to Gardner Tester of scratching

Laboratory Stylus

SC-162QAand drawn
across surface

Hardcoat 3M Scotchtape 810 Tape Test No marks on
Adhesion pressed and with-

drawn from surface

surface

Thermal -60°F(-55°O to Accelerated No change
200°F (94°C) Weathering

Continuous Tester

Flammability 94V-2 U.L No change

Chemical

Resistance Staining Agent Effect

Alcohols Agent on surface None
Ball Point for 24 hrs., then None
Caustic Soda cleaned None
Chlorinated Safety

Solvent None
Coca-Cola Norte

Coffee None
Grease Pencil None
Lead Pencil None
Lipstick None
Lysol None
Naphtha None
Nail Polish None
Rubber Cement None
Soap and Water None
Tea None
Stamping Ink None

Cleaning Agents: Rter surface can be cleaned with Windex. mild

detergents, ammonia and water and propanot alcohol.

For colors and applications refer to the following chart:

Standard Inset Display Window Filters

Colore and Application*

Colors

Material and
Thickness Applications

Clear, NGF-100 Polycarbonate

.030". .060"

Gray. Medium NGF-210 Polycarbonate

.030*. .060"

Gray, Very Light NGF-320 Polycarbonate

.060*

Gray, Very Dark NGF-430 Polycarbonate

.030"

Red ( Ruby NGF-540

Red, Scarlet NGF-650

Red, Dark NGF-760

Green. Light NGF-870

Green. Medium NGF-980

Aqua NGF-990

Blue NGF-1110

Yellow NGF-1210

Amber, Dark NGF-1320

Amber, Medium
NGF-1430

Polycarbonate

.030*. .060"

Polycarbonate

.030". .060"

•Rigid Vinyl

.030"..060"

•Acrylic

.060"

•Rigid Vinyl

.030"

Acrylic

.060"

Polycarbonate

.030"

Acrylic

.060"

Rigid Vinyl

.030"

Polycarbonate

.030"

Excellent with Liquid

Crystal

Good with an LED display

types. Excellent with white

phosphors CRT. Good with

vacuum fluorescent

plasma/gas discharge and

incandescent

Excellent with Liquid

Crystal

Excellent with yellow LED
display, vacuum
fluorescent and
incandescent. Good with

plasma/gas discharge

Excellent with red LED
display

Excellent with orange-red

LED display and plasma/

gas discharge

Excellent with

incandescent and red LED
tisplay

Excellent with green LED
displays

Excellent with vacuum
fluorescent and green

phosphors CRT
Excellent with vacuum
fluorescent

Excellent with vacuum
fluorescent

Excellent with yellow

LED display

Excellent with

incandescent

Excellent with plasma/gas

discharge

' Thermal Properties and FlammabBty Ratings are different from those

of polycarbonate. Rigid vinyl withstands temperatures between

-40°F (-40*0) to 125°F(54°C) with a U.L flammability rating of

94V-0. Acrylic withstands temperatures between ~40°F (- 40°C) and

150CF (65°C). Flammability is94HBperUL
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For standard color filters with spectral and transmission values

refer to the following chart:

Spectral Curves

Average Transmission for Standard Materials

Ue««Q* TranwvMcn 28 SiJMi Avcage lnn»»i»on 5S t 5 8S Awng»TimmiMin 10 i ? S*k
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1 5.2 Screen-Printed Window Filter*

Sreen-printed window filters provide a cost effective alternative

to dyed filters. Screened filters not only require less assembly,

they enable the surface of the graphic overlay to consist of a

continuous, uninterrupted surface. This ensures that dirt

buildup will be kept to a minimum.

15.2.1 Manufacturing Process

In the past, screen-printed window filters have suffered from

the uneven appearance of the ink pigment. With the advent of

new screen-printing techniques and higher pigment

concentrations, this criticism is no longer a major concern.

The inner sub-surface of t*e polyester or polycarbonate

graphic overlay is screen onnied »n the intended window area

with high-pigment fitter mk By matching the ink to the

spectrophotometry value and transmission curve constant of

the electronic display, those Ignt wavelengths mainly emitted

by the display are allowed to freely pass through the filter

while other wavelengths are blocked. This enhances the

apparent brightness and contrast of the display.

Note

Screen-printed soecuoDnotometnc tolerances are less exact

than those of dyed liters

A dark graphic overlay background is advised in order to

avoid any bleeding of the window filter mk with the graphic

overlay ink.

Non-Glare Scree^ Pf ntec D sptay Wtndow Filter

r" r

ten Pigment F'ttf

400 SOO OOO 700

WAVEUEXGTH-M)
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A U.V. photosensitive surface texturing can be applied to the

face of the graphic overlay to define Keyboard areas white the

window fitter area remains untextured for maximum clarity.

Screen Printed Display Window Filter with Selective Texture

Non-Glare Under Laminate Display Window Filter

=3
—. (jrdOffC Wrtnt High P«Qm#rtl

— C<fCo«t

9

— GrapMC Adh«Mt

T- UnOt* UfMWiP AdhMMff

— Upptfdtwa

Finally, a non-glare, chemical and abrasion resistant coating

can be applied over the entire exposed surface, enhancing

the visual aspect of the display.

Non-Glare Screen Printed Display Window Filter

With Selective Texture

A U.V. photosensitive surface texturing can be applied to the

face of the graphic overlay to define keyboard areas while the

window filter area remains untextured for maximum clarity.

Under Laminate Display Window Fitter with Selective Texture

— UDC*« C»CV»

— SlMC«f

— LO«*« C*Cu4

> Rv« Ao*es<vt

• UportC#Cw4

. Sear*

15.3 Dyed-Undertamlnate Window Filters

Dyed-underlaminate window filters offer the advantages of a

continuous first surface graphic and the high-quality

spectrophotometrc values of dyed fitter material.

15.3.1 Manufacturing Process

The window display area remains clear of any graphic

background printing during the standard sub-surface printing

of the graphic overlay. A dyed polycarbonate film that is

typically 0.005" thick is then laminated to the subsurface of

the overlay with acrylic adhesives.

Finally, the filter and graphic overlay assembly is mounted

over the switch layers and the electronic display. This one-

piece construction greatly reduces manufacturing time and

materials when compared to an inset window filter

construction.

The dyed filter holds the cbse spectrophotometric values

mentioned in Section 1 5.1 .1

.

As with the other filters, a non-glare, chemical and abrasion

resistant coating can be applied over the entire exposed

surface.

Non-Glare Under Laminate Display Window Filter with

Selective Texture

Graph* C*yt»r^
|

p'

r-oott, rNon Gate CoaknQ Frstburtkct

Upper Crcut
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Chapter 16
Removable and Interchangeable

Graphics

Removable graphics are defined as a technique that permits

the user to remove the entire graphic area of the keyboard.

Once removed, the graphic layer can then be replaced by

another graphic. This design is particutarty useful when the

product requires the flexibility of multiple key definitions, such

as on a point of sale terminal.

Removable Graphic

Interchangeable graphics resemble removable graphics

except that the user can only change predefined sections of

the graphic overlay. If, for instance, a keyboard contained a

number of basic function keys complemented by several

application-specific keys, then it may be desirable to enable

the customer to change the graphics relating only to the

application-specific keys.

Interchangeable Graphics
Top View

iOOiO©®"
OO!0©©"

10011 0 © ©
o oil 0 ©0

Interchangeable Graphics

Cross-Section

IMMUO IQ — BM*Uy«r
Opto*

Uy«f

Removable and interchangeable graphics require adequate

space between keys to alow tor easy overlay replacement. As

a genera) rule, the minimum area needed between keys is

220".

Both membrane and tactile metal dome keyboards can

accommodate this feature.

Because this design demands customizing, it is advisable to

contact the keyboard manufacturer as early in the

specification phase as possible.
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Chapter 17
Backlighting

Membrane technology makes use of many forms of

backlighting:

• Non-functional illumination of graphics

• Fully illuminated flat and tactile keys

• Integrated displays that combine illumination with function

When designing a keyboard, you can ensure the alignment of

illumination devices by combining switching and illumination

functions into a single assembly.

tf your application requires backlighting, you should inform the

keyboard manufacturer early in the design process.

17.1 Subtracttvt Circuitry

Subtractive circuitry consists of screen-printing a selective

conductive pattern on both the upper and lower cfrcuits. This

selective pattern is deposited to areas within the keypad which

will not be illuminated from behind. The areas of desired

illumination are left clear and non^conductive.

Subtractive Circuitry/Flat

STOP A

START 6

ENTER C

CANCEL -

l.°

3 As much conductive pad area as possible should be

included in the design. Additional pad area can be achieved

by printing conductive ink in areas surrounding the graphics

to be illuminated.

4 When subtractive circuitry is used, encoding is generaRy

limited to x/y matrix and common buss.

5 A conductive routing path to the circuit pad is required. The

minimum lead width is typically .020"

.

17.2 Bectrolumhwtcenc*
Should more than 40% of a keypad require backBghting, thin

film electroluminescent panels may be an alternative.

An EL panel consists of a thin phosphorescent potycrystaliine

material and an aluminum rear electrode. When an electrical

current is applied, illumination points appear.

Light out levels are from 15 to 200 foot/lamberts. The right

display Is currently monochromatic.

EL flexible panels can be manufactured to vary in size.

Electroluminescent Micro-Motion

Flat Membrane
Cross-Section

•AdhMiMUy*

•EN

UppvrCrca* L»y«r

-LewwOrcMtUyir
fOpa>ntfPC8)

This process can be applied to both flat and tactile membrane
products, permitting graphic illumination within the keypad
areas.

17.1.1 Design Guideline*

Assuming that the average keypad is .500", the following

guidelines apply:

1 The non-conductive clear area must be within a radius of

.06-.09" of the center of the switch.

2 The graphic overlay over the non-conductive clear keypad
area can be illuminated from behind the keyboard.
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Backlighting

17.3 Incandescent Lamps
Low-voltage incandescent tamps can be used to backlight

graphic copy or functional keys.

17.3.1 Manufacture '

When intended for backlighting graphic copy, the

incandenscent iamp(s) is commonly incorporated into a rigid

plastic backer unit, which is a customized product that

requires either routing or injection molding. The translucent

plastic backer acts as a light pipe, diffusing the illumination

over the surface of the plastic. The membrane keyboard is

then adhered to this plastic backer.

The graphic overlay and/or circuitry is designed so that

illumination projects through the desired areas.

17.3.2 Sslsctlvety-tllumlnatsd Copy
Selectively-illuminated copy within individual keypads can be
produced by using the subtractive circuitry discussed in

Section 17.1.

The keyboard is then bonded to the surface of a plastic light"

pipe backer as described earlier in Section 17.3.1

.

17.4 Dead Front

The term "dead front" refers to a process in which areas of

illumination in a graphic display are rendered undetectable

until they are illuminated. This can include such things as

L.E.D.S, display devices, incandescent lamps, or backlit

graphics.

This effect is achieved by applying a transparent black or

darkly colored ink over the area to be concealed, using a

screen-printing process. The surrounding area of the

keyboard should be as dark as the ink to be effective.

In areas such as display zones, a second transparent color

can be added behind the dead front to enhance the

brightness of the display. Chapter 15 discusses display zones.

Dead Front

^ Oaffc BftcfcQtOund De*J Ortt
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Chapter 18
Electronic

Component Assembly

Electronic components can often be incorporated into

membrane keyboard designs. This approach offers many
inherent advantages:

• Designing components tnto the switch assembly ensures

alignment of devices such as L.E.D.s and seven segment

displays with the graphic overlay portion of the keyboard.

• Assembfing components at the keyboard level is more
economical than adding electronics on a second PCB.

• Receiving a module, that is a fully tested and functional

keyboard with electrical components, eliminates the need for

individual component testing by the assembler.

The design of a keyboard module should also consider

maintenance. In particular, it must be easy for individual

components to be removed and serviced as required.

18.1 Light Emitting Diodes

Light emitting diodes, or L.E.D.S, verify data entry or process

operation of many keyboards. There are three commonly
used L.E.D.s:

1 Lamp type

2 Bar display

3 Seven segment display

This section discusses the tamp type, which is frequently

included in keyboard construction.

18.1.1 Rear Mounting

Except for transparent technology keyboards, the lower switch

layer consists of either a flexible membrane or rigid printed

circuit board. With rear assembly of L.E.D.S, a slight protrusion

of the L.E.D. from the rear surface is unavoidable, regardless

of the lower switch type.

Rear Surface Mounted L.E.D. on

Printed Circuit Board

The second alternative has the advantage that the L.E.D. can

be easily inserted and removed since it simply inserts into the

socket.

When a flexible membrane lower circuit is used, the L.E.D.

assembly requires solderless conductive epoxtes and

adhesives. Field replacements of L.E.D.S that have been

assembled in such a manner are difficult Consequently, the

keyboard manufacturer is usually responsible for such

replacements. (Refer to Section 18.4 on conductive epoxies.)

The following L.E.D.s have a lamp profile that is wen-suited tor

rear assembly:

• Hewlett Packard HLMP-6300-RED

• Hewlett Packard HLMP-6400-YELLOW
• Hewlett Packard HLMP-6500-GREEN

16.1.2 Top Mounting

Lamp type L.E.D.s can also be integrated into the keyboard

assembly. Both rigid printed circuit boards and flexible design

circuits can be used with this approach.

Top mounting requires the addition of a spacer or standoff

layer above the upper circuit. The layer compensates for the

lamp profile and ensures that the graphic overlay maintains a

uniform first surface.

Top Surface Mounted LE.D. on

Printed Circuit Board

StMKtoft SotCff

P*t*d ConuctV~

The standoff layer requires either routing or injection molding.

The actual attachment of the L.E.D.S involves the same

procedure as rear mounting.

A solder connection positions the L.E.D. at the rear of the

PCB. This connection can take two forms:

1 A direct solder joint to the PCB
2 A receptacle socket soldered to the PCB
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Electronic

Component Assembly

18.2 Numeric, Character, and Light-Emitting Displays

Displays help verify, select, and monitor functions controlled

by the keyboard. There are three commonly-used displays:

1 Seven segment LE.D.S

2 L.E.D. light bars

3 Liquid crystal (LCD.)

Display components require a high density of output lines

and, consequently, a rigid PCB is recommended as the lower

circuit.

Like LE.D.s, display components can be assembled on either

the top or rear side of the lower circuit layer. This selection

depends on the profile of the specific component and the

amount of available space behind the keyboard.

18.2.1 Rear Assembly
Display components are typtcaJry mounted on a secondary

PCB, referred to as a daughter board. This daughter board

interfaces to the tower circuit using either a simple mechanical

connection or an electrical solder connection. This choice

depends on the density of both the display and keyboard

outputs.

The design of such a keyboard should ensure that individual

components can be easily removed and maintained.

18.2.2 Surface Assembly

Top surface mounting of displays offers the advantage of

creating a protective package that minimizes potential damage

in shipment and handfing. f

The display components are soldered to the top side of the

lower circuit layer. A spacer or standoff is then added to the

tower circuit. This layer compensates for the profile of the

components and ensures that the graphic overlay maintains a

uniform surface.

The standoff layer requires either routing or injection molding.

When designing a keyboard that uses top surface mounting,

the electrical density of both the switch functions and the

display outputs should be carefufly reviewed. MultHayered

PCBs can help to offset electrical density.

18.8 Other Componenta
Components such as mechancal switches, microprocessors,

and integrated circuitry can be incorporated into membrane

keyboard designs.

Assembly of these and other components can utilize either the

front or rear mounting techniques described in the previous

sections.

The use of flexible circuitry and muftHayered PCBs greatly

enhances the design possibilities for component assembly.

Developing a module system requires considerable interaction

between the customer and keyboard manufacturer.

Consequently, the keyboard manufacturer should be involved

at the earliest possible time in the design procedure.

18.4 Conductive Adh—Iv—
Conductive adhesives enables L.E.D.S to be terminated to a

flexible circuit. This technique ts advantageous when mounting

space requirements prevent a thicker lower PCB circuit from

being used.

Conductive adhesives consists of a silver-based adhesive

binder.
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Chapter 19
Keyboard Mounting

When designing a keyboard, an understanding of various final

mounting techniques can help you address the following

fundamental concerns:

• Sealing the keyboard
• Static discharge protection

• Cleaning the keyboard

• Maintaining the keyboard

As a general rule, the benefits of a well-designed interface

between the keyboard and its housing far outweigh cost

considerations.

19.1 Adhtthrt*
Many keyboard assemblies provide an acrylic adhesive as the

rear mounting surface. This adhesive allows the customer to

position the keyboard on the equipment during the final

assembly.

Adhering the keyboard involves removal of a backer layer,

which exposes the adhesive substance. In addition,

positioning or locator holes can be supplied to ensure that the

keyboard is properly positioned.

Once adhered to the equipment, the keyboard cannot

generally be repositioned. There is, however, a 72-hour cure

period required for the adhesive to initially bond. For this

reason, "burn in" and environmental testing should not occur

before the end of this time.

Section 5.1 contains a detailed listing of adhesives and their

properties.

Note that adhesive mounting requires that the housing

includes a rigid mounting surface which must be thoroughly

cleaned before assembly.

19.2 Backer Types
A substrate can be adhered to the rear side of a keyboard to

provide a rigid single unit assembly

Acrylic adhesive usually provides the bonding substance to

adhere the rigid backer substrate to the keyboard. The rigid

backer material typically consists of aluminum, ABS or Lexan

(polycarbonate) plastics. Common thicknesses are .032",

.062", .092* and 0.125"

Mounting on Metal/ABS Backer

The backer-mounted keyboard is affixed to the equipment by

either heat stakes, standoffs, or studs. These can be

incorporated onto the backer, or provisions can be made for

them to be part of the equipment itself.

When suppression of internal component-generated RFI or

EMI is important, an aluminum backer should be used. The

aluminum surface supplies the necessary shielding or

bloekage of RFI or EMI. For optimum performance, the

aluminum shield shoeld be grounded directly to the

equipment.

Backer mounted keyboards can be more easily repositioned

than adhesive backed products. In many applications, the

backer mounted keyboard is directly assembled to an internal

PCB. This approach enables the final positioning and

assembly of the keyboard to occur from the backside of the

coverplate.

Positioning the keyboard in an undersized opening In the front

panel protects the edges of the keyboard from the user and

greatly increases E.S.O. protection.



Keyboard Mounting

19.3 Front Mounting Bezel

In keyboard designs utilizing adhesive mounting only, a front

mounted perimeter bezel increases the protection and
appearance of the keyboard.

An adhesive on the rear of the keyboard is used to mount the

keyboard on the equipment. Once mounted, a separate

perimeter bezel with corresponding countersunk holes is then

placed over the keyboard. The bezel is held in place by

threaded screws which extend through the bezel and

keyboard perimeter and lock into the equipment housing.

Rubber gaskets can also be used in conjunction with the

bezel for increased seal integrity.

The danger of electro-static discharge decreases when a

bezel is added because it effectively conceals the edge of the

keyboard, reducing the possibility of E.S.D. flashover and
environmental contamination.

The perimeter bezel used in this design is typically injection

molded, afthough small volumes are possible with vacuum

farm or routing techniques.

19.4 Rear Mounting
Keyboard designs that utilize the rigid backer mounting

technique can increase their protection and appearance by

incorporating rear mounting.

In this approach, the keyboard is mounted to the rear side of

the front panel with studs and/or a standoff. A rubber gasket

can be added for increased seaiability from environmental

contamination. The danger of electro-static discharge also

decreases because the edge of the keyboard is effectively

concealed, reducing the possibility of E.S.D. flashover.

The front panel cutout is smaller than the actual keyboard

assembly. The user operates the keyboard through this

opening in the panel.
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Chapter 20
Forming/Cutting Tools

20.1 Forming Tactile Membrane
When choosing a tactile membrane design, a match mold tool

set is required to form the domes. The tooling necessary is a
machined bottom plate and matching molded top plate.

Tactile membrane keyboards are typically manufactured in

what is termed a one up mode. This does not mean that each

dome is formed individually but that each keyboard with alt its

associated domes is formed at one time.

Tolerance of the formed dome location is ± .005*.

20.2 Embossing
Any type of graphic embossing requires a match mold tool

set. The type of tooling required to emboss is similar to that

needed for dome forming. All keyboards using a tactile

membrane or tactile metal dome/PCB switch without an

actuator layer require embossing to raise the graphic overlay

keypads.

Embossing tools can sometimes be achieved in what is known

as multi up format. The decision on using single or multi up
embossing tooling is dictated by the size of the pan and the

quantity of the order.

20.3 Steel Rule Die

The most commonly used cutting tool for flexible layers is

known as a steel rule die. These dies are manufactured using

a gas laser beam which cuts a thin slot in a piece of 3/4" hard

maple die board. Formed stainless steel blades are then

inserted into this sbt. Each sublayer of the keyboard

configuration has its own specific steel rule die which match a

precisely drawn blueprint for that particular layer.

A simple flat membrane switch may have as few as four steel

rule dies while a more complex keyboard could have 8-10

dies. The life of a steel rule die is between five and seven

thousand cutting impressions. Since size of the part and

quantity ordered dictate singular or multi up tooling, a steel

rule die could produce as few as 5,000 pans in a one up

mode to as many as 70,000 parts in a ten up mode.

When higher quantities exist, multi sets of steel rule dies

should be purchased to produce higher volumes.

Overall steel rule die tolerances are ± .010*

.

20.4 Hard Tooling

Hard tooling consists of a male and female machined steel

tool set. When either volume or tolerance levels exceed those

normally achieved with steel rule dies, hard tooling is

suggested. Hard tooling, although more costly, can produce

quantities in excess of 1 million units and a consistent

tolerance level of ± .003". Quite often hard tooling will be

used on specific sublayers of a keyboard, typtcallly the circuit

layers which include the flextail.
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Chapter 21

Environmental Tests

21.1 Thermal Shock
Tested under Mil. Std. 202, Method 107D, Condition A.

This test determines the resistance of a part to exposure at

extremes of high and low temperature, such as might occur

when equipment or parts are transferred to or from heated

shelters in Arctic areas. H also tests the effect of the shock of

alternate exposures to these extremes.

The part is tested in a two hour dwell time between a tow

temperature of - 55°C and a high temperature of 85°C. The
tested part should not show change in operating

characteristics or physical damage caused by the thermal

shock, such as changes in electrical characteristics or

mechanical displacement of dimensions causing delamtnation

of insulating materials or finishes.

21 .2 Humidity

Tested under Mil. Std. 202, Method 103B, Condition A.

This test evaluates the influence of absorption and diffusion of

moisture vapor on component materials.

This accelerated environmental test involves the continuous

exposure of the assembly to a 95% relative humidity at 40°C
for a period of ten days.

The insulating materials in the assembly should not absorb

moisture, which can cause swelling or harm any important

mechanical characteristic or degrade any electrical property.

21.3 Moisture Resistance

Mil. Std. 202. Method 106E.

Similar to the humidity test, the moisture resistance test

Evaluates the resistance of component assembly parts to high

humidity and heat conditions that typify tropical environments.

The test differs from Method 103 by providing alternate

periods of condensation and drying which determines whether

the circuitry develops any corrosion. The test should not

detect any deterioration ot electrical characteristics nor any

discernabte differentiation m resistance.

21.4 Salt Spray
Tested under Mil. Std 202. Method 101 D, Condition A.

The salt spray test subjects the circuit component pans to a

fine mist from a 5% salt solution creating a marine

environment of ocean water atmosphere. The test determines

resistance to salt spray corrosion and evaluates the uniformity,

thickness, and degree of po'osity of protective coatings on

circuitry as well as the relative life and behavior of different

conductive materials m an exposed seacoast or marine

location.

The test should reveal no change in electrical characteristics

(minor change in resistance it circuit exposed to the open

atmosphere).

21.5 Sotvtnt Resistance

Mil. Std. 202. Method 21 5A

This test verifies that component parts (including circuitry and

graphics) do not become illegible or discolored when

subjected to solvents normally used to clean fingerprints and

other contaminants.

After immersing the component part in a liquid detergent

solution and brushing rt. there should be no deterioration of

the material or finish, nor should the solvents cause any

mechanical or electrical damage to the assembly.

21.6 Shock
Mil. Std. 202. Method 21 3B, Condition A.

This test exposes the circuit component subassembly to a

shock that can be expected as a result of rough handling,

transportation, or military operations.

The assemblies are exposed to a peak value of 50 g's over a

normal duration of 1 1 milliseconds.
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Environmental Tests

21.7 Vibration

Tested under Mil. Std. 202, Method 201

.

This test determines the effects on component parts of

vibration wijhin the predominant frequency ranges and

magnitudes that may be encountered during field service.

The result of the vibration should not cause a loosening of the

subassembly parts or any motion between the parts that could

cause a physical distortion resulting in any fatigue or failure of

the switches.

21.8 Fungus
Tested under Mil. Std. B10C, Method 508.

This test creates a metabolic process causing a micro-

organism fungus to grow. A humid, warm atmosphere with

inorganic salts present is favorable to such growth.

The resulting microorganisms can produce a living bridge

across circuitry which can result in electrical failure and

potential corrosion.

No electrical failures should result after a 28 day incubation

period.

21 .9 Dust or Fine Sand
Tested under Mil. Std. 810, Method 510.

The dust test ascertains the ability of an assembled keyboard

to resist the effects of a dry dust or a fine sand atmosphere.

The penetration of dust can form an electrical conductive

bridge resulting in shorts and can also act as a nucleus for the

collection of water vapor and hence serve as a source of

possible corrosion and equipment malfunction.

The test should result in no discernable penetration of the dust

into cracks or crevices of the keyboard and should not effect

electrical performance.

21.10 Migration

Tested under Mil. Std. 202, Method 106.

The test for silver migration is the same as that for moisture

resistance. The purpose is to determine whether condensation

on the silver surface will cause any migration of silver particles.

The test should result in no shorting out or arcing.

21.11 Sulphur

This test creates a sulfur dioxide environment in order to

determine whether there is any change in or loss of resistance.

After 10 days In 80% relative humidity at 60°C there should

be no loss of resistance.

21.12 Fold

This test exposes a flexible circuit to the MIT fold endurance

test.

After 200 cylces at 270/ there should be an inconsequential

increase in resistance.

21.13 Adhoalon

Adhesion of conductive ink on film is performed by a tape pull

test by using 3M #810 tape. This test should also be

performed after thermal shock and humidity cyles.

21.14 Abrasion

The hardness of the sHver and resistance to abrasion or

scratching should be tested using a Hoffman scratch-

hardness tester S6-1610M or by Method ASTM 03363-74

with a pencil border. The tests should reveal no marring after

moderate pressure.
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Glossary

Actuator—A formed or molded protrusion to make contact

with the center of a switch location improving tactile feedback.

Analog—An encoding output that electronically identifies

switch location by resistive values.

Bezel—A molded, routed, or die cut plastic frame mounted

on the face or perimeter of a keyboard.

Common Buss—An encoding output that consists of one

circuit lead for all switch locations or group of switches.

Contact Bounce—The time required for an electrical contact

to be stable after closure.

Contact Rating—The maximum votts, amps, and wans

electrically passed through a switch.

Curing—A process of drying conductive ink for maximum
reliability.

Custom Keyboard—A custom design requiring special

tooling.

Die Cut—To make an opening by means of a sharp edged

steel knife set in a holding tool.

Emboss—A raised configuration accomplished with additional

tooling.

EMI— Electro magnetic interference—electro magnetic force

generally produced by electrical motors in operation.

Encoding—The assignment of electrical impulses to specific

key locations.

ESD—electro-static discharge—static electricity accumulation

on one surface area and discharged to another surface when

they come near each other.

Flexible Keyboard—A keyboard designed with a non-rigid

lower circuit.

Flexible Tail—The termination exit which is an integral part of

a flexible circuit in alt flexible membrane keyboards.

Folded Circuit—A low cost circuit construction technique

where one flexible circuit is folded to form an upper and tower

circuit.

Heat Stake—A bonding technique consisting of heating

formed plastic pms to hold a keyboard assembly.

Interdigltated Finger Pad—A contact pad configuration that

consists of two or three inputs that appear on the same

contact surface.

Living Hinge Key-A key connected to a plastic hinge.

Matrix—An encoding method to arrange switch groups in

particular rows and columns.

Migration—The leaching out of particles in a conductor when

exposed to a high humidity and moisture environment.

Resistance—The contact ohms resistance of a closed switch,

or circuit contact.

RFI—Radio frequency interference—high frequency radio

waves.

Rigid Membrane—A membrane keyboard with a rigid lower

PCB circuit.

Selective Texture—A surface coating to texture selective

areas on a graphic overlay.

Shielding—A method to protect the keyboard from

interference or static discharge

Shorting Pad—Conductive contacts printed on the upper

layer of a switch.

Spacer—An insulating non-conductive substrate with opening

at switch locations to separate the upper and lower circuit

layers.

Tactile Feel—The snap action feel of domed keyboards with

graphics or keytops. and the full stroke of full travel membrane

keyboard.

Termination—The means to electrically connect the contact

switches of a keyboard.

Travel—The downward movement of a key or the distance

between the upper and tower contact.

Ultra-Sonic Weld—A bonding method of switch layers using

high frequency sound waves.

Venting—An air channel cut in a spacer layer connecting

groups of switch locations for air pressure equalization during

switch closure.
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SEJIN
NOTEBOOK
KEYBOARDS

ReliableMembrane Technology.

> FulUmmTraveL

> Standard and Custom Designs.

> InternationalLanguage Versions Available.

Integral Pointing Device (J-Mouse) Available.



MAIN NOTEBOOK PRODUCTS

ALSOAWJLABLE: IST£RB£E BOARDSANDKEYBOARDCONTROLLER CHIPS

SNR-8011/8011J

KEY SWITCH TYPE MEMBRANE WITH TACTILE

NUMBER OF KEYS US : 80 KEYS, EUROPE : 81 KEYS

FULL STROKE ao±0.3mm
SlZE(WxLxH) 1 1 2.1mm x 267.9mm x 11mm
WEJGHT(ASS*Y) 1703:15 gr

UFE CYCLE 10,000.000 cycles

OPERATING FORCE 60^15gf

CONNECTOR PITCH 125mm
USER OPTION J- MOUSE (SNR-8011J)

SNR-8012/8012J

KEY SWITCH TYPE MEMBRANE WITH TACTILE
NUMBER OF KEYS US : 80 KEYS. EUROPE : 81 KEYS

FULL STROKE 3.0± 0.3mm
SIZE{W>L*H) 11 7.4mm v 267.8mm * 11mm

WEIGHTiASSV) 170-lSgr

UFE CYCLE 10. 000.000cycles

OPERATING FORCE 60±15gf

CONNECTOR PITCH 1.25mm

USER OPTION J-MOUSE(SNR-8012J)

SNR-8020 (

__
||^^^

KEY SWITCH TYPE
|

MEMBRANE WITH TACTILE

NUMBER OF KEYS i
US. EUROPE : 85 KEYS

FULL STROKE
|

3.0 ±03mm
SIZE(W*L<H) i 114.7mm x 274mm" 11mm

WBGHT(ASSY) 190=20 gr

UFE CYCLE 10,000,000 cycles

OPERATING FORCE 60t15gf

CONNECTOR PITCH 1.25mm

WITH J-MOUSE

• MOUSE DEVICE IS EMBEDDED IN THE J KEY
• KEYBOARD AUTOMATICALLY GOES INTO MOUSE MODE
WHEN J KEY IS DEPRESSED AND HELD DOWN

• HANDS STAY ON THE HOME ROW
• MOUSE IS UNDER YOUR INDEX/POINTING FINGER
• NO EXTRA SPACE NEEDED FOR MOUSE

am tpvcrtcsbonx su£j*cf id cttsogt vrthout notes

USA OFFICE SEJIN AMERICA INC. 1228 HAMMERWOOD AVE SUNNYVALE. CA 94089

TEL 408) 752-6447. 408) 752-8454-5. FAX; 408) 752-8470

EUROPE OFFICE VGRSTADT38. 6370, OBERURSEL' TS. GERMANY. TEL 49-06171-580451, FAX: 49-06171 580491

JAPAN DISTRIBUTOR MHON VALUE CO., LTD TEL 03) 3833-6851. FAX. 03)3834-2739

SEJIN
SEJIN ELECTRON INC.

MAIN OFFICE & FACTORY
60-19. GARIBONG-DONG,
GURO-KU.SEOUL KOREA
152-020

TELEX.KOTUBE K282S9
TEL: (02) 866-3333-4

FAX: (02) 864-3375

NAA00005470



SEJIN
MOUSE
PRODUCTS
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*

Advanced Opio-mechankal Technology.

» Economic Design andHigh Quality Components.

//ig/i Resolution.

Afcuse systems & Microsoft mouse Compatible.

CfiO SEJIN

NAA00005467



SMC-34-9 THREE-BUTTON, SERIAL

RESOLUTION 200-400 DPI

TRACKING SPEED SOOmmfeec Max

BAUD RATE 1200 BPS

CONNECTION RS-232C9Ptn

SWITCH UFE 300,000 cyctes

MOUSE UFE SOKm

MODE HARDWARE: MOUSE SYSTEMS* or

MICROSOFTMODE DEFAULT(OPT10N)

SOFTWARE MOUSE SYSTEMS*&

MICROSOFTMODE SELECTABLE

SMC-24-9 two-button, serial

RESOLUTION 200-400 DP!

TRACKING SPEED SOOrrwnfeec Max

BAUD RATE 1200 BPS

CONNECTION RS-232C9Pin

SWITCH UFE 300.000 cydes

MOUSE UFE SOKm

MODE HARDWARE : MICROSOFT MODE
SOFTWARE: MICROSOFT MODE

SMC-24-6 TWO-BUTTON, PS/2 COMPATIBLE

RESOLUTION 100-400 DPI

TRACKING SPEED 500mm/secMax

BAUD RATE SYNC 9600 BPS

CONNECTION MINI DIN 6 Pin

SWITCH UFE 300,000 cycles

MOUSE LIFE SOKm

MODE IBM PS/T COMPATIBLE

•MICROSOFT is registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation.

*MOUSE SYSTEMS is registered trademark of the Mouse Systems Corporation.

•IBM PS/2 is trademark of International Business Machine

AM speaficatons subject to change without nohc»

ceo

USA OFFICE SEJIN AMERICA. INC 1228 HAMMERWOOD AVE SUNNYVALE, CA 94089

TEL 400) 752-8447, 408) 752-8454-5. FAX: 408) 752-8470

EUROPE OFFICE VORSTADT 38. 6370. OBERURSHL7 TS. GERMANY TEL 49-06171-580451, FAX 49-06171-580491

JAPAN DISTRIBUTOR NIHON VALUE CO.. LTD. TEL 03) 3833-6851 , FAX; 03)3334-2739

SEJIN
SEJIN ELECTRON INC.

HEAD OFFICE & FACTORY
GO- 19. GAR IBONG-DONG,
GURO-KU,SEOUL, KOREA
152-020

TELEXiKOTUBE K28259

TEL (02) 866-3333-4

FAX* (02) 864-3375













SEJIN
DESKTOP
KEYBOARDS

• Mechanical Click and Quiet TactileMembrane Tecfuwbgy.

• Standard and Custom Designs.

• PC XTIATfflJfovell Netware andPS/2 Compatible.

• InternationalLanguage VersionsAvailable.

• FCQUL,CSA,FTZ,VDE Approved.

M SEJIN
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MAIN KEYBOARD PRODU
IN7ERNAWNALLANGUAGES AVAILABLEINCLUDEARABIC, BELGIUM, FRENCH,

CANADIANBILINGUAL, CANADIANFRENCH, DANISH, GERMAN, GREEK flAIMN,

KOREAN, NETHERLANDS. NORWEGIAN, PORTUGUESE RUSSIAN, SMNISH, SWEDISH. SWISS,AND TURKISH

EAT-1010M / EAT-1010R2

TYPE MECHANICAL [ MEMBRANE

NUMBER OF KEYS 101K£YSor102KEYS

COMPATIBILITY IBM PC XT/AT* and PS/2* «

SWITCH STROKE 3.9±0.5mm 3,5±0.5mm

OPERATINGFORCE 60±25gf 55±20gf

DIMENSIONS SEE 475 x195 x40mm |
WEIGHT: 1.5kg

AGENCYAPPROVED FCC.UL&CSA
|

FCC, UL, CSA, VDE, ZZF

SKM-1030/SKR-1032

TYPE MECHANICAL MEMBRANE

NUMBER OF KEYS 101 KEYS or 102KEYS

COMPATIBILITY IBM PC XT/AT* and PS/2*

SWITCH STROKE 3.8±05mm 3.5n0.5mm

OPERATING FORCE 60±25gf 55±20gt

DIMENSIONS SIZE; 460 x170 k 40mm
j
WEIGHT: 1 .2kg

AGENCY APPROVED FCC.UL&CSA FCC, UL CSA, VDE. ZZF

EAT-1010B6

SKM-1070

TYPE MEMBRANE

NUMBER OF KEYS JIS 106KEYS

COMPATIBILITY IBM PC XT/AT* and PS/2*

SWITCH STROKE 3.5+0.5mm

OPERATING FORCE 55:r20gf

DIMENSIONS SIZE: 475 x 195 x40mm
J
WEIGHT: 1.5kg

AGENCYAPPROVED FCC.UL&CSA

TYPE MECHANICAL

NUMBER OF KEYS 107KEYS

COMPATIBILITY IBM PC XT/AT* and PS/2*

SWITCH STROKE 3.8±0.5mm

OPERATING FORCE fi0±25gf

DIMENSIONS SIZE 475 x 195 * 40mm j
WEIGHT: 1.5kg

AGENCY APPROVED FCC,UL&CSA

TYPE MEMBRANE
NUMBER OF KEYS 101KEYS or 102KEYS

COMPATIBILITY IBM PC XT/AT and PS/2*

SWITCH STROKE 3.5 ± 0.5mm

OPERATING FORCE 55 + 20gf

DIMENSIONS SIZE: 474 x 187 x 42 mm
|
WEIGHT: 1.5 Kg

AGENCYAPPROVED FCC, UL & CSA
IBM PC XT/AT and PS/2 are registered trademarks of fie IBM corporation.

Alt specifications sut*ed to change watx** ncx,ce

USA OFFICE SEJ1N AMERICA INC. 1 228 HAMMERWOOD AVE. SUNNYVALE. CA 940B9

TEL 408) 752-8447. 408) 752-8454-5, FAX' 408} 752-8470

EUROPEAN OFFICE VORSTAOT 38. 6370. OBERURSEL/ TS. GERMANY. TEL 49-061 71 -580451 . FAX: 49-06171 580491

JAPAN DISTRIBUTOR N1H0N VALUE CO.. LTD. TEL: 03) 3833-6851, FAX: 03)3834-2739

m SEJIN
SEJIN ELECTRON INC,

MAIN OFFICE & FACTORY
60-19, GARIBONG-OONG,
GUROKUSEOUL, KOREA
152-020

TELEX:KOTUBE K28259

TEL (02) 86S-3333-4

FAX: (02) 864-3375

NAA00005466
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Force and Position Sensing Resistors

rV&STRACT

Fc*ceSertting JtesUtcc"1 deyfcei (KK™) sttptrfideUy rescxnbhi a membrane ewtteh, t*«

tmlDvthecwnmnttoniliwittKdumgei«Utai^tmrw^wiihapi^Uritore^l^«)£»zn}>le;

with a typical Jr>Tlfenscr, ahuman finger«ppl]^^10g»l)£gwmao»lh«MmK»r»
changa reatrtance OAtlnumul/ from 400KQ to 4041TW* aensors are Ideal for touch

control antmaybeappUedwher»ase«uWn»itf»rifatf^
mexpentJve, thin (>&!5mml durable 00000,000 actuations), and tnvfnnmcatally resb-

t^Tku^iar^canbamt^tiroemysc*
farces In tha tarn ofgram* to ten* ofkflogmmj range.

Force and PositionSowing Resistor** device* {H'OTwjcwrfettasthejxwiefcma^nannB!

force ofa single actuator,, todt at a finger or a stylus, aJona:«lflwr«»trai^tHi»UlincM

ftit«ntlom«cr)oiofl a |OftW«»rfK*(anX

Introduction

Fares and potddon sentfatg ax» mtagrai to a

wide range of dynamics! mauuremonta.
These rang* from podtarrtc gall Analysis to

electronic trautc to computer Input device*.

New atnaoroptions fox the designer are the

Force Sensing Resistor (FSJQand th« Force

and Potlllon Sewing Resistor (EP5R).

Wewm first deal with the simpler FSR.The
conatmction of a typical TSR U ihown (a

figure l,and U based on two polymer films

or sheets.A conducting pattern I* depot!ted

on one. polymer In the form of a set of
intcrdtgftattng electrodes. The electrode

pattern It typically on the order of 0.4 mm
finger width and iptcfng.

Next, a proprietary saankonductrva poly-

mer Is depof&ed on the other sheet. The
heatsare faced togetherto that theconduct-

ing finger* are shunted by the conducting

polymer. When no force b applied to the

sandwich, the resistance between the
uAetdlgltaltrigelectjtxtesU ejuite nigh, usu-

•By 3MO or more, Withlncreaslng force, the

resistance drops, foliowhig an approximate

power law.

A typical plot of resistance verwua force is

abownlnftgur«2.

Note that unSko a ccm'ventkmal load cell or

strain gauge, the FSR re*l*Urtco changes by
nearly 3 decades.

NAA00005385
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transducers,
THE F$#B

(NSENSnvETO
VfcftATlON AND

acoustic Nosa pickup

AND IS A SLOW DEVICE

The FSRves
SOMEWHERE

BETWEEN A FORCE
AND A PRESSURE

TRANSDUCER

FSR Foreft/Reslrtanca Cbaraderfelto

123oa et» OKtal c«cm

tO 1 10* I03 10*
rare* <o>

Wfth proper mechanical arrangement »-
peiUWliryoftW»curv«cyd»-to<j^ki»W»-
to-Ui4ii±2%ovcr«ipeclfW forcenmg*Far
tits device from which th* data In figurs 2

wu obtained (a 23 an diameter arcular

KIO, the specified forcerangewa« 200 g-10

*g. Devlce-tD^cvkct variation It typically

±15*om that range.

The curve 0/ 2 does not show forces

above a 10 kg load. Al higher force*, the

foKtt/reslftanc* characteristic start* to devJ-

ateJromthepower b.w response,eventually
reaching a saturation force, beyond which
the resistance doc* not vary strongly with
force.The saturationforce tsafunctionofthe
ratio of the area of the applied force 10 the

•pacing between Ihe FSR conductive. Inter

will diseuu, the finer the lines

and ipBCB, for a gtven area of

applied force, .the higher the

iannaenforc«,VAchrealworld
area* and sensor*, tola satura*

ttonforcecanhedesigned to be

from kg-

FSR* can be fabricatsd In varl-
'

ou* sire* fromOJ to 4800 cm1
,

a* tingle samara or a* array*.

Tharesutarnrtngvcaaaboba
tailored toip*c!8ceppllcatfon*.

Varying tha force range la also

possible, hut U best eceonv

pushed in the mechanical de*

aign. Zero travel Ualwt feature oftheFSR.

Where tactile feedback b desired, el**too>-

erfcoverlays or molded dome* can be laid

over the para to grva travel or a tactile :

Thethkkness ofanfSR denend son several

deriroviui^W.TheMhv^odwlred icn-

s^th^,pj«»<nc«rft>vTrUya,and*r>edaed

fTesibfflry. Nearly au FSR design* to date

have been In tha thkfcnaes ranee of 0.1-t

IJrJIkepteoelertrktraiiadtxMTVtr-FSRb

a alow device {typical mechanfcal rise time

of 1-2 ma), and b relatively Inaenafilve to

Vibration and acoustic noisa pidcup.

Effect of mechanical design on fsx response

a. A/do Effects

Theforce/resistance response ofin FSR is an extremely senridvo functionof the nunncrin
which It b mechanlca&y addressed, A true force sensot will give a constant reeding at a

constant force, Independent of the area over which the force is applied, orttsdtebfbudon,

A true pressure scnaor will givn, with tha tains constant fore*, a reading which U tnvaraeJy

proportional to the area of the applied force.

in actuality, the FSR Ues somewhere between a force and a pressure transducer. A typical

TSlt will showa resist*pee thatvaries roughly a* thereclpiocaJofth^ square toot ofthoarea

ofthe applied force. This hold* trueunderthecoxtditionwhere the force footprintb smaller

thantheFSRact!vea ree, and largecompared tothespidng betweenthe cond^octlctg Anger*.

The sensitivityoftheFSR resistancetotheanaand dlstrllnitfonofthcforcefneensthateitheT

theFSR mustbe used as a qualitativesensor,or thatby proper mechanical arrangement, the
force footprint canbeheld constantmores^ positionand cftarfb^^
t* considered In the actual sensor design; for example, tailoring the sense? forirdntanun

creepunderload conflict1with*oin«appBcatlm
tw-foed resistance,

Th* FSR can be used as a pressure s«iaorwhen tha appfied force Is Urge compared to the

FSR activearea. Seml-cjuantitstlvebiomedical gauging has been sscompUihed^orthop©-

dist* attaching tm*n FSR* to vartout body parts in configuration* such that the force U
constant across the tensor arrive area.
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ACTUATOR

B A KEY ISSUE

AkEYOEMENI
N PROPER FSR

SENSOR DESGN 5
THE RN&JESS OP

PITCH OF THE

CONDUCTIVE

r TheFSRo

DURA&f
DEVCC

b. ActuoforOxrocfenifics

The compttance of the force actuator (La, the actual component or finger that physically

contacts andtanafert force to tie fSR) fa also ak^lasaal^ij^i robber or otha
•Urtomerlc overlay I* placed ever tha put to help ftpread the force out, extending the
dynamic range.

Figure 3 show* how a typical fama/mlctaitGa duncteilKSc li changed by the urn of
overlay* ofvarying thicknessand hardatu (or duromsier.ShornAX Note that thoyeatec .

effectb seen at low to lntcnnsHate fences.

Effect of Ovartay Tnlckneas aV Hardiwee

"Jc5 ISco

Flgisra),

c. Conductor Dtulgn

A key element to proper FSR sensor design
b tho flftenese of pitch of tha conductive
finger*. Par a given im, tht flaef thepitch
(or'apaca and tnce^ttefntetarthantanbaT
of flngere actuated.Tha affectof tf»greater

number of (hunted finger* cm he aoan to

tncxcoae tha dynamic range of the devtoe.

With a fine »pece and trace, <ha force-mli-
tance characteristicmaintainsIt*power-taw
ciiamtejiatlcoveragiuterfcjraefaAg&tUv

linearity on a log-tog plot). Additionally,

thereU often an increas* In tha slopeoftM»
cMmterlstic (Le, a larger exponent in tht
power law). For example, a standard FSR
formulation was tested w&h Oj020", 0015"
end 0,010" (0.50,038 and 025mm) conduc-
tor pitch.The result* ar» plotted to figure i, and dearly ahow the performance advanUgea
of the 0ne pitch.

Figure**

The trade-offhere U coat. With a finer apace e»t
longer and the rejection rate to higher. Thto needs to

requirements of a given design.

assurance Inspection takae
* against the real-world

DEV1CE DURAB1UTY

The FSR 1» a rugged, durable devfee, The
temperature rangeofour standard device*
extends to 170"C, conrinoous. Higher tan-
peraiture range devices are alio avaUabta,

with u*e temperature* ea high ar -KXTC
C7S0*F).Typfcii temperaturecoeffidentaare

intho rangeof 1OCOjjpm/kg/*Cnear room
towpwatuje^7>>eJ^iehtn^toaeriaMve
to humidity.

Figure 5 *how* the resuhi ofrepeated uie.
For these data, a 25 on diameter circular

FSR waa placed In a cycling farce taster.A

FSI1 Longevity Tea*

WAAnnnn«i^ft7
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The hksh dynamc range
of theFSR

SMPURES BKHWCAL
. INTERFACING

RUGGEWZED
KEYPADS EVEN

WITHSTAND

HAMMERS

lowerrabtta*bobbed ate
deviation (logarithmic)ton the newport charocterbtle.

CUCIUCAL INTERFACING

A*w«aav* *e*n, the fSR change* mtstancediwwitk^ with tppUed piwfflfc

no Wdga Is weeded In FSKcfecattv and the etgnaliajenraalh/m the <W Grange.

Two genenlni3e»tmist be kep* in mW,Jwwevtr. first the TSR foree-Tttbttnamocbb
chaiwctertrtlc i» ft power tow, to h marmake aenae to mea»iir«thatoo^rtthmc4re«Sit»A«

w control largerW»d* bjrmlng niiiabte buffer circuit**

The most unpredictxH* put of tha

FSS fara/iaMsicechM£teri«tk li

the pressure range under about 100

grams/an1
, tffi to necessary to meas-

ureemaBfarc**mth4tT*n^youcan
preloadth«l^Mth10O-Wgrami/
an*, and manurethe change In rdl>-

tance when the imnll load U applied.

At * somewhat higher part coathigh

Mmitthrfty canoe designed m<e_g,br
wring t thinner subttrate), but H ti

generally more economical to achieve

Ud* hi tha mechanical interface.

The high dynamic range of theFSR simplifies electrical lnrerntdnajtor Instance, ilmpfe

jbroetofa^oencyconverterUeh^
dement around an inverter, wllh the lime constant set by the FSR resistance and the ca-

padtor.Ai^fon*th*reRr«ristaT*a^ WHh
increasing few*, the owpct repetition rata i» a linear funrtfcm of theFSR resistance. Rl t»

included to Broil current through the »ejii07.A areal deeJ ofcontrol of the fare/hrQueriy
carve bsoaaibb by todiidli^atr^
tngRl wtth acapadwr causes the curve to be steepe* at higher form;ccmnectinga large

value rctbtor in parallel with the capacitor C quenchca any tendency to oadflat* el low

applied forces.

Analog Interfaces are aho quhe simple. The FSR is placed in aerie* whh a currem khuct

Gmniertfl^withmtnenutximtimF^
related to theapplied force, AlteniateJy,theJSRcai\betiaed

as on«clement In a voltage dMd«r, with a fixed reatator ai
' the otherdement A voltage, ti applied to the divider, and
(heoutput voltage,uten from the reslftor/FSKjunction, la

measured (Rgure 7t

TMa type of Interface ft quite adequate for qualitative force

venftng (for example* a touch pane]). Precision measure-
ment*,however, are difficwlIdtie tothe shapeofthepower
fowcurre.FWWgherpTccUion mwMircnutiitt, it li usually

moat economic to go to the digital domain a* soon aa
possible so that the log/log characteristic of the devtencan

b«translated to somethingmore linear. 1/ a design calb for

a measurement of an Impact (for aoumpje, a data entry
keyp4dadhercdbehlndari^pUte)tt»ITRcanbe placed

tn a vobige divider, aa above, and the Junction of the
voltage divider apacMvdy coupled to the succeeding

ttegea.Tmaritminatesanyorr&etproblemiduetoapreJoad,

In the application hat cued, denting the keypad protective

platewith hammerdidnot affect th#ot»ratJonofthe pod;
the offset created by the constant remtance of the FSR
under the dent was Mocked bythe coupling caparitaj.
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Force and Position Sensing Resistors

Abstract

Foka Sensing Resistor™ devices (F£RW> soperfkUlry icsenOdstinemhfMwwrttelvUtt

unltt»theamvuxtbiul swtich,changeretUttncotavoidywfth applied torce,FoT afttample,

with a typicalBR sensor, ehuman Bnger M>pl]^lrtmilOgtol)^wmaiuMiJwtTOi<»rto

change rexitf»tce condjniomr/ from 400KQ to -uMl. Th**a «mot sre Ideal for touch

cceb^ajidmay be applied whe« a send-<n^

biexpenAhw. thin oaiSmm), durable (10000,000 acruatlonsX and «rvtnmn>ejital)ymi*
ftrrt.Tr.etftHnnr»C?^toT"«lfl tp arrtysor tingleelements upto60cm xBOcm, and cover

ftmnlnOwlmofsnMttotesuofldlDsmnu range.

Force and Position Sensing Resistor" device* {n^^oar««atteiK»f»fcm*i^ wanwl

forteofaitagfeatfmtar,tuch«^
Pote^rttaneterjoxcaaplejuu'sau^

otcnt positional resolution of015mm U posiMa.

Introduction

Form and potato* sentbig are Integral to a

wide range of dynamic*! measurement*.

These range from podiatrlc. gaJi srvarytls to

electronic muitc to computer iaput devk**.

New sensoroption* for th» designer are the

Force Sensing Resistor (FSTQand the Force

and Position Sewing Roister (FP5R).

We wffl first deal with the simpler FSK.The
construction of typical FSR Is shown in

figure I, and Is based on two polym er film*

or sheet*.A conducting pattern Is deposited

on one. polymer in the form of * set of

Intcrdlgltatuig electrodes. The electrode

pattern to typically on the order of 0.4 mm
finger width and spacing.

Next, proprietary samlconductlva poly-

mer Is deposited on the other sheet* The
sheetsareneedtogether so thai therandact-

ing finger* are shunted by the conducting

polymer. When no force b applied to the

Madwith, the resistance between the

iiuerdtgltatmg electrodesU quitehigh, usu*

ally 1MQ or more.Wilh lucre*sing force,the

resistance drop*, foliowhig an approximate

power Um.

A typical plot of resistance

stow In Figure 2.

Note thatunlike a conventional load cell or

rtraln gauge the FSR realttanre changes by
nearly 3 decades.

NAA00005385
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1RANSOUCCRS,

INSSttTOVE TO
VTSfiADON AND

ACOUSTIC NOtSE PICKUP

AND 6 A SLOW DEVICE

The fStfuES

SOMEWHERE
BETWEEN A FORCE
AND A PRESSURE

TRANSDUCER

FSR ForeoTRMtetanc* Charaderietlo

Typical orvs endpewim ftt;

1.23 a»tft»rui wet* Ctt*

Figure 1.

WBh proper mechanical arrangement m-
p»UbUttyofthbeurv»eyd^to<yd«I»b^

the devic* front which tha data In figara 2

was obtained (a IS an diameter drcular

TSRX the specified forcerangewas 200 g-10

kg. Deviee-Urtevlce variation 1> typically

±15% overOut range.

The curve of Figure 1 does not show forces

abova * 10 kg load. At higher farces, Che

force/reslstanca characteristic starts to devi-

atefromthe powerUwresponse, eventually

reaching saturation force, beyond which

the resistance doe* not vary strongly with

force.He saturationforce Isafuncttonofthe

ratio of the area of the applied force to the

•pacing between the FSR conductive Inter

win dktisj, the finer the lines

and ip&ces, for a given area of

applied force, .the higher the

s*rariaoaforca.WUhrealworld

area* and sensors, thla eatun*
ttonforcecanbedesigned to be

from ^S0 kg.

FSR* can be fabricated in vari-
-

otu >tres.fromO-S to 4800 em*

as tingle senaora or as arrays.

Tharaststancarang*camaboba
tailored toipadfkappUcatkms,

Varying the force range is also

possible, but U best eccotn-

ptUhed tn the mechanical de-

a%n. Zero travel b also a featureoftheFSR,

Where tactile feedback Is desired, eUftom-

edcoverlays or molded domes can .be laid

over the pans to grve travel or a tactile:

*snapC*

Thethickness ofan"FSR depend I on several

de*iTOvi^ija>)«s.Trie«in«^8deairedsej>-

ettMty, presence of overlay*, and specified

fkxfbfliry. Nearly ell FSR design* to date

have been In the thickness range ofCM

UrJIke piezoelectric transdocara, (heFSRb
a (tow device (typical mechanical rieattme

of 1-2 mi), and u rahtrrdy Insensitive to

vibration and acoustic noise pickup.

EFFECT OF MECHANICAl DESIGN ON FSB RESPONSE

a. Ateo Effect*

Theforce/resistance reiponsa ofan FSR is on artrenery tenrltfvo ftrnctkm of the maimer in

which U I) mechantce&y addressed. A true force sensor will give a constant reeding at a

constant force, independent of the area over Which the force It applied, or tu distribution.

A true pressure sensor will {pve, with the same constant fore*, a reading which is Inversely

proportional to the area of the applied force.

In actuality, the FSR lies somewhere between a force and a pressure transducer. A typical

JSffwai show ft reabwncethatvaries roughlyM theredrm>cVjofth«squj^rootofthe»rca

of the applied force. This hold* true under the conditionwhere the force footprint Ii smaller

thantheFSR ectivea ree. and largecompared totheipadr^ between the

ThesensUMtyof theF5Rre*u4ia«totte
th*FSRmust be used as a qualitative sensor,or thatby properrnechanlcal arrangement, the

force footprint can beheld constant in ana, position, and distribution.Other tradeoffs must
b« considered to the actual sensor design; for example, tailoring the sensor forminimum
oeepunderloadconfllctswithsomeapplicationrem^rem«r>H that thefSHraveaverylarge

no-toad resistance.

The FSR can be uaed as a pressure sensorwhen the s^r^ed forceU Urgecommred to the

FSR active area. Semiquantitativebtoc*dicaJ gauging has been aorompUihed fcvorthope-

dist* attaching email FSR* to various body parts to Configurations such that the force U
constant across the sensor active area,
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SENSOR DES6NB
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PITCH OF THE

CONDUCTIVE

r TheFSRs
A PUQGED,

DURABLE

DEVICE

b. AcfutforChafoctefijflcs

The compEana of the force actum (U, the actoaJemnpotietfw
contacts andlraiwfert force to &e FSR) is also a keylttu&feequQ^,»Tubtoorrthcr
alaatomexk overlay b pUccd over the part to help spread th* fon^ ou^ *xtwtdlng Urn
dynamic range.

Figure 3 thorn how a typical loro^/iaittAsca charicterlttJe Is Changed by the me of
overlay* ofvarying tWetnessand hardness (or duromriar, Skor*AX Note that tho greatctt .

itftmt is socn at Tow to tntcnnadiBts fcwuii

Effect of Overlay Thlckrtsaa A Hardnaaa

a Conductor Design

figure 4*

b tho ftaenes* oi pitch of the conductive
finger*, Par a ghfen ana, the finer thepKch
(or^apics and tr«c«*Xthe&t»tartl«number
of fingen actuatad.Tha affect of ihogreater

number of (hunted finger* cut fee »een to

Increase ths dynamic range of the device.

With a fine space and trace,&* force-resis-

tance characteristic malntafaieltapow*r-bw
chartOerUtJcovera greater forcerange(U,
linearity on a log-log plot). Additionally,

there la often an tncmiaa In ih* elope oi this

Characteristic (Ia, a larger exponent In the

power law). For example, a standard JFSft

formulation was tested with OJG20*, OSUST
and 0JJ10" (0,50,038 and lL25mm)conduc-
tor pitcKTh* result* are plotted inFigure< and clearryahowthe performance advantages
of the fine pitch.

The trada-offhere U coat With a finer apace and trace. quality aaturance tntpection take*
longer and the rejection rate U higher. This needs to fee balanced against tho real-world
requirements of a given design.

L/EVJCE DURABILITY

Tho TSR b a nigged, duraVb davke. The
temperature range ofour standard device*
extendi to 170*Q continuous. Higher tem-
pcrmtunr range devices are also arailaMa.

with use temperature* aa high a* 40Q"C
(750*FXTypfc*l ternperarure^oeffldenta are
IntharartgeoflOCT

"

temperature.The J

to hiuntdlty.

Figure5 show* the results ofrepeated use.
For these data, a 2S aa diameter circular

FSR was placed In a cycling force tester. A
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The hghdvnamc range
of theFSR

SMPURES &ECIRCAL
- WIBRFAON©

RUGGEDGH)
KEYPADS EVEN

WnHSIAND
HAMMERS

12klfaww»aT^edoveraJ5c^

forcewmppKedarclrted^

deviation (logarithmic)bom the new port characteristic.

Electrical interfacing

Aewebaveae^theFSHchaTiMarerhtw^
Additionally,!** tmpedw«UiiearWPttJ^TO^ve.the«piopertl» tnataFSR

eJectrlcallirteifacaextrOTe^

no bridge Is needed In FSR ctrcufta, **>4 the atgnala ere muafly tn the 0$ volt range.

T^ge^niksn^bekrpttomlnd.r^^

ck^np^seconifomcdmumpe^^
Appti^fon^TVpkalFSRcurrc^
Wcontrol largerload*byuetag nriUbte buffer drculfct.

The most unpredictable put of $»
FOT fawa/rcrirtaj^ characteristic I*

the pressure range under about 100

grams/cm1, tf It t> necessary to meis-

u»«ouD fovea inthatrange, you can
pt^4oftdthet^^ICO-3mKrBnts/
an\ and measurethedontt In resis-

tancewhen thesmall load u applied.

At* somewhat higherput cost,WgK
sensitivityonbe designed to(e^,by
using a thinner substrate), but It u
generally mort economical to echievo

Que !n Uw mechanical Interface,

Tho high dynamic range of theFSR simplifies electrical lntertacinfrBor Instance, a simple

Jotoe tofieqiiencyconvert^
denndtrt^ tn toverter, %dth the dawconM
padtoi;Atwrof©Tce;fceJ^reslsta^ JWh
tnaeutng fc^ the otttpm repetition

included to Umtt curreni through the tcnaar.A grtii deed ofcontrol crflheforce/frajuory

curve bpojauteby Indudurg otherele^^
tng Rl with a capadtar causes the curve to be steeper** higher force*; connecting aUrge

value resistor in parallel wilh the capacitor C quenchee any tendency to oecfflate el low

applied force*

AiteJog Interfaces are slso quKe simple. The FSR b placed In series with • current source

fcunentl^ within theouxta
relatedtotheapplied force.Altemate]y,theFSHcanbeused
as one dement in a voltage divider,with a fixed resistor as

' the other element A voltage is applied to the divider, and
theoutput voltage,taken from theresirtpr/FSHjunction, is

measured (Figure 7h

TMs type of Interfaceb quite adequate for qualitative force

sensing (for example, a touch panel). Precision measure-
ment*,however, are difficult,due tothe chapeofthopower
lawcum. Forhigherprecision measurements, it \i usually

moat economic to go to the digital domain as soon »
possible »o that the log/log characteristic of the davicacan
b«translated to fcowsthing more linear. 1/ a deaign calls for

a measurement of an Impact (for uamcJe, a data entry
k%y|^adheTcdbchlndaTlgidplato)thel^Kcanbe placed

tn a vohsge divider, as above, and the Junction of tho
voltage divider apacMvdy coupled to tho succeeding
etagea,This eliminatesanyometproblemsduetoapreload*
In the application fust cued, dinting thetoypad protective

platewithahammerdldnot affect Uteopefttion ofthepad;
the rffet created by the constant resistance of the TSR
under the dent was blocked by the coupling capacitor.
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SCOPE - The purpose of this document is to provide sufficient information so that

provisions may t>e made in the design ofcomputer systems so that the J-Mouse may be easily 1

incorporated into those systems either now or in the future. Actual implementation of the

J-Mouse varies depending on the design and components of a particular computer system.

While following these guidelines will result in the reduction of the amount and the extent of
changes required to implement the J-Mouse at a later date, it does not guarantee that no
changes will be required.

DESCRIPTION - The J-Mouse allows a computer user to move a screen cursor smoothly in

any direction by pushing on the "J" key of the keyboard in whatever direction the cursor is

desired to go. Pointing event buttons, or "mouse" buttons, are provided by other keys on the

keyboard. The various elements of the Home Row Pointing Device technology are protected

by patents issued and pending world wide

2.1.
. GENERAL: There are five basic elements of the J-Mouse in the design of a keyboard
system; mechanical, electrical, firmware, Jceyboard port controller (804251fficTdevice-

* drivers. The J-Mouse Block Diagram, Figure 1; illustrates the relationship among
these elements.

2.2. SENSOR MECHANISM consists ofsome new parts and keyboard modifications that are

required to provide for the transfer of forces from the keycap to the force sensor

which then generate the electrical signal required to determine cursor movement The
elements of the Sensor Mechanism must be integrated into the design of a particular

keyboard. This integration will require the modification of existing tooling and the

fabrication of new tooting. Although the fundamental requirements of the Sensor
Mechanism design are known and established, the actual details of the design and
related modifications will vary depending on the keyboard that is to include the

J-Mouse. As with all new designs, specific Sensor Mechanism implementations
require thorough testing by licensee and/or OEM prior to release to production to

insure proper operation, reliability and manufacturability.

2.3. ANALOG to DIGITAL (A/D) HARDWARE converts the signals from the Sensor

t
Mechanism to digital form for the keyboard microprocessor. The requirements for
the A/D are defined, but may be satisfied with a variety of circuit implementations
each of which have certain advantages and disadvantages with respect to part cost,

power consumption and physical space requirement. Depending upon the system into

which the keyboard with the J-Mouse will be integrated, some of the required
circuitry may already be present such as a keyboard microcontroller with on-board
A/D. Therefore, the A/D design must be coordinated with the system design
architecture and requirements to insure optimal implementation. As with all new
Resigns, specific A/D hardware implementations require thorough testing by licensee
and/or OEM prior to release to production to insure proper operation, reliability and
-manufacturability.
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AppBoatton Software

Operating System
DOS. Window*.
OS/2, eta

Device Driven
(Windows m
DOS. OS/2, etc)

Keyboard BIOS
UNMODIFIED

iMain System Processory
803S6SX, typScaUy

Keyboard Port,
Controller

£042, typJcofty

Rrrnware
UNMOOfflED

Keyboard Cable'
Serial connectton

Normal Firmware i

Scan
Encode
Communicate
LED$
Control

Added Ffrrnwarei
Perform A to D cony.
Encode dlgBaJ force data
Control (Start/Stop)
Appro* 250 bytes.

Keyboard
Microprocessor
(805 1, B0C51SL
68HC11. etc)

Digital Force
Inforrnatton

Key switch
scan fines

Analog Force
signals

Analog to Digital
Converter

Key switch array with Home Row
Push-n-Potnt force sensors odded^D

Sensor
Mechanism

J-Mouse System Block Diagram

Figure 1
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2.4. FIRMWARE is added to the keyboard microprocessor to read the A/D hard\yare and

send the resulting values to the host computer. The specification for the new

firmware to be added to the keyboard.microprocessor is well defined, however actual

coding is dependent upon the microprocessor used. Home Row has developed arid

tested code for a number of the more popular microprocessors. If a different

microprocessor is used, new code will need to be generated. As with all n&w code,

thorough testing by licensee and/or OEM prior to release to production is required to

insure proper operation and reliability.

2^. Keyboard Port Controller (8042) processes data from the keyboard and passes to the

Host No changes arc required to the Keyboard Port Controller hardware or

firmware.

2.6. Device DRIVERS are loaded on the host computer and examine the keyboard data

stream and use the key press/release information and the Sensor Mechanism data, to.

emulate a mouse. This software is designed to operate with IBM PC AT and

compatible equipment and has been thoroughly tested for proper operation and

compatibility. Home Row is responsible for maintaining the operation and

compatibility of the Driver Software on a continual basis. The driver does contain a

"personality module section", see Figure 6, that provides default tracking parameters

for the particular keyboard and identification information that may be required by the

keyboard manufacturer and/or customer. The "personality" information is

determined during testing phases and added to the driver for final verification testing.

. Thorough testing by licensee and7or OEM of the "personality" information prior to

release to production is required to insure proper operation.

MECHANICAL - The mechanical allowances for the J-Mouse are the most numerous and

specific in the design of the keyswitch array which is of little importance to the system

builder as it is an OEM component. The key part of the mechanical implementation for the

System Builder is the requirement of space for the preload spring beneath the "J" or pointing

key. The clearance to be provided is a 0.984 inch (25 mm) diameter by 0.098 inch (2.5

mm) high envelope below the base plate of the keyboard. See Figure 2.

ELECTRICAL - The electrical element for the J-Mouse consists of two parts; electrical

connection of the force sensor and analog to digital conversion of the force sensor signal.

4.1. FORCE SENSOR CONNECTION - The force sensor is a thick film device with five

conductive silver ink pads for connection to support electronics. The five signal

traces can be routed, per the system builder's specifications, to either a separate

connector tail, added to an existing connector tail, a standard connector or other

means whereby they may be connected to the analog to digital conversion circuitry.
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Typical space requirements
for J-Mouse addition

Base Plate of keyboard

Accommodation in typical
notebook application

•T Key

Socketed Parts

•Mofriertxxwd

.! J-Mouse Mechanism Space Requirements

Figure 2

4.2 ANALOG/DIGITAL CONVERSION -"The. J-Mouse force sensor provides an analog

signal which must be digitized This can be accomplished in a number of ways all of

which have design trade offs of cost, component count and power consumption.

4.2.1. On-thip 8-Bit Analog to Digital Converter, which requires the use of a •

keyboard controller that includes a built in A/D converter, is the simplest,

most cost effective method using the least amount of board space. Another

advantage is the few number of port bits needed to control the A/D
conversion of the force sensor; only four A/D channels a re needed.

Such CMOS based processors are: Motorola 68HC11; Signetics 80C552,

83C752, 83C550 and 83C562; Texas Instruments TMS370C350,
TMS370C332, TMS370C352, and TMS370C356; NEC uPD78Cll and

uPD78C14; and Intel 80C51GB and 80C51SL. Signetics and Intel parts are

compatible with the 8051 (MCS-51) family of microcontrollers. If

keyboard software has heen written for this processor, then one of these

controllers can be used and maintain code compatibility while just adding

gc 5
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: the code for theJ-Mouse force sensor thus avoiding rewriting existing code
1

for a new controller. -

' A simple voltage divider network is all that is necessary to capture force

data from the force sensor. See Figure 3. The common connection from

the force sensor should be connected to Vcc, a divider resistor ^ is then

connected from each force sensor grid lead to ground. A/D inputs are then

connected to the intersection of the force sensor grid and it's associated

divider resistor. If a microcontroller without built-in sample and hold is

used, a 23m? capacitor should be connected across the divider resistor to

limit susceptibility to A/D conversion errors due to a rapid voltage swing.

The addition of this capacitor will 'also assist in protection from radiation

from external sources (RFI).

If a device is used with only one A/D channel available, some sort of

multiplexing methodology will need to be incorporated. At least 2 port bits

will be needed to select the force sensor to be scanned. When an external

multiplexing design is used only a single divider resistor is needed for a

single channel A/D channel. Some adjustment of the A/D voltage-range

may be necessary in order to achieve adequate sensitivity. This is only

necessary for Vlow and is accomplished by adjusting the A/D range to

swing between Vlow and Vcc. This will also eliminate a dead range

between 0V and Vlow also improving A/D resolution.

4.2.2. External 8-Bit Analog to Digital Converters are widely available in many

different packages and technologies. This method has the advantage of not

having to use one of the more complex microcontrollers. The same 80C51

can be used but with roughly the same impact on software as the single

chip solution with built-in A/D. Multiplexed 4 and 8 channel A/D
converters exist that are easily connected to a microcontroller. This method

requires more port bits to control it, especially if a parallel output device is

used. Serial multi-channel devices also exist that can dramatically reduce

the port bits needed.

The force sensor interface is, as before, straightforward and simple. A
voltage divider circuit is all that is needed with a 2.2uF capacitor across the

divider resistor to ground for A/D converters without built-in sample and

hold. See Figure 4 for example circuits. As mentioned above, the A/D
range should be adjusted to eliminate the dead range between OV and

Vlow. Single input A/D converters will need to have some sort of

multiplexing to accommodate the four force sensor grids . Possible

devices that can be used are: National Semiconductor ADC0805,
ADC0833, ADC0834, and ADC0844; Maxim

.
MAX154; Linear

Technologies LTC1099* and Texas Instruments TLC543, ADC0805 and

ADC0834.

Page 6
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vgc

X

x

X
3'T

r

at ti.o/croi
, ri.i/ctn

*>*.4SXO*a
V3.3/AD13
»1 .7V*J

raw a/
»».4/*0

M.2/AOC1 »4.a/CM4K3
r».4/AOO» r4.4/CM4K4

rs.t/Aoe* M.T/CMV1

3t

r *i«*htUa mac***

On Chip 8-Bit Analog/Digital ConvertecJEtfampies

Figure 3
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A large number of A/D converters exist and those listed represent a small

\ sample. Depending on how many port bits can be utilized will determine

which converter may used. If multiplexing keyboard scanning with

decoders can be effectively done with the resulting number of port bits

freed, any number ofsolutions can be designed in.

4.23. Charged Capacitor Conversion represents the simplest hardware interface

at the cost of increased power consumption. See Figure 5. Hie force

sensor common lead is connected to Vcc with the other fotir leads

connected to a capacitor. The intersecting node between the capacitor and

the force sensor is then connected to a True CMOS device input either on

the microcontroller or external device (74C14). From a discharged State the

capacitor is allowed to charge at a rate governed by the force* sensor

resistance. A software counter in the microcontroller is decremented while

charging occurs: When the capacitor charges up to the CMOS* high input

threshold voltage, the microcontroller will stop it's counter and a value

corresponding to the RC time constant produced by the resistor/capacitor

network results. Another portion of the circuit allows the microcontroller

to discharge the capacitor.

This technique provides for a relatively inexpensive conversion technique

at a cost to the keyboard scanning rate. This is due to the fact that the

microcontroller must continually sit in a loop and watch for the port bit to

change. This MUST be uninterrupted time since any disturbance will cause

an incorrect count Keyboard scanning cannot be performed while

measuring a force sensor nor can data be received from the PC as this also

would influence the conversion count- At a maximum processor speed of *

12MHz this can take as long as 5.1 ms to complete a-conversion of four

force sensor grids in a 2 instruction loop. Adding in the fact that the force

sensor grids need to be scanned at a minimum rate of 15 scans (all four

force sensor grids) per second results in about 77mSec for every second

needed for force sensor scanning. This can become significant in keyboard

scanning and can have a detrimental effect on keyboard performance. For

slower clock rates, this becomes even more significant.

Five port bits at a minimum are required. One method of using one of the

internal 8051 timers and It's external run control has been successfully

implemented. However, most keyboard designs make use of both 8051

timers so this may not be a useful alternative. This method also needs to

externally multiplex the four force sensor grids into the single timer input

of the 8051. The charged capacitor method is not recommended by Home
Row as it may impact keyboard response and power consumption for the

four element sensor is estimated to be less than 2.0 milliwatts.

Page 8
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>
ISOpF

07
VI*- DBO

DB1
DB2

VI- OB3
DB4

CX.KR DBS
D36
DB7

>cwc

VKBT

AOND XMTH
Ai>cdad5
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DATA2
DATA3

M . , W*T-M .

13 DATA5
12 DA.TA6
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wets .^ape-e
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Microcontroller interfaco

Uational Semiconductor ADC0805
8-Bit up caapatlbl* »lngl* Input:
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SERIAL SKIT* CLOCK
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National Semiconductor AOC0034 or ADC0633
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Figure 4
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To CK05 Microcontroller

*«dudqa» (ex acuniag rati vitk »nCKOS »deTocOatx»ll*r
Stttlaa tk* port bit to * *6* vUl 4lacb*ra* Um cap.
Setting tb* put bit to • *i* vill b*tgio « entrain? ("tiled.
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Charged Capacitor Conversion Examples

Figure 5 - —
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FIRMWARE - Additional firmware is required in the keyboard microprocessor to encode

the J-Mouse data for use by the Home Row Driver software resident in the host computer.

5.1. EXISTING KEYBOARD FIRMWARE - Typically, a keyboard for a PC compatible

system has a keyboard microprocessor, usually an 8 bit micro like an Intel 8051. In a

desktop environment, this micro is located 'physically in the keyboard itself, in a

portable system it may be on the motherboard. In a PC compatible, the firmware in

this micro performs the following tasks:

Scan the keyswitch array

. Encode key press and key release information

Manage LEDs
Control functions like typematic (auto-repeat)

Manage serial communications to host

The firmware to perform these functions is typically written by keyboard

manufacturers. Companies like Phoenix or SystemSoft, etc. may also provide this

code.

5.2.. J-MOUSE FIRMWARE - In order to add the J-Mouse functionality, the following

functions need to be added:

5.2.1. Perform the analog to digital conversion of the force sensor data. The code

needed to do this is about 80 bytes whether a capacitor-charging A-D or a

• microprocessor with built-ifi A-D, as in Intel 80C51SL or Motorola

68HCU, is used.

5^2. Encode the digitized force data information according to the Home Row
specification. This requires about 100 to 300 bytes.

-. 5.23. . Control functions like start/stop digitizing and encoding which requires

about 60 bytes.

Home Row provides detailed specifications and sample source code, for Intel

8051-class and Motorola 68HCll-cIass processors, for these functions described in

* sections 5.2.1. The sample source code may be obtained from Home Row licensed

keyboard manufacturers, or directly from Home Row. There is no charge for this

code, nor any royalty charged for its use.

KEYBOARD PORT CONTROLLER (8042) - The J-Mouse system is fully compatible

with standard PC keyboard port controller. On normal PC-compatible systems, no change is

needed to the keyboard port controller, normally an 804Z This is possible because the

pointing information is encoded so that it is passed through the keyboard port controller

system unmodified.
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DEVICE DRIVERS - The J-Mouse is lightly coupled with the keyboard system, tjterefore

device drivers iare necessary to make the system compatible with applications loftware

written to use a mouse. These device drivers are fully compatible with mouse drivers at a

software level it is not possible to make the J-Mouse system hardware compatible with a

mouse; therefore Microsoft mouse driverecannot be used. The J-Mouse drivers aietupplied

to the end user both on the system hard disk and on separate system floppy disks. Figure 10

illustrates the J-Mouse driver architecture. Their installation is simple and well

documented.

7.1. DOS - Five years ago, it was common for each application program to have its own

device driver for each pointing device. This was because at that time DOS had no

standard software interface for mouse/pointing device. Most mice were serial

devices, but at that time the penetration pointing devices in the PC compatible market

was low: about 10%.

Since that time, several important changes have happened. Microsoft has defined a

standard software interface to mouse functions, which uses interrupt 33. This

interface is implemented by a device driver, typically referred to as MOUSE^YS or

MOUSE.COM. The SYS and .COM versions are essentially identical; they differ in

how they are installed. The SYS version is installed in the CONFIG.SYS file; and is

a true DOS device driver. The .COM version is usually installed in the

AUTOEXEGBAT file, and is technically a TSR.

Several years ago this device driver interface began to become popular. It was first
-

seen when Microsoft introduced the IMPORT* Bus mouse. Since this hardware

interface is not compatible with the serial interface, many application programs

which had device drivers for Microsoft (serial) mice would not work with the new

"Bus" mouse. At that time it was typical for .each application program to be shipped

with a set of device drivers and instructions for the user to install one. With the

advent of the bus mouse, most application software builders responded by building a

hew device driver - one that did not "talk" to hardware at all, but "talked" to another

device driver, the MOUSE.COM/MOUSE.SYS driver via the INT 33 software

interface.

Today, some DOS mouse-aware software that is newer versions of older

. mouse-aware software still has its own device driver structure. In this software, users

are usually urged to select "Microsoft Bus Mouse" from the choices for device

drivers, even if they are using a Microsoft Serial mouse. This leads to some

confusion, because what they are really selecting is to use the new INT 33 software

mouse standard. Examples of this type of software include PC Paintbrush,

AutoCAD, and Microsoft Word.

Two years ago, Microsoft published a book called the Microsoft - Mouse

Programmer's Reference. The book is accompanied by a disk with example

software. This book defines the INT 33 programming interface to the standard. New.

DOS (Non-Windows) software that is mouse-aware is invariably written to the INT

33 software standard. Examples include Quattro Pro, PC Tools. Deluxe, DAC Easy

. accounting. The Home RowJ-Mouse DOS driver is fully compatible with the
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Microsoft Mouse driver at the software interface INT 33h level. The J-Mouse DOS
driver uses 113 Kb ofmemory when loaded.

'The Home Row DOS driver has been tested with a wide range of DOS
Mouse-compatible application software including, but not limited to:

Lotus 123 frecent

\l/*T<:\f\nC withYCloJUIlo Willi

Animator
AntoShade Microsoft Word
AVUIUOJLClCIl Mir^rrwjft Works
Rattle fliMe Norton Editor

CADKEY ORCAD
ralaUUA

CADvance PC Paint

Chicle Art P^rcniwl Pf* Paintbrush

PiiH1i«ihftrl UUIUllVI PC Tools

^^WwVlwn PC Tools Deluxe

ppQ FirQf Pnhlfchpr'

DAP Fasw ProCAD
Aeenuntino Onattro Pra

Dir^ft Afwcc

DO-TT
Dr. Halo Ready I

Drafix Reflex

Draw Applause RoboCAD-PC
DRI GEM EnerGraphics

Graphics: Show Partner

Ventura Publisher Smartwork
Artline Splash k

Gem Draw TelePaint

Gem Publisher Television

Perfill/Perform Tempra
EGA Paint TIPS
Express Publisher TIPS Graphics
Fastback software

Fontrix VersaCAD
Freelance Where in the XXX
Generic CADD is Carmen Sandiego
Harvard Graphics Word Perfect 5.1

IBM Storyboard Xact

Interleave

IPRINT
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Event Manager Pooonaffty Moddb <

Written by Home Row. Inc.

Furnished In source code
Mocflftobfe by licensees

and system bufldefs

Versions tn 8086 Assembler and C

Sign-On Maanp*
Huftioot Lu4>*^a
A * O cdnpowcnon

Itod e»om»try
ccwnooniflnoo

Mouse SeMce* Keyboard Services Mba Swvtae* Written by Home Row, Inc.

n

A n
hi 33 .

DOS Driver

fctf 9

Written m cooperation wffh

ICS Telegraphies, Inc.

yv n
Windows 3.0 Driverts)

HRMSE.OBV * rfiKODXttV + KRVKD.386

WHffen by Northwest
Software Partners
and Home Row. Inc.

yv n
Apple Macintosh Driver

Status no plan announced

yv
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IX, MICROSOFT WINDOWS - Windows is, by design, a true device-independent graphics

system. It has well-defined software that interfaces for both display and inptH. All

Windowsiapplication software is required to conform to and use the Windows mouse

device driver software interface. All Windows software is strongly encouraged to

conform to IBM's System Application Architecture Common User Interface standard
t

(SAA/CUI). A copy of the book defining this standard is included in each Windows

Software Development Kit (SDK). The SAA/CUI standard defines standard Actions

which should always perform common actions: Shift-Click extends a region of

selected text, double click selects a word, and well-defined functions perform CUT,

COPY, PASTE, UNDO, and Delete functions.

Home Row provides a Windows 3.0 device driver that meets the Windows tnouse

device driver software interface. It provides supplemental mouse buttons tb take

advantage of SAA/CUI. These include common Windows functions as cut, copy,

paste, '.undo, double click, shift click, escape as well as normal three mouse burton

support

We have tested the Home Row Windows 3.0 device driver with the following:

All of the software included in Windows (Paint, Write, Solitare, etc.)

Ventura Publisher for Windows
Corel Draw
WinFax
Delrina's Perform/Perfill

Windows Entertainment Pack

MATHCAD for Windows
Microsoft Word for Windows
Microsoft Excel 2.0

Microsoft PowerPoint

Home Will Kit

BitStream FaceLift

Hdc First Apps

73. UNIX / X Windows - The Unix / X windows market is primarily implemented on
engineering workstations. The first portable systems are just being designed. As
portable systems become more popular, a need for keyboard-integrated pointing

devices will become more apparent Home Row has plans to implement Unix drivers

for the J-Mouse as needed by our customers. Unix X windows is a

.
' device-independent environment like Microsoft Windows and therefore no technical

difficulties are anticipated.

"7.4. OTHER - Home Row will develop other drivers as required by our customers.
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SCHEDULE - The purpose of this section is to communicate the process of implementing

the Home Row Pointing Device Technology, J-Mouse, into a computer system. The most

significant determining factor in the schedule is whether the selected keyboard vendor has

licensed the Home Row technology. The lime required to negotiate a license agreement and

accomplish theitransfer of technology with a new licensee can be several months. Also, a

current licensee will have experience with Home Row technology which will result in the

minimum leadtime.
tt

It is important to note that although the J-Monse may be implemented in a keyboard in

current production, the integration into a different model keyboard may require a new

mechanical and hardware design* Typically new systems require a custom keyboard layout

which results in new tooling and the accompanying leadthne. The strategy and schedule

outlined below include the transfer of technology process; the license negotiating process is

not included as estimation of duration is quite difficult. If a currently licensed keyboard

vendor is used, then process would start at step 3, OEM specifies keyboard configuration and

keyboard controller implementation.

&L IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY - Strategy consists of several steps which are typical

. with those used in the development of a new product. Although the basic design

.

elements of the J-Mouse have been proven in a variety of implementations, each new

application of the Home Row technology represents the development of a new

product. Clearly, the more similar a new application is to one in current production,

the less rigorous and therefore time consuming the development needs to be.
*

8.1.1. License Agreement is signed by Home Row and Licensee (and approved

by governmental agencies as required)

8.1.2. Home Row makes Technology Transfer Presentation and conveys

. reference documentation" to licensee which includes specifications. User

Guide and Reference Manual.

8.13. OEM specifies keyboard configuration and keyboard controller

implementation. System architecture and basic requirements such as cost,

power consumption and physical space are also identified and specified.

' 8.1.4. A/D approach is selected which is compatible with planned hardware and

system requirements.

8.1.5. Sensor Mechanical design concept is developed, or selected, for keyboard.

8.1.6. Build prototype with Sensor Mechanism and A/D per specification.

8.1.7. Code and compile keyboard controller firmware with additional the

x J-Mouse capability. If a keyboard controller chipset which supports

J-Mouse is used, then firmware and A/D circuitry is provided by the

chipset supplier.

8.1.8. Test prototype and characterize performance to develop personality

parameters. At most 2 iterations' will be required to achieve required

•results.

.
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8.1.9. Build Pre-production units using production tooling, manufacturing test

• and assembly procedures to verify performance and reliability.

8.1.10. Evaluation and characterization of pre-production units by Home Row to

determine acceptability of conformance to pointing quality standards.

8.1.11. Identify and implement final updates/corrections to designs, tools and

documentation.

8.1.12. Start production.

8.1.13. Home Row provides ongoing compatibility and enhancement support of

standard host driver software.

8.2. INTEGRATION & TEST - Home Row has software tools that exercise the keyboard

firmware and AID to verify settings and proper operation of sensors. These tools are

described in detail in the Reference Manual. Source code will be provided for all

these tools.

83. - DOCUMENTATION - Home Row provides reference documentation and a User's

Guide. The reference documents are provided to insure the proper implementation of

the J-Mouse. A User's Guide, provided in camera ready or electronic file format, is

available for use as is or can edited by and at the discretion of the licensee and/or

OEM* The Reference Guide describes the software tools provided by Home Row.

8.4. SCHEDULE - Key milestone schedule for implementation of the J-Mouse is as follows

with assumptions noted. Actual schedule may vary due to Licensee^ and/or OEM's
resource availability and capability. .See Figure 7 for Gantt -Chart of schedule.

Milestone Complete QYeeRg)
license Agreement Signed and Approved 1

Technology Transfer Presentation 2

. . Keyboard & Controller Specified 2

Prototype Design Developed & Documented 4

Fabrication of Prototype Parts
v

7

Prototype Test& Evaluation (1st iteration) 8

Production Part Documentation 12

Production Part Tooling 22

Production Test Parts & Equipment 22
First Article Unit Test & Evaluation 24

Production Part Tooling Updates 26

Pre-Production Unit Test & Evaluation 29

Production Start 31

Assumptions:

Fabrication of prototype parts, electrical and mechanical, requires 3 weeks.

Fabrication of production part tooling, electrical and mechanical, requires 8 and 10

weeks respectively.

• w Updates to production tooling, electrical and mechanical, require 1 week;
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TASK \ Week tl 12 1-4 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

License Agreement Signed

Technology Transferred m

Keyboard/System 10 m

Prototype Design

Fabricate Prototype

. Prototype Test & Eval

Production Part Documentation

Production Part Tooting
I

Production Test Equipment
(

1st Article Test & evaluation {

Production Part Tool Updates
I

!

Pre-Prod Test & Evaluation
I

Production Start

Gantt Chart for J-Mouse"Implementation Schedule

Figure 7

FUTURE PHASES - As previously indicated, although the J-Mousc may be implemented in

a particular keyboard in cuncnt production, the integration into a different model keyboard
may require a new mechanical and/or electrical design. It is the intemion of Home Row to

provide the support necessary to be successful with this new technology. It is important to

involve Home Row in the planning stages.of new the J-Mouse equipped keyboard projects so
that support, when and if needed, can be provided in a timely manner.
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Abstract

Touch-sensitive tablets and their use in human-
computer interaction are discussed. It is shown
that such devices have some important properties
that differentiate them from other input deviaes
(such as mice and joysticks). The analysis serves
two purposes: (1) it sheds light cm touch tablets,
and (2) it demonstrates how other devices might be
approached, Three specific distinctions between
touch tablets and one button mice are drawn. These
concern the signaling of events, multiple point
sensing and the use of templates. These distinc-
tions are reinforced, and possible uses of touch
tablets are illustrated, in an example application.
Potential enhancements to touch tablets and other
input devices are discussed, as are some inherent
problems. The paper concludes with recommenda-
tions for future work.
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1. Introduction

Increasingly, research in human-computer interac-
tion is focusing on problems of input [Foley, Wallace
3c Chan 1984; Buxton 1983; Buxton Much of
this attention is directed towards input technolo-
gies. The ubiquitous Sholes keyboard is being
replaced and /or complemented by alternative tech-
nologies. For example, o major tocus of the market-
ing strategy for two recent personal computers, the
Apple Macintosh and Hewlett-Packard 150, has been
on the input devices that they employ (the mouse
and touch-screen, respectively),

Now that the range of available devices is expand-
ing, how does one select the best technology for a
particular application? And once a technology is
chosen, how can it be used most effectively? These
questions are important, for as Buxton f 1983] has
argued, the ways in vhich the user physically
interacts with art input device have a marked effect
on the type of user interface that can be effectively
supported.

In the general sense, the objective of this paper is
to help in the selection process and assist in
effective use of a specific class of devices. Our
approach is to investigate a specific class of dev-
ices: touch-sensitive tablets. We will identify touch
tablets, enumerate their important properties, and
compare them to a more common input device, the
mouse. We then go on to give examples of transac-
tions where touch tablets can be used effectively.
There are two intended benefits for this approach.
First, the reader will acquire an understanding of
touch tablet issues. Second, the reader will have a
concrete example of how the technology can be
investigated, and can utilize the approach as a
model for investigating other classes of devices.

2. Touch- Sensitive Tablets

A touch-sensitive tablet (touch tablet for short) ia a
flat surface, usually mounted horizontally or nearly
horizontally, that can sense the location of a finger
pressing on it. That is, it is a tablet that can sense
that it is being touched, and where it is being
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touched. Touch tablets can vary greatly in size,

from a few inches on a side to several feet on a side.

The most critical requirement is that the user is

not required point "with some manually held device
such as a stylus or puck.

What we have described in the previous paragraph
Is a simple touch tablet. Only one point of contact
is sensed, and then only in a binary, touch/no touch,

mode. One way to extend the potential of a simple
touch tablet is to sense the degree, or pressure, of

contact. Another Is to sense multiple points of con-
tact. In this case, the location (and possibly pres-

sure) of several points of contact would be
reported. Most tablets currently on the market are
of the "simple" variety. However, Lee. Buxton and
Smith (1985], and Nakatani [private communica-*
lion] have developed prototypes of multi-touch,
multi-pressure sensing tablets*.

"Wewish to stress thai we will restrict our discus-
sion of touch technologies Lo touch tablets, which
can and should be used in ways that are different

from touch screens. Readers interested in touch-
screen technology are referred toHerot & Welnsap-
fel [1978], Nakatani & Rohrlich [1383] and Minsky
[1904], We acknowledge that a flat touch screen
mounted horizontally is a touch tablet as defined
above. TbU is not a contradiction, as a touch screen
has exactly the properties of touch tablets we
describe below, as long as there is no attempt to

mount a display below (or behind) it or to make it

the center of the user's visual focus.

Some sources of touch tablets are listed in Appen-
dix A.

3. Properties of Touclt-Sexisittve Tablets

Asking "Which input device is best?" is much like

asking "How long should a piece of string be?" The
answer to both is: it depends on what you want to

use it for. With input devices, however, we are lim-

ited in our understanding of the relationship
between device properties and the demands of a
specific application. We will investigate touch
tablets from the perspective of improving our
understanding of this relationship, Our claim is

that other technologies warrant similar, or even
more detailed, investigation.

Touch tablets have a number of properties that dis-

tinguish them from other devices:

o They have no mechanical intermediate device
(such as stylus or puck). Hence they are useful

in hostile environments (e.g., classrooms, public
access terminals) where such intermediate dev-

ices can get lost, stolen, or damaged.

* Having no puck to slide or get bumped, the track-
ing symbol "stays put" once placed, thus making
them well suited for pointing tasks in environ-
ments subject to vibration or motion {e.g.* fac-

tories, cockpits).

• Tbey present no mechanical or kinesthetic res-

trictions on our ability to indicate more than one
point at a time. Thai is, we can use two hands or

more than one finger simultaneously on a single
tablet. (Remember, we can manually control at

most two mice at a time: one in each hand. Given
that we have ten fingers, it is conceivable that we
may wish to Indicate more than two points simul-
taneously. An example of such an application
appears below).

• Unlike joysticks and trackballs, they have a very
low profile and can be integrated into other
equipment such as desks and low- profile key-
boards (e.g., the Key Tronic Touch Pad, see
Appendix A). This has potential benefits in port-
able systems* and, according to the Keystroke
model of Card, Ncwetl and Moran [190Q], reduces
homing time from the keyboard to the pointing
device.

• They can be molded into one-piece constructions
thus eliminating cracks and grooves where dirt
can collect. This makefi them well suited for very
clean environments (eg. hospitals) or very dirty
ones (eg. r factories).

- Their simple construction, with no moving parts,
leads to reliable and long-lived operation, making
them suitable for environments where they will

be subjected to Intense use or where reliability

is critical,

They do, of course, have some inherent disadvan-
tages, which will be discussed at the close of the
paper.

In the next section we will make three important
distinctions between touch tablets and mice. These
are:

» Mice and touch tablets vary in the number and
types of events that they can transmit. The
difference is especially pronounced when com-
paring to simple touch tablets.

• Touch tablets can be made that can sense multi-
ple points of contact. There is no analogous pro-
perty for mice.

The surface of a tablet can be partitioned into
regions representing a collection of independent
"virtual" devices. This is analogous to the parti-
tioning of a screen into "windows** or virtual
displays. Mice, and other devices that transmit
"relative change" information, do not lend them-
selves to this mode of interaction without con-
suming display real estate for visual feedback.
With conventional tablets and touch tablets,
graphical, physical or virtual templates can be
placed over the Input device to delimit regions.
This allows valuable screen real. estate to be
preserved. Physical templates, when combined
with touch sensing, permit the operator to sense
the regions without diverting the eyes from the
primary display during visuaLiy demanding tasks.

After these properties are discussed, a simple
finger painting program is used to illustrate them
in the context of a concrete example. We wish to
stress that we do not pretend that the program
represents a viable paint program or an optimal
interface. It is simply a vehicle to illustrate a
variety of transactions in an easily understandable
context.
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Finally, we discuss Improvements that must be
made to current touch tablet technology, many of

vhich we have demonstrated in prototype form.
Also, we suggest potential improvements to other
devices, motivated by our experience with touch
technology.

4. Three Distinctions Between Touch. Tablets and
Mice 1

The distinctions we make in this section have to do
with suitability of devices for certain tasks or use
in certain configurations. We are only interested in

showing that there are some uses for which touch
tablets are not suitable, but other devices are, and
vice versa. We make no quantitative claims or com-
parisons regarding performance.

Signaling

Consider a rubber-band line drawing task with a one
button mouse. The user would first position the
tracking symbol at the desired starting point of the
line by moving the mouse with the button released.
The button would then be depressed, to signal the
start of the line, and the user would manipulate the

line by moving the mouse until the desired length,

and orientation was achieved. The completion of the
line could then, be signaled by releasing the button.2

Figure 1 is a state diagram that represents this

interface. Notice that the button press and release
are used to signal the beginning and end of the
rubber-band drawing task. Also note that in states
1 and 2 both motion and signaling (by pressing or
releasing the button, as appropriate) are possible.

release
(wl»r. end!

mjvc to select ttpv* tX> delect
ct&rtlng point to** point

state 1 - button up
state 2 - button down

Figure 1, State diagram for rubber-banding with
a one-button mouse.

Now consider a simple touch tablet. It can be used
to position the tracking symbol at the starting
point of the line, but it cannot generate the signal
needed to initiate rubber- bunding* Figure 2 is a
state diagram representation of the capabilities of

a simple touch tablet. In state 0, there is no contact
with the tablet,3 In this state only one action is pos-

* Although wo wo comparing touch tablets to one but-
ton mice throughout this section, roost of the comments
apply equaJljr to tablets with one- trotton pucks or (with
bome caveats} tablets with styli.

8 This assumes that the interface is designed so that
the button is held down during drawing. Alternatively,
the button can be released during drawing, and pressed
again, to signal the completion of the line.

3 We use state 0 to represent e state in which no loca-
tion, information is transmitted. There no analogous
stale for mice, ond hence no state 0 tn the diagrams for

sible: the user may touch the tablet. This causes a
change to state 1. In state 1 T the user is pressing on
the tablet, and as a consequence position reports
are sent to the host. There is no way to signal a
change to some other state, other than to release
(assuming the exclusion of temporal or spatial cues,
which tend to be clumsy and difficult to learn). This
returns the system to state 0. This signal could not
be used to initiate rubber-banding, as it could also
mean that the user is pausing to think, or wishes to
initiate some other activity.

reload

Figure 2. Diagram for showing states of

simple touch-tablet.

This inability to signal -while pointing is a severe
limitation with current touch tablets, that is,

tablets that do not report pressure in addition to
location. (It is also a property of trackballs, and
joysticks without "fire" buttons). Tt renders them
unsuitable for use in mrniy common interaction
techniques for which mice are well adapted (e.g„
selecting and dragging objects into position,
rubber-band line dravrmg, and pop-up menu selec-
tion); techniques that are especially characteristic
of interfaces based on Direct Manipulation [Shneid-
eriutm 1963].

One solution to the problem is to use a separate
function button on the keyboard. However, this
usually means two-handed input where one could
do, or, awkward co-ordination in controlling the
button and pointing device with a single hand. An
alternative solution when using a touch tablet is to
provide some level of pressure sensing. For exam-
ple, if the tablet could report two levels of contact
pressure (i.e>, hard and soft), then the transition
from soft to hard pressure, and vice versa, could be
used lor signaling. In effect, pressing hard is

equivalent to pressing the button on the mouse. The
state diagram showing the rubber-band line draw-
ing task with this form of touch tablet is shown in
Figure 3.4

As an aside, using this pressure sensing scheme
would permit us to select options from a menu, or

mice. With conventional tftbleLs, this corresponds to
"out of range" state.
At this point the a)ort reader will wonder about difficulty
In distinguishing between hard and soft pressure, end
f rfction. (especially when preusing herd). Taking the lost
first, hard \e a relative term, In practice friction need
not be a problem {see tnberent Problems, below).

l0ms would conjecture that In the absence of button
click* or other feedback, pressure trouJd be difficult to
regulate accurately, ffe have found two levels ol pres-
sure to be easily distinguished, but this Is a ripe area for
research. For example, Stu Card [private communica-
tion] has suggested that the threshold between soft and
hard should be reduced (become *'»oftor**) while hard
pressure is being maintained. This suggestion, ond olhfc

era, warrant format experimentation.
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r*\cana {srehgc end)

*Lat« l - ll^it contact starting point end poutt
»u»te 7 - 'hard* Contact

Figure 3. State diagram for rubber-banding with
pressure sensing touch tablet.

activate Light buttons by positioning the tracking
symbol over the item and "pushing". This is con-

sistent with the gesture used with a mouse, and the

model of "pushing" buttons. With current simple
touch tablets* one does just the opposite; position,

over the item and then lift off, or "pull" the button.

From the perspective of the signals sent to the host
computer, this touch tablet is capable of duplicat-

ing the behaviour of a one-button mouse, This is not
to say that these devices are equivalent or inter-

changeable. They are not. They are physically and
kiaesthetically very different, and should be used in

ways that make use of the unique properties of

each\ Furthermore, such a touch tablet can gen-
erate one pair of signals that the one-button mouse
cannot — specifically, press and release (transition

to and lrom state 0 in the above diagrams). These
signals (which are also available with many conven-
tional tablets) are very useful in implementing cer-

tain types of transactions, such as those based on
character recognition*

An obvious extension of the pressure sensing con*

cept is to allow continuous pressure sensing. That
is. pressure sensing where some large number of

different levels of pressure may be reported. This
extends the capability of the touch tablet beyond
that of a traditional one button mouse. An example
of the use of this feature is presented below.

Multiple Position. Sensing

With, a traditional mouse or tablet, only one position

can be reported per device. One can imagine using
two mice or possibly two transducers on a tablet,

but this increases costs, and two is the practical
limit on the number of mice or tablets that can be
operated by a single user (without using feet). How-
ever, while we have only two hands, we have ten
fingers. As playing the piano illustrates, there are

some contexts where we might want to use several,

or even all of them, at once.

Touch tablets need not restrict us in this regard.
Given a large enough surface of the appropriate
technology, one could use all fingers of both hands
simultaneously, thus providing ten separate units
of input. Clearly, this is well beyond the demands of

many applications and the capacity of many people,
however, there ere exceptions. Examples include
chording on buttons or switches, operating a set of

slide potentiometers, and simple key roil-over when
touch typing. One example (using a set of slide

potentiometers) will be illustrated below.

6 SIGGRAPH'85

Multiple Virtual Devices and Templates

The power of modern graphics displays has been
enhanced by partitioning one physical display into a
number of virtual displays. To support this, display
window managers have been developed. We claim
(see Brown, Buxton and Murtagh [1985]) that similar
benefits can be gained by developing an input win-
dow manager that permits a single physical input
device to be partitioned into a number of virtual
input devices. Furthermore, we claim that multi-
touch tablets are well suited to supporting this
approach.

Figure 4a shows a thick cardboard sheet that has
holes cut in specific places. When it is placed over a
touch tablet as shown in Figure 4b, the user is res-
tricted to touching only certain parts of the tablet.

More importantly, the user can/eef the parts that
are touchable, and their shape. Each of the "touch-
able" regions represents a separate virtual device.
The distinction between this template and tradi-
tional tablet mounted menus (such as seen in many
CAD systems) is important.

Traditionally, the options have been:

a) Save display real estate by mounting the menu
on the tablet surface. The cost of this option is

eye diversion from the display to the tablet, the
inability to "touch type", and time consuming
menu changes*

b) Avoid eye diversion by placing the menus on the
display. This also make it easier to change
menus, but still does not allow "touch typing",
and consumes dispLay space.

Touch tablets allow a new option:

c) Save display space and avoid eye diversion by
using templates that can be felt,' and hence, allow
"touch typing" on a variety of virtual input dev-
ices. The cost of this option is time consuming
menu (template) changes.

It must be remembered that for each of these
options, there is an application for which it is best.
We have contributed a new option, which makes pos-
sible new interfaces. The new possibilities include
more elaborate virtual devices because the
improved kinesthetic feedback allows the user to
concentrate on providing input, instead of staying
in the assigned region. We will also show (below)
that its main cost (time consuming menu changes)
can be reduced in some applications by eliminating
the templates.

5. Examples of Transactions Where Touch Tablets
Can Be Used Effectively

In order to reinforce the distinctions discussed in
the previous section, axui to demonstrate the use of
touch tablets, we will now work through some exam-
ples based on a toy paint system. We wish to stress
again that we make no claims about the quality of
the example as a paint system. A paint system is a
common and easily understood application, and
thus* we have chosen to use it simply as a vehicle
for discussing interaction techniques that use
touch tablets.
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Figure 4a. Sample template.

Figure 4b. Sample template in use.

The example paint program aliows the creation of

simple finger paintings. The layout of the main
display for the program is shown in Figure 5, On the
left is a large drawing area where the user can draw
simple tree-hand figures. On the right is a set of

menu items. When the lowest item is selected, the

user enters a colour mixing mode. In switching to

this mode, the user i3 presented with a different

display that is discussed below. The remaining
menu items are "paint pots". They are used to

select the colour that the user will be painting with.

In each of the following versions of the program, the
input requirements are slightly different. In all

cases an 8 cm x 8 cm touch tablet is used (Figure 6),

but the pressure sensing requirements vary. These
are noted in each demonstration.

5.1. Painting Without Pressure Sensing

This version of the paint program illustrates the
limitation of having no pressure sensing. Consider

Figure 5. Wain display for paint program.

Figure 6. Touch tablet used In demonstrations.

the paint program described above, where the only
input device is a touch tablet without pressure
sensing. Menu selections could be made by pressing
down somewhere in the menu area, moving the
tracking symbol to the desired menu item and then
selecting by releasing. To paint, the user would
simply press down in the drawing area and move
(see Figure 7 for a representation of the signals
used for painting with this program).

release

pointing

Figure ?. State diagram for drawing portion
of simple paint program.
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There are several problems with this program. The
most obvious is in trying to do detailed drawings.

The user does not know where the paint will appear
until xt appears. This is likely to be too late. Some
form of feedback, that shows the user where the

brush is, without painting, is needed. Unfor-

tunately, this cannot be done with this input device,

as it is not possible to signal the change from track-

ing to painting and vice versa.

The simplest solution to this problem is to use a

button (e.g.* a function key on the keyboard) to sig-

nal state changes. The problem with this solution is

the need to use two hands on two different devices

to do one task. This is awkward and requires prac-

tice to develop the co-ordination needed to make
small rapid strokes in the painting, it is also

inefficient in its use of two hands where one could
(and normally should) do.

Alternatively, approaches using multiple taps or

timing cues for signalling could be tried , however,
we have found that these invariably lead to other

problems, ft Is better to.find a direct solution using

the properties of the device Itself.

5.2. Painting with Two Levels of Pressure

This version of the program uses a tablet that

reports two levels of contact pressure to provide a
satisfactory solution to the signaling problem. A
low pressure level (a light touch by the user) is used
for general tracking. A heavier touch is used to

make menu selections, or to enable painting (see

Figure 8 for the tablet states used to control paint-

ing with this program). The two levels of contact
pressure allow us to make a simple but practical

one finger paint program.

wove Ito rove vKiis
starting point! paintlt*?

Figure 0, State diagram for painting portion of

simple paint program using pressure
sensing touch tablet.

This version is very much like using the one button
mouse on the Apple Macintosh with MacPaint [Willi-

ams, 1984]. Thus, a simple touch tablet is not very
useful, but one that reports two levels of pressure
is similar in power (but not feel or applicability) to

a one button mouse.5

5.3. Painting -with Continuous Pressure Sensing

In the previous demonstrations, ire have only imple-
mented interaction techniques that are common
using existing technology. We now introduce a tech-

nique that provides functionality beyond that
obtainable using most conventional input technolo-

5 Also, there is the problem of friction, to bo discussed
beJovr \inder "Inherent Problems".
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In this technique, we utilize a tablet capable of

sensing a continuous range of touch pressure. With
this additional signal, the user can control both the
width of the paint trail and its path, using only one
finger. The new signal, pressure, is used to control
width. This is a technique that cannot be used wi|h
any mouse that we are aware of, and to our
knowledge, is available on only one conventional
tablet (the GTCO Oigipad with pressure pen [GTCO
1982]),

We have found that using current pressure sensing
tablets, the user can accurately supply two to three
bits of pressure information, after about 15

minutes practice. This is sufficient for simple doo-
dling and many other applications, but improved
pressure resolution is required for high quality

painting.

5.4, "Windows" on the Tablet: Colour Selection

We now demonstrate how the surface of the touch
tablet can be dynamically partitioned into "win-
dows" onto virtual input devices. We use the same
basic techniques as discussed under templates
(above), but show how to use them without tem-
plates. We do this in the context of a colour selec-

tion module lor our paint program. This module
introduces a new display, shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Colour'mixing display.

In this display, the large left side consists of a
colour patch surrounded by a neutral grey border.
This is the patch of colour the user is working on.
The right side of the display contains three bar
graphs with two light buttons underneath, The pri-
mary function of the bar graphs is to provide feed-
back, representing relative proportions of red,
green and blue in the colour patch. Along with the
light buttons below, they also serve to remind the
user of the current layout of the touch tablet.

In this module> the touch tablet is used as a "virtual
operating console", Us layout is shown (to scale) in
Figure 10. There are 3 valuators (corresponding to
the bar graphs on the screen) used to control
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colour, and two buttons: one, on the right, to bring
tip a pop-up menu used to select the colour to be
modified, and another, on the left, to exit.

of the patch.

3 valuator*

Ben x d cm
tablet surface

2 posit buttons

Figure 10. Layout of virtual devices on touch tablet.

The single most Important point to be made in this

example is that a single physic a.1 device is being
used to implement 5 virtual devices (3 valuators
and 2 buttons). This is analogous to the use of a
display window system, In its goals, and its imple-
mentation.

The second main point is that there is nothing on
the tablet to delimit the regions. This differs from
the use of physical templates as previously dis-

cussed, and shows how, in the absence of the need
lor a physical template, we can instantly change the
"windows" on the tablet, without sacrificing the
ability to touch type.

"We have found that when the tablet surface is small,
and the partioning of the surfaces is not too com-
plex, the users very quickly (typically in one or two
minutes) learn the positions of the virtual devices
relative to the edges of the tablet, More impor-
tantly, they can use the virtual devices, practically
error free, without diverting attention from the
display. (We have repeatedly observed this

behaviour In the use of an application that uses a 10
cm square tablet that is divided into 3 sliders with a
single button across the top).

Because no template is needed, there is no need for
the user to pause to change a template when enter-
ing the colour mixing module. Also, at no point is

the user's attention diverted from the display.
These advantages cannot be achieved with any other
device we know of, without consuming display real
estate.

The colour of the colour patch is manipulated by
dragging the red, green and blue values up and
down with the valuators on the touch tablet. The
valuators are implemented in relative mode (i.e.,

they are sensitive to changes in position, not abso-
lute position), and are manipulated like one dimen-
sional mice. For example* to make the patch more
red, the user presses near the left side of the
tablet, about half way to the top, and slides the
finger up (see Figure 11). For larger changes, the
device can be repeatedly stroked (much like strok-
ing a mouse). Feedback is provided by changing the
level in the bar graph on the screen and the colour

Figure 1 L Increasing red content, by pressing on
red valuator and sliding up.

Using a mouse, the above interaction could be
approximated by placing the tracking symbol over
the bars of colour, and dragging them up or down.
However, if the bars are narrow, this takes acuity
and concentration that distracts attention from the
primary task — monitoring the colour of the patch.
Furthermore, note that the touch tablet implemen-
tation does not need the bars to be displayed at all,

they are only a convenience to the user, There are
interfaces where, in the interests of maximizing
available display area, there will be no items on the
display analogous to these bars. That is, there
would be nothing on the display to support an
interaction technique that allows values to be mani-
pulated by a mouse.

Finally, we can take the example one step further by
introducing the use of a touch tablet that can sense
multiple points of contact (e.g., [Lee, et al. 1985]),
With this technology, all three colour values could
be changed at the same time (for example, fading to
black by drawing all three sliders down together
with three fingers oi one hand). Hiis simultaneous
adjustment of colours could not be supported by a
mouse, nor any single commercially available input
device we know of. Controlling several valuators
with one hand is common in many operating con-
soles, for example: studio light conttol, audio
mixers, and throttles for multi-engine vehicles (e.g.,

aircraft and boats). Hence, this example demon-
strates a cost effective method for providing func-
tionality that is currently unavailable (or available
only at great cost, in the form of a custom fabri-
cated console), but has wide applicability.

5.5, Summary of Examples

Through these simple examples, we have demon-
strated several things:

• The ability to sense at least two levels of pres-
sure is a virtual necessity for touch tablets, as
without it, auxiliary devices must be used for
signaling, and "direct manipulation" interfaces
cannot be effectively supported,

* The extension to continuous pressure sensing
opens up new possibilities in human-computer
interaction.
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» Touch tablets are superior to mice and tablets
-when many simple devices are to be simulated.
This is because; (a) there is no need for a

mechanical intermediary between the fingers
and the tablet surface, (b) they allow the use of

templates (including the edges of the tablet,

which is a trivial but useful template), and (c)

there is no need for positional feedback that
would consume valuable display space.

» The ability to sense multiple points of contact
radically changes the way in which users may
interact with the system. The concept of multi-
ple points of contact does not exist for, nor is it

applicable to, current commercially available
mice and tablets.

6. Inherent Problems with Touch Tablets

A problem with touch tablets that is annoying in the
long term is friction between the user's finger and
the tablet surface. This can be a particularly severe
problem if a pressure sensitive tablet is used, and
the user must make long motions at high pressure.
This problem can be alleviated by careful selection
of materials and care in the fabrication and calibra-
tion of the tablet.6 Also r the user Interface can be
designed to avoid extended periods of high pres-
sure.

Perhaps the most difficult problem is providing
good feedback to the user when using touch tablets,
For example, if a set of push-on/push-off buttons
are being simulated, the traditional forms of feed-
back (illuminated buttons or different button
heights) cannot be used. Also, buttons and other
controls implemented on touch tablets lack the
kinesthetic feel associated with real switches and
knobs. As a result, users must be more attentive to
visual and axidio feedback, and interface designers
must be freer in providing this feedback. (As an
example of how this might be encouraged, the input
"window manager" could automatically provide
audible clicks as feedback for button presses).

7. Potential Enhancements to Touch Tablets (and
other devices)

The first problem that one notices when using touch
tablets is "jitter" when the finger is removed from
the tablet. That is, the last few locations reported
by the tablet, before it senses loss of contact, tend
to be very unreliable.

This problem can be eliminated by modifying the
ftrmware of the touch tablet controller so that it

keeps a short FIFO queue of the samples that have
most recently be sent to the host. "Wnen the user
releases pressure, the oldest sample is re*
transmitted, and the queue is emptied. The length
of the queue depends on the properties of the touoh
tablet (e.g.. sensitivity, sampling rate). "We have
found that determining a suitable value requires

0 As a bad example, one commercial "touch" tablet re*
quires so much pressure for reliable sensing that the
finger cannot be smoothly dragged across the surface.
rnaUod, a irooden or plastic stylus must be need, thus
loosing many of the advantages of touch sensing.

only a few minutes of experimentation.

A related problem with most current tablet con-
trollers (not just touch tablets) is that they do not
inform the host computer when the user has ceased
pressing on the tablet (or moved the puck out of
range), This information is essential to the develop*

« ment of certain types ol interfaces. (As already
mentioned, this signal is not available from mice).
Currently, one is reduced to deducing this event by
timing the interval between samples sent by the
tablet. Since the tablet controller can easily deter-
mine when pressure is removed (and must if it is to
apply a de-jittering algorithm as above), it should
share this information with the host.

Clearly, pressure sensing is an area open to
development. Two pressure sensitive tablets have
been developed at the University of Toronto [Sasaki,
et al. 19di; Lee, et al. 1985], One has been used to
develop several experimental interfaces and was
found to be a very powerful tool. They have recently
become available from Elographics and Big Briar
(see Appendix A). Pressure sensing is not only for
touch tablets. Mice, tablet pucks and styli could all

benefit by augmenting switches with strain gauges,
or other pressure sensing instruments. GTCO, lor
example, manufactures a stylus with a pressure
sensing tip [GTCO 1982}, and this, like cur pressure
sensing touch tablets, has proven very useful.

8. Conclusions

We have shown that there are environments for
which some devices are better adapted than others.
Jn particular, touch tablets have advantages in
many hostile environments. For this reason, we
suggest that there are environments and applica-
tions where touch tablets may be the most
appropriate input technology.

This being the case, we have enumerated three
major distinctions between touch tablets and one
button mice (although similar distinctions exist for
multi-button mice and conventional tablets). These
assist in identifying environments and applications
where touch tablets would be most appropriate,
These distinctions concern:

• limitation Jn the ability to signal events,

• suitability for multiple point sensing, and

• the applicability of tactile templates.

These distinctions have been reinforced, and some
suggestions on how touch tablets may be used have
been given, by discussing a simple user interface.
From this example, and the discussion of the dis-
tinctions, we have identified some enhancements
that can be made to touch tablets and other input
devices. The most important of these are pressure
sensing and the ability to sense multiple points of
contact.

We hope that this paper motivates interface
designers to consider the use of touch tablets and
shows some ways to use them effectively. Also, we
hope it encourages designers and manufacturers of
input devices to develop and market input devices
with the enhancements that we have discussed.
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The challenge for the future is to develop touch
tablets that sense continuous pressure at multiple

points of contact and Incorporate them in practical

interfaces, We believe that wc have shown that this

is worthwhile and have shown some practical ways
to use touch tablets. However, interface designers

must still do a great deal of worK to determine
where a mouse ia better than a touch tablet and
vice versa.

Finally, we have illustrated, by example, an
approach to the study of input devices, summarized
by the credo: "Know the interactions a device is

intended to participate In, and the strengths and
weaknesses of the device/' This approach stresses

that there is no such thing as a "good input device,"

only good Interaction task/device combinations.
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Appendix A: Touch Tablet Sources

Big Briar: 3 by 3 inch continuous pressure sensing touch
tablet

Big Briar, Ino.

Leicester, NC
28748

Chalk Board Inc« "Power Pad'\ large touch table for

micro-computers

Chalk Board Inc.

3772 Pleasantdale RcL,

Atlanta, GA 30340

Elographics: various sizes of touch tablets, including
pressure sensing

ElograptUcs. Inc.

105 Randolph Toad
Oak Ridge. Tennessee
37830
{6i5)-48S~4l00
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Key Tronic: Keyboard with touch pad.

Keytronic
P.O.Box 14687
Spokane. WA 99214
(509)-92&-8000

XoalaPad Technologies: Approx. 5 by 7 inch touch tablet
for micro-computers

KoaLa Technologies
3100 Patrick Henry Drive
Santa Qare, California

95050

Spiral Systems: Trazor Touch Panel* 3 by 3 inch touch
tablet

Spiral System Instruments. 7nc.

4-853 Cordell Avenue l Suite A- 10
Bethssda* Maryland
20814

TASA: 4 by 4 inch touch tablet (relative sensing only)

Touch Activated Switch Arrays Inc.

1270 Lawrence Stn. Road. Suite G
Sunnyvale, California

94089
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Artificial Reality with Force-feedback: Development of

Desktop Virtual Space with Compact Master Manipulator

Hiroo Iwata

Institute of Engineering Mechanics

University ofTsukuba

Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305 Japan

ABSTRACT

A new configuration of Human Interface for "artifi-

cial reality" is discussed. This paper describes a method
of implementing force-feedback in a virtual space manipu-
lation system- The system is composed of two subsys-

tems, a real-time graphic display system and a tactile

input device with reaction force generator. A specialized

graphics computer (Stardent TITAN) provides a real-

time image of the virtual space. A 9 degree-of-freedom
manipulator has been developed as a tactile input device.

The manipulator applies reaction forces to the fingers

and palm of the operator. The generated forces are calcu-

lated from a solid model of the virtual space. The perfor-

mance of the system is exemplified in manipulation of vir-

tual solid objects such as a mockup for industrial design
and a 3D animated character.

CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: 1.5.6 [Computer
Graphics]:Methodology and Techniques - interaction

techniques; B.4.2 [Input/Output devices]; H.1.2 [Models
and Principles]:User/ Machine Systems; J.6 [Computer-
Aided Engineering]:Computer-aided design;

General Terms:

tors

Algorithms, Performance, Human Fac-

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Artificial reality,

Virtual reality, Input device, Force sense, Master mani-
pulator, Real-time graphics

1. INTRODUCTION

The recent evolution of intelligent systems requires
natural interaction between machines and human beings.

A configuration of human interface called "artificial real-

ity" is discussed in this paper. The research objective of
artificial reality is to present a computer-generated vir-

Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted

provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct

commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the

publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by

permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy

otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission.

tual space to human operator's sense organs: eyes, ears,

skin, and so on. Since the major channel of human recog-

nition of the outer environment is the visual sense, real-

time computer graphics is essential to artificial reality.

Development of computer graphics has been focused on

the generation of photo-realistic images, which requires

large computational times. Recently, there has been

widespread interest in real-time images corresponding

with human action.

An early use of artificial reality for human interface

was proposed at NASA Ames Research Center in 1986[1].

Fisher, McGreevy, Humphries, and Robinett developed

head-rnouted display (HMD) and used a glove-like tactile

input device (DataGlove). The DataGIove has been util-

ized in research on telerobotics and user interface design.

For example, Zimmerman and Lanier proposed operation

of graph language[2] and Hirose et al. proposed operation

of a slave manipulator[3]. Through these experiments in

manipulation of virtual objects, the need for force output

is recognized. Some works for force display devices are

found in [4],[5] and [6].

The primary object of our research is implementa-

tion of force-feedback in a manipulation system for vir-

tual objects. Compared to presentation of visual and

auditory information, methods for presenting tactile

information have not been sufficiently developed. Here

are 3 classes of tactile input devices:

(1) glove

(2) 3 dimensional mouse

(3) master manipulator

There have been 3 dimensional mice with a force-

feedback handle controlled by nine strings. An example

device, called "JoyString", was developed by Agronin in

1967[7][8]. These devices generate 6 degree-of-freedom

reaction force, but their working volume is limited and

there are singularities in their working spaces.

In the field of robotics research, master manipula-

tors are used in teleoperation. Some examples of master-

slave manipulators enabling teleperception of remote

objects are found in [9] and [10]. Most master manipula-

tors, however, have large hardware with high cost, which

restricts their application areas.

In our research, a compact 9 degree-of-freedom

manipulator has been developed as a tactile input device

on a desktop. The manipulator generates reaction force

©1990 ACM-0-8979 1 -344-2/90/008/0 165 $00.75 165
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to the palm and the fingers of the operator. Application

areas of the system are focused on computer-aided design

and 3D animation.

2. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

2-1. Basic Structure of the System

The virtual object manipulation system is composed

of two subsystems, a real-time graphic display system and

a master manipulator for tactile input and reaction force

generation. A specialized graphics computer provides a

real-time image of virtual space. The overall configuration

of the system is shown in Figure 1.

A mirror is set in front of an operator's eyes at

angle of 45 degrees , which reflects the image on the CRT
screen (See Figure 2). The operator can not see the phy-

sical world, only the virtual world which includes their

hand. This optical configuration immerses the operator in

the computer generated virtual space. Articulated graph-

ics of a hand is displayed corresponding with the position

and orientation of operator's hand as obtained from the

manipulator.

A personal computer provides I/O control of the

analog- to-digital (A/D) and the digital-to-analog (D/A)

convenors for the manipulator. The graphics and I/O

processors are connected by a serial(RS-232C) communi-

cation line.

The graphics computer is a Stardent TITAN; the

I/O processor is a NEC PC- 9801.

2-2. Image Generator Subsystem

The setup of the virtual space is indicated in Figure

3. Motion of the operators hand is measured by the

internal sensors of the 9 degree- of-freedom manipulator.

The data is transmitted from the I/O processor to the

TITAN. The position and orientation of the hand are

described in a coodinate system fixed to the virtual

space. Displayed objects with which the hand interacts

Figure 2. Overall view of the system

a-;£ operator :~

TITAN

RS-232C
PC-9801

166

operator

Figure 1. Overall configuration of the system

Figure 3. Setup of the virtual space

m..

mmzmm&immmmammmmmmmmmm

Figure 4. Virtual hand
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are described in the same coordinate system. By adjust-

ing perspective of the "camera", the displayed hand

appears the same as the operator's physical hand. An
example of the displayed hand is shown in Figure 4. Its

image consists of 100 Gouraud shaded polygons.

The TITAN used in the system has 2 CPU boards

and its peak performance is 32 mips, 32mflops. Develop-

ment of our graphics application is supported by its Dore

library. Our displayed figures are defined as objects, each

of which is composed of primitives with attributes. An
image is generated by taking pictures of these "objects"

with a "camera".

2*3, Tactile Input and Reaction Force Generator Subsys-

tem

A 9 degree-of-freedom manipulator was developed

as a tactile input device with reaction force generator

(master manipulator). The manipulator applies reaction

forces to the fingers and palm of the operator. An overall

view of the subsystem is shown in Figure 5.

The core element of the subsystem is 6 degree-of-

freedom parallel manipulator. The typical design feature

of parallel manipulators is an octahedron, in which a top

triangular platform and a base triangular platform are

connected by six length-controllable cylinders (see Figure

6). This compact hardware has the ability to carry a

large payload. The structure, however, has some practical

disadvantages in its small working volume and its lack of

backdrivability(reduction of friction) of the mechanism.

In our system, three sets of pantograph link

mechanisms based on the work of Tsusaka et al.[ll] are

employed instead of linear actuators. The mechanism is

illustrated in Figure 7. Each pantograph is driven by two

DC motors. The top end of the pantograph is connected

with a vertex of the top platform by a spherical joint.

This mechanical configuration has the same advantages

as an octahedron mechanism has. The pantograph

mechanism improves the working volume and backdriva-

bility of the parallel manipulator.

The working space of the center of the top platform

is a spherical volume whose diameter is approximatly 30

cm. The maximum payload of the parallel manipulator is

2.3 Kg, which is more than a typical hand.

Each joint angle of the manipulator is measured by
potentiomaters. Linearity of the potentiomaters is 1%.

The non-linearity is not corrected in the current system

The top platform of the parallel manipulator is

fixed to the palm of the operator by a U-shaped attach-

B, B
2

Figure 6. Octahedron mechanism of parallel manipulators
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ment, which enables the operator to move the hand and

fingers independently. Three actuators are set coaxially

with the first joint of the thumb, forefinger and middle

finger of the operator (see Figure d). The last 3 fingers

work together. DC servo motors are employed for each

actuator. The maximum torque at each actuator shaft is

3 Kg cm. Working angle of the thumb is 120 degrees and

that of the other fingers are 90 degrees.

We generate force to apply to the hand from the

following formulae: 2

L-EFt (1)

M=E[{^p)*Fi] (2)

Fi {(bk-bj)*(h i
-l

j)]=0 (3)

actuator

where

P : center of the palm

p ; position vector of P
L ; force vector at P
M : moment vector at P

: force vector at 77,-

A,- : position vector at

: position vector at B;

The formula (1) indicates the balance of force. The for-

mula (2) indicates the balance of moment. The formula

(3) indicates that is involved in the same plan as the

pantograph link. The formulae (1),(2), and (3) lead to

nine dimensional simultaneous equations. The F; are

obtained by solving the equations by the Gaussian

method. Generated motor torques are calculated from the

Ft in the I/O processor.

3. METHOD OF MANIPULATION OF VIRTUAL
SOLID OBJECTS

3-1 Software Configuration

The core module of the software is a solid model

handler implemented on the graphics computer. A
diagram of the data flow is illustrated in Figure 9. The
I/O processor acquires the joint angles of the manipulator

through the A/D converter, and calculates the position

and orientation of the hand. A homogeneous transforma-

tion is used in the calculation. The position and orienta-

tion of the hand coordinate are first described with refer-

ence to the base platform. In the next step, the hand

coordinates are described with respect to the virtual

space. The data of the hand coordinates and bending

angle of the fingers are transmitted to the graphics com-

puter.

A solid model of virtual space is updated in accord

with the received data. If a finger or the palm touches a

virtual object, reaction force is generated. The force and

moment vectors for the fingers or the palm are transmit-

ted to the I/O processor. After the transmission, the solid

model of virtual space is updated. The torque required

at each joint of the manipulator is calculated in the I/O

168

Figure 8. Actuators for the fingers

TITAN PC-9801

Dore init. A/D conv.

Corrdinate

transformation

Data in Data out

Solid model update

Data out Data in

Graphics update Calculation of

reaction force

D/A<

Figure 9 . Diagram of the data flow

processor from the received force and moment data.

The computational time for coordinate transforma-

tion and actuator torque calculation is 100 msec. The
computational time for the solid model handling and
graphics generation depends on the complexity of the vir-

tual objects. If the virtual object is a simple sphere con-
sisting of 50 Gouraud shaded polygons, these processes
require approximately 0.5 seconds. This time currently
includes the large overhead of updating X window
software. Since the Dore library is designed to be used in

X window environment, this overhead is unavoidable at
present. The computational time in the graphics com-
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puter determines the performance of the force feedback

device. In our current example, the sampling rate is 4 Hz
and lag time is 0.25 seconds. We are planning to separate

graphics and force update, which improves the sampling

rate to 10 Hz.

3-2 Solid Model Interaction
0

The contact of the virtual hand with virtual objects

is detected at the 16 control points shown in Figure 10.

The distance between these points and the surface of a

virtual object is calculated. If the thumb and one of other

fingers touches a virtual object, the object is regarded as

captured. After the capture, virtual object coordinates

are fixed to the hand coordinates so that the object

moves with hand as though gripped.

Reaction forces to the fingers are generated accord-

ing to the solidity of the captured object. If the object is

a rigid body, the maximum possible torque is transmitted

to the fingers to present the hard surface of the object.

The force and moment vector at the palm is determined

with respect to the position of palm and the object,

according to the mass distribution of the object. In the

case of handling a camera, for example, these vectors are

obtained as follows (see Figure 11):

F « G (4)

M = G* (c - p) (5)

where

P : center of the palm

p : position vector of P
F : force vector at P
M : moment vector at P
C : Center of gravity of the camera

c ; position vector of C
G : gravitational force vector at C

The formula (4) indicates the balance of force. The

formula (5) indicates the balance of moment.

4. APPLICATION AREAS

Artificial reality is expected to be applied to various

categories of human interface. Our application of the vir-

tual space manipulation system is focused on two major

fields of application of computer graphics: computer-

aided design and 3D animation.

(1) Virtual handling of prototype products

The tactile sense plays important roles in the per-

ception of size or shape of an object. These attributes

cannot be directly perceived through planar CRT screens

and conventional pointing devices. Touch-based artificial

reality applied to a CAD system enables a designer to

virtually handle prototype products during the designing

process. An example of handing a virtual camera is

shown in Figure 12. The operator can feel the mass bal-

ance of the product. The refresh speed of this application

Figure 10. Control points on the virtual hand

Figure 11. Force and moment vectors at palm

is 3.S frames per second. The virtual camera consists of

80 Gouraud shaded polygons, and the simulated mass is

0.5 Kg .

(2) Choreography for 3D animated character

Application of computer graphics to amusement is

making progress. 3D animated characters are popular in

TV programs. Choreography for these characters is not

easily done with conventional pointing devices. An exam-

ple of handling a 3D animated character with our virtual

space manipulation system is shown in Figure 13. The
refresh speed of this application is 3 frames per second.

Artificial reality may enable a choreographer to join in

the production of 3D animation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has shown a method of implementation

of force-feedback in a virtual space manipulation system.

The design of a compact nine degree-of-freedom master

manipulator and its interaction with solid models was dis-

cussed.

Future directions in this research:

(1) Presentation of sense of touch
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Figure 12. Handling of a virtual camera

Figure 13. Handling of a 3D animated character

The link mechanism as shown in this paper has lim-

itations in presenting delicate tactile sensations such as

the feel of the surface of an object. A new micro mechan-

ism for presentation of these sense is desired.

(2)Application for interactive visualization

Artificial reality has an ability not only to simulate

the real world but also to create an alternative reality.

Objects without substance, such as computer software,

could be visualized and operated in this alternative real-

ity. For example, if a data structure of a large scale data-

base system could be presented in rigid or flexible objects

with mass, a programmer would easily perceive its global

image.
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Introduction

This paper is about using the sense of touch, the haptic

system, as part of our everyday interface with

computationally created worlds.

In Part 1, we discuss a particular system, called Sandpaper,

designed for experimenting with feeling texture. In part II,

we discuss how control analysis helps us understand the

behavior of the types of hardware and software we use to

implement force display.

We will not comprehensively review the literature of force

display devices and their applications; descriptions can be

found in e.g. [Sutherland65], [Noll72], [Batter72],

[Atkinson77] / [Brooks88], [Ouh-young88], [Smith88].

Part I

Force display technology works by using mechanical

actuators to apply forces to the user. By simulating the

physics of the user's virtual world, we compute these forces

in real-time, then send them to the actuators so that the user

feels them. The force display technology we use in the

Sandpaper system is a motor-driven two-degree of freedom

joystick (built by Max Behensky and Doug Milliken). The
joystick position is reported to the software, which
computes the appropriate forces for the joystick's motors.

Why create texture?

Force display is especially useful for communicating surface

texture and bulk properties of objects and environments as

well as dynamics of objects. In this way force display

technologies augment the strengths of computer-generated

graphics and sound in creating convincingly realistic

environments (figures 1,4).

In the Sandpaper system, we use a novel technique to allow

the user to feel textures. We create very small virtual

1 Present address: Apple Computer, Inc., Cupertino, CA
2Address: Atari Games, Milpitas, CA

Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided

that Ihe copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage,

the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear,

and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for

Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee

and/or specific permission.

© 1990 ACM 08979 1 -35 1 -5/90/0003/0235$ 1 .50

springs which pull the user's hand toward low regions and

away from high regions of a texture's depth map. We
synthesize finely spaced grooved surfaces and also use

depth data from Perlin's noise textures [Perlin85] and

fractals supplied by Pentland lPentland84), We also create

feel-able physics such as variable viscosity soups, springs,

and yo-yos (Color plate 1).

We believe it is particularly important to allow the user to

make exploratory motions as if they were touching real

objects and materials [see Lederman87], This informs our

empirical studies and our design of future force display

devices.

Surfaces as perceived by the human haptic system derive

from a complex combination of shape and material

properties. Texture is one of the most important such

properties. What is salient about a surface may also involve

other percepts, such as softness, apparent temperature, and
so forth [Katz25J. We believe that we can make computer
interface systems which can synthesize all of these; in order

to do that we need to understand both the perceptual and
computational issues.

Empirical Studies of Roughness Perception

Our application is a computer-supported software and
hardware system to do research on texture perception.

Figure 1 Photo of "Sandpaper" System in Use
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The system was designed as a laboratory for conducting

experiments on touch and haptic perception. An experiment

we envisioned is the following: the user is presented with

several pieces of sandpaper and is asked to arrange them in

order of roughness, exploring them by finger touch, and

sliding them on a table in front of him. This experiment

takes place in a virtual environment using a force feedback

interface; the textures are created computationally with

characteristics controlled by software. (Our experiments are

adapted and simplified from psychophysical studies by

Lederman and others; see, for example, [Lederman72].)

We created patches of texture intended for testing

roughness perception. There were two major goals: first, to

provide a flexible testbed for testing human perception of

roughness and for creating the stimuli for such experiments;

and second, to understand differences between the

perception of computationally created textures and the

perception of real textures in the interest of creating textures

which sustain the illusion of objects in virtual realities.

Evidence that texture simulation works

In a pilot study, subjects believed that they were feeling

patches of textured material.

[n an anecdotal experiment, subjects were presented with a

variety of textured patches (visually masked) in the

Sandpaper environment. They were asked to arrange the

patches in order of roughness. Subjects ordered the patches

with a moderate degree of consistency. We interpret this to

mean that subjects are able to judge roughness of these

patches, and can discriminate degrees of roughness. Since

we use a variety of surface models, we do not know which
aspects of the simulated surfaces contribute to the perceived

roughness.

In another pilot study subjects were asked to adjust

parameters of a patch. They were asked to find the

minimum and maximum values of a parameter within

which a patch feels like it has a "surface texture". In

particular, we allowed subjects to adjust a force amplitude

parameter (which may correspond to bump depth), for

patches with Perlin noise and fractal depth maps. We
allowed subjects to adjust a parameter corresponding to the

spacing of grooves in a very simple model of grooved

surfaces. With a small number of subjects, we saw
suggestive consistency in these results.

Pilot studies of roughness perception suggest that we can

successfully create varying degrees of perceived roughness.

However, the spatial parameters that determine perceived

roughness of virtual grooved surfaces may not be the same
as those which are correlated with perceived roughness for

real grooved surfaces as observed by Lederman and Taylor

[Lederman72], Preliminary data suggests that roughness of

simulated surfaces may be closely correlated with spatial

frequency, although there are several other likely

hypotheses.

How to Create Simulated Textures

First, we oversimplify by saying that texture is made of little

bumps. The little bumps are surface features in the range

from a few microns up to millimeters.

Previously, we had created the illusion of bumps and

valleys by the following trick: As the user moves the

joystick in a direction which is "up" a bump, his motion is

opposed by a spring force proportional to the height of the

|?ump. This gives the sense that it is very difficult to move to

the top of the bump (springs resist being stretched), and

easy to fall off the bump back into a lower region of the

simulated surface (springs like to revert to a short length).

We had made fairly large scale bumps whose apparent

heights were determined by the stiffness of the surrounding

springs. This technique has been used by several groups

working with force display technology to create artificial

detents (spring force toward the bottom of the detent).

We extended this technique to fine grained surfaces by

computing spring forces based on a local gradient: As the

user moves the joystick on the virtual surface, the change in

height in the direction of motion is noted. We create virtual

springs opposing the motion "up" the sides of each tiny

bump. Thus the spring forces applied to the hand are

computed from local gradients of the height of the surface

(figures 2,3).

Force

Figure 2 Gradient Technique: enlarged cross section of

surface depth map

The texture forces arc computed in real-time from a texture

depth map. In some cases the depth map is stored and in

some cases it is computed on the fly from a procedural

representation of the texture.

Our system associates a screen picture with each patch.

Usually we associate a shaded rendering of the appropriate

texture with what the user feels as he manipulates the

patch. Sometimes, for purposes of our experiments, we
"paint over" the patch to give little visual feedback;

sometimes we even display conflicting visual information.
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* Ax

Figure 3 Gradient technique; detail of local spring force

computation for x direction; y direction is similar

Force Display Requires Real-Time Physics and

Animation

The approach outlined above for simulating texture is a

combination of lookup of material properties and real-time

computation of system dynamics. In the texture

computations described above, we compute forces locally.

Textbook objects

This approach implies a physical interpretation of the

algorithm for generating forces. Any physical system can be
created from a combination of ideal "textbook" objects:

springs, dampers, and masses:

Spring

Damper

Mass

Force - k*position.

Force = b+velocity

Force = m*acceleration

For textures, we currently compute forces based on local

position information, which we then interpret as virtual

springs. Sometimes we compute other dynamics as well in

order to simulate material properties other than local slope.

For example, we sometimes apply viscous clamping forces

to stabilize our simulation (see Part II).

In fact, in our system we model a variety of non-textural

physical systems as well, We needed to perfect our models

of pure springs, dampers, and masses in order to create

textures, and we also have patches of materials such as

molasses and ice, and patches containing bricks to push,

lassos to twirl, and independently moving objects which try

to drag the user's hand about.

In general, to model any dynamic system, we model a

combination of the user and the force display device itself.

We must sense the position, velocity, and acceleration of the

joystick, and then use geometry and equations of motion to

compute the appropriate output forces.

We can compute modest physical setups and animated
displays in real time. Sometimes it is easier or necessary to

precompute forces, or some other aspect of the environment

that will be queried to produce the forces. For example, a

square-wave grooved surface should be easy to produce

purely procedurally/ but its very steep walls cause local

instabilities in the physics simulation (see Part II). We have

to filter the depth map of the grooved surface in advance. In

general, this kind of filtering is too slow to do in real time.

Physical modeling in a sampled, digital world requires

attention to signal processing techniques. We learned

several techniques which allowed us to increase fidelity to

real-world physics and stability. The spatial filtering

mentioned above is an example. We also temporally smooth

our acceleration and velocity data. This can smooth the feel

of the simulation, at the expense of increased apparent

viscosity, mass, and lag. Thus some techniques required us

to make tradeoffs to achieve reasonable results.

sensors:

position

motors

Joystick

D/A Sandpaper

software

Processor

Figure 4 Block Diagram of Hardware System

Patches of Feel-able Material are Objects

Since our primary aim was to create moveable patches of

textured surfaces, we decided to represent each patch

visually as a rectangle on the screen that could be

manipulated by the user.

Internally, a patch is an object with state. Each patch is

associated with either a procedure that runs each clock tick

to produce forces, or with an array of precomputed force

values to be looked up on the basis of joystick position. The
patch is associated with its visual representation, a pattern

or a bitmap.

Each patch has several parameters. For example, a patch

representing a finely grooved surface has parameters for the

height and spacing of the grooves. A patch may also have

other parameters: for example, the viscosity of the virtual

medium in which the user's hand is moving, or the

apparent mass of the joystick. The Sandpaper system allows

any of these parameters to be controlled by screen-based

sliders which the user can adjust.

This approach to the design of the system was vital for the

kind of empirical work now required. For example, in

creating a simulation of a mass (think of wielding a brick on

the end of the joystick) there were several parameters whose
values were critical (mass, viscosity, spring constant, and

temporal filter coefficients). By tuning these parameters in

an interactive loop, and feeling the response of the system,

we were able to create stable masses. However, our
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experiences with empirically varying ill understood
parameters prepared us to appreciate the analyses offered

in Part II!

The ability to create patches in the same family, but with

different parameter settings, and to vary the parameters of a

patch in real time are important not only to the

implementor of virtual materials, but also to the

experimental psychologist who is a user of our system. For

example, an experiment can be designed in which the

subject is asked to vary a texture until it matches a

reference.

How Much Must the Environment Suggest Physical

Reality?

Interface metaphor and graphics must enhance the touch

illusion of virtual patches of textured material that can be

directly manipulated by the user. We used direct

manipulation conventions from the Macintosh interface as

much as possible. A challenge was to keep the visual

contents of the patches constant as they are dragged; this

quality of animation is vital for a sense of physical reality.

We tried various experiments to increase the sense of

physical reality. What should happen when the user wants

to move a piece of sandpaper? Should he be able to pick it

up? We simulated this by having it become the topmost
layer. Should it slide? We simulated this by maintaining a

two-and-a-half-d ordering of the patches according to the

order in which they were originally placed on the table.

Each of these strategies gives the user a different impression

of the physical environment in which he is manipulating the

material. These are visual strategies. The next step is to

model the physical interaction forces between the patches so

that heavier materials are harder to drag than light ones,

and rough materials are harder to drag past each other than

smooth ones.

The haptic sense as it is used to explore an environment, is a

combination of cutaneous and kinesthetic senses with
intentional exploratory motions. We believe that users'

freedom to perform the appropriate exploratory motions
strongly affects their perception of a simulated physical

environment.

Lederman and Klatzky [Lederman87] assert that

stereotypical hand motions are associated with exploring

objects for certain features. In particular, "lateral motion" is

associated with texture. In pilot studies within the Sandpaper

environment, we observed that subjects used this

stereotypical motion when asked questions about texture

properties of patches. Subjects complained in a variety of

ways when patches were too small to allow this motion
while staying within the patch; making the patches bigger

removed these vague discomforts.

The joystick interface raises the question of whether
perception in the Sandpaper environment is more like

perception of objects directly with the hand or perception

through a handheld tool. Although the joystick ostensibly

resembles a handheld tool, we have had some success in

bringing the perceived location of our textured surfaces

very close to the hand, by building an apparatus that

changes the physical appearance of the joystick and the way

the hand can grip it.We cover the joystick with a black box,

and mount a ping-pong ball on its end. The ball appears to

be sliding a flat black surface. About one half of our subjects

perceive the textured patches with this arrangement to be

directly beneath the hand.

Conclusion: Moving to higher level descriptions

We have emphasized description of texture in terms of

mechanical impedances and low level physical models. In

fact, geometric and physical models are our way now to

implement feel-able physical and shape properties of

objects.

It is important to move to descriptions at higher levels

including those informed by perceptual dimensions,

detailed knowledge of which we hope to gain through

further perception experiments. For example, we would like

to describe a surface in terms of degrees of roughness,

softness, and stickiness rather than in terms of density and
placement of tiny bumps.

Our planned perception experiments should uncover
mappings between these percepts and the physical

parameters of our simulations.

We can then make higher level descriptive building blocks

to create full three dimensional virtual worlds containing

passive and active objects and ambient media.

Future

Further quantitative studies on texture perception must be

performed using simulated surfaces. In particular, we are

developing better models of grooved surfaces to be used in

studying roughness perception.

We will report on studies of the roles of texture and other

properties of simulated objects perceived by the haptic

system in virtual worlds. We emphasize observations of the

motions made by users, in order to understand how
exploratory activities used in the real world may be used in

virtual worlds. It is as important to integrate our system

with sound cues as with visual cues; that is part of our work
in progress.

We are beginning work with a three degree of freedom
joystick (x,y,and z) [Smith88, Russo90], and will compare
our two-degree-of-freedom results with those obtained in

true 3D. We expect to map our textures onto the surfaces of

three dimensional objects, and also to create soft surfaces

and "volume texture".

We will report progress and recommendations in using
force display in particular virtual worlds; for example,
teleoperation, surgical simulation, and sculpture.
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Part II: Contx-ol Issues in Force Display

To analyze the methods for creating an illusion of feel

in Part I, we investigated a variety of control issues in

force display;

1. Analyses to address the question: What is the re-

quired system updating rate for system A doing

simulation B? Analyses using control theory yield

e
the stability conditions among sampling period, mass,

stiffness, and viscosity in various simulations.

2. Measurements on a force-feedback joystick and an

ARM (Argon ne remote manipulator). The exper-

imental data support our predictions from theory.

We used the Sandpaper system to conduct several

interesting experiments, and used the analyses in

control theory to explain these strange phenomena

(some of which are counter-intuitive).

3. Measurements on the human arm. Wc followed

Hogan's approach and found that there is a sig-

nificant difference in human arm impedance be-

tween radial motion (forward-backward) and tan-

gential motion (side- to-side) when holding a joy-

stick [Hogan89].

What destroys an illusion of feel?

In general , data conversion and computer speed lim-

its the attainable sampling rate in force display. For

real-time computer graphics, 15-30 frames/second per-

formance proves enough for acceptable visual illusions.

What is the minimum sampling rate for good perception

of force through a human arm? This question relates to

human response time, human arm dynamics, system per-

formance, and what is being simulated.

One thing is certain, if the system is inherently unsta-

ble, the illusion of a real object is destroyed immediately.

Another criterion common both to computer-generated

images and computer-synthesized force fields is that the

displayed object cannot jitter if it is supposed to be sta-

tionary in time. Noise (quantization noise, thermal noise

in potentiometers, noise in transmission lines, and noise

in electronic components) in input data causes jitter prob-

lems. Bad force- field simulation/system dynamics causes

inherent instability, which is intimately related to the

sampling period.

Impedance control theory

How to create an illusion that one is holding a real

object? Let's be more specific. Given a computer con-

trolled joystick, can we simulate the dynamics of a spring-

mass system including its mechanical impedance (mass,

stifFness, viscosity)? If we can simulate the mechanical

impedance then one cannot tell whether an object is real

(using tests of Newton's three laws of motion). In theory,

we can do this simulation, if we can measure the position,

velocity, and acceleration of the hand-controller precisely,

and can calculate and deliver the outputs continuously

and without lag.

The following analysis follows the impedance control

theory introduced in [Hogan87]. Suppose the joystick has

mass m, stifFness k, and viscosity b. Define position as

x, velocity as v, acceleration as a, the force generated

by the motor controlled by a computer as Ft) and force

measured by a force sensor as Fex t (Fig. 5).

hand

motor

Figure 5: A joystick system

ma + bo -|- kx = L\ - Fczt (1)

Suppose the target virtual spring-mass system has

mass M, stiffness K, and viscosity B
}
then the force mea-

sured at the sensor is

- F\ xt = Ma + Bv + K(x - j: 0 )

where xq is the rest position. From 1, the force required

at motor is

Ft - ma -I- kx + bv + Fext (3)

from 2, let l/M = W

a = W[K(x 0 - ») - Bv - FCIt ] (1)

substituting 4 into 3

F, = mW[K{xQ-z)-Bv]+ kx + bv + Feill(l-)nW) (5)

Equation 5 says that if the position x, velocity v, and

the force from sensor Fcxt can be measured, the system

can simulate any object by controlling motor forces only.

A method for creating an illusion of feel

The goal is to simulate a spring with stiffness K, mass

M = m, and no viscosity. Instead of doing the detailed

simulation in the ideal case, we choose to use a very simple

method: let the joystick synthesize the spring force based

on position feedback only. The question becomes, what

does the human arm really feel?
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Let Ft — K(xa —z) in our simulation. From Eq. 5,

assuming joystick stiffness (without power) is zero.

-Fcxt — —[K(x 0 — x) — ma — bv] (6)

= ma + bv + K(x — xO)

The true behavior of the system, and so the feel to

the human arm as an external observer, is like holding

a spring with stiffness K, mass m, and viscosity b. Al-

though this is not exactly the target spring system (mass

m, stiffness K .viscosity 0) in simulation, it is close to the

target system if viscosity b is small.

With this simple approach, we successfully built dy-

namic models in Sandpaper system, and a molecular dock-

ing system. In the docking system, let Fd = ^f{xi) t
Xi

is the position of atom i, and /() is a molecular force field

function (color plate 2) [Ouh-young 88].

Contact instability and the human arm

Ideally a computer controlled joystick/hand-controller

can simulate any target dynamics. However, in practice

almost all systems have contact instability problems near

a wall (a hard surface). There are several reasons,

1 . If a digital computer is used in simulation, sampling

delay can make a stable system unstable.

2. If one doesn't have measured external force .Fczt,

and approximates it with a velocity derivative, noise

and delay are introduced.

3. The two different locations for sensor and actuator

cause an instability problem (the non-colocation

problem). The dynamics of the link (for example,

the lower-arm of the ARM) itself are usually not

properly modeled: the link is not a point mass,

but is actually a distributed mass [Colgate 89].

Of course, one can make the system stable by adding

extra viscosity, or by reducing the stifTness of the sim-

ulated hard surface. The former makes the human feel

resistance and sluggishness even in free space, whereas

the latter makes the hard surface spongy.

To make the problem even more complicated, the sys-

tem is far from linear. The human operator's own phys-

ical characteristics are involved in the feedback loop in

exploring the virtual world, and he changes those param-

eters dynamically and radically. Lanman reported human
elbow stiffness to vary from a minimum of about 1.4 N-

m/rad to a maximum as high as 400 N-m/rad [Lanman

80]. Cannon and Zahalak's measurements showed that

boLh the limb's natural frequency and damping ratio vary

with muscle activation [Cannon82].

Theoretical analysis [Murray 88] showed that a second-

order model with parameters varying with muscle activa-

tion and elbow angle was unable to reproduce experimen-

tal observations. A simplest competent characterization

required a fourth-order model. A fifth-order model was

used by Hannaford [IIannaford89].

Hogan has experimental data to show that a human
arm can be accurately modeled as a passive object wilh

constant impedance for periods up to 1.2 seconds [HoganSO]

That is, it takes that long to change muscle impedance,

rather than the 200 ms neuromuscular response time one

might have expected.

All these data make satisfactory hard-surface simula-

tion unlikely. But here is good news. First, multiple-

sensory illusions (vision, force, sound) reinforce each other.

Second, even though the system may become unstable

during the simulation, the human operator can compen-

sate or avoid it.

Analysis

What will be the behavior of the spring-mass system

when a human arm is combined with it? Assume the

human arm can be modeled by a second-order system

with mass Mh, stifTness Kh, and viscosity Bh. If the aim

is not generating forces, the system dynamics equation

becomes

(Mh + m)a + (Bh + b)v + (Kh + k) * (x - xO) = 0 (7)

where a = acceleration, v = velocity, x = position,

xO = initial position, m = mass of joystick, b — vis-

cosity of joystick, and k = stifFness of a virtual spring.

The natural frequency f of the system is given by 2t/ =
y/(Kh + k)/(Mh +-m).

Delayed analog analysis

One way to predict the dynamics of Eq. 7 is to use

analog control theory, and add a time-delay component
in the feedback loop (Figure 6). We give a simple analysis

of a spring and mass system (mass M, spring constant K,

and viscosity B), with the human arm not included at

first. Even though the delay (e~'
J

, T is the delay in

seconds) is introduced, this is still an analog controller.

We use this model to get some insights before going on

to the complicated digital controller.

Assuming that the product of the delay T and the nat-

ural frequency s is small, say less than 0.1, then c~ iT can

be approximated by second-order Taylor series expansion.

e"T = 1 - sT+ l/2s
2T7

(8)
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H{s) = l/(Ms2 + Bs), M: mass, B:viscosity,
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Figure 6: An analog system with delay T

The transfer function between output force and input

position becomes

F(s)/X(s) = A'e-
jT

/[l + KH{s)e-'T
]

= (Ms2 + Bs)Ke~ zT
/[K + (M +

l/2/v'T
2
)s

2 + (B - KT)s)

By the Nyquist stability criterion, if one of the poles of

F(s)/X(s) is located on the right-half of the s-plane, the

system is unstable. The poles of F(s)/X(s) are equal to

zeros of X(s), and are given as

[(
KT -B) i y/(B - KT2 - 4(A/ + 1/2AT2

))]/

(2{M + l/2/a
i2

))

The system becomes unstable if KT — ZJ > 0, where

K is stillness of the system, T is delay, and B is viscos-

ity. This is an approximate solution. There is a constant

C involved in this relation, i.e., T > C*B/K, and C is

shown to be approximately 2 in more detailed discrete

simulations.

When the human arm is combined with the system, let

K = Kh + k, M = Mh + m, B = Bh + b, and T < C*B/K
still holds (see notations in Eq. 7).

A true discrete analysis

With a discrete model the solution is not in closed form,

and we have to use numerical simulation to get insights

from it.

Doing so we made the following observations. Let T*

be the maximum sampling period that makes the system

stable.

]. T* is linearly related to I/K, where K is spring

constant.

2. T* is linearly related to viscosity B over a wide

range, and then becomes nonlinear (when /?>](>

N-sec/m) .

3. T* is actually not related to spring mass M when

the mass is over a threshold (0.02 Kg).

To understand this solution, suppose B (the viscosity)

is small, as in many virtual world simulations, and K (the

spring constant) is big, tjjen the system delay T can easily

be bigger than 2*B/K. A typical example would be B =
1.17 N-sec/m (joystick), a strong spring K = 400 N/m.
and T > 2*B/K =5.9 ms can cause instability. This

places a severe restriction on the force fields that can be

simulated by a slow update-rate system.

Similarly, if one simulates "stirring a rod in a tank of

viscous oil" by F, = Bv
t
where v is the joystick velocity,

B is the desired viscosity, the stability condition is T* <
CI * M/B

t
and Cl = 2.

Hard surface simulation with low sam-
pling frequency

The following is an interesting experiment constructed to

test the results from above discrete analysis.

Procedure: In hard-surface simulation, lei

the system first run at 1000 Hz, then run

at 250 Hz, then run at 100 Hz. Running at

100 Hz, when one bumps into the hard sur-

face, the program increases viscosity to three

times of human arm viscosity (5 N-sec/m),

i.e., Bs = 15 N-sec/m.

Results: At 1000 Hz, the system is stable; at

250 Hz, the system is unstable; at 100 Hz.

the system is stable again. At 100 Hz, the

subjects "feels" the same hard surface sis if

the system was running at 1000 Hz.

Parameters in this experiment.

Ks Kh Bs Bh Bs (within hard-surface)

2773 400 1.17 5 15

Mh (in Kg), Kh (in N/m), Bh (in N-sec/m) are human
arm mass, stifFness, and viscosity; Ms (in Kg), Ks (in

N/m), Bs (in N-sec/m) are joystick mass, stiffness, and

viscosity.

Explanation: in order to be stable, T < 2 * (Bs +
Bh)f(Ks -f Kh). The system is unstable in hard surface

simulation at 250 Hz, since (5 + 1.17) * 2/(2773 400) =
3.84 ms = 260 Hz. If the program increases Bs from 1.2

to 15 N-sec/m, three times of human arm viscosity, even

the lower sampling rate (100 Hz) makes the system stable,

since (5 + 15) * 2/(2773 + 400) = 12.0 ms = 79 Hz.

In our experiments, the subjects did not feci the viscos-

ity difference, however, it helps tremendously in reducing

the required sampling frequency
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This was a very useful observation, and it shed light

on other implementations. Possible conditions when the

viscosity can be added without the loss of performance

(in terms of human feeling) are:

1. within the hard-surface, which needs geometry in-

formation.

2. in any region where the equivalent stiffness is above

a threshold (which causes instability at the given

sampling rate). This can be implemented as a sim-

ple threshold function: H2B/K > 7\ let Bnew >
TK/2.

Hard surface simulation with two dif-

ferent hand motions

Procedure: use the joystick to bump into a

hard surface, which is simulated by a spring

with stiffness 2773 N/m, with sampling pe-

riod at 2.8 ms.

Results: the tangential motion (side-to-side)

is always unstable, but the radial motion (forward-

backward) is always stable for all thirteen

subjects (graduate students in the graphics

laboratory).

Parameters used in this experiment.

Ks Kh Bs Bh (tangential) Bh(radial)

2773 400 1.1 3 10

Explanation: there is viscosity difference between ra-

dial and tangential motion. The stable condition is T <
2 * (Bs -f Bh)/(Ks + Kh), In the case of tangential mo-

tion, the system is unstable since 2*(l.l+3)/(2773+400)

= 2.6 ms is smaller than the required sampling period of

2.8 ms. However, in the case of radial motion, it is sta-

ble, since 2*(10+l.l)/(2773-f400) = 7.0 ms is well above

2.8ms.

Two puzzles about the behavior of hu-

man arms

We encountered two puzzles during the study of force

display. First, how can the normal human be stable, even

though the neural-muscular response time is around 200

ms? The puzzle was raised when the joystick we used

had a sampling frequency of more than 30 Hz and still

could easily be unstable. Is it because the human arm has

a better way to compensate the system dynamics? The
other puzzle is that even though the joystick sampling

frequency was increased from 500 Hz to 1000 Hz, the

human arm could still feel the difference in some cases.

In drama and literature, the human arm has been por-

trayed as the wings of a swan, the fists of a bear, the

hammer that strikes the bell, and a piece of iron in a

warrior. These magic tasks of human arms were created

by illusions that looked realistic to human eyes.

Why is human arm always stable for a healthy person?

If we assume that the human arm is implemented by a

digital controller, the sampling period T must be smaller

than 2*Mh/Kh in order to be stable. Typical values of

Mh = 0.8 Kg and Kh = 500 N/m show that T must

be smaller than 3.2 ms! Obviously this is not a correct

model, since the known human neural-muscular response

time is much bigger than 1.6 ms, and is around 200 ms.

Hogan coined a term digitally supervised analog control

[Hogan87]. The idea is that an analog controller can elim-

inate sampling problems, at the same time allowing some
control parameters to be updated by a digital computer

infrequently and asynchronously.

Similarly, here we can think of a human arm as an

analog controller supervised by the mind. But this mech-

anism is not perfect. Suppose the human arm wants to

act like a piece of paper floating in the air, or an iron

with big mass, the digitally supervised analog control is

simply inadequate. The reason is that even though the

human arm can sense the external force and change the

muscular force, stiffness, and viscosity, the time delay is

too big to make the arm act like a paper or an iron. Try

the task of letting your hand behave like a piece of paper

encountering a striking stick. Although one can see the

coming stick by its trajectory, and feel its contact with

the skin, it is impossible for one to make one's hand act

like a piece of paper.

The second puzzle is that even though the joystick sam-

pling frequency is increased from 500 Hz to 1000 Hz, the

human arm can still feel the difference in some cases.

Considering that human neural-muscular response time

is about 200ms, this phenomenon is hard to explain at

first. Our explanation to this puzzle is that although the

joystick is running at 500 Hz, it may be unstable at that

frequency when it is stable at 1000 Hz. The vibrations

caused by this instability can be sensed by human hand,

since there are skin sensors tuned as high as <100 Hz (sen-

sitive to a range from 2 Hz to well over 500 Hz) [Sher-

rick86]. If the system is stable under both sampling rates

(500 Hz and 1000 Hz), we observe that there are no gross

differences in force perception in a few simulations in the

Sandpaper environment. We hypothesize that the stabil-

ity of a simulation is a major criterion in differentiating

between them.

Conclusion

We did not use all the theories in designing our first

systems. When problems came one by one, we realized

that an analysis would be useful. The analysis helped

us understand and improve the performance of our cur-

rent systems, and we believe it will also contribute to the

design of new force display systems.
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Color plate 1 : The SancpqpermvironmeriL screen display. The patches have textures, animated objects, or materials in

them. The user can feel these when holding and moving the force feedback joystick. The sliders on the left adjust the way
each patch feels.

Cobr plate 2: The molecular docking system uses a master station of a remote manipulator system (ARM) as a .6-D force and
torque interface. The purpose is to find the best fit of a drug inside a receptor molecule. The drug in white is methotrexate, an
anti-cancer drug; the receptor in blue and red is dihydrofolate reductase, an enzyme.
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A STUDY IN TWO-HANDED INPUT
William Buxton and Brad A. Myers
Computer Systems Research Institute

University of Toronto

ABSTRACT

Two experiments were run to investigate two-handed input. The tasks selected were chosen
to be representative ofcommon tasks found in CAD and office information systems. In the

experiments, the tasks assigned to each hand involved communicating continuous, rather

than discrete, information.

Experiment one involved the performance of a selection/positioning task in which the

selection and positioning sub-tasks were performed by separate hands using separate

transducers. Without prompting, novice subjects adopted strategies that involved

performing the two sub-tasks simultaneously. We interpret this as a demonstration that, in

the appropriate context, users are capable of simultaneously providing continuous data from
two hands without significant overhead. The results also show that, for the experimental
task, that speed of task performance is strongly correlated to degree of parallelism.

Experiment two involved the performance of a navigation/selection task. It compared a one-
handed versus two-handed method for finding and selecting words in a stylized document.
The results show that, for the experimental task, the two-handed method significantly

outperformed the common one-handed method by a number of measures. Unlike
experiment one, only two subjects adopted strategies that used both hands simultaneously.

The benefits of the two-handed technique, therefore, are interpreted as being due to

efficiency of hand motion. However, the two subjects who did use parallel strategies had the

two fastest times over all subjects.

INTRODUCTION

A researcher turns a page ofa book while taking notes. A driver changes gears while steering a car. A
recording engineerfades out the drums while bringing in the strings.

What each of these tasks has in common is that the human operator is assigning a continuous task to

each hand. What is clear is that we all perform this type of task every day. What is less clear is why
hardly any user interfaces allow us to utilize this demonstrated ability in communicating with a

computer.

From our experience in building systems for music and graphics, we were convinced that tapping this
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human ability could result in improvements in human performance for both experts and novices.
Especially with the trend towards direct manipulation systems (Shneiderman, 1983), we were further
convinced that such tasks were applicable beyond specialized applications such as process control and
music.

In order to test our hypotheses, we designed and ran two experiments. The first has its roots in computer
aided design, and involves what we call a positioning/scaling task. The task for the second experiment is

drawn from word processing, and involves navigating through a document that is only partially visible
through the display "window" (Myers, 1 984).

In the first experiment we forced all subjects (all novices) to use two hands. In the second experiment
we used both experts and novices to compare one-handed and two-handed methods for performing the
navigation task. The one-handed method was based on the scrolling mechanism used by the Apple
Macintosh MacWrite program (Apple, 1984). The two-handed method was of our own design.

EXPERIMENT 1: POSITIONING/SCALING

Introduction

In our first experiment we had subjects perform a compound task where they positioned a graphical
object with one hand and scaled its size with the other. The task was designed so that it could be
perfectly solved serially by first positioning the object, and then scaling it. In addition, in our
instructions and training, we did everything to bias users to perform it in a sequential maimer.

Our hypothesis was that when the positioning and scaling sub-tasks were split over two hands and two
devices, that users would gravitate towards performing them both in parallel. Despite the tendency
towards sequential task performance assumed by most computer systems, our beliefwas that, for the
positioning/scaling task, parallel performance of the sub-tasks was more "natural". We also believed that
the motor skills required to perform the task were either already existent, or easily acquired.

The Task

Subjects were presented two squares on a CRT. One square, known as the target, is positioned randomly
on the screen and scaled to a random size. The other square is known at the tracker. The position of the
tracker square is controlled by the subject's right hand using a graphics tablet with a puck. The size of
the tracker is controlled by the subject's left hand using a treadmill-like slider. The task is for the subject
make the tracker match the position and size of the target.

The squares were designed to be easily distinguished. The tracker was drawn with solid lines. The target
was represented by its corners only, which appeared as bold lines. The centre of each square was
indicated by an identical fixed-size cross. The squares can be seen in Figure 1 , which shows the screen
during an actual trial.
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»- J

EJ
Figure 1: Experiment 1 Trial

The target square is defined by bold corners. The tracker is the square defined by the solid

lines. The goal is to position the tracker over the target and scale its size to match.

Scaling the tracker square was symmetrical in relation to its centre. Therefore, the two sub-tasks task

could be performed sequentially by aligning the centre cross of the tracker square with that of the target,

and then adjusting the tracker's size.

Trials began by the subject depressing a button on the tablet's puck. A trial automatically finished when
the scaling and positioning were within a system-defined degree of tolerance. The end of each trial was
signaled to the user by an audio beep from the computer. The final position of the tracker for trial n
became its initial position for trial n+1. At the start of each trial, the target jumps to a new random
position and assumes a new random size. Subjects could either hold the puck button down during a trial

or click and release.

After training, subjects ran five sets of ten trials each. Sets were timed. At the end of each set, subjects

were told their average time over that set as well as their own best time. Subjects were instructed to try

to beat their best time. The total time taken by a subject to complete the experiment, including training

and filling out a questionnaire, was about seventeen minutes.

The Environment

The experiment was run on a PERQ I workstation from PERQ Systems Corp. It features a high-

resolution (1024 x 768) non-interlaced bit-mapped display. The aspect ratio of the CRT was rectangular,

and it was vertically oriented in portrait style.

Figure 2; Cutaway view of an Allison Research Slider

The graphics tablet used was a Bit Pad-1 with a 4-button puck manufactured by Summagraphics Ltd.

The tablet controlled the tracker in absolute, mode so that there was a direct mapping of the position of
the puck on the tablet to the position of the tracker on the screen.

The slider box was made at the at our Institute using a treadmill-like device developed by Allison
Research of Nashville, Tennessee. The slider is, in effect, a 1-D mouse, providing relative information
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proportional to the amount ofmotion up or down. The slider is about 1 3 cm by 2 cm. A cut-away

schematic of the slider is shown in Figure 2.

The workstation was in an area isolated by office partitions. All subjects used the same configuration

with the workstation keyboard removed, the sliders on the left and the tablet on the right. The test

environment is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: The Experimental Environment

Subjects

Fourteen subjects were used in the experiment. All were graduate students or staff associated with the

Computer Systems Research Institute. Subjects were respondents to a call for volunteers posted in our

building. Subjects were not paid, and none obtained course credit for their participation. Virtually all

subjects were computer literate, some holding advanced degrees. However, all of the subjects were

novices in the use of computer pointing devices.

Training

Subjects were trained for the experiment in two stages, corresponding to the positioning and scaling sub-

tasks, respectively. It was our intent in the training not to do anything (beside provide a device for each

hand) to bias toward using parallel strategies in the experimental task. For consistency, all instructions

were provided in written form on-line.

The first training session involved a task identical to that used in the experiment, except that the tracker

and target were the same size. Hence, there was no scaling involved. After reading the instructions,

subjects performed the task in sets of 10 trials until they reached a specified standard of proficiency.

The second part of the training was to develop familiarity with the slider and the scaling task. In this

case, both squares were centred on the screen. In sessions of 45 seconds, the target square continuously

grew and shrank. The subject was instructed to continuously match the target's size with the tracker

square using the slider. If a specified degree of proficiency was not reached after the first session,

additional sessions were presented.

Following completion of the two stages of training (which typically took on the order of 5 minutes),

instructions for the experimental task were presented. Of utmost importance is to note that at no time

was a subject informed that both devices could be used at the same time. Furthermore, the sequencing of

the two training sessions follows the sequence in which the task can be performed perfectly without any

parallel activity.
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Results

The most important result was that averaged over all trials, subjects were engaged in parallel activity

40.9% of the time. Ifwe look at only the best session for each subject, the figure becomes 45.1% t

In order to see how they correlated, we plotted speed of task performance against percentage of time
engaged in parallel activity. This data is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Time vs Parallel Activity

The horizontal axis represents time to complete the task (in 60ths ofa second). The vertical

axis represents percentage oftime engaged in parallel activity. Average datafor each
session ofeach subject is plotted (5x14= 70 points).

Of the 14 subjects, six used parallel strategies from the first trial. The others evolved to parallelism

through the successive sessions.

Interpretation

Subjects clearly have no difficulty in performing the task. The high incidence of parallel activity

suggests that neither of the two sub-tasks presented a significant load on the cognitive or motor systems.
The experiment shows that the efficiency of subjects

1

performance correlates positively to the degree of
parallelism used. Perhaps most important, we believe that the experiment demonstrates that such
behaviour is natural, at least for the task presented. This we support by the subjects' unprompted
adoption of parallel strategies.

EXPERIMENT 2: SELECTION/NAVIGATION

Introduction

Having established subjects
1

ability to utilize two hand effectively, we were then interested in

determining if there were common transactions where a two-handed approach would result in significant

improvements in performance when compared to common one-handed techniques. We chose a task
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from word processing for the experiment. The task was to select specified words in a stylized document.
The experiment was designed so that the subject had to navigate to the appropriate part of the document
before selection could take place.

To establish a known frame of reference, we modeled the one-handed technique on the scroll arrows and
scroll bar of MacWrite word processor (Apple, 1984). This we compared to a two-handed technique of
our own design. MacWrite was chosen since it is representative of the current state-of-the-art. It also
gave us access to a population of expert subjects.

Our hypothesis was that a well-designed strategy that partitioned the selection/navigation task between
two hands would be easier to learn and use than the popular one-handed technique tested. Based on our
previous experience, our beliefwas that complete novices using the two-handed technique would come
close to matching the performance of experts using one hand.

The Task

The screen was partitioned into two halves. In the top half of the screen was a window 80 characters
wide and 24 lines long. Part of a document was displayed within the window. In the bottom half of the
screen, a one-line instruction was presented to the subject. Instructions were always to select a particular
word on a particular line. Selection was always done using a puck on a graphics tablet. However, the

specified word was never visible in the window at the time the instruction was given, so the user would
have to navigate to the appropriate part of the document before selection could take place. Two different
ways were used to navigate. Subjects were divided into, two groups. One half used the puck and the
MacWrite-like scroll bar and arrows. The other half used their left hand to navigate by manipulating two
touch-sensitive strips.

A stylized document was used. It consisted of 60 numbered lines double-spaced. Lines were numbered
in both the left and right margin. Each line contained three words; Left, Middle, and Right. The words
were placed in three columns at the left, middle, and right of the lines . An example ofwhat was
presented to the subject is shown in Figure 5.

We chose this stylized document to better approximate the case where one is navigating within a
familiar document. Subjects performed three sessions of 21 trials (resulting in 20 transitions per
session). To better focus on operational issues, the same questions were presented in each of the three
sessions.
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Figure 5: Sample Trial for Two-Handed Version.

The subject hasjust correctly selected line 14, Middle. The program has responded by

instructing "Line 28, Left" to be selected. The current relative position in the document is

indicated by the black bar in the scroll bar in the right margin ofthe window. In the two-

handed version, the graphic scroll bar isfor output only.

With both the one-handed and two-handed versions, there were two strategies that one could use to

navigate. One was to smooth scroll, the other was to jump. With the one-handed version the scroll

arrows were xised to smooth scroll and the scroll bar to jump. With the two handed version, one touch-

sensitive strip was used to scroll the document up or down. The second strip caused a jump to the same
relative position in the document as the position on the strip that was touched (top->begianing, bottom-

ed, ...).

Subjects were timed and presented their average time and best time at the end of each session. They
were instructed to try to beat their best time. The time required for subjects to complete their

participation, including training and filling out a questionnaire was about twenty minutes.

The Environment

The environment used was the same as that described for Experiment 1 . The only difference was that the

slider box was replaced by a touch-sensitive tablet. The touch-sensitive surface and its controller were
manufactured by Elographics Corp, The power supply and housing were of our own manufacture. The
touch-tablet's surface was partitioned into two vertical strips by using a cardboard template. Each
exposed strip measured about 4.5 cm by 2 cm. A photograph of the touch-tablet is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: The Touch-Sensitive Tablet

The tablet surface is partitioned by a template into two virtual devices. The left one is a
position-sensitive strip used tojump to specific locations in the document. The right one is a

. 1-D relative device used to smooth scroll the document in the window. See Buxton, Hill and
Rowley (1985)for additional information on the use oftouch-tablets.

Subjects

Twenty-four subjects ran the experiment. Twelve were experts in the use of a mouse and twelve were
novices. Half of each group ran the one-handed version of the experiment, the other half ran the two-
handed version. Hence> there were four groups of six subjects in a two-by-two comparison.

Subject expertise was determined via a questionnaire. The data generated in the experiment strongly
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verifies our grouping of subjects. Subjects were staff or students (graduate and undergraduate)
associated with the Department of Computer Science. Subjects were respondents to either posted or

verbal calls for volunteers. No subjects were paid, and none obtained course credit for their

participation.

Training

Trf maintain consistency, all training was done on-line. Subjects were presented the document and given
instructions on how to use the particular navigational tools assigned to them. Different instructions were
obviously provided to the two-handed and one-handed groups.

Results

The first result showed that the two-handed approach resulted in better performance by experts and
novices alike.

1 . Experts: the two-handed group out-performed the one handed group by 1 5%.
2. Novices: the two-handed group out-performed the one handed group by 25%,

Using the two-handed technique greatly reduced the gap between expert and novice users. Ifwe look at

the average times taken from the first set of trials, we see the following:

1
.

Using the one-handed approach, experts out-performed novices by 85% (p.0.05).

2. Using the two-handed approach, experts out-performed novices by only 32% (p 0.02)

3. Comparing experts using the one-handed technique and novices using the two-handed technique,
experts out-performed novices by only 12%, and this difference has no statistical significance.

The data shows that from the very first set, there were significant improvements for novices and experts
when using the two-handed technique.

Ifwe look at times for subjects
1

best of three sets, we also see that the two-handed technique resulted in

superior performance. The top six times were obtained by subjects using the two-handed technique. A
comparison of the performance of the subjects by group is summarized in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Subjects' Performance by Group (best set only)

Based on our results from experiment one, we expected to observe subjects using both hands in parallel

(for example, moving the tablet puck from one side to the other while the target was being scrolled into

view).

However, with the majority ofusers this was not the case. Only two subjects employed parallel

strategies. Significantly, these two subjects had the two best times in the experiment.

Regarding strategies, all subjects jumped significantly more than smooth scrolled during searches,

although the effect was more pronounced with experts* The data also shows that experts jumped far

more when using the one-handed version than when using the two handed version (93% vs 74% of the

time, respectively) in their best session.

Interpretation

The results show that the partitioning of the navigation/selection task between the two hands results in

improved performance for experts and novices. The first order benefit cannot, however, be attributed to

the two hands being used at once. Rather, the improvement is interpreted as being due to the increased

efficiency of hand motion in the two-handed technique. In the one-handed approach, significant time is

consumed in moving the pointer between the document's text and the navigational tools. In the two-

handed version, the hands are always in home position for each of the two task, so no such time is

consumed.

If this interpretation is correct, we would expect to see the greatest improvement in performance in

transitions where there is greatest distance between the target and the navigational tools. This situation

occurs in the one-handed technique where two selections occur in sequence on the left side of the

display (remember, the scroll-bar and scroll-arrows are along the right margin of the display). This

expectation was confirmed by the data. With such transitions, the two-handed technique resulted in

performance improving by 30% . With transitions that minimized the movement between target and

navigational tools (two targets appearing in sequence on the right side of the display), the improvement

was reduced to 15%.

Unlike the experimental condition, in many real-world tasks, time is lost to homing with the two-handed

technique as well. An example, would be where the hands frequently move back-and-forth from the

keyboard. This may make the benefits of the technique of less practical significance overall. Note,

however, that in such contexts, time is equally lost in homing with the one-handed technique.

Finally, we must address the question of why more simultaneous use of two hands was not observed.

We can only conclude that the task in experiment two was more difficult than that in experiment one. It

is important to remember, however, that despite the fact that the entire experiment took subjects less

than twenty minutes, two did adopt a parallel strategy, and these two subjects obtained the best times

overall. Consequently, while more difficult, the skill can be easily learned and performance benefits can

accrue when it is.

CONCLUSIONS

The data generated makes a strong case for improving performance by splitting the sub-tasks of

compound continuous tasks between the two hands. Experiment One shows that even novice users have

the requisite manual skills, and Experiment Two shows that significant improvements can be made over
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one-handed techniques which are the current practice.

Experiment Two shows that performance improvements can occur with two handed input even where
the tasks are performed sequentially. Furthermore, by splitting the tasks between two hands, the
foundation is laid for further improvement by the ability to support parallel task performance by more
skilled users.

• To date, very few computer systems easily lend themselves to experimentation with the types of
interaction described in this paper. This may be largely due to the serial nature of existing programming
languages and processors. Technological biases notwithstanding, we feel that the results reported here
warrant increased attention being paid to an investigation ofboth multi-handed and parallel input
structures.
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ABSTRACT

This paper reports on the development of a hand to

machine interface device that provides real-time
gesture, position and orientation information. The key
element is a glove and the device as a whole
incorporates a collection of technologies. Analog flex

sensors on the glove measure finger bending. Hand
position and orientation are measured either by
ultrasonics, providing five degrees of freedom, or
magnetic flux sensors* which provide six degrees of

freedom. Piezoceramic benders provide the wearer of
the glove with tactile feedback. These sensors are
mounted on the light-weight glove and connected to the
driving hardware via a small cable.

Applications of the glove and its component
technologies include its use in conjunction witn a host
computer which drives a real-time 3-dimensional
model of the hand allowing the glove wearer to
manipulate computer-generated objects as if they were
real f interpretation of finger-spefline, evaluation of
hand impairment in addition to providing an interface

to a visual programming language.

Resume

Get article presente le developpement d'un systeme
main-machine qui fournit en temps reel les positions,
orientations et gestes de la main de Tutilisateur.
L'element de base du systeme est un gant, Vensemble
du systeme utilisant differentes technologies: Des
capteurs analogues places sur le eant mesurent les

flexions des doigts. La position et Torientation de la

main sont mesures, soit a V aide d'un systeme
ultrasonique, qui foumit cinq des degres de liSerte du
systeme, soit a l'aide d'un systeme magnetique, qui
fournit es six degres de liberte. Des elements
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piezoceramiques places sur le gant sont controles pour
rournir a 1'utilisateur differentes sensations tactiles.

Ces differents capteurs sont montes sont un gant de
faible poids, connecte au systeme de controle par un
cable de faible dimension,

Les applications du systeme comprennent son
utilisation relie a un ordinateur contenant un modele
temps reel en trois dimensions de la main permettant
a Futilisateur de .manipuler des o

t
bjets virtuels

generes par Tordinateur comme s'lls existaient reelee-
*ment, ^interpretation de signes alphabettques pour
mal-entendants, revaluation cliriique de troubles fonc*-
tionnels de la main, ainsi que son utilisation cqmme
interface a un Tangage de programmation visuelle.

Keywords:- Human Interface, User Interface, Motor
Interface, Tactile Interface, Gesture Recognition.

1. INTRODUCTION

The hand gesture input devices presented here, the
Z-Glove™ and the DateGIove™, are lightweight
cotton gloves containing flex sensors which measure
finger bending, positioning and orientation systems,
ana tactile feedback vibrators.

Figure 1.

DataGlove with outer glove removed to show sensors
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Different orientation and positioning systems of the
Z-Glove and the DataGIove distinguish the two
models. The Z-Glove employs an ultrasonic
positioning and orientation system controlled by a
Commodore 64™ computer and is less costly and
more limited in application. The DateGlove, using a
magnetic positioning and orientation system controlled
by an Apple Macintosh™ computer is more expensive
and of wider application (see Fig. 1).

2> ELEMENTS OF THE SYSTEM

2JFLEX SENSORS

On both gloves, the flex sensor is a patented [Zim85]
optical goniometer that can be manufactured in a
variety of dimensions suited to the application. Flex
sensors measuring two inches lon§ by one quarter inch
in diameter are glued to a tight-fitting, stretchable inner
glove. Multiplexing electronics are mounted on top of
the inner glove ana protected by a loose-fitting outer
glove.

Five to fifteen flex sensors are mounted on a glove,
depending on the application. The finger joints

measured are the metacarpophalangeal (MP or inner)

joints, the proximal interphalangeal (PIP or middle)
joints and their abductions, and the palm (see Fig. 2).

Figure 2
Flex and ultrasonic transducer placement

On the DataGIove, analog signals from the flex sensors
are multiplexed to data-acquisition hardware which
interfaces to an Apple Macintosh computer. On the
Z-Glove, analog flex signals are fed directly to the
internal converters of the Commodore 64 computer.

2.2 POSITIONING AND ORIENTATION

2.2.1 ULTRASONIC POSITIONING AND
ORIENTATION

The positioning and orientation system on the Z-GIove
consists of two ultrasonic transducers attached to
opposite sides of the metacarpal (between the wrist and

the fingers), a hardware timer, three ultrasonic
receivers mounted around the perimeter of a monitor,
and triangulation software running on a Commodore
64 computer. Processing overhead is reduced by
using triangulation approximations. Visual feedback is

provided by an icon which tracks hand movement,
minimizing the impact of tracking errors.

Roll and yaw of the hand is determined from the
position of the transmitter pair. The ultrasonic
transmitters need a direct line-of-sieht for their acoustic
signals to reach the receivers. Ifone transmitter is

blocked (by the fingers or part of the hand), orientation
information is lost. If both transmitters are blocked,
the tracking icon freezes.

Position jitter due to detection error is reduced, with
minimum impact on response time, by means of a
software filter that decreases the filtering with
increasing hand velocity.

2.2.2 MAGNETIC POSITION AND
ORIENTATION

On the DataGIove, a 3SPACE™ (Polhcmus
Navigation Sciences Division, McDonnell Douglas
Electronics Company, Esses Junction, Vermont)
position and orientation system is used. The 3SPACE
uses low frequency magnetic fields to measure six
degrees of freedom. The small 3SPACE sensor is

mounted on the dorsal side of the hand between the
glove's two layers. The 3SPACE is connected to one
of the serialj>orts on the Apple Macintosh computer.
The 3SPACE requires no filtering of data,

2.3 TACTILE FEEDBACK

Tactile feedback is used to add realism to interactions
between computer-generated (virtual) objects and the
virtual hand. Tactile cues are oeing experimented with
to simulate object contact, hardness and surface
texture.

Piezoceramic benders driven with a 20-40 Hz sine
wave, (below peak sensitivity of 250 Hz [Sherrick82]
to prevent audible sound generation) are mounted
underneath each finger. The sensation produced is

"tingling" or "numbness*.

Benders are used because of their small size, low cost
and low operating voltage* Frequency modulation is

used to vary the intensity of the tactile sensation and tc

minimize the finger "numbing" sensation. Tactile
stimulation is increased by driving benders closer to
peak tactile sensitivity frequency. Object contact is

cued when virtual fingertips touch the surface of
virtual objects. Contact is signaled by oscillating
finger benders, which produce a "buzzing" sensation
at the fingertips-

3, GESTURE RECOGNITION AND
CALIBRATION

Representing and recognizing human hand gestures is

a deep problem analogous to the recognition ofhuman
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speech or handwriting. We present here some of the

basic methods of gesture recognition.

It is possible to identify two types of gestures: object

manipulations (eg: pick up, rotate, throw, squeeze),
and commands (eg: draw a line, produce a sound, set a
color). Gestures can also be classified as static (eg: a
"victory

0
or a "peace" sign), or dynamic (eg: waving

good-bye).

Z-Gloves and DataGloves are manufactured in several

sizes taking into account the wide variety of human
hands. Individual gesture styles further complicate
gesture recognition. Two techniques of calibration

nave been developed to compensate for these
variations*

3.1 MANUAL CALIBRATION

Manual calibration is a method in which a subject
wearing the Z-Glove performs tasks, One manual
calibration method requires the Z-glove wearer to grab
a series of objects placing finger joints at known
angles. The joint bending angles recorded in this

manual calibration are usedin a clinical study of hand
rehabilitation.

A finger spelling interpretation application uses manual
calibration to form gesture templates. Gesture
recognition is performed by differentiating finger
values with values from such gesture templates. Tne
absolute value of these differences is summed for each
gesture template. The gesture with the minimum sum
is chosen if that sum is less than a confidence
threshold. If the gesture does not match any of the
templates closely enough then the gesture is ignored.

3.2 AUTOMATIC CALIBRATION

Gesture recognition using automatic calibration scales
flex sensor values by recording mimimum and
maximum joint extension values. The maximum
values are decremented over time to prevent an extreme
joint extension from skewing the scaling of recorded
values. Hysteresis thresholds unique to each finger ar<

applied to reduce the position of the fingers to
quantized states. These finger states are then compared
to gesture templates containing permissable finger
states and the first successful gesture template match is

chosen, or "recognized '\ Threshold values and
gesture templates are user-independent and are
empirically derived.

Unintentional passing (transitional) gestures are
"debounced" by requiring a valid gesture to be held for
a period of time.

Dynamic gesture recognition techniques are being
investigated. As in speech recognition, dynamic
gesture recognition is able to take advantage of context
in order to limit the number of gestures to be
distinguished at a given time.

CHI + Gl 1987

4. A VISUAL PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGE INTERFACE

A Z-Glove based user interface is explored in a visual
programming environment known as Grasp™
(originally called Mandala) under development atVPL
Research, Inc. [Lanier84J. The Grasp system runs on
microcomputers and uses the ultrasonic positioning
and orientation system.

A moving hand-shaped icon tracks the user's hand.
When a valid gesture is detected, die hand image is

shown performing that gesture. This produces a
discrete animation of a hand, rather than a continuous
representation of the hand.

In most mouse (or other pointing device) based
interfaces, there are two phases to each user action:
selection of an object, and selection of the operation to

be performed on the selected object. In Grasp, object
selection and operation are accomplished
simultaneously by gesturing over an object.

In order to make gestures easier to learn and
remember, gestures in Grasp are analogous to
real-world gestures. A "grab" (all fingers closed like a
fist) picks up an object. Once picked up, the object car
be carried around the screen and "dropped" (all fingers
opened) at a new location. If the user merely opens a
few fingers, a copy of the object is put down. If the
user picks up an object with only the thumb and index
finger, a value is "plucked" from the object. Opening
fingers quickly over an objects opens or expands the
object.

5. APPLICATIONS

Among the present applications of the DataGIove and
the Z-Glove are a gesture recognition device, a clinical

tool for evaluating hand function, a three-dimensional
hand model controller, an interface to a visual
programming language, a music and sound synthesis
controller, a finger spelling interpreter, and a
computer-generated object manipulator. Future
projections for DataGIove and Z-Glove applications lie

in the fields of robotics, human factors and ergonomics
research.

5.1 THREE-DIMENSIONAL HAND MODEL

A flexible, three-dimensional, articulating hand model
is constructed using local coordinates for each finger
joint, represented by a linked list of records, with each
finger having a full range of angular motion. The hand
model (virtual hand) is generated in real time using the
DateGlove and the Apple Macintosh computer (see
photo).

5.2 A CLINICAL HAND IMPAIRMENT
MEASURING TOOL

Hand impairment measurements are classified as
anatomical and functional. A goniometer obtains
anatomical measurements by measuring the range of
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motion of a given joint. Functional tests measure the
time it takes to perfoim common unilateral tasks like
stacking checkers, turning over cards, or putting small
objects in a can [Jebsen69j,

The process of measuring the range of motion of a
patient's hand by a skilled therapist with a mechanical
goniometer can take one to two hours and is only
rcpeatable to within five degrees if the same physical
therapist with a mechanical goniometer performs the
measurements [Rosen86]. The DataGlove has the
capability of measuring a patient's range ofmotion in a
fraction of the time, under the supervision of a less
skilled assistant, with more repeatable results* Tests
are now being conducted to examine this application.

Functional tests like the Jebsen Hand Function Test
take a considerable amount of time for the patient and
the physical therapist Dynamic data recorded on video
tape is also time consuming to analyze. The
DataGlove, with a positioning and orientation system,
is being investigated as a means of logging and
analyzing functional tests.

5.3 THREE-DIMENSIONAL OBJECT
MANIPULATION

Manipulating three-dimensional virtual objects with
two-dimensional controllers such as digitizing tablets,
touch pads and mice are awkward since these objects
arc capable of six-dimensional movement. Both the
Z-Glove and DataGlove (with a positioning and
orientation system) allow users to interact with virtual
objects much as they do with real objects. Virtual
objects can be picked up, grabbed, twisted, squeezed,
thrown, and set down.

A virtual object can be moved (translated and rotated)
with either the Z-Glove or the DataGlove while it is
being operated on (eg: squeezed and twisted). And
since simultaneous actions are usually faster than
sequential ones [Buxton86J, the entire function can be
performed in a more natural, more efficient manner.

Hie Z-Glove and the DataGlove address the question
of "scoping", the selection of a subset from a set,
TTiis is significant when several objects appear near or
on each other. Consider a computer-generated image
of cherries in a glass bowl viewed from the side.
When using a mouse to point at a cherry, it is
ambiguous whether one is pointing to the cherry or the
bowL In contrast, one could use the DataGlove or the
Z-Glove to close one's fingers around and pick up the
desired item, without ambiguity, A handful of
cherries, for that matter, could be picked up, the
number of cherries in the handful being a function of
the size of the grasp*

A virtual environmentproject at NASA Ames Research
Center [Fisher8o] uses a head-mounted,
three-dimensional display [Sutherland681, a
DataGlove, and a 3SPACE TRACKER in current
research directed toward eventual control of a remote
robot band. The hand performs operations in an
environment hostile to human life (in space or under
conditions which, due to radiation or otner factors, is

dangerous), while the operator remains protected and
comfortable (inside a space capsule or sale enclosure).

6. CONCLUSION

Two systems, the DataGlove and the Z-Glove, have
been presented both of which allow the direct
manipulation of computer-generated objects.

The best type of interface device performs its' task
unobtrusively. A joystick is a controller that a user
acts upon. The DataGlove and the ZrGlove, on the
other hand, are articles of clothing which instrument
the user's actions. The user's hand is the controller,
as is natural for it to be.

Just as speech is our natural means of communication,
the human hand is our natural means of manipulating
the physical world. As computer systems begin to
simulate the physical world, the technologies presented
in this paper suggest a broad spectrum of possibilities
to a wide variety of users. It is increasingly important
that we shape the simulated world of the computer in
ways which reflect our human universe, rather than
allow ourselves to be shaped by our machines.
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